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REMARKS TO PROGRAM ADMINISTRATORS
)

This course has been prepared. so that industrial/vocatidnal education supervisors and instructors can establish and administer effective safety and health
programs in.theii. schools.

;

sh.
1'

The priniary purposes of the course are:
1. to acquaint supervisors and instructors at variouslevels with the

characteristics of effective safety arid-health programs
,

.

2. to demonstrate the relationships between hazards encountered in
the industrial/Vocational shop and those eristpg in industry
3.. to provide information o n safety and health proj]lem identification and evaluation, inspections, accident inveltigations, and the selection and useof effective hazard controls
4. to teach the participant to differentiate important hazards from

those with lesser destructive potential.

Although this course is designed as a complete training program to be given
over a three-day period, it may be divided into individual units for preSentation over longer pefiods of time.

Before,. any instruction takes place, the participants Must be well versed in
the purposes, content and strategies of this course. As the prtigram administrator, you will be responsible forgensuring that your instructors under-

stand the purpose and the specific objectives of each program unit. You
should feel free, by making additions and deletions, to tailor the content to
fit a 'particular situation. WhereVer possible, the administrator is :urged to
replace or supplement visual aids with ones taken from the industrial/vocational shop settings of the program participants. In this way, the presentation will gain in effectiveness.and immediacy.
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UNIT 1

.

IMPACT OF ACCIDENTS ON INDUSTRIAL/VOCATIONAI EDUCATION SHOP PROGRAMS

,LENGTH: 60 Minutes

METHODS

I Lecture and Demonstration

PURPbSE

'To discuss the effects of accidents and hazards on operations within tile industrial /vocational education shop and to examine how students are involved in
accident situations.

OBJECTIVES

To introduce the participant to:
1. The impact of accidents on school shop operations
2. The origin and cause of safety and health hazards in the shop
3. The student as patt of an operator/machine system.

SPECIAL TERM# i 1. Accident/Injury

2. Safety Hazard
3. Health Hazaid

4. Operator/Machine System
5. Human, Situational and Environmental Factors
1-

INSTRUCTOR
MATERIALS

Lesson Plan
35 mm Slides and Projector
Chalk Board/Chalk

TRAINEE
MATERIALS

Participant putlines rnd Supplementary Materials

A

A' C.

1 ri

4.

V

.11

,

UNIT 1

.

IMPACT OF ACCIDENTS ON INDUSTRIAL/VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SHOP PROGRAMS

- Each year accidents continua to take their toll on workers in all
industries. Recent figures compiled by theNational Safety Councilindicate that aver 2,300,000 wor)cers are disabled and over 13,000
are killed annually as a result of accidents occurring in the work-

IMPACT OF ACCIDENTS IN
INDUSTRY

place. 1 These statistics. do not include the injuries and. deaths
sustained in school industrial/vocational education shops.

From figures distributed by the National Safety Council, we can
estimate that, ,during one year, industrial/vocational education
shOps were the location of more than 22,500 accidents to boyi
and \1,500 accidents to girls,2 These figures are only for those

IMPACT OF ACCIDENTS IN
INDUSTRIAL/VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

accidents which were reported and which caused property damage
or loss of at least one half-day of school. Actual figures would be
much higher for three reasohs:
1. The

total 'number of students participating in Indus-

,trial/vocational education- program's throughout the nation
is increasing.

2. Many accidents are not reported.
3. Many accidents do not cause property' damage or result in

the loss of at least one half-day of school.

Accidents are harmful not only when measured in human terms,
that.is, the injuries and illnesses to students, instructors and others
in the school system, but also when measured in terms of their
impact on the overall school shop program. Along with human
losses, accidents which occur in the shop setting generally include
one or more of the following results:

ACCIDENT EFFECTS

1. damage to or loss of equipment
2. damage to or loss of materials

.

4

3. temporary or permanent loss of the use of shop facilities
4. cost of medical treatment

1-3
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5. administrative costs

O

6. liability.

ACCIDENT REDUCTION
IN THE SCHOOL SHOP

1

Supervisors of industrial/vocat4onal education programs must
understand the importance of a systimatic approach to locating,
evaluating and controlling those factArs' in the shop situation and
environment which are responsible for accidents and their effects.
Developing an effective program to reduce accidents and adverse
health conditions requires the efforts of many people directly and indirectly associated with instructional activities.

ACCIDENT REDUCTION

A TEAM APPROACH
Administrator/Supervisor
Principal and Assistants

Department Heads
C

Instructor

,

Purchasing Agents

Student Shop Foremen
Safety and Health Committee
IViaintenii,6 Personnel

To be effective, a safety and health program requires the active
leadership and support 01: those at -both the administrative pd.
instructional levels. The L.Justrial/vocational school administrator

or supervisor, for example, plays a significant role from thst,,
standpoint of direction and overall policy setting: The schoOl
principal and assistants,' through their' support and program
'assistance, are also important links in the total effort. So ,too are
the, various industrial/vocational education department heads, who
are' in prime positions to provide overall guidance and individual
instructor support.

Perhaps 'the key person; from the standpoint of his day-to-day
contact with the shop and student's, is the instructor. Through his
active leadership and participation,this.Person makes the program
happen. Other key individuals and groups are those responsible for
purchasing materials and equipment for the school shop, those
assigned roles as student shop foremen, members of safety and

ealth committees and those charged with maintaining shop
facilities.;
,

Later in this section; the actual support roles of team naeinbers
will be examined further. But before we Gin, discuss ways that
individuals and groups. can reduce or eliminate accidents within
the total health and safety program, it is necessary to explore in
depth the nature and causes of accidents.
DEFINITION OF ACCIDENT

Let us begin by enlarging and refining our definition of accident.
Thus far "accident" has referred to a situation responsible for the
undesired events ot injuries, fatalities or any other losses; For the
.remainder of this course, the term "accident" will be defined as:
any. unexpected event which interrupts the normatshop educational process, caused by human, situational or environmental
factors or a combination of these. It may or may not result in
death, injury or property damage but has the potential to do so.3

1-4
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Three important points contained in our definition need further
explanation.

The first is that an accident does not have to result in damage,
injury or death. For instance, a student slips and falls on'an oil
spot while walking across the shop floor. The tall-does not injure
the student or cause any damage, but it is still classified as an
accident because it interrupts the educational process and carries

Accidents Do Not Have to
Result in Injuries

with it, the potential for injury and damage.

The second point is that accidents, by their very nature, are unusual, unexpected events. Yet the fadt that accidents occur infrequently is not as important as the recognition that the potential
for accidents is always present. An oil spot on a shot floor, for
example, may remain there for many days without anyone slip-

Accidents Are Unusual Events

ping on it or taking particular notice of it, but that does not
reduce the oil spot's potential' to cause injury. or damage. Unless
instructors and students are aware of and fully, alert to the ever
present possibility of accidents, unless they act to discover and
eliminate potential causes, soonen or later These causes probably

will* produce situations in the industrial/vocational education
shop where both instructors and students will witness damage,
injuries or death.

,

The third point our definition Makes° is that accidents do not
occur without reason; they are caused. Common causes of shop

Accidents Are Caused

acciderits are:
1. improper use of tools, machines, etc*.
2. faillire to use protective equipment

protective and safety equipment that has been rendered.
incper,ative

tt

4. failure to follow correct procedures
5. faulty equipment and tools

6. condition of walking and working surfaces
7. improper maintenance of equipment

8. unguarded or inadequately guarded machinery.

In each accident situation, the cause can be directly or indirectly

attributed to either the instructor or student (human factors),
operations, tools, equipment and materials (situational factors),
1-5
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and conditions such as noise, vibration, poor illumination, etc.
(environtnental factors).

Before any attempt is made to improve the industrial/vocational
education shop setting and its instructional methods, operations
and conditions, if is imperative that the causes otaccidentai be
fully understood. Let us begin by exploringthe human factor and
then proceed to the situational and environmental factors.

=

-CAUSE FACTOR ONE

HUMAN FACTOR
Acts of Commission and
Omission

Unsafe Act

Types'of Unsafe Acts

By the human factor, we mean the person who, by his commis-

sion (what he does) or by his omission (what he fails to do),
causes an accident. A student or instructor may cause an accident
by his commission, for example, when he sharpens a wood gouge
on a grinder without resting the tool on the grinder's rest. He may
cause an accident by an act of omission' When he fails to wipe an
oil spot from the floor. Each'of these actions is generally described

as an unsafe act, that is, a human' action which departs from
hazard control procedures or practices or causes unnecessary
exposure of a person to a hazard or hazards. The basic types of
unsafe acts are:

ale

1. using equipment without authority
2. operating equipment at an. unsafe speed or in any other

improper way

3. removing safety devices or rendering them inoperative
4. using defective tools.

When Human Error May
- Not Be an Unsafe Ac

Whenever a student or instructor is directly involved in an accident, it seems that his actions are automatically tagged "unsafe."
While a great many accidents are the result of someone doing
something which he is not supposed to do, knowing very well

that he is not supposed to do it (unsafe act), there are other
situations where the student or instructor becomes the target for
criticism when, although he was directly involved in the accident,
other factors forced him into this involvement. The following
example illustrates this point.

Suppose a student, after receiving sufficient instruction on the use
of a newly installed table saw guard, is required to make a particular cut which cannot be made with the guard in proper position. In this case the required task causes the student to remove
the guard temporarily so that the cut can be made. While removing'

the guard, his hand slips off the wrench and is cut on the saw
blade. Obviously tile student was instrumental in the accident
situation, and consequently many people would view what he did
as an unsafe act. A closer analysis of the situation reveals, how1-6
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ever, that the blame cannot be placed solely on the shoulde' .of
the student.
In this instance a failure ins the shop management system contrib
uted to the accident. First of all, those in charge of purchasing the
particular guard should hive done -so with a better knowledge of

its capabilities, limitatioai'and compatibility with educational
task requirements. Secondly, the instructor should have made
certain that the student understrod the necessity for using the
guard, as well as how to maintain and remove it when necessary.
Most importantly, the instructor should have provided, a contingency plan for protection if and when the(' saw would have to be .
ud without adequate guarding.

Differentiating- between student error and supervisory error is a

very important first step in preventing future accidents in the
school shop and will determine whether or not the actions taken
by school supervisors will reduce accident potential or create

v

0

additional hazards.
Reducing Human Error
Through:

Following are five kEy factors which can reduce human eor in

/

the school shop.

First, instructors and students must know. the correct methods and
procedutes to accomplish given tasks.
.

Knowledge

Second, students should demonstrate a skill. proficiency before
Using a partiCular piece of equipment. Many accidents are the
result of .a .person's inability to use equipment, tools and safety

Ability

5

devices correctly.

.

Third, a person's physical characteristics and fitness must be taken
int000nsidenition as it affects his/her operations within the school

Physical Pitiless

shop. For example, poor eyesight or a problem with depth per-

' ception is a factor which can cause a student to Make a faulty
judgment. The temporary loss, of the' use of a band or fingers
because of an injury may interfere- with the manual dexterity

o.

required to do the job safely.

Fourth, instructors and students should maintain a high and con-

tinuous regard for their own and their classmates' safety and

Personal Regard for
Safe Working Practices

health. If they are constantly aware and always alert to potentially
dangerous situations, take corrective action-and encourage othtrs
to do the same, then great progress will be made in making the
shop a safe and productive place to live and learn.

"

Fifth, theinstructor in charge must provide proper supervision. Thet

instructor must be constantly aware of the level of skill each
student has acquired, working with every piece of equipment and
1-7
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tool in the shop and adjust the supervision of each student accordingly. Furthermore; when the instructor lets it be known that he

will accept nothing less than safe work practices and as safe a
shop as possible, he establishes an important principle which
shapes his students' attitudes and actions, not only in his shop but
in all the shops in which they will work.

Along with human factors, situational factors are another major
cause of accidents in the industrial/vocational education shop.
Situational factors are those operations, tools, equipment and /or
materials which contribute to accident' situations. Examples are:

CAUSE FACTOR TWO

SITUATIONAL FACTORS

1. unguarded, poorly maintained and defective equipthent
2.. ungrounded equipment which can cause shock
3. equipment without adequate warning
4.

arranged equipment which creates congestion

,orly

hazards
5.

equipment located in positions whic(h can expose more
people to a potential hazard than is necessary.

Ciuses of Situational
Problems

Causes of situational problemewhich can produce accidents in the..
industrial/vocational education shop are:

,
1. defects in desigriNe.g.., a container for use with flammable

Defects in Design

materials without adequate venting devices and constructed
from lightweipt metal)
"
4,1*.

2. poor, substandard construction (e:g., a ladder built -pith

Poor Construction

defective lumber or with a variation in the space of its
rungs)

Improper Storage of
Hazardous Materials

3. improper storage of hazards us materials (e.g., oxygen and
O

acetylene cylinders stored in

1111

unstable manner and

ready to topple over with the slightest impact)'
Inadequate Planning,
Layout and Design

45,1
4. inadequate planning, layout and. design (e.g., a welding

station located near-combustible materials or placed where

many students without protection are exposed to the
intense light of a welding arc).

CAUSE FACTOR THREE

ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS

The third factor in accident causation is the environmental one,
the way in which the school shop setting directly or indirectly can
cause or contril-.- to to accident situations. Environmental factors
fall into three broad categories: physical, chemical and biological.
8
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Physical- Category. Noise, vibration, fatigue, illumination, heat and

Physical Category

cold arE examples of factors which have the capacity directly or

indirectly to influence or cause accidents. If operations on a
machine lathe, for example, produce high noise levels, such noise

may interfere with communications in the shop environment.
Thus, q student may be unable to warn another student 4of a
hazard itime to avoid an accident.
Chemicd1 Category. Under this category are 'toxic fumes, vapors,
mists, smokes and duat. In addition to causing., illnesses, these
elements often impair a student's skill, reactions, judgment or cone

Chemical Category

centurion. For example, a student who has been exposed to the
narcotic effect of some solvent vapors may experience .an alteration of his judgment and move his hand too close to the cutting
blade of a milling macht.e.

5

Biologi01 Category. This category is seldom experienced by those
in school shops but is experienced by many workers in industry.
Biological factors are those which are cakilble of milting a person
ill from contact wjth bacteria and microorganisms' (e.g., "maintenance personnel workizig around waste systems and sewage facili-

O

(Biological Category

ties or students working with -cutting ails without adequate
protection)...

Situational and environmental hazards enter the industrial/vocationakkAducation shop from many sources. The primary contributors are

SOURCES OF

SITUTIONAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
HAZARDS

1. students

2. those responsible for purchasing items for use in the shop
S.

those+ responsible --for tool, equipment and machinery
placement and for providing adequate machine guards

.4. those responsible for maintaining' shop equipment, machinery, tools, etc.

Students contribute to situationally and environmentally caused
hazards in industrial/vocational educttion shops by disregarding
safety rules and regulailair, by making safety deristelinoperative;
by using equipment and \ tools incorrectly, by .using defective
tools rather than taking the time to secure serviceable ones, by
failing to . use exhaust fans when required and by using toxic

Students as Source

substances in unventilated are-as.

Those responsible for purchasing items for the industrial/vocational education shop are often instrumental in causing situational
and ,environmental hazards. With little consideration given to
hazirds, those in charge of the purchasing taAk sometimes acquire
1-9
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,.

Purchasing Equipm. ent

tools, equipment and Machinery without adequate guards and

without Guards

other safety devices, -especially if such items can be obtained at a
bargain. Sometimes toxic and hazardous materials are .purchased;
which in many cases could be replaced by materials lesitoiic and

Purchasing Hazardous
Materials

hazardous. Furthermore, purchasing agents sometimes fail to
acquire from the, vendor and to disseminate to those in charge
of the shop program warning and control information.

Failure to AcquireNAdequate

InfOrthation for Use of '

F

Those involved in shop layout and design, the placement of equip- --,
ment and machinery, and the provision of adequate guarding and

Hazardous Materials
Design and Machinery
Placement as Sources

Improper Placement of
Machinery

safety devices or equipment also contribute to hazardous situa.

dons in the shop. Examples are:

.

1. placing equipment and machinery with reciprocating parts

where students and instructors' can be crushed between
the equipmOnt and substantiql objects

Improper Placement of
Control Switchei

2. installing electrical control switches on machinery in such

Poor Guard Selection

3. installing guards on equipment and machinery which inter-

a manner that the operator must be exposed to the hazards
of cutting tools, blades, etc., in-order to start and slop 'the
equipment
fere with work operations

Improper Placement of
Work Stations

4.

lgoting work stations with high hazard potential where
they expose other students unnecessarily (e.g., placing a
welding station in the middle of a floor area instead of

locating it in a corner or alOng a wall where better control
over the weIdin light is possible). Maintenance as Source
- Improperly Insulated
Electrica#Wires
o

,.-

.

Those responsible for shop maintenance are often the cause of
hazards in the industrial/vocational education shop. Examples are:
1. ,during the course of their work, leaving exposed electrical
wire splices without adequate insulation, increasing the
possibility of an electrical, shock should a student or instructor come fn contact with the wires

Failing to Replace
Worn Parts

2. not detecting or replacingoni or damaged machine and

?ailing to Adjust and

3. failing to adjust and lubricate equipment and machinery on

equipment parts (e.g., abrasive wheels on power grinders)
a scheduled.basis

.bb Lubricate

- Failing to Inspect

4.

failing to inspect and replace worn hoisting and lifting
equipment

Failing to Replace Belts

5.

failing to replace worn and frayed belts on equipment
-140
(
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/
6.

over-oiling motor bearings, resulting in oil being thrown
onto the insulation of electrical wiring and onto.the shop
floor and perhaps damaging the bearings.

Over-Oiling

..,

So far, we have discussed examples of accident causes. From this
point on, accident causes will be referred to as hazards. A workable definition of "hazard" is:

HAZARD DEFINITION

any existing or potential condition in the workplace which, by
itself or by interacting with other variables, can result in the
unwanted effects of property damage, illnesses, injuries, death:
. and other losses.4
This definition carries with it two significant points. First, a condi-

tion does not have to exist at the moment to be classified as a
hazard. When the total hazard situation is being evaluated, potentially hazardous conditions must be-considered. Secondly, hazards
may not result from independent failure of workplace components
but from ode workplace component acting upon or influencing

another. For instance, if gasoline or another highly flamm'able
substance comes in contact with sulfuric acid, the reaction created

by the two substances produces both toxic fumes and sufficient
heat for combustion.
.

I1azards are generally grouped in two broad categories: those
dealing with safety (e.g., injuries)
those eating with health
(e.g., illness). Though a hazard is
is a hazard
matter what its
origin, for ease in communication the broad c tegory "hazard"
will be subdivided.

A safety hazard usually results in trauma. It evolves from a situation in which students may be injured or killed because of electrical, therimil and mechanical conditions (e.g., faulty electrical
wiring on tools and equipment; unguarded gears or blades on
equipment; oil spots on the shop floor; rags saturated with flammable substances stored in cardboard boxes; grinders,without tool

Safety Hazard

rests, with tool rests improperly adjusted or without flange guards).

A health hazard is a condition in the shop which has the potential
to cause illness. Examples of health hazards are high noise levels,

Health Hazard

dust, fumes from welding, mists, vapors from solvents, smoke
from the foundry and forging operatiqns and solvents causing
infection.

I.

A single condition, substahsce or material can be classified as both,
a safety and health hazard at the same time. For example, benzene
vapor can cause lung irritation 'and perhaps more advanced forms.
of illness if inhaled over long periods of time. If this substance is

0

Combination Safety and
Health Hazard
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used in a closed room without adequate ventilation or conies in
contact with an open flame, it may ioite and exYllode, causing
severe injury and death to workers and extensive property &image.

In this case; the benzene vapor, normally considered a health
hazard, is also a safety hazard.

ELEMENTS WITHIN THE
'OPERATOR/MACHINE
SYSTEM
.

1. THE STUDENT

So ,far we have liscussed the nature and major causes of accidents
occurring in industrial/vocational education shops. We have tlefined accident fully and refined that definition further by:labeling.
as hazards the causes of accidents. We have discussed the. in- .
dividual elements that make up a shop setting; that is*the network
of machines, surrounds s, operations and human beings that are:
referred to as thb operator /machine system. Our next task is to
explore the proper function of each of these elements within the
operator/machine system. 4.

EaFh student in the industrial/vocational ethication shop, like
workers in industry, perforins a job as part of a network referred

,

4.3

to as an operator/machine system. In order for the system to move
toward its objectives, a student must Carry out his role effectively
and avoid taking unnecessary risks. To do this, the student must
be made aware of the following:
1.

the necessary' requirements of the task and the steps he will
take 'to accomplish it

2.

his own knowledge, skill, and limitations 4 how they
relate to the task

9

3.

what will be gained if he attempts the task and succeeds

4.

the unfavorable consequences that will result if his attempt
at the task fails

5.

what will be lost if he does not attempt to accomplish the
task at al1.5

Basic Functions of
Human Component:

In any operator/machine system, the human component fulfills
three basic functions: (1) sensing, (2) information processing and
(3) controlling.

a. Sensing

As a "sensor," the huMan serves to monitor or gather information.
The student does such things as:
1.

feeling excess vibration

2. hearing abnormal engine noises
3. smelling peculiar odors -

1-12
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4. obseiving that a belt is frayed.

As an information !processor, the student uses the information
collected to make a decision about the relevance or appropriate-

b. Information Processing

ness of various courses of action.

The third function flows from the first two in that, once information -is collected and processed, the human serves as a controller

c.

Controlling

to keep the situation within acceptable limits or to take the
necessary action that will bring the system back into an acceptable
(i.e., safe) range.

In analyzing our accident situation and looking at corrective
actions aimed at the human, we should do so in light of the
three functions diScussed above. The questions we should ask,
then, are the following:
Cl

,

1.

Sensing: ,Did the error occur while thd student was gathering information thYough his senses? Was the student able, to
perceive the information (e.g., no glare, adequate illumination)?

2.

Processing: Did the error occur as a result of faulty information processing and decision making? ,

3. Controlling: Did the error occur because the instructor or

student took action which was not appropriate? Was an
appropriate control option available?

Thesecond element within the operator/machine system -involves
determining operating conditions'
onditions Which can contribute to hazards.
From a safety and health standpoint, questions should be raised
about the shape of tools, their size and thickness, the weight of
equipment, operator comfort, and the strength required to use or
operate tools, equipment and machinery.

2. TOOLS, MACHINES
AND EQUIPMENT

In examining the physical surroundings as part of the operator/
machine system, we must give special consideration to those
factors that might detract from the comfort, health and safety of

3. PHYSICAL
SURROUNDINGS

the student. Special emphasis should be placed on:
1.

the.shop layout (whether the student has sufficient room
while performing his assigned task)

2.

adequate illumination (Poorly lit areas not only increase
.a student's eyestrain but also may increase his chance of
making mistakes and having accidents.)

3. such factors as temperature, humidity, noise, vibration and

ventilation of toxic materials.
1-13
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In our attempt to make the 4001 shop a safe and healthy p ace
to work, the above factors along with others in the same class
must be controlled as closely as possible.
4: FELLOW STUDENTS

'a

Although this element within the student/machine system is
often only casually mentioned, interpersonal relationships play an
important role in operational effectiveness. The task one student

performs must be viewed in relation to the tasks performed by
other students. Special consideration should be given to determining whether the task requires coordinating information, materials
and human efforts.

An industrial/vocational education shop which creates a mood of
cooperation allows the students to feel that they "belong" to the
group. Such an atmosphere contributes to high morale, raises the
quality of the work,minithizes. horseplay and is conducive to a
more controlled operation.

This unit provides the foundation upon which to build an effect
tive safety and health program. We understand now the nature
and causes of accidents, and we see that the school shop is a system where students, instructors, tools, machines and the physical
setting interact.with each other.
NOTES

1. Accident Facts, 1978 ed. (Chicago: National Safety Council,
1978), p.
2. Based on Accident Facts, 1978 ed., pp. 901d1:
3.

,

Adapted from Robert J. Firenze, The Process of Hazard
Control (Dubuque: Kendall/Hunt, 1978), p. 18.

4. Adapted from Firenze, Process of Hazard Control, p. 74.
5. See abbert J. Firenze, Guide to Occupational Safety and Health

Management (Dubuque: Kendall/Hunt, 1973), pp. 34-35.
b
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QUESTIONeANDASWERS
I-

I. Namethree undesirable effecti resulting from an accident situation.
Ariy three from among the following:
a.

human losses

b. damage to or loss of equipment

c. damage to or loss of materials
1

d. permanent or temporary loss of shop facilities
e.

cost of medical treatment

f.

administrative costs

g.

liability.

2. It has been said that accidents do not have to result in injuries to be classified as acci

dents. 'Explaiii this statement.

Injuriei are only one outcome of an accident situation. Damage,
equipment loss and so forth are other possible outcofies, but it

is entirely possible for an accident to produce no visible or
calculable effect at all. The important thing_to keep in mind is

_that, whatever the outcome; one factor or a combination of
factors cased the accident. Chances are that an accident that
caused damage to a piece of equipment today kas the potential
to cause serious injury tomorrow.
c

3. What are the three major groupings intq which accident causes are placed?

Human, situational and environmental.

a

Impact of Accidents on Industrial/Vocational Education Shop Programs

4. Give three examples of unsafe 'acts, commonly responsible for accidents in the industrial /vocational education shop.

Any three examples, including the following:
a.

using equipment without authority

b.

operating equipment at an unsafe speed or in any other
improper way

c.

...

removing or rendering inoperative a safety device

d. using defective tools.

5. What is the differe4ce between a safety hazard and a health hazard?

A safety hazard is a condition resulting in trauma or injury;
a health hazard results in illness.

....

6. What are the elements in the operator/machine system?
.

b

a.

the student

b. tools, machines and equipment
c..

physical surroundings

d. fellow students.

1-16
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UNIT 2
ORGANIZATION FOR SAFETY AND HEALTH PROGRAMS

METHODS

Lecture, Class Participation

PURPOSE

To discuss the essential elements in organizing an effective safety and health
program for industrial/vocational education shops.

OBJECTIVES

To familiarize the participant with;

LENGTH: 45 Minutes

4

1. The necessity for administrative support
2. The necessity for well defined objectives and a policy to guide the program's direction
3. The role of responsibility and authority at all levels of the school organization.
SPECIAL TERMS 1. Responsibilit,

2. Authority
INSTRUCTOR
MATPRIALS

Lesson Plan
Overhead Transparencies, Projector and Screen
Chalk Board/Chalk

TRAINEE
MATERIALS

Participant Outlines and SupplementarycMaterials

4
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UNIT 2
ORGANIZATION FOR SAFETY AND HEALTH PROGRAMS

The purpose of a safety and health program organization is to PURPOSE OF .
help school administrators develop and ope to a program that ORGANIZATION
prevent and. control accidents invol
the three factors
discussed in Unit 1: human, situational d environmental.' To Control Accidents
will

Such a program will protect students and incre
of instructional met.hods*nd shop operations.

the effectiveness

To PrOteit Students
To Increase Effectiveness..

`The elimination or reduction of accidents in the school shop
setting should be of primary importance to everyone in the
school. A formal safety and health program will provide a means
for administrators, department heads, instructors and students to
accomplish safety and health'objectivei.

To Provide a Meins for
Group Participation
o .

A safety and health organization which has pecific functions,
broad representation and administrative sup rt can help to
create a more enjoyable school atmosphere for both instructors
and stucrents. Furthermore, the image created by such a program
is valuable fromea public relations standpoint and furthers the
school's reputation while encouraging students to enroll in the
industrial/.vocational education program:

The figure below illustrates the major components of an industrial/vocational education safety and health program. Each of
these elements will be disdussed at varying lengths throughout
the rimalzu;ler of this course.

.

MAJOR COMPONENTS OF A SCHOOL SAFETY AND HEALTH PROGRAM
FOR INDUSTRIAL I VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

/

Inspection Programs
Maintenance Programs
Hazard Analyses
Housekeeping
Standards Compliance

Program Policy
.
Program Objectives
Measuring Program Effectiveness
Assigning Responsibility & Authority
Student Orientation. Training & Education
Accident Investigation ,
Supervisitin
Safety Committeei
Program Implementation
Including Hazard Recognition in Instruction & Curri.cula

SAFETY
AND
HEALTH
PROGRAMS

Critical to the design and organization of a safety and health
program is the establishment of objectives and policy to guide the
program's development.
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The first step, then, is to establish specific objectives to guide the

direction of the safety and health program. If the school has a
safety and health committee, it would be the logical body to set
objectives. Otherwise, gie principal will need to appoint a special
committee,, icluding instructors, industrialkocational eduOation
deparinient heads and an administration representative. Among
the objectives should be:
Gaining and Maintaining

Support

1. gaining and maintaining support for the program

Motivating, Educating,

'2. motivating, educating and training those involved in the

Engineering Hazard Control
into Design

3. engineering_ hazard control into the design of machines,
tools and shop facilities

4

program to recognize and correct or report hazards located
in the shop area

Providing Inspection and
Maintenance

4. providing a program of inspection and maintenance for

Incorporating Hazard Control

5. incorporating hazard c9ntrol into school training and

machinery, equipment, tools and shop facilities
.

.

educational techniques and methods,

Complying with Standards
POLICY STATEMENT

6. complying with established safety and health standards.2
Once the objectives have been formulated, the second step is for
the principal or director to adopt a `formal policy. A policy statement released in printed form over the signature of the highest
school administrator should be made available to all school personnel. It should state the purpose behind the safety and health
program and ,*,,quire the active participation of all those involved

in the program's operation. The policy statement also should
reflect:

1. the importance which the school administration .places-on
the health and well-being of its staff and students

2. the emphasis the'school places on efficient operations with
a minimum of accidents and losses
3. the in .ntion of integrating hazard control into all shop

operat ons

4. the necessity for active leadership, direct participation and
enthusiastic support of the entire school organization

5. the intent of the school administration to bring its facilities, operations, machinery, equipment, tools, etc.,. within
compliance with health and safety 'standards and. regulations.

4
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Adequate funds must be allocated in The school budget for safety

and health along with those allocations traditionally associated
'with .the training and educational process. School administrators,

NEED FOR ADEQUATE
BUDGET.

with assistance from their instructors and safety and health
committees, must define their safety and health program needs
arid, according to priorities, submit short and long-range (three to
five years) budget projections. With such projections in hand,
school administrators are able to present their needs to those with
fiscal responsibility and stand a better chance of acquiring what,
they need to make their program function.

Responsibility for the safety and health program can be established at the following levels:
1.

school administrators

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
.'JAFETY AND HEALTH
PRO GRAM

2. department heads

3. instructors
4.

4

students
41

5. student shop foremen
a

6: purchasing agents
7. maintenance personnel

O

8. saiety committees

9. parents

t

Refore any safety and health program for industrial/vocational
education shops gets underway,- it is essential that such a program
receive the full support and commitment of the top school azlmin'istrators. The school board, thq superintendent, director cf indus-

trial/vocational;education, principal and others concerned with
administration and supervision must accept full responsibility for
the safety and health program in its establishment and' furnish
the drive to get* the program started and oversee its operations.
Their responsibility is the continuing obligation to carry out an
effective safety and health program.'

Furthermore, principals or directors must initiate discussions with
qepartment heads,. instructors and others in the program during

pre-planning meetings and periodically throughout the schbol
year. Such discussions may deal with program progress, specific
needs and a review of school safety and heftlth procedures and

alternatives for handling emergencies in the event an accident
occurs.
2-5
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-

Specifically, responsibility at this level app
the form of
setting objectives and policy, supporting department heads and
instructors in their requests for necessary information, facilities,
tools and equipment to conduct an effective shop safety program

Supporting Department
Heads and Instructors

and establish a safe and healthy educational enviromitent.3 ,

'

.

Complying with Regulations

addition1 administrators must become cognizant of the fact
that they are not maximizing their school's potential efficiency
and effectiveness until they bring their operations within compliance with federal and state safety and health regulations, whether
or not
regulations aremandatory.

belegatingAuthority

In order for any safety and health program to succeed, it is necerr.
sary for those in command to.delegate the necessary prerogatives
to those at various levels of the school. Although responsibility
cannot' be delegated, authority for hazard control can be.

4

°

In Unit 5, we will see how the administration can delegate authority' to a Safety and, Health Policy Committee, which includes a

vice principal, ,,department heads and instructors. The Policy
Committee reviews the recommendations it. receives from the
Shop Safety and Health Committee. In a smaller school the
adininistration will receive directly the recommendations of the
Safety and Health Committee, which will aeb as both the Pone?
and the Shop Committee.
authority always must start with those in the highest admirtai While
istrative levels, it eventually must be delegated to other responsible

people in order to achieve desired results. If department heads and

instructors are to conduct a vigorous and thorough safety and
health prograni, if they are to accept and assert the authOrity
delegated to them when circumstances warrant it, they must be
fully confident that they have administrative support.-

School adral&stratois must understand that, although they can

Asserting Authority

assert authority, they may find resistance unless ttiek have enlisted
support fibre the earliest stages of the program. It the instructors

are not aware of the reasons for and the benefits of a thoroughgoing health and safety program,. they may resist any changes in

their methods 'of operation and Instruction and generally do
little to assist the overall program effort.

Administrators must insist that safety and Keith information be
included as an integral part of instructional curricula, methods,

Insisting on Safety
Information

materials and operations.

.
Ensuring Effective Fire
Protection

,

In addition, a dministrators must ensure that effective fire prevention and protection controls exist. For example, they mast be

aware of the sources of ignition Within the school plant," the

2-g
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safety codes and regulationi which pertain to the building, how
The physical structure of shops and the school facility affects the
spread of fire and the metliods for detecting and extinguishing a
fire should it occur:
**,
School administrators must guarantee a system where hazard con-

trol is considered an important part of equipment purchase and
- process design, preventive maintenance, shop layout and design

Guaranteeing System of
Haza,x1 Control

and so forth.4
School- administrat6rs

re required to safeguard employees' and

students' health by seeing to it that the shop environment is
adequately controlled. They must be aware of those shop operations which produce airborne fumes, mists, smokes, vapors, dusts`;
noise, vibration, etc., that have the capacity to c9.use impaired

health or discomfort amonhe student populati6n. Administrators must be aware that occupational illnesses may begin in the
school shop environment and may eventually take their toll
(iring the years after- the student graduates and enters industry.

In order to maintain control over t rhysical, chemical and
biological hazards in the shop enviro ent, school administrators
nitist require a continuous monitoring system. The purpose of the
monitoring program is to detect the causes'of occupational illness
in time 'ter provide early and effective countermeasures. The instructor's daily monitoring has greater weight if it receives administrative backing, student participation and periodic review by the
Shop Safety and-Health Committee.,

Requiring Monitoring Program

Finally, schobl administrators must provide meaningful criteria to
measure the success of the safety and health program and to provide informatiorpupon which to base future decisions. They must

Providing a System of
Evaluation

decide what the progrm ihould yield in terms of reduced accidents, injuries, illnesses and their associated losses.

The industrial/vocational education department heads are in
strategic positions_ within the school setting. Without their full
support, the best designed health a4 safety program will not be
effective.. Their leadership and influence ensure that safety and
health standards 'are enforced and upheld in each individual area
and that standards and enforcement are uniform throughout the
school. Among their many responsibilities are the following:
1.

to' make certain that materials, equipment and machines
slated for distribution to the shops under their jurisdiction
are hazard free or that adequate cbntorol measures have been
provided

,2-7
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2. to make cdrtain that equipment,)tools and machinery are

being used as designed and are properly maintained
3. to keep abreast of accident and injury trends occurring in

their shops and to take proper corrective action to,reverse
these trends
4. to investigate all accidents occurring within the shops under
their supervision
5. to see to it that all hazard control rules, regulatfons and
procedures are enforced in the shops they supervise
6. to require that a qShop Operations Hazard Analysisbe conducted for each operation
7. to require that hazard recognition and control information

be included in each instructional module and demonstration session
8. to actively participate in and support the Policy and Shop

Safety and Health Committee and to follow up on its
recommendations.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF
INSTRUCTORS

The course instructors- in industrial/vocational education carry
great influence. With their support school administrators can be
assured of an effective :safety and health, program. Instructors
have a moral .and professional responsibility to safeguard and
educate those who have been placed under their supervision. Thus,
instructor's are generally responsible for creating a safe and healthy

instructional setting and for integrating hazard recognition and
control into all aspects of the curriculum. By 'their careful monitoring they can prevent accidents for which the school carries
liability.
For all practical purposes the instructors, like the supervisors or
foremen in industry; are the eyes and ears of the shop control
system. On a day-to-day basis, instructors must be aware of what
is happening in their respective slops, who is doing'it, how various

tasks are being, performed and under what conditions. As the
instructors monitor their shops, they must b ready to change :.
part of an operation scg the entire operation they perceive the'
-immediate need for corrective action. They of safety and health
.

responsibilities of instructors are:
1. to train and educate students in pork methods and tech-

niques which are free from hazards/

2-8
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2. to demonstrate an active interert in and comply with school

safety and health policies and regulatitins
3. to actively participate in and support' the Policy and Shop

Safety and Health Committees
4. to supervise and evaluate 4-tudent performance with con-

sideration given to safe behavior and Work methods,

,'

.

5. to monitor the shop on ji d!ily basis for human, situational
and environmental factOrscapable of causing accidents
6. to correct hazards detected in their monitoring or to report

such hazards to the persons who.can take corrective action.
7. to' investigate all accidents occurring within their shops to

determine cause.5.

The students constitute- the largest segment of the industrial/ RESPONSIBILITIES OF
vocational school population arid are responsible for making the
safety and health program succeed. Well-trained and educated
siudenti who 'actively participate in the safety program are proba-

STUDENTS

bly the greatest deterrent to damage, injuries and death in the
ndustrial/vocational school shop. The most common student
responsibilities are:
1.

to obey school safety and health rules and regulations and
work according to standard shop practices

2. to recognize and .report to the instructor hazardous conditions or work practices in the shop
3.

to use protective and safety equipment, tools and machinery as they were designed

4.

to report all injuries or exposure to toxic material to the
instructor as soon as possible.

In a wel. balanced industrial /vocational education safety and
health program which includes active participation by. the students, a student soilietimes serves as the student shop foreman..
His job' is to inspect, detect and correct. The specific responsibilities of the student shop foreman are:

1. to encourage fellow students to comply with shop safety
and health regulations

2. to detect unsafe practices and hazardous machinery, tools,
equipment, etc.; to lake corrective action when possible;
2-9
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and to report to the instructor the hazard and the corrective action taken or still required
3. to participate in accident investigations
4. to represent students on the Shop Safety and Health Com-

mittee.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF
PURCHASING AGENTS

Those responsible for pmchasing items for the industrial/vocational education shops, whether they be department-heads or specially designated persons, are in a key position to help reduce

hazards associated with school shop operations. Among the
specific responsibilities of those who purchase items are:

1. to be certain that tools, equipment and machinery are
ordered and purchased with adequate consideration for

student t health and safety and with .adequate protective
devices

J5'

2. to obtain adequate information on the health hazards

associated with substances and materials used in shop
operations.

Those involved with maintaining equipment, machinery and
facilities play an important role in reducing accidents in the

RESPONSIBILITIES
OF MAINTENANCE
PERSONNEL:

industrial/vocational education shop. Among the. responsibilities
of those in maintenance are:
1.

to perform construction and installation work in conformance with good engineering practices

2. to comply with acceptable safety and health standards

3. to protide planned preikentive maintenance on electrical

systems, machinery, equipment, etc., to prevent abnormal
deterioration, loss of service, or safety and health hazards
4. to provide for the timely collection and disposal of scrap

materials and waste
5. to actively participate in and-support the Shop Safety and

Health Committee.6
RESPONSIBILITIES OF
SAFETY COMMITTEES

.

In Unit 5 of this course, we will examine the role of school safety
committees in the 'overall safety and health program. The Policy
and Shop Safety and Health Committees are made up of depart-

ment heads, maintenance personnel, instructors, students, and
administration representatives. Among their responsibilities are:
1. to survey shop facilities for safety and health hazards
2-10
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2. to advise administration of safety and health hazards found
and to offer recommendations for their correction.

3. to promoti and evaluate shop programs in the recognition
of safety and health hazards

4. to critically examine shop safety and health practices and
the safety information contained in materials and curricula
5. to evaluate the acceptability of safety devices and personal

protective equipment to be purchased for the school shops
6. to conduct accident investigations.

Although parents are not thought of as part of the organizational
framework essential to an effective industrial/vocational education

safety and health program; their support and understanding will
'Markedly strengthen such a program. Parents can complement the
school effort by placing a strong value on safety and health while
their children are at home, involved in recreation or being transported.- Parents who have been informed about the aims and importance of safety education willingly will accept the following
responsibilities as well:
1\

1. to actively support the enactment and enforcement of

school regulations that mandate the acquisition of the most
qualified and experienced instructors, as well ts the acquisition of equipment and facilities that conform to acceptable
safety and health standards for industry
cts

2. to be aware of the potential illness and injury their children
are exposed to during their educational and training process

...

3. to support the instructor and the school administration
when penalties must be assigned for violations of safety and
health rules.

With the support of ?Sell link in 'the organizational change, an
effective industrial/vocatiOnal education safety and health prograni can he established and maintained.

V
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NOTES

1. See Safety Organization, U.S. Department of Labor, Bulletin
235 (1967), p. 1.
2. See "Evaluation and Control of Workplace Accident Potential,"
U.S. Department of Health', Education and Welfare, NIOSH,

January 1978, I, V3. Some material in this unit is developed
from this source.

3. See Safety for Industrial Education and Other VocatioNal
Programs, Dade County (Fla.) School Board Safety Policies,
p. 2.

4. Robert J. Firenze, Guide to Occupational Safe!), and Health
Management (Dubuque: Kendall/Hunt, 1973), p. 75. This is the
source for the material in this and the following section.

5. See Firenze, Guide to Occupational Safety and Health Management, p. 77.

6. For a more thorough treatment of this topic, see Maintaining
Facilities and Operations, U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, NIOSH, September 1979, 1, 5-7.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

4

1

1. Many safety and health programs have floundered because those designing such pro. ,grams never took the time to state clearly the objectives which the program would
accomplish. Litt at least four objectives common to any good program design.

r

Any four from among the following:
a.

t

gaining and maintaining support at all levels in the school

b. motivating, education and training. students to recognize
.

c.

and correct or report shop hazards
engineering hazard control into design

d. providing a program of inspection and maintenance
e:

incorporating hazard control into class content and operation

f-,.., complying with established safety and health standards.

4

44

2.

Policy statements released over the signature of the top school administrator set the
tone for the program and establish the safety and health effort as a legitimate program.
List four major items to be included in policy statements.

."

Four from among the following:
a.

importance which the school administration places on
health and well-being of Students

.*

b. emphasis on efficient and effective shop operations with a
minimum of accidents and losses
c.

the intention of integrating hazard control into all shop
operations

d.

the necessity for active leadership, participation and support
of the entire school organization

2-13
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e.

,,

intention of school administration to comply with health
1and safety sandards znd regulations.

3. 'Establishing responsibility for safety and health -at-various-levelsin-the-school-organization is critical to theprogram's success. List each of the nine groups who are responsible
and lieseribe one of its responsibilities.

a. School administrators: any one from among the following:

(1) to set objectives and policy
(2)` to support department heads and instructors
(3) to insist on safety and health information as part of
instruction
(4) to ensure effective fire protection
(5) to guarantee a system of hazard control
(6) to require a monitoring program
(7) to provide a system of evaluation

b. Department heads: any one from among the following:
(1) to make certain materials distributed in the shops are
hazard free or that adequate controls have been provided
(2) to make certain that equipment is properly used and
maintained
(3) to keep abreast of accident and injury trends and to
take corrective action to reverse these trend's
(4) to investigate accidents
(5) to see that hazard control rules are enforced
(6) to require a Shop Operations Hazard Analysis for each
shop operation.
(7) to require that hazard recognition and control in-

formation is part of instruction and demonstration
(8) to be part of the Policy and Shop Safety and Health
Committees
c.

Instructors: any one from among the following:
(1) to train students in safe methods
(2) to comply with school safety and health policies
(3) to be part of the Policy and Shop Safety and Health
Committees
2-14
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(4) to include safety performance as a consideration in
evaluating students
(5) to monitor the shop
(6) to correct or report hazards
(7) to investigate all accidents
d. Students: any one from among the following:

(1) -to obey school- safety rules and work according to
-standard shop practices
(2) to recognize and report hazardous conditionS and work
practices
(3) to properig use protective equipment
(4) to report injuries or exposures
e. Student shop foremen: any one from among the following:

(1) to encourage' fellow students to comply with safety
and health rules
(2) to detect and correct or report unsafe practices
(3) to help investigate accidents
(4) to represent students on the Shop Safety and Hdalth
Committee
f.

Purchasing agents: any one from among the following:
(1) to purchase safe tools and equipment and protective
devices
(2) to obtain information about health hazards associated
with substances and materials used in the shop

g. Maintenance personnel: any one from among the following:.

(1) to comply with good engineering prictices in construc-:
tion and installation
(2) to comply with acceptable safety and health standards
(3) to provide planned preventive maintenance
(4) to provide for timely collection and disposal of scrap
and waste
(5) to be part of the Shop Safety and Health Committee

h. Policy and Shop Safety and Health Committee: any one
from among the folloiring:

(1) to survey shop facilities for safety and health hazards
2-15
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(2) to make recommendations to the administration
(3) to promote programs in hazard recognition
(4) to examine shop safety practices and information
contained in shop materials and curricula
(5) to evaluate personal protective equipment
(6) to conduct accident investigations
Parents: any one from among the following:
t

(1) to support enactment and enforcement of school
-,..
.
safety regulations
.
(2) to.be aware of potential illness and injury
(3) to support administration and instructors when penalties are assigneedlor violation of safety rules.

.1
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ESSENTIAL PROCESSES IN HAZARD CONTROL
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METHODS

I Lecture and Demonstration

PURPOSE

LENGTH: 45 Minutes

To explain the process of locating, assessing and eliminatingor at least contollinghazards in the school industrial/vocational education shop.

,

---:-------OBJECTIVES

To introduce the participant to:
1. The method for locating and evaluating hazards
2. DecisiOn making in hazard control

3. The installation of preventive and corrective measures
4. The role of safety and health, nspections
5. Safety and health program evaluations.
1

SPECIAL TERMS. I: Shop Operations Hazard Analysis
2. Hazard Consequence Category
INSTRUCTOR
MATERIALS

'

.

Lesson Plan
Overhead Transparencies, Projector and Screen
Chalk Board/Chalk
r

t

i.

TRAINEE ,,I,'
MATERIALS

Participant Outlines and Supplementary Materials
.

,

Sr

4

0

v

t

UNIT 3

.ESSENTIAL PROCESSES IN HAZARD CONTROL

This unit will examine the elements of the hazard control process,
with emphasis placed on the interplay between these elements.
In any good program designed to reduce_ or eliminate hazards,
five essential processes must be present. They are:

ESSENTIAL PROCESSES IN
HAZARD CONTROL

1. hazard identification and evaluation

2. administrative decision making
2. establishing cbrrective and preventive measures

4. safety anckhealth inspections -'

5. evaluation of program effectiveness.

The first process in a comprehensive hazard control program is
to identify and evaluate hazards located in the workplace. These
hazards are associated with machinery, equipment, tools, operations and the. physical plant. The purposes of this first process
are to:

PROCESS ONE:'
HAZARD IDENTIFICATION
AND EVALUATION

1. acquire information 'about what specific hazards exist

2. rank discovered hazards according to their potential
destructive cqnsequences
3. estimate the probability of the hazard resulting in an
accident situation.

.Any one involved in coordinating the early phases of a safety and
health program for a school has many ways to acquire information

about hazards associated with t it school shops. Here are four
ways to acquire hazard informatiM:

LOCATING HAZARD
INFORMATION

1. Interview those with experience in shop operations.

Interview Those with Shop
Experience

2. Examine shop surveys and inspections and facility inspection reports conducted by local, state or federal enforcement organizations, where conditions in the shop can be
evaluated against established safety and health standards.

Examine Shop Surveys and
Inspection Reports

3-3
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Review all school shop related accidents.

1Review Accident Reports

3.

I Conduct Shop Operations
Hazard Analysis
.

4. Conduct a Shop Operations Hazard Analysis.

.

r

The first place to acquire hazard information is from those who
are familiar with industrial/vocational education shops and the

FIRST

TriterView-Those-with Shop

hazards_associatedth them. Information of this type can be

Experience

obtained from:

rf

Other School Safety and
Health Per:

-

1.

safety and health co. :inators at other schools which have
an effective safety ah, health program

2. insurance company loss control representatives or, for

Insurance Companies

self-insured schools, theif corporation counseli who are
familiar with those hazards which cause damage, injuries
and fatalities in industrial/vocational education programs
.

3. school maintenance personnel who are familiar with shop

aintenance Personnel

facilities and contents

4

a

4. manufacturers of equipMent, tools and machinery used

Manufacturers

in the shops

/

Suppliers of Materials

5. suppliers of materials and substances used in the shop

OSHA

6. the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, for

hazard information from 'OSHA inspections of industrial
workplaces similar to those in the industrial/vocational
education shop
7. the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

NIOSH

(NIOSH) for safety and health hazard information prepared for industrial work activities and facilities that are
similar to those in the industrial/vocational shop.
.

SECOND

r-

Look for Results of
Inspections

tt, e

THIRD
Examine Accident Reports

,

Another source for acquiriiig hazard information is collected
data from all school shop facility inspections. Reports from
facility inspections conducted by local, estate or federal enforcemerit, organizations .also should be carefully examined. Specific
violations or problem areas will add additional information to the
hazard data bank. In addition= it will be helpful to acquire OSHA
compliance information, which describes violations in industrial
settings that may appear in the school shop setting as well.

Hazard information also can be obtained from accident reports.
Information concerning the cause of a particular injury, illness or
fatality often will reveal hazards which require control. Close
review of accident reports also will identify the individuals and
specific operations involved, the shop or section of a shop where
3-4'
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the accident occurred, the extent

supervision, and possibly
deficiencies in knowledge and skill on the part of the injured.
Another avenue available for acquiring meaningful hazard informa-

FOURTH
Condiict Hazard Analysis

Analysis (SOHA). This is a procedure used to review job methods

Definition of Shop Operations
Hazard Analysis

tion, as well as a thorough knowledge of the demands of a particular shop task, involves the me...of Shop Operations Hazard
-and-uncoverhat-Ards-tifat.

I

1. may have been overlooked"in the layout of the shop or
school building and in the design of machinery, equipment
and shop operations

2. may have developed, after the shop or instructional task
had been instituted

3. may exist because original .procedures, tasks, etc., were
modified.

The greatest benefit of SOHA is that it forces those conducting
the analysis to view each operation perfdrmed in the shop as a
system. In so doing, they, are ableto assess each step in the operation Vvhile considering the relationship between steps and the
interaction between students and equipment, materials, the shop
facility and other students. Other benefits of Shop Operations

Values of Shop Operations
Hazards Analysis:
Viewing Each Operation as
Part.of System

Hazard Analysis include:

1. identifying hazardous conditions and potential accidents

2. providing information with which effective control measures can be established

Identifying Hazardous
Conditions

Providing Information for
dontrol Measures

.

3. detenkining the level of knowledge and skill as well as

the physical requirements that students need to execute
specific shop tasks

4. discovering and eliminating unsafe procedures, techniques;
motions, positions and actions.

Determining Level of Knowledge and Skill and Physical
ReqUirements
Discovering and Eliminating
Uneafe Procedures

Unit 4 will be devoted.to the topic of Shop Operations Hazard'
Analysis and its construct'rsn, evaluation and ultimate use as a
safety, health and decision-making tool,in the school shop.

The second aspect of Process One deals with ranking discovered

hazards according to their potential destructive consequences.
By judging hazards according to established criteria for hazard
evaluation, we are able to specify which hazardous conditions

warrant immediate action, which can take secondary priority, and
which can be addressed in the future..

RANKING HAZARDS
ACCORDING TO
POTENTIAL DESTRUCTIVE
CONSEQUENCES

Criteria Required to Judge

Ilaiards
3-5
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Without such a system, there can be no consistent guide for cbrxective action. Even worse, if time is not takeoto rank hazards on

a "worst first" basis, efforts and resources 61.0 be directed
toward problems of lower consequence °while those with greater
destructive potential are overlooked. The following scheme is
suggested for hazard evaluation:

,

.111
Hazard Evaluation Scheme
Catastrophic Hazard

HAZARD
CONSEQUENCE
CATEGORY,

EXPLANATION ,

The hazard is capable of causing death, pos-

I. CdtastrophW
Hazard

sible multiple deaths, widespread octupa-

tional illnesses and loss of shop facilities.
Critical Hazard

The hazard can result in death, injury, serious
illness and property and equipment damage if
not corrected as soon as possible.

II. Critical
Hazard

Marginal Hazard

Negligible Hazard
a

The hazard can cause. injury, illness and

III. Marginal
Hazard

equipment damage, but the injury, illness and
.

equipment damage would not be serious.
The hazard will not 'result -in a serious injury

.

damage beyohd a minor first' aid case is

IV. Negligible
Hazard a'

or illness. The potential for the hazard causing

extremely remote.'
ESTIMATING HAZARD
PROBABILITY

Once the hazards uncovered in the shop have been ranked according to their potential destructiye consequences, the next step is to
estimate the probability of the hazard 'resulting in an accident
situation. Probability estimates should be made on the following
qualitative scale.

Probability gstimate Criteria

HAZARD PROBABILITY CATEGORY
(Qualitative Estimate)
A
B
C

D

Probable
Reasonably Probable
Remote
Extremely Remote

When the hazards have been ranked according to both sets of
criteria, it is easy to determine 'where action is mandated. A
hazard rated IA, for example, demands corrective scticn before a
hazard with a rating of ID.
.Summary. of First Process

In summary, the goal of the first process in an effective hazard
control program is to acquire information about as many hazards
associated with shop operations as possible. Once this is -accom-

.
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plished, the next step is to arrange the hazards on a worst-first
basis., Under such a system, efforts can noxi be directed toward
correctiaig problems with the xrioOserious consequences and
the highest probability of occurrence, while leaving other hazards
to be corrected at a later date.
The second process :,evolves providing school administrators with
full and accurate information, including -all alternatives at their

disposal, so that they can make intelligent, informed decision's

concerning hazard Control. Such alternatives will include recom-

PROCESS TWO:
ADMINISTRATIVE
DECISION MAKING

mendations f6r student training and education, the need for

better instructional methods and procedures, equipment repair or
replacement and shop environmental controls. This information
must be presented to school administrators in a form that makes
clear what actions are required to improve conditions. It is critically important that the person who reports hazard information
does so in a way that promotes rather than hinders action.

Once school administrators receive hazard reports from safety
committees, instructorrr etc., they normally. have, three alternatives:

1.7 They can choose to take no action.

OPTION I

2.. They can modify the shop workplace, methods, proced-

OPTION II

3. They can redesign the shop workplace or its components.

OPTION III

ures, etc.

,

Three Alternatives
for Administrators

Whet school administrators choose to take no positive ste to
Wheh
correct hazards uncoyfred in the industrial/vocational educe n
shop, it usuallY is because ef f.....ie of three reasons:

No Action
Modify

Redesign,

Breakdown of Options:
OPTION I

No Action

OFTION II

Modify

1. Their hands are fied because of staff, scheduling or eco-

nomic,problems, and they cannot take the action which is
required.

2. They are presented with alternatives 'which are not really
alternatives at all, receiving only the best and most costly

solutions with no intermediate plans to choose from.
3. They are not aware of the need for and the purposes of

hazard control as an integral part of the industrial/vocational education process and thus do not consider it to be
of much importance.

When school administrators choose to modify the shop workplaces, instructional methods, etc., they do so with the idea that
their programs are generally acceptable but that, with the reported
3-7
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deficiencies corrected, their programs' performance will be improved. Among examples of modification alternatives are:
.

1. the acquisition of machine guards

2. the acquisition of personal protective equipment

3. the acquisition of ground-fault circuit interrupters tot

prevent electrical shock

i

4. a change in instructional technique
5. decreasing the lubricating intervals

for machines and

equipment
6. isolating hazardous materials and processes
7. replacing hazardous materials and processes with non- or
at least less hazardous ones
8. purchasing tools with adequate grounding 3ystems.

OPTION III

Redesign

Although redesign is not a popular alternative, it is sometimes
necessary. When redesign is selected, school administrators must
keep in mind that they are going to have to deal with certain
problems. One problem is that redesign usually involves substantial

cash outlay and inconvenience. Let n's say that the air quality in
a shop is found to be below acceptable standards. The only way
to correct this situation is to completely redesign and install the
school's, general ventilation system. The problems of cost and inconvenience are obvious.
C

Another problem that should be anticipated is the distinct possibility that the new design may contain hazards of its own. For this

reason, whenever redesign is offered as an alternative, those
making such a recommendation must establish and execute a
plan to detect problems in their early stages and eliminate or
reduce them before they present hazardous conditions.
Formats for Decision Making

One way to expedite derision making regarding actions for hazard
control is to present findings in such a manner that administrators
can clearly -understand the nature of the hazards, their location,

their importance, the necessary corrective action and the estimated cost.
Form A

Form A (Table 1), Record of Safety and Health Deficiencies in
Industrial/Vocational Education School Shops, illustrates one
approach for recording end displaying hazard information for
decision making.
3-8
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FORM A

TABLE 1

RECORD OF SAFETY AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH DEFICIENCIES IN INDUSTRIAL/VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION SHOP
Shop Name

Deficiency

No.

MS

1

Machine Shop

Date
Recorded

12/11/79

J. Smith. Shop Committee Chairman
Inspector, Title

Description
of Hazardous
Condition

Specific
Location

Ungrqunded Tools
and Equipment

Throughout

.

Identification
of Acceptable
Standard

Hazard

Corrective

Estimated Costs

Rating

Action

Required for
Correction

See Form LI

$5,000

Conseq.

OSHA: Subpart S
National Electrical
Code, Article 250;

Shop

4$

1

Date Deficiency
Corrected

Resources

Used for
Correction

Prob.

1/9/80

$4,900

A
.

.4*

.

I
,
'

-

,

.

.

1

,
.

.

r

4..) t../

c.

TALE 2%

FORM B

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION
Shop Name

Machine Shop

Description Date
Deficiency
No.
Recorded of Hazardous
Condition

Hazard

Rating'

Training
Issue/
Enforce
and
Regulation Education

Modify

Improve

Curricu Supervision
lum

Purchase

Purchase

Purchase

Modify

Safety
Equipment

Materials

Other
Equipment

Methods

Date Deficiency
Corrected

Resources

Used For

Correction.

Conseq. Prob.

MS

1

17/11/79

Ungrounded
Tools and
Equipment

1

A

X

1 /9/80

X

X

$4,900

/

.

.

.,

...
7.
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Form B (Table 2), Specifications for Corrective Action, enables
the decision maker to see where action needs to be taken, who

Arm B

In summary, the purpose behind the second process is to enable
school administrators to make informed decisions, in order to
upgrade their school shop operations and instructional methods

Summary of Proceiss Two

may be involved and how costs are incurted.

while reducing accidents, injuries and other undesirable situations.
isa

After hazards have been identified and evaluated and information
for informed decisions has been provided, the next process involves the actual installation of control measures. Before installation of controls takes place, it is essential that those involved in
safety and health activities understand how hazards are.controlled.
The figure below illustrates the three major areas where we can
either eliminate or control hazardous conditions.2

PATH

PROCESS THREE:
INSTITUTING PREVENTIVE
AND CORRECTIVE
MEASURES

Control Model

The first and perhaps best control alternative is to attack a hazard
at its source by substituting a less harmful agent for the one causing the problem. For example, if the safety.and health committee
finds that a solvent used in the cabihetmaking shop is highly toxic

and flammable, the first step is to determine whether the hazardous substance can be exchanged for one which is nontoxic,
nonflammable and capable of doing the job. Should the committee not be able to locate a nonhazardous substance's which
meets these criteria, then it must look for a less toxic, less

Control Alternative I:
Source

Subititution

enable substance and employ additional safeguards.

The second alternative is to control the path of the hazard by
erecting a barricade' between the hazard and the students. Examples of such engineering controls are:
1.

machine guards, which preirent a student's hands ficom
making contact with the tablesaw blade

2.

protective curtains, which prevent student contact with
welding lights

3. a local exhaust system, which removes toxic vapors from

the breathing zone.

341
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Control Alternative 2:
Path
Barricading
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Control Alternative 3:
Receiver
Remove Student from Hazard

The third alternative is to direct control efforts at the receivers,
the students. This can be accomplished by:
1.

removing the student from the hazardous `situation by
employing automated or remote control options (automatic feeding devices on planers, shapers, etc.)

' tx

)

PersonalProtective Equipment

2. providing personal protective equipment when all options

have been exhausted and it is determined that the hazard
does not lend itself to correction through substitution or
engineering redesign.

Protective equipment may be selected for use in the school shop in
two instances. The first is when there is no immediately feasible
way to control the hazard by more affective means. The second is

when it is employed as a temporary measure, while more effective solutions are being installed.

There are, however, major shortcomings associated with the use of
persohal protective equipnient:
ri

1. Nothing has been done to eliminate or reduce the hazard

from the shop setting.
2.

If the protective equipment (glove, eye shield, etc.) fails.
for any reason, the student is exposed to the full destructive effects of the hazard.

3.

The protective equipment may be cumbersome and interfere with the student's ability to perform a task.

PROCESS FOUR:
SAFETY AND HEALTH
INSPECTIONS

The fourth process in our hazard control program deals with the

Why Inspections?

It is necessary to provide safety and health inspections in indus-

inspection or monitoring of activities in order to locate new
hazards and assess the effectiveness of existing controls.

trial/vocational educatiOn shops for the following reasons:
1.

to provide assurance that hazard controls are working
properly

2.

to make sure that modifications have n t so altered the
workplace that hazard controls can no longer function
adequately

3.

to discover hazards whioh are new oreiviously undetected.

3-12
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The safety and health inspection, process will be discussed in detail
in Unit 7 of this course.

The fifth element in our program deals with evaluating the effectiveness of efforts to improve the overall quality of safety and
health within the school. When administrators are dealing with
program evaluation, they should ansrtr the following questions.

1. How much is being spent to locate and control hazards in

PROCESS FIVE:
PROGRAM EVALUATION

Questions To Answer:

How Much 1Vpent?

industrial/vocational education shops?
2, What benefits are being received?

What Are the 'Benefits?

3. What impact are the benefits having on improving the

What Is Impact of Benefits?

overall shop educational process?

Among the criteria which may assist school administrators in
determining the effectiveness of their safety and health program
effort are:
1.

number of injuries to students compared with shop
exposure hours

2. cost of medical care
3. material damage costs
4. facility damage costs
5. equipment and tool damage or replacement costs

6. number of days lost by instructors and students from
accidents.

In this unit we have seen how safety and health hazards can be
identified, evaluated, and eliminated or controlled. We have
described the five essential processes of hazard control, and we
can now examine in greater detail the technique known as Shop
Operations Hazard Analysis.
NOTES
1.

For a more thorough discussion, see Robert J. Firenze, The
Process of Hazard Control (Dubuque: Kendall/Hunt, 1978),
pp. 80-82.

2.

Reprinted with permission from Robert J. Firenze, Guide to

Occupational Safety and Health Management (Dubuque:
Kendall/Hunt, 1973), p. 42.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. Name the five processes in hazard control.

The five processes are:
a.

hazard identification and evaluation

b. administrative decision making
n

c.

establishing corrective and preventive measures

d. safety and health inspections
e.

evaluationsof program effectiiritkess.

2. Name two ways of locating health hazards.
Any two from among the following:
a. Interview those with experience in shop operations.

b. Examine shop inspection reports.
c.

Examine shop accident reports.

d. Conduct a Shop Operations Hazard Analysis

0

3. Why must hazards be judged on the basis of their consequences and probability of their
occurrence?

Without such a system, there can be no consistent guide for
corrective action. Even worse, if time is not taken to rank

o

hazards on a "worst first" basis, our efforts and resources might
be directed toward problems of lower consequente while those
with greater destructive potential are overlooked.
3-14
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4. What are the four categories of hazard consequence, -and what does each mean?
I.

-..

Catastrophicpossible multiple deaths, widespread occupational illnesses, oss of shop facilities

II. Criticaldeath, injury, serious illness and equipment damage
tit

III.

Marginal injury, illness or equipment damage would not be
serious

IV.

Negligiblelittle potential for damage beyond that requiring minor first aid.

.

s
..

,,

5.

What are the three areas wkere a hazardous condition can be controlled?
1.

a.

at its source

1

b. along its path
c. at the receiver.

A

I

4
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UNIT 4

SHOP OPERATIONS HAZARD ANALYSIS

METHODS

Lecture, Demonstration,
Class Participation
ti

PURPOSE

To introduce and demonstrate the use of hazard analysis as a method for

LENGTH: 2 Hours

locating and. controlling hazards associated with industrial/vocational school
shop curricula, training methods, operations and procedures..
OBJECTIVES

To enable the participant to:
1. Understand the purposes and uses of hazard analysis
2.. Understand the steps required to set up
conduct a hazard analysis
3. Develop solution alternatives from hazard analysis
information
an

4. Contribute to the development of a moddl of a shop operations hazard

.

analysis.

SPECIAL TERMS 1. Shop Operations Hazard Analysis

2. Process
3. Operation

4. Task
5. Triggering Event

'6. Flow Diagram

l`- A
INSTRUCTOR

Overhead Transparencies of Flow Diagrams and Analyses Formats
Overhead Projector
35 mm Slides of Operational Steps
Slide Projector and Screen
Chalk Board/Chalk

TRAINEE
MATERIALS

Participant Outlines and OSHA Formats

UNIT 4

SHOP OPERATIONS HAZARD ANALYSIS

In Unit 3 we discussed the five essential processes that must be
present in order to reduce or eliminate hazards in the industrial/
vocational education setting. In this unit we will explore a technique known as hazard analysis, which, If properly employed,

INTRODUCTION.

can make any hazard control program even more effective.

Instrtictors and supervisors acquire knowledge of correct . and
safe methods and techniques from their own individual' experimentation and experience, as well as "from their observation of
accidents and near-accidents occurring within the school shop.
Naturally, the more(inowledge an instructor or supervisor acquires, the better his instruction and overall control of the shop

How Instructors and Supervisors Acquire Knowledge of
Safe and Correct Methods and
Technia:..es

setting. One of the benefits of hazard analysis is that it is designed

to increase a participant's knowledge of potential hazards associated with various shop operations. Hazard analysis is a technique that will:
1.

2.

improve instructional methods

provide for the best selection and placement of tools,
equipment and machinery

3. increase effectiveness of shop processes, operations and

tasks
4. reduce the potential for accidents and injuries.

vIri Unit 3 we stressed the importance of acquiring accurate hazard

information and communicating such information so that its
significance is understood and action is taken to eliminate or at
least reduce hazards in the shop setting. Hazard analysis has
proven iteiliplgi excellent tool in facilitating the hazard identification and evaluation process.

4-3
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Shop Operations Hazard Analysis (SOMA) is. an adaptation of
hazard analysis commonly used in industry.1 It is a technique

General UseA of Hazard
Analysis

which assists instructors and supervisbrs in:
Uncovering Hazards Which
May Have Been Overlooked

1.

uncovering hazards that may have been overlooked in the
original design or setup of a particular process, pperation

or task but that have the potential to cause personal
injury, damage to tools, machinery or equipment, and
waste of materials
Locating Hazards Which
:evelop after Operations
Have Started

2.

locating hazards that may have developed after a shop
operation or task was instituted

3. determining the essential factors in and requirements for

Determining Essential Opera-tional Requirements and
Student Qualifications

specific job proceises, operations and tasks and the student

qualificationequired to perform work in a safe and
prof littive manner

Reviewing Currilula

4.

reviewing curricula and training and educational approaches to uncover areas which warrant improvement

Identifying Educational and
Training Needs

5.

identifying educational and training eeds of students.

To summarize, hazard analysis can be used to:

RESULTS OF HAZARD
ANALYSIS
Modify Operations

1. modify shop processes, operations and tasks

Produce Information
for Establishing
Effective Controls

2.

produce information essential in establishing effective
Control measures (adoption :if procedural changes, special
procedures, safety devices such as machine guards, protective equipment, etc.)

'
Locate and Arrange Equipment
and Machinery Properly

3.

locate and arrange equipment and machinery so that
students and instructors will not be exposed to unnecessary hazards

Identify Situational Hazards

4.

identify situational hazards (in facilities, equ4.ment,
tools, materials an operational events)

Identify Human Factors

5.

identify human factors responsible for accident situations
(student capabilities, activities, limitations, etc.)

. Identify Exposure Factors

6.

identify exposure factors that contribute to injury and
illness (contact with hazardous substances, materials or
physical agents)

Identify Physical Factors

I

7. identify physical factors that

contribute to accident

situations (noise, vibration, insufficient illumination, etc.)
4-4
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8.

detetmine apprOpriate inspection methods . and maintenance standards needed for safety.

Usually the words. "process," '`opertion" and "task" are used
interchangeably. In the lariguage of hazard analysis, howeVer.

Determine Appropriate
inspection and Maintenance
Standards

KEY DEFNITIONS

these terms have specific meanings.

Process means all operations and tasks which unite human effor.,
and- physical and economic resources in order to accomplish a
specific purpose (e.g., turning roundstock between centers on a
'metal lathe).

Process

Operation means a major step in the overall process (e.g., sharpen-

Operation

ing the cutting tool for use in turning roundtock between cen,
tens).

'ask means a sub-set required to accomplish an operation (e.g.,

placing a cutting tool in a holder prior to sharpening tool on

Task

grinder).

As a general rule, there should be hazard analysis for every existing and new proces:5 and operation conducted in the school shop.
A hazard 'analysis, to be fully effective and reliable, should represent the input of as many different viewpoints as possible. Every
person familiar with a process or operation has acquired inlighcs
concerning problems, faults and situations which can cause accidents. These insight§ need to be recorded along with those of the
initiator of hazard analysis

WHO SHOULD PARTICIPATE IN HAZARD
ANALYSIS?

In addition to the instructor, who will initiate the analysis of shop'
processes, operations and tasks, others are in a position to give
assistance. Department heads, maintenance personnel, ,and members of the school's .safety and health committees all can contribute valuable information. The instructor ur supervisor may
want to contact 'foremen and journeymen in industry to share
their views on hazards and other problems associated with a

Instructor

. specific sholi process.

Last but certainly not least are the students. There are three
good reasons for encouraging student participation when conducting hazard analysis. First, students may have observed problems
or been involve- 'in near - misses which can shed light on a haz-

ardous situation overlooked by everyone else. Second, student
involvement in the analysis process reinforces the legitimacy and
importance of safety and health ir, the shop, helping the students
to see where hazards exist and what can be done about them.

4-5
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Such knowledge will accompany students when they enter industry. Finally, students are more likely to conform to prOcedures
that they have helped to develop.
SELECTING. THE PROCESSES, OPERATIONS AND
TASKS TO BE ANALYZED

Many processes, operations and tasks conducted m the shop are
good candidates for hazard analysis because they have the potential to cause accident situations. Some, however, are worthier
candidates than others. In determining which processes, operations

and tasks receive priority for analysis, the considerations are:
Frequency of Accidents

1.

Frequency of Accidents. An operation or task that has
repeated accidents associated with its performance is a
good candidate for analysis, especially if different students

have the same kind of accident while performing the
same operati6n or task.
Potential for Injury

2. Potential for Injury. Some processes and operations may

have a low accident frequency but a high potential for
major injury; e.g., tasks on the grinder Jnducted without
the use of a tool rest or tongue guard.
Severity of Injury

3.

Severity of Injury., A. particular process, operation or
task may have a history of serious injuries and is a worthy

candidate for analysis even if the frequency of such injuries is low.

New or Altered Processes
and Operations

4. New or Altered Processes and Operations. As a general
rule, whenever a new process, operation or task is created
or an old one altered because of machinery or equipment
changes, etc., a hazard analysis should be conducted. For

maximum benefits the hazard analysis should be done,
while the process or operation is in the planning stages.
Excessive Material Waste or
Tools and Equipment Damage

5. Excessive MaterAfl Waste or Damage to Equipment. Pro-

cesses or operations(' which produce excessive material
waste and/or damage to tools and equipment are candidates for hazard analysis. The same problems which are
causing excessive waste and damage may be the ones which
could, given the right situation, cause injuries.

STEPS IN CONDUCTING
A HAZARD ANALYSIS

Once the processes have been identified for analysis, the following
steps are taken:
1.

The procesi is broken down into its operations and tasks.

2.

An analysis format is devised or acquired.

3.

Potential hazards are identified.

4-6
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4.

Recommendations for safe operations are

9

developec., .-

Before the search for hazards begins, a process must be broken
down into a sequence of major operations and tasks, each describing what is being done.

In Performing the first step, two errors are commonly made. One
is breaking the process down into an overly detailed and unnecessarily large number of tasks. The result is an analysis so cumbersome that its major benefits are lost.

STEP ONE:
BREAKING PROCESS
DOWN INTO ITS OPERATIONS AND TASKS

Don't Be Excessively Detailed

The second common error is making the operational breakdown so

general that important steps are not rePorded. Consequently,
hazards associated with these steps remain hidden and adequate
control measures cannot be identified.

Don't Be Too General

In breaking a process down, the instructor or supervisor needs to
determine what operation comes first in the overall process, what

major operations follow and what major tasks complete the
operation. In defining the major operations and tasks for a particular process, the instructor or supervisor will find his job
easier if he records his thinking process on paper in the form of a
flow diagram.

Figures 1 and 6 in the Appendix illustrate complete flow diagrams

of two operations, "Drilling Stock" and "Dressing the Grinding
Wheel." In constructing these flow diagrams, the analyst concentrated on recording the important tasks which the operation demands.

Flow diagrams can be made readily by using various symbols
which define what is taking place throughout the flow of operations and tasks. The following symbols are most commonly used
in industrial engineering.

Instructor Note:
Instructor uses visual aid of a
flow diagram.

TASK SYMBOLS:
PROCESS

Operational Step

Turning
Turning between
centers

!

Inspection Step
1

Symbols for Flow Diagram
Constru%..tion

Inspection/Operatior; Step
OPERATION

Ex unpin

Facing .., ends of
the workolece

Transfer Operation

Abe,

Termina.,()
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STEP TWO:
ACQUIRE HAZARD
ANALYSIS FORMAT

As the analyst is working his way through a hazard analysis, he
will find it practical to record his information on a format designed to maintain consistency, clarity and logic.

Table 3, "Shop Operations Hazard Analysis Format," has been
devised to assist the instructor and supervisor in recording important information pertinent to the analysis. The analysis format
is divided into ten sections, each reserved for specific information:

Sections of Format

1. Process/Equipment (e.g., turning between centers/machine

lathe)
2.

Major Operations operations required to complete the
process (e.g., sharpening cutting tools)

3.

Taskstudent activities required to complete

ari opera-

tion (e.g., starting the grinder)
4.

Potential Hazardsituation which, when triggered by
factors in the shop setting, has the potential to cause an
accident (e.g,, grinder tool rest adjusted more than 1/8" or
3 mm. from wheel)

5.

Condition Triggering Hazard into an Accidentconditions

brought about by human error, situational or environmental factors which cause a hazardous situation to
result in an accident situation (e.g., cutting tool holder
getting caught between abrasive wheel and tool rest)
6. Hazard Consequence Classification assessment of hazardous consequence (see previous unit):
I
II
III

Catastrophic
Critical
Marginal

IV 7. Negligible
'7.

Hazard Probability Categoryassessment of the probability of hazard resulting in an accident situation (see
previous unit):
Probable
Reasonably Probable

A
B

C. Remote
Extremely Remote

D
k

8. Shop Procedural Requirementsactions to be taken to
eliminate or reduce hazards in the shop (e.g., tcol rests are
4.8
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TABLE 3

t
PRJCESS
EQUIP

MAJOR
OPERATIONS

i

SHOP OPERATIONS HAZARD ANALYSIS FORMAT

TASK

POTENTIAL
HAZARD

CONDITIONS
TRIGGERING
HAZARD INTO
ACCIDENT

.

HAZ

HAZ

CL

PROB

SHOP PROCEDURAL SAFETY &
REQUIREMENTS
PPE REQ

SPECIAL
INSTRUCTIONS

.

i
t

...!

.

.

\
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-
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to be adjusted to no more than 1/8" or 3 mm. from the
abrasive wheel)
9. Safety and Personal Protective Equipment Requirements

necessary items required to reduce the possibility of
injuries and illnesses while performing shop operations
and tasks (e.g., eye and face protection, sleeves rolled up,
rings, removed)

10. Special Instructionsspecial procedures or actions required to ensure safety and health in the shop (e.g.,
unbalanced and' wobbly grinder wheel must be reported to
instructor).
?

STEP THREE:
IDENTIFY HAZARDS
AND POTENTIAL
ACCIDENTS

After selecting the process or operation worthy of analysis,
breaking the process down into operations and tasks, and obtaining an analysis format for recording information acquired during

the analysis, the analyst is now ready to identify the potential
hazards and conditions which trigger, the hazard into an accident
situation.

Potential hazards not only will be associated with human, situational and environmental factors but also will be associated with
the process, operations and tasks under examination. For each

of the tasks identified, the analyst needs to ask the following
questions:
1.

Is there a danger of striking against, being struck by, or
otherwise making injurious contact with an object?

2. Can the student be caught in, on, or between the object?

3. Can he slip or trip? Can he fall on the same level or to

another?

4.

Can he strain himself by ptishing, pulling or lifting?

5. Is the enviromnent hazardous (noise, heat, cold, toxic gas,

fumes, vapor, mist, dust)?3
Accident Causes:

t

To assist the analyst in identifying hazards associated with a
particular operation or task, a review of the following list of the
more basic causes of accidents can be of value:

Inadequate Instruction and
Inspection

1.

failure to give necessary instruction, giving incorrect
instructions, inspections not made according to an ac-

ceptable schedule

'"1
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2.

failure of person in charge to properly plan or supervise

Failure to Supervise

operations and tasks
3.

failure to plan or establish safe work practices

4.

use of unsafe methods

Failure to Establish Safe
Work Practices
Unsafe Methods

5. inexperienced or unskilled students working beyond their

capabilities
6. failure to maintain order and discipline in the shop

..

7. failure to enforce safety and health rules and regulations
8.

improper design, construction or layout of equipment,
tools and machinery

Inexperience

Failure to Maintain Order
and Discipline
Failure to Enforce Rules
and Regulations
Improper Design, Construc-

tion and Layout

9. unsafe housekeeping, poor ventilation, inadequate lighting,

etc.
10. protective deg/ices not provided or proper equipment and

tools not provided
11. failure to maintain tools, equipment and machines
12. instructions not followed

Unsafe Housekeeping, Ventilation, Lighting, etc.

Protective Devices or Proper
Equipment and Tools Not
Provided.
Failure to Maintain Tools
and Equipment
Instructions Not Followed

14. failure to use protective devices which have bee.i provided

Not Properly Inspecting and
Maintaining Equipment or
Safety Devices
Failure to Use PPE

15. students using protective devices with defects or incapable

Using Defective Safety Devices

13. equipment or safety devices not properly inspected or
maintained

of providing sufficient protection.

Once the hazards have been identified to the extent that knowledge and experience allows, the analyst must devote his attention
to hazard control strategies. In this approach the analyst considers all possibilities to eliminate the potentially hazardous situation from occurring. Possibilities include changing tools and equip-

ment or substituting less toxic materials for hazardous ones.
The second general approach to controlling the destructive effects
of hazards uncovered during analysis is to reduce the possibility
of an Lijury if an accident does occur. For example, if the poten-

tial of a grinding wheel, exploding exists, then action must be
taken to protect the student from injury by installing a shield or
guard. Another alternative might be to decrease exposure to the
4-11
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Controlling Destructive
Effects of Hazards

Shop Operations Hazard Analysis

hazard by removing from the path of the hazard those students
who are not required to 4)e there to perform a task. Personal protective equipment is selected either as a last alternative or as a
secondary protection to be used along with machine guards, etc.
Instructor Note:
At this point the instructor
refers to the Appendix for
instructions on using a corn-.
pleted hazard analysis
format.

After completing those
instructions, the instructor finishes the unit by
reviewing how the results of
hazard analysis can be used
to upgrade overall shop
processes, operations and
tasks.
STEP FOUR:
DEVELOP SOLUTIONS

The final step in the hazard analysis process is to develop recom-

mendations for safe operations and work tasks to prevent the
occurrence of accidents. The principal solutions are:
1.

Find a new way to perform the operation or task.

2.

Remove or alter the physical and environmental conditions
that create the hazards.

3. Change procedures.`)

A New Operational Method

To find an entirely new way to perform an operation or task, it
is necessary to determine the objective of the operation and then
analyze the various ways of reaching this goal to see which way is
safest.

Change in Physical/Environmental Conditions

If a new way cannot be found for the operation or task, then this
question should be asked. What change in physical conditions
(e.g., tools, materials, equipment, location) or environmental conditions (e.g.,. noise, ventilation systems) will eliminate the hazard
pr prevent the accident?

Changes in Tasks

The third solution in eliminating or reducing hazards in the school

shop is to investigate changes in the tasks each student must
perform to complete an operation. The analyst should determine:
o

what the student can do to eliminate the hazard or prevent
a potential accident
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how the student should do it.
Instructions must be speGific and toncrete if new procedures and

work tasks are to be effective. Vague precautions such as "be
careful," "don't Take mistakes," "do what you are told," are use-

Instructions Must Be Specific
and Realistic

less. Instructions should state dearly what to do and how to do, it,

using such action words as "remove," "adjust," and ;insert."
4.

Sometimes instructions will call attention to potential' malfunctions or hazards; e.g.., "remove small chips with brush instead of
with hands."
Suppose the hazardous situation in question concerns the possibility that a student may be injured while sharpening a tool on the
grinder because the tool rest is not adjusted properly. What spe-

cific directions should be gitren to reduce the possibility of an
accident?

Recommendation : "Make certain that the cutting tool does not
get pulled down to the space between the tool rest and the
abrasive wheel."/Phis recommendation is a poor one. It does not
tell the studenVwhat to do to prevent the cutting tool from being

caught in the space between the tool rest and the wheel.
1

Recommendation 2: "Before sharpening a cutting tool on the
grinder, be sure to adjust the tool rest to within 1/8" or 3 mm. of
the abrasive wheel and maintain this distance by adjusting the
tool rest as the wheel wears down." This recommendation is much
better. It tells what to do and specifies how to de it.
With the techniques of hazard analysis, the industrial/vocational
education instructor and supervisor can create a more effective,
thorough safety and health program.
NOTES

1. A good introduction to hazard analysis; is "Evaluation and
Control of Workplace Accident Potential,' NIOSH, January
1978.
2.

The hazard analysis technique described in the following pages
was developed and tested by RJ F Associates, Inc., in 1969."

3.

See Accident Prevention Manual for Industrial Operations,
7th ed. (Chicago: National Safety Council, 1974), p. 114.
T

4.

Accident Prevention Manual, p. 114. The chapter "Removing

the Hazard from the Job" (pp. 104-120) gives helpful information for accomplishing Step 4 in the hazard analysis
process.
0
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. What is hazard analysis?

Hazard analysis is a technique designed to increase a particip. nt's knowledge of potential hazards associated with various
shop operations in order to:
a.

improve instructional methods

b. provide for the best selection and placement' of tools,

equipment and machinery
c.

increase effectiveness of shop processes, operations and
tasks

d. reduce the potential for accidents and injuries.

)

2. - Name three primary uses of the hazard analysis technique.

Shop Operations Hazard Analysis is a technique which assists

instructors and supervisors in (any three from among the,

//

following):
a.

uncovering hazards which may have been overlooked

b. locating hazards which develop after operations have

started
c.

"'

determining essential requirements and student qualifications for specific operations

d. reviewing cunicula and training and educational approach-

es to uncover areas which warrant improvement
e.

identifying educationa! and training needs of stucents.

Shop Operations Hazard Analysis

3. Name three factors determining which processes and operations are candidata for
hazard analysis.

Any three from among the following:
a.

frequency of accidents

b. potential for injury
c.

severity of injury

d. new or altered processes and operations
e.

excessive material waste or damage to cools and equipment.

4. What are the four processes in hazard control?

a.

do

Break down the process into its operations and tasks.

b. Devise or acquire a hazard analysis format.
c.

Identify potential hazards.

d. Develop recommendations _or safe operations.

5. What are three ways to prevent accidents from recurring?

a.

Find a new way to perform the operation or task.

b. Remove or alter the physical and environmental conditions that create the hazard.
c.

Change procedures.
s.
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APPENDIX
Instructor Note: USING A COMPLETED HAZARD ANALYSIS FORMAT

Figure 1. "Drilling and Countersinking Stock on Drill Press"
Hazard Analysis Flow Diagram
Table 4. "Drilling and Countersinking Stock on Drill Press"
Shop Operations Hazard Analysis Format
Figure 6. "Dressing the Grinding Wheel"
Hazard Analysis Flow Diagram

Table 4.(continued). "Dressing the Grinding Wheel"
Shop Operations Hazard Analysis Format

..0

r
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INSTRUCTOR NOTE: USING A COMPLETED
HAZARD ANALYSIS FORMAT.

At the point indicated on page 4-20, the instructor is to use that
portion of the completed Shop Operations Hazard Analysis format
which illustrates an analysis of one operation, in this case drilling and countersinking stock on a drill press, or one process, in

this case turning between centers. The format distributed to

participants should not display hazard consequence classification
or hazard probability 'categories. The instructor asks the participants to 6timate the consequence classification and the probability of identified hazards resulting in an accident situation. When
all estimates have been recorded on the chalk board, the instructor
displays his estimates and presents the rationale behind them.

The instructor now distributes in its entirety the sample Shop
Operations Hazard Analysis format. He divides the group into
teams of five, has eacii team appoint a leader, and explains that
each team vill devote the next hour to attempting to add to and
improve the information contained on the analrsis format. Each
team is to concentrate on a different major operation. At the conclusion of one hour, each team leader summarizes for the class they
findings of his team, the rationale behind its recommendations,
and any problems members had in understanding the technique.
All suggestions are recorded on the chalk board..When the list is
complete, the group, under the leadership of the instructor, begins
to decide:
1. which items on the list should be included along with the

others on the previously developed analysis formats

2. how the information contained on the formats can be
strengthened. The instructor then returns to the lesson
(p .4-21) to finish the unit.

INSPECT AND SET UP DRILL PRESS

CENTER-PUNCH HOLE AT BOTH

ENDS OF livRIVIECE
DRILL AND COUNTERSINK CENTER
HOLES ON DRILL PRESS

Figure 1

TABLE 4
SHOP OPERATIONS HAZARD ANALYSIS FORMAT
PROCEiy/

z

EQUIP

MAJOR
OPERATIONS

TASK

Inspect
and set

'up drill

POTENTIAL
HAZARD

CONDITIONS
TRIGGERING
HAZARD INTO
ACCIDENT

Defective
chuck, switches,
clamps, etc.

Operating drill

HAZ
CL

PROS

II

B

HAZ

press with
defective parts

SHOP PROCEDURAL SAFETY &
REQUIREMENTS
PPE REQ

Do not operate
drill press if
defective.

Attach "do not
operate" tag.

press

Centerr
punch
hole
at both ends

of workpiece

Workpiece not
securely

clamped while
center punching holes

Workpiece slipping from underneath punch
when punch is

II

B

Workpiece is to
be secured in
vise before

striking
punch. Select
No. 2 combina-

hit with hammer

tion drill &
countersink
(Fig. 2)

Bringing drill
in contact with
workpiece

II

B

Workpiece is to
be secured in
vise before
drilling holes

Leaving chuck
wrench in
cnuck at time
when machine
is started

Starting drill

I

A

Chuck wrench to
be removed from
chuck prior to
starting machine

Stop-start

Starting
machine; having
having to shut
machine off
(normally);
having to shut
machine off in

II

B

Stop-start buttons to be located
within easy
access of operator

Drill

Placing workpiece in posi-

coun

tion for
drilling without

® and

tersink center
holes on drill

clamping in vise

press

buttons not
located within
easy reach of

operator,
causing student
to reach behind or
alongside moving

part or not being
able to shut of
machine in
emergency
(Figs. 3, 4)

press

emergency

Stop start
buttons

color
identified
with bright
colors;
emergency
disconnect

switch required

SPECIAL
INSTRUCTIONS

Shoe

erations Hazard Analysis

Drilling the center holes on the end of the workpiece on a drill press.
Reprinted from John L Feirer, General Metals, 2nd ed. (New York:
McGraw Hill, 1959), p. 285, by permission of McGraw Hill.

Figure 2
DRILL PRESS onthout ocie011as.W.MIL

Adapted from Machine GuardingAssessment of Need, NIOSH, HEW
Publication No. (NIOSH) 75-173, June 1975. p. 51.

Figure 3
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TABLE 4 (Continued)
SHOP OPERATIONS HAZARD ANALYSIS FORMAT
PROCESS

EQUIP

MAJOR
OPERATIONS

TASK

POTENTIAL
HAZARD

Student with
long hair, longsleeved shirt,
neck-tie or gloves

working on activated drill press

Rotating drill
in chuck

CONDITIONS
TRIGGERING
HAZARD INTO
ACCIDENT
Clothing, hair,
etc., coming in
contact with
drill or chuck
'while machine
is in operation

HAZ

HAZ

ct.

PROB

II

A

mode

Use telescoping guard
(see Fig. 5)

operation
B

Student to keep
full concentration
on operation

II

A

Drill should not

Face

Drills in

be jammed down

shield

into stock; slow

and/or

spected for
cracks prior

and even pressure

goggles

to drilling

placed on drill
and /or not lubricating drill

required; lubricate
Flying metal

Working on drill

Guys

press

II

B

If excessive chips

begin to fly
from workpiece,
shut off machine
and call for

Face

shield

and/or
goggles

instructor assistance

Metal chips
created during

Student

drilling operation

remove chips while
machine is running

Drill sticks
in wort;

4h points
at belts
Pi

II

B

attempting to

Drill press is to
be shut off and

Face

chips cleaned

and/or

with bursh

goggles

Drilling stock

B

StoOsp:ndle;
free by ..and

Adjusting

B

Always stop

bolts

SPECIAL
INSTRUCTIONS

no gloves used
while press is in

Student's hand
or arm coming

Exceisive pressure

Sleeves rolled up;

hail in nets or tied
back; no neckties;

in contact with
with spinning drill
Drill breaking
during drilling

SHOP PROCEDURAL SAFETY &
PPE REQ
REQUIREMENTS

Dress before

adjusting belts

shield

n

Shop Operations Hazard Analysis

EttiLL PRESS w

adoguate win*

,

Drill press adapted from Machine GuardingAssessment of Need,
NIOSH, HEW Publication No. (NIOSH) 75-173, June 1975, p. 51.

Figure 4
1

TELESCOPING GUARD

1

1

csa:........................41 .1
Safety mechanism reprinted from Guards Illustrated, 3rd ed. (Chicago:

National Safety Council, 1973), p. 32, by permission of National
Safety Council.

Figure 6
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INSPECT pa OF CHINOOK WHEEL TO JUDGE
OETKER IT CAN NE DRESSED
INSTRUCTOR ADJUSTS DRESSER ROLLS SO
THAT THEY ARE JUST TOUCHING INTEL

START GRINDER

IP::;t4TOR PLACES DRESSER ON ONE END OF

1 IF ON REST
NISI %JUNE HOLDS DRESSER FIRMLY AGAINST
WORN NEST

INSTRUCTOR NOTES DRESSER BACt AIPTI FORTH

PAUSE FACE CITHEEIOIMEHEEL DR WC
OR UNDERSIDE OF DRESSER HEAD HELD
AGAINST EDU,NOT ON 10P OF WORK REST

Figure 6

,

BADLY RUTTED GRINDING WHEEL

4
S

When an abrasive wheel is rutted, worn or out
of balance, it can damage the machine, injure
the operator and produce poor work. Dressing
the grinding wheel means removing a large area

of the face to restore the wheel to good condition. I' a wheel cannot be balanced by truing
and dressing, it should be removed from service.
Reprinted with permission from Accident

Prevention Manual for Industrial Operations
Engineering and Technology, 8th ed. (Chicago:
National Safety Council, 1980), p. 362.

Figure 7
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TABLE 4 (Continued)
SHOP OPERATIONS HAZARD ANALYSIS FORMAT
PROCESS

EQUIP

MAJOR
OPERATIONS

TASK

POTENTIAL
HAZARD

CONDITIONS
TRIGGERING
HAZARD INTO
ACCIDENT

ii

I

Tumir.g Between
Centers/Pedestal
Grinder

HAZ
CL

k

Dressing the
Grinding Wheel

HAZ
PROB

SHOP PROCEDURAL SAFETY &
REQUIREMENTS
PPE REQ

-

Inspect
face of grinding wheel to
'udge whether it can
be dressed (Figs. 7,

Round off

1

wheel edges

'.

with hand
stone before
dressing to ,
to prevent
edges from
chipping

8)

0

Instructor
adjusts
dresser rolls

so tha they are just
touching wheel

C) Start
grinder

SPECIAL
INSTRUCTIONS

Misalignment
Causing wheel to

Wheel binding

come in contact
with dresser rolls
when grinder is
started

rolls and possibly
degrading when
grinder is started

Flying chips or
debris coming from

11

A

against dresser

Adjust work rest

Face

so that dresser rolls
are just touching

shield,

grindi ) wheel

apron

work

.

Starting grinder

II

B

wheel

Operator should ,
stand to one side 1,

of grinder when
starting machine.
Upper peripheral
guard must be in

Face

shield

.

Point of operation guards
(Figs. 9, 10)

place

Wheel or spindle
ends catching
.

Starting
grinder

it

Excessive vibration

Not dressing wheel
properly

II

Wheel exploding

Running grinder at
excessive RPM with
crack or other defect

A

Roll up or clip
sleeves

clothing
A

Shut down equipment

Equipment
adequately
grounded

or GFCI
I

B

Following instructions for RPM

.

vL
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GRINDING WHEEL IN NEED OF DRESSING

This illustration shows a wheel load ?d with
aluminum particles. It needs to be dressed.

Photography courtesy of Robert J. Firenze.

Figure 8
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STAND GRINDER w+thatAtgygle ;401(41
POWER TRANSMISSION
(ENCLOSED)

PO'.T OP OPEPAT,ON
(AD.P.(STABEZ w.t EL
GLARDI.
1

-

ROTATING

*HEELS

NA-

ADJuST4ABLE
STOCK REST

FE

OPERATINOG,

twit_

G,orrehog

www,

unuolly

INoch2SWY

as Now/.

BASE

,4(

Adapted from Machine GuafdingAssessment of Need, NIOSH,
HEW
Publication No. (NIOSH) 75-173, June 1975, p. 46.

Figure 9
STAND DRIN_UN with Otgors mnrois
POWER

TRANSMISSION

POINT Or DPERA1.0N

(ENCLOSED)

[(ADJUSTABLE wEk
GUwEARD

ROTATING

*PEELS

AcuusTAai.
STOCK REST

(1/3* Cloonvw

OPERATING CONTROLS

(On OU Goctil

Goowd,,,4 *Mel, oft
orKloOhl

Now,

BASE

/

Adapted from Machine Guar nyAssessment of Need, NIOSH, HEW
Publication No. (NIOSH) 75, June 1975, p. 46.

igure 10
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TABLE 4 (Concluded).-

SHOP OPERATIONS HAZARD ANALYSIS FORMAT
PROCESS

EQUIP

MAJOR
OPERATIONS

POTENTIAL
HAZARD

TASK

CONDITIONS

HAZ

HAZ

TRIGGERIK.,
HAZARD INTO
ACCIDENT

CL

PROB

Instructor
4
.

places
dresser on

SHOP PROCEDURAL SAFETY &
PPE REQ
REQUIREMENTS

SPECIAL
INSTRUCTIONS

Make sure that
lugs of dresser
are against edge

Use dressing

wheel approved
for job. Never
use lathe cut-

of work rest

one end of the work

ting tool.

rest

Instructor
®holds

Extessive pressure'
on wheel

firmly

Operator exerting

II

A

Exert only suffi
-cient pressure to
allow dresser to
remove a small
amount of abrasive
wheel at one pass;

ing excessive pressure
on dresser rolls

against edge of work
rest

Face

shield;
hair nets

Hands should be
free of grease

or oil
Machine guard

in dowri posibon

roll up or clip
sleeves; remove rings

0

,

Instructor

See 0

See 0

II

A

See 0

See 0

See

moves
dresser back

and forth against face
of wheel, with heel or
lug on underside of
dresser head held

Round off wheel
edges with hand
stone after

i

dressing to pre
vent edges from
chipping

.

'

firmly against edge,

not on top of work
rest

J
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UNIT 5
SAFETY COMMITTEES

METHODS

PURPOSE

I Lecture

To examine the functions and uses of safety committees in
vocational education safety and health program.

OBJECTIVES

To introduce the participant to:
11 The value of safety committees
2. The types of committees
3. The way to organize and operatc committees.

SPECIAL TERMS

LENGTH: 30 Minutes 4

1. Safety and Health Policy Committee

2. Shop Safety and Health Conimittee
INSTRUCTOR
MATERIALS

Lesson Plan
Overhead Transparencies, Projector and Screen
Chalk Board/Chalk

TRAINEE
MATERIALS

Participant Outlines and'Supplementary Materials

industrial/

.

Unit 5
SAFETY COMMITTEES

As we discussed in Unit 3, the reduction or elimination of hazards
in the industrial/vocational education shop cannot be delegated
to a single group but instead must involve the active participation
and cooperation of many, key people in the school organization.

INTRODUCTION

t

Like any other kind Of committee, the safety and health committee can either provide a valuable service or end up as nothing
more than a social circle which is neither productive nor efficient.
WhatWhat makes one committee highly effective while another fails?
The
lies in part with the original-purpose of the committee,

how well it is structured and staffed, and the support it receives
while carrying out its responsibilities.

In this unit we will examine the basic types of safety and health
committees used in industrial/vocational education. We will explore what they should-be, how they should work and how they
should. be organized and managed in order to ensure that they
function productively antlagiciently.

PURPOSE OF UNIT

A safety and health committee is a group appointed to aid and
advise the school administration on matters of safety and health
pertaining to shop operations. In addition, it performs essential
monitoring, educational, investigative and evaluative tasks. The

WHAT IS A SAFETY AND
HEALTH COMMITTEE? .

committee, depending on its type, is composed of members of the
school administration, instructors, department heads, maintenance
personnel and students.

If the industrial/vocational education program has any formal
safety program at all, it is usually small and limited. To often,
staff must sandwich in safety. and health xvith other activities.
Such a system lacks coordination; each person delegated responsi-

bility for safety and health is left pretty much on his own to
provide for and maintain a safe and healthy shop setting. The
results of such a program are usually legs than desirable.

To establish and maintain a safety and health program of high
quality, the full cooperation of everyone in the school organiza.tion is required. The safety and health committee is a vehicle for
5-3

VALUE OF COMMITTEES

Safety Committees
Committee isArehicle for
ProViding Cooperation

,

obtaining this cooperation while effectively and efficiently distributing the work load so that a few people in the school do not have

to carry the whole safety and health burden by themselves.
Committees provide an official channel and forum for combikin
the knowledge and experience of many people in order to a omplish the objectives of reducing hazards and losses.
Committees Provide Channels

Safety and health committees provide a means whereby hazard

for 'A"CTion

information and suggestions for hazard control can travel betweer
the shop and the school administration. Committee members can.
translate their ideas into actions. Because the infoimation flow is
facilitated, administrators can. process problems and take action
more expediently.

CoMmittees Provide Closer
Relationships

Committees by' their very nature encourage a close relationship
between school administrators, departme4 heads, instructors and
students..The benefits of this close relationship can be found not
only in greater attention to safety and 'health and a finer under-

standing of hazard control but also in higher school morale.
-.

Because 'they facilitate communication, safety' and health cornmittees provide an excellent means for maintaining school morale
at a high level.

'Many Heads Are Better
Than One

Perhaps the greatest value of all is that committees force many

TYPES OF SAFETY AND

There are two basic types of safety and health committees used in
industrial/vocational education settings: policy and shop Committees. In a smaller school these two committees may need to
be combined into one group of six to eight persons, representing
administration, department heads, instructors, students and
maintenance personnel.

HEALTH commtr1' 4s
_

Safety and Health Policy
Committee

minds to address a problem simultaneouily. With so much "thinking power" working on problems, effective solutions are produced.
-

The Safety and Health Policy Committee is composed of an
assistant principal, at least one department head at least one
instructor and a teachers' association representative where applicable. The work of this committee includes:
identifying, defining and studying those, problems which

1.

have a significant impact on the safety And health of
school staff and students
2.

studying safety and health implications of interdepartmental functions and of changes in procedures and processes

ovJ
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Safety Committees

,

3.

acting on or evaluating the effectiveness of recommendations from the Shop Safety and Health Committee

4. assessing recommendations in the light of appropriations

and setting priorities for expending funds to improve
safety and health in the school

5, reviewing and updating all school rules and regulations
applicable to safe.ty and health
6. promoting and, evaluating training and edit' cation in hazard

recognition and control
t

7. standardizing disciplinary courses of action for noncompli-

ance with school safety and health rules and regulations,

N

8. reviewing accident ,reportsl'

9. reviewing, beneficial suggestions to improve safety and

health.

The Safety ,and Health Policy, Committee also gives guidance to
the Shop Safety. and Health Committee, to which it refers specific

j7

tasks.

The Shop Safety and Health Comnlittee, unlike the Policy Cornmittee, is the grotip that promotes safety and health at the shop
level. It consists of department he&ls; instructors, maintenance
personnel, student shop foremen and, when applicable, a teachers'
association representative: The work of this committee includes:
1.

conducting periodic shop and facility inspections to de:
tect hazardous physical and environmental conditions,
unsafe procedures and practices

2. studying and evaluating accident and injury data
3.

filwestigating all accidents occurring in'the school and preparing reports

4. conducting safety and health training and evaluation
programs

5. conducting hazard analyses of all shop processes and
operations
5-5
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Shop Safety and Health
Committee

i

L

Safety Committees
6. reviewing and upgrading shop curricula, instructional

methods and materials
7. field-testing safety and health equipment and making

recommendations to the Policy Committee

8. studYik the implications of changes in shop mocesses,
operations and tasks,
,

9. ,recommencling actions to be taken by the Policy Committee to eliminate or reduce hazards
10. considering ways and.: means of improving the effective-

ness of rules, regulations, procedures, eic.'\to promote

safety *and health in the school
.

11. promoting first aid training for all schOol staff.

The top schbol administrator must keep in mind two important
requirements in organizing the committee! first, to keep the com-

ORGANIZING
COIMII ri .t. ES
.

.

,

mittee small and effective; and second, to appoint a chairman who
is respected and who demonstrates interest in the,atea of safety

and health. The administrator must impress upon the chairman
thatcommittee menibers, no matter 'how good their intentions,
should, be constantly motivated and encouraged to take on additional responsibilities while still maintaining their planning, instructional and evaluative duties. Thus, the persof selected to

chair the committee must be `sold" on the purposes of and
results to be gained from a school safety and health program.
4

Committee Size

The ideal size of the Policy Committee would be about six people;

representing administration, department heads, instructors and
teachers' association representative. The committee. should be
structured so that the principal is 'an ex officio member of the
Policy Committee. The Shop Safety and' Health Committee,
including as it does student representatives and maintenance
personnel, might range in size from six -td- ten persons. The committees should ke of manageable Size so that each member will
have the' opportunity to participate. Committee ,membership

should be staggered so that the term of eoffice of all committee
members does not expire at the same time, .destroying the continuity of committee programs.

c-
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Committee memtiers will fOr the most part need safety and health . Educating and TEaininge
training and education before they can be effective. Consequently,: Committee Members

school administrators must see to it that committee members
receive basic instructipn in the principles and techniques of hazard

recognition and control. Parts of this course can be used to increase the knowledge and skill of committee members. The
units orr inspection's, hazard analysis and accident investigations
and several of the technical units are highly recommended for uge
in training and educating committee members:

To arrive at _recommendations, the safety committee, needs*an
established ptocedure. In schools with only one safety and health
committee, recommendations will go directly to the administration. In schools with two committees, the Shop Safety and Health
Committee will make its recommendations to the Policy Committee, to which the administration has delegated its 4uthority.

Procedure for
Recommendatiolis

The following procedures are suggested:

1. When a committee member makes a recommendation, it
should be iliscussed_by the entire committee to determine
if the recommendation is 'acceptable, if it needs modification before being submitted to the school administration
orPolicy Committee, or if it should be rejected.

41,

2. Any recommendation regarding safety and health in
industrial/vocational education must be referred directly

4

to the Shop Safety and Health Committee: A recommendation received from outside the committee should be.
§ubject to the same procedure described above: committee
discussion, leading to acceptance, modifitation or re-.
jection.

mmendations which have been accepted by the commit-`tee should be submitted in writing to the school tdministration or Policy Committee.
a.

Recomniendations shOtild state what is to be done,
by whom and when (the date it is to be completed).
Committees should avoid makkng recommendations to
do something "at once," "as soon as pdssible," "when
funds are available," "when convenient?' 4nd so forth.
Such recommendations are either too demanding or

too vague and transfer the responsibility oir deciding

4),

priorities to the 'doer.

.
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b: The written statement should explain Why a course of
act on is recommended, information which also should
he included in the committee meeting minutes. Such

explanations should make clear in what way the
recommended action will reduce or eliminate hazards

and improve 'safety and health within the school.
c. How the recommendation is to be carried out should

be stated only if "method" is a condition of the
recommendation.

The chairman of the Shop Safety and Health Committee should
establish a date and time for.eacth committee weeting,taldng into
account the schedules of members. The committee should meet at
least once a Month and ,carry out assignments between meetings.
The Policy Committee meets as needed, at the discretion of its

CONDUCTING' C OMMITTEE
MEETINGS

Estabhsng a Date for
Meeti

s

chairman and the schOol administration.

At least five days in advance of a commAtee meeting, notice

Advance Agenda

of the meeting and the Agenda slfould be 'sent to each committee
member. By receiving the agenda beforehand, committee' members
have time to think about the topics to be considered and organize
their ideas and-opinions at a leisurely pace. A good practice is to
include with the agenda a copy of the minutes of the last meeting.
Whenever possible, meetings of the Shop Safety and Health Committee should be held to one hour. In order to accomplish an entire agenda in that, time, the conimittee chairman must take time
beforehand to organize the business at hand into a tight schedule.

Duration of Meetings

A

During committee meetings, the chairman must-keep the program
on course. It is easy for tl..c.,thairman, as coordinator, to slip out
of the leader's role and find himself .doing the leg work of cornniittee Members. When the chairman steps out of his role, even for
a short Period of time,
frustrates the members. On the other
hand, if the chairman conducts meetings in such a manner thathe -Makes all the recommendations himself, the role of the com-

Role of Chairman

/

mittee is destroyed. Instead othe members jointly participating
in decisions, they ale forced into accepting one Person's opinions.
If such a situation is allowed. to continue, the effectiveness of the
committee will be drastichlly reduced and soon committee Tsm-

.

hers will refuse to participate.
e
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The committee should adopt- a formal set of rules to govern the
conduct of the meeting.

Rules of Order

CoMmittee, meetings are more productive when minutes' of proceedings are kept. These minutes need not be elaborate but should
be complete and informative and shofild be reviewed by the school

Keeping Minutes otMeetings
c

principal 'after each meeting. Minutes taken by the committee

'

secretary should follow a pattern similar to the following:
1.

date of meeting

2

tg
(2.

time meeting opened

3. members present

\

MO

4. members absent
5.

'

.

a ppritved

.

6. unfinished
I

/

minutes of previous meetingdiead and approved or dis:,

i

.

business (including issues involving recom-

mendations not yet resolved)

7. recommendations completed since last meeting

8. new business (including discussion of ;inspections' and
. hazard analyses Made) .
9.

.

.

.

new recommyndations (all recommendations to be..subr
mitted on!rms similar to those in -Tables 1 and '2 of
.
Unit 3)
1,...://

4.

.

.

10. listing and discussion of accidents which occurred since

..

rl

.

-.

,........

last meeting (date of injury, student, instructor, school
employee, cause, recommendations, etc.)

"

r

v

.

11. other committee remarks
.

.

P

12. committe:,-? resolutions
.

13. time meeting adjourned and date of next meeting
*

t

'14. secretacy's signature
15. space for signature of reviewing official and date.

ova

,,
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EFFECTIVENESS OF

The effectiveness of safety committees depends,,on several factors:

SAFETY COMMInIES "

7

1

.

Regular Meetings and
Attendance

1.' Regular meeting times and regular attendance at meet-

Inttrested, and Cooperative
Members

2. Committee members Must, be sincerely interested in the,

Recommendations Are Considered and Acted Upon.

3. Committee recommendations and -suggestions' Mug, be

ings indicate interest.

school safety arid health program and willing to cooperate
with others to improve that progrard.
-.,

,

-

.

.1

.

.

carefully .considered and acted upon. If the committee
becomes a show-piede with no real authority or support,

-,

t

it should)e disbanded and a fresh start made.

4. the committee's -work

Accomplishments Are
Recognized

and accomplishments should

reCeiy,e recognition., either by, means of public 'announce- -

ment or private letters of commendation. An effective
chairman will express his appreciation for the contributions and expertise pf committee members.

a

:
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,

.
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QUESTIONS-AND ANSWERS

.

:,

'I
1. Whajs a safety committee?

e

CT
7

...--e

A safety committee is a group consisting of school staff and
students appointed to perform essential monitoring, educational, investigative.and evaluative tasks: It also aids'and advises

the school administration on matters of safety and health as
they relate to shop operations.
.

0

t

2. What are the two bask types of safety committees ?'

I

Policy and shop committees.

9,

e

e

.

.

t

3. 'What information should be included in the written recommendations of the safety
committee?

The recommendations should specify what is to be done, by
whom, when the work should be completed. and why this
course of action is necessary.

.

p

r

i

%

(
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UNIT 6
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 'TECHNIQUES
.

Lecture and Demonstration

METHODS

.

LENGTH: 60 Minutes

PURPOSE

To introduce the participant to thee process of accident investigatidn from the
'standpoint of its necessity, techniques, metholds and benefits.

OBJECTIVES

To introduce the participant to
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SPECIAL TERMS

,

Benefits and purposes otacgident investigation'
Techniques of conducting an accident investigation
Specific information to be sou* in investigation.
Techniques of conducting interviews
The preparation of an accident report.

1. Direct Costs ,
2. Indirect Co/sts

3. Human rdor
INSTRUCTOR
MATERIALS

TRAINEE
MATERIALS

F

Lesson Plan
35 mm Slides, Protector and Screen
Chalk Board/Chalk

.

PartioviPant Outlines and Supplementary Materials

b
0

10
I

e

O
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Unit 6

1

ACCIDENTINVESTIGATION:YECIINiQUES

units 6 and 4 we emphasized the importance ofiitentifyini and
eyaluating hazards in the industrial/vocational education shop
before -these hazards result in accjdent situations.. This approach

INTROUUCTION

suggests that, if we can locate, assess properly and counter paten,
tial6accidents before they result i.accidents, perhaps students and
school( staff will not be injuredGr made' ill,' asSes will be minimized and instructional and operational methods will' be more
4
effective.
-0.

While the idea behind this concept islound alid in fact has prOven
itself to be a critically desirable elemtnt of any hazard control
prograM, there will be times'whep' we will not be able to find and
eliminate 'problems. before accidents occur. When the accident
occurs, -we must be prepared to, acquire tlfrOsugh investigation as

In Any Good Program
Accidents Still,Occur

much information as possible about its cause(s) sb that similar
accidents can be avoided.

There are four important reasons for investigating accidents that
occur in induStrial/vocational eductlion programs, -

WHY INVESTIGATE
ACCIDENTS?'

The first teasein is to determine the cause of the accident. Was it

1:1-

.a)mattir'of student error which cane corrected? Was the prOb-

To Determine Cause

lem. one which concerns rules or regulations? Did defective 'ma-

chinery or actors in.the shop environment contribute to the accident? Igor machinery layout, for example, or the very design of
'a shop precess, operation or task can contribute to an undesirable
situation. During -the discussion of ,accident -causation in Unit '1,

we learned that three primary factors are involved in accidents:
human, situational rind environmental. The accident investigator
must- concentrate on gatheringall information which led up to the
accident,'
1

The second, reason to investigate accidents is to identify what
action can be taken 'and what improvements made to preVent
similar accidents from occurring in. the future.

The third reason is to document the facts involved in an accident -

ar.

2. To Identify Ways to
Prevent Similar Accidents

4

Accident Investigation Techniques

3.

To DoCument Facts for
Conipensation and
Litigation

for use in instances of compensation and litigation. Many times a
*school has been placed in an embarrassing situation when an
attorney for, the school or for the injured party has asked the
administration to produce facts concerning an.accident situation.
The report produced at the conclusion of an investigation becomes

the permanent record of facts involved in the accident. School
administratOrs can breathe more easily when they know that an
accident situation can be reconstructed years after its occurrence
because the details'of the accident have been recorded properly
and accurately.
4. To Uncover Indirect t

Accident Causes

5.

To Provide Information on
Costs

The fourth reason is that thorough accident investigation is very
likely to uncover problems which indirectly contributed to they
accident. Such information benefits accident reduction efforts.
For example, al student slips on an oil spill and is injured. The oil
spill is the direct cause of the accident, but a thorough investigation might reveal other factors: 'poor housekeeping, failure to
follow maintenance schedule, inadequate supervision, faulty
equipment (e.g., a lathe leakin il), etc.
Along with these four primary reasons for investigating accidents,
there are otherreasons that are peripherally important. One is,that
the investigation can piovide_information on the costs associated

with accidents. Costs can be dititteckinto two categories, direct
and indirect:
Direct Costs:
1.

medical expenses (doctor, hospital, etc.)

2.

compensation costs

3. property damag , (repairs, equipment replacement, etc.).

Indirect Costs:

6.

To Publicize the School's
Interest in Safety and
Health,
.

1.

supervisor's and instructor's time

2.

liability claims, suits, etc.

3.

insurance premium increases.

Another reason for conducting a thorough investigation concerns
a psychological (as opposed to a material) benefit. The investigation itself projects a good image of the school's interest in safety
6.4
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and health. The involvement of faculty and staff in the investigative process promotes cooperation which. is vital to the overall
safety and health program.
Despite what many people believe, accident investigation is factfinding, not a faultfinding, process. When attempting to determine the cause(s) of an accident, the novice is tempted to con'elude that the person involved in the accident was pt fault. But
if human error is chosen when it is not the real causfe, the hazard
which caused the accident will go unobserved and uncontrolled.
Furthermore, the' person falsely blamed for causing the, accident
will, respond to the unjuttified corrective action with contempt
and alienation. Such alienation will discourage future cooperation
and undermine respect for the school's safety and health program.
The intent of accident investigation is to pinpoint causes of error
and/or defects so that similar incidents can be prevented.

FACT-FINDING, NOT
FAULTFINDING

When an accident occurs, it indicates that:

Accidents Indicate That
Something Has Gone Wrong

something has gone wrong in the process, operation or tasks

someone failed to perform a task properly

a taiardous condition existed without adequate safeguards
-

a newly developed process or substance has defects and dangers which only recently have become known.

IN"

Upon determining the facts, the persons who investigate accidents
are in a position to offer suggestions
improvements in engineering

changes in processes, operations and tasks

modifications in curriculum and instruction
improvements in supervision

training and education.

As a general rule, all accidents, no matter how minor, are candidates for thorough investigation. Many accidents that occur in the
industrial/vocational school are considered minor because their

consequences are not serious. Such accidentsor "incidents,"
6-5
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as some people interpret themes are taken for granted and often
do not receive the attention they demand. School administrators,
safety and health committees and instructors must be aware that
Serious Accidents Arise
from Same Hazards as Minor
Incidents

serious accidents arise from the same hazards as minor "incidents."
It is usually sheer luck that determines whether a hazardous

WHO SlIdULD
INVESTIGATE

Accident investigation logically begins with the instructor on

situation results in a minor incident or a serious accident. These
people. also must realize that there are both immediate (direct)
and underlying (indirect) causes which could indicate possible
administrative failures. There are alio contributing causes, those
that are the product of negligence by some person or organization that permits the indirect causes to exist.
the site. There are several good reasons for this:

Instructor
On the Scene

He Knows:

Students

1. The instructor is the person who'is on the scene. He can
most quickly size up the situation, call for assistance,
isolate the hazard and write down names of eyewitnesses.
4.

2. The instructor

a. the studentstheir educational level, experience and
personal characteristics

Equipment and Machinery

b. the equipment, tools and materialhow they are operated, their peculiarities, their potential to cause further
damage

Environment

c. the environment in which the

and shop ma.

chinery a yequipinent must function.
Interest

3. The instructor has both a personal and professional interest in student and shorsafety.
However, mere physical presence, knowledge and interest do not
ensure that instructors will- make good accident investigators.
But with experience, training and guidance, instructors will be
able to male valuable contributions to the investigative process.
When instructors participate in accident investigation, their sense
of involvement and responsibility increases. On the other hand,

denying 'instructors this opportunity tends to undermine their
sense of responsibility and involvement in the safety and health
program and their. sense of accountability for accident prqention.

6-6
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The Shop Safety and Health Committee Should become directly
involved with investigating serious accidents; that is, those that
result in injury to students or faculty, property damage, etc. The
Shop Safety and Health Committee can provide additional expertise to support and complement the specific knowledge of

Shop Safety and Health
Committee

instructors, Its in-voivement indicates-widespread interest in hazard

control and the safety and'health of staff and students. Its reports
will recommend actions and improvements to keep similar accidents from recurring.
As we discussed in Unit 5, it is necessary for the Shop Safety and
Health' Committee to become involved with corrective action. The
committee
. must routinely follow up its investigations to determine the status and effectiveness of corrective action and to provide the stimulus necessary for the effective functioning of the
school's safety and health program. A lack of committee concern
or involvement will be reflected in the students' and instructors'
attitudes, resulting in an ineffective program.
Immediate, on-thescene' accident investigitior provides the most

accurate and useful. information. The longer the delay in ex-

WHEN TO INVESTIGATE
ACCIDENTS

amining the accident scene, interviewing the injurecLparty(c) and
witnesses, the greater the, possibility of obtaining erroneous or
incomplete informa4n. The accident scene changes, memories
fail, and people tack To each other. Whether consciously or unconsciously, witnesses may alter their initial impressions to agree
with someone else's observation or interpretation.
$.4

Piompt accident investigation also expreises a feeling of concern
for the safety and well-being of students and school staff.
Conducting an accident investigation is not simple. It can be very
difficult to look beyond the incident at hand to uncover causal
factors and determine the true loss potential of the occurrence
and develop practical recommendations to prevent recurrence.

HOW TO INVESTIGATE
ACCIDENTS

A major weakness of many accident investigations is the failure
to establish and consider all factorshuman, situational and
environmentalthat have contributed to the accident. Reasons for

Consider Human, Situational
and Environmental Factors

this failure are:

Reasons for Inferior
Investigations

1.

inexperienced or uninformed investigator

2.

reluctance of the investigator to accept responsibility
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3. narrow interpretation of environmental factors
"

4. erroneous emphasis on a single cause
5.

judging the effect of the accident to be the cause

6.

arriving at conclusions too rapidly

7. poor interviewing techniques

8.. delay in investigating accident.

The trained investigator must be ready to acknowledge as contributing causes any, and all factors thatAnay have, in any way, contributed to the accident. What may at first appear to be a simple,

uninvolved accident may, in fact, have numerouscontributing
factors, which may become more complex as analyses are completed.
Safety During Investigations

Accident Scene Can Be More
Dangerous After Accident

Investigators are responsible for safeguarding themselves during
the investigation. The committee must considerthat: ,
1.

In many cases the scene of an accident is' more dangerous
than it was prior to the accident. For example, electrical
equipment may have been damaged in an accident.6The

investigator must make certain that the equipment is
disconnected and, if necessary, locked out before he
'examines it.

Precautions Around Toxic
Materials

2.

If investigators* must work around toxic materials, they
should use protective measures, including special handling
equipment.

Clear Understanding of
Committee Members' Roles

3. Clear resp msibilities should be established and delegated

to safety committee members. If this is not done, confusion will exist, evidence may be lost, or further damage
to the facility may occur.

Handling Physical Evidence

4. Physical evidence is sometimes mishandled, rendering such

evidence useless and making it more difficult to find the 4

cause(s) of the accident. Thus, if this evidence were
needed in a legal case, the fact that it was lost Or impaired
would destroy its value.
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During the accident investigation many questions must be. answered. Because of the infinite number of accident-producing
sitOations, contributing factors, causes, etc., it is impossible to
piovide a complete list of questions that will apply to all accident
investigations. Here are some questions that are generally appli-

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

cable and considered most often by accident investigators:

if What .was the injured person doing at the time of the
accident? Performing an assignment? Shop maintenance?
Working on a personal project? Assisting another person? .
2. Was the injured working on

a task he was authorized to
do? Was he qualified to perform the task? Was he familiar
with the process, equipment and machinery?

3. What were other students doing at the time of the acci-dent.?
4.

Was the proper equipment beings used for the task at hand
(screwdriver instead of can opener to open a paint can, file
instead of a grinder to remove burrAn a bolt after it was
cut)?

5.

Was the injured person following approved` procedures?

6.

Is the process, operation or task new to the shop?

7.

Was the injured person being s ervised? What was the proximity and adequacy of sup isiop? ,

8. Did, the injured receive hazard recognition training prior to

the accident?

9.

.

What was the location of the accident? What was the
physical condition of the area when the accident occurred?

10. What immediate or temporary action(s) could have prevented the accident or minimized its effect?

11. What long term or permanent action(s) could have prevented the accident oi minimized its effect?

12. Had corrective action been recommended in the past but
not adopted?'

6-9
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During the course of the investigation, the above questions should
be answered to the satisfaction of the _investigators. Many other
questions will come to:rnind as the investigation continues; They
also should be recorttedjA model accident report will bb.discussed
later in this unit.
CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS

.

Interviewing accident or injury victims and witnesses can be very
difficult if the assignment is note handled Properly. The individual
being interviewed often is fearful and 'reluctant to provide the
interviewer with accurate facts about the accident. The accident
victim may be embarrassed, afraid of disciplinary action, or hesitant to talk for any number of reisons. A witness may not want to

provide information that might place blame on friends, fellow '
students, a 'favorite instructor, or possibly himself, To 'obtain the

necessary 'fapts during anaiterview,, the interviewer must first
eliminate' or reduce fear aid mullet§ by developing rapport with
the indiyidual being interviewed. It is essential that the interviewer

clearthe air, create a feeling of 'trust and establish lines of commettrication before beginning the actual interview.

Once -such rapport, has been developed, the following five-step
method should be used during the actual interview:

.

Discuss Purpose of
Investigation

1. Di;cuss the purpose of the investigation and the interview

Have Individual Relate His
Own Version

2.

(fact-findifig, not faultfinding).

Have the individual relate his version of the complete
accident with minimal interruptions. If the individual
being interviewed is the one who was injuredaik him to
explain where he was, what he was doing, how he was
doing it and what happened.. If practical, have the injured
person or eyewitness explain the sequence of events which
occurred at the time of the accident. When someone is at

the scene of the accident, he will be able to relate facts
that might otherwise be very difficult to eiplain.

.
.

Ask Questions When
,
Necessary
Interviewer Relates His
Understanding of Accident

3. Ask questions to clarify facts or fill in any gaps.

4. The interviewer should then relate. his understanding of
the accident to the injured person or eyewitness. Through
this review process there will be ample opporttinityo to
correct any misunderstanding that may have occurred and
clarify, if necessary, any of the details of the accident.

S

°
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5. Discuss methods of preventing recurrence. Ask the in&

vidual for suggestions aimed at eliminating or reducing the

impact of the hazards which caused the accident to hap. pen. By asking the individual.for his ideas and discussing
them with him, the interviewer will show sincelity 'and
place emphasis on the fact-finding pwpose of the investigation, as it was explained at the bee inning of the interview.

The'following is an example of how not to conduct an interview.
Investigator: O.K., Bill, tell me how you cut your hand. Start
as far.back as you can remember. I have to write it all dovin.

Bill: Well, it Vas like this. I had to rip a 4' x 8' (1.2 m.
2.4 m.) sheet of plywood on the table saw, and I knew the
guard would be in the way. So I

...

Investigator: You took it off!
Bill: Well? yeah, I did but;

..

Investigator: You know you were told never to remove the
' guard. If you listened, you wouldn't have been hurt.
Bill: YES, I know, but I didn't have much

choice

Investigator: That's what they all say. Haven't you heard
enough fro'm your instructor about never using the saw without the guard in position?

Bill (pensive lookdoesn't answer)

:Investigator: See what happens when you don't listen! Well,
all right, be more careful in the future and foll6w directions.
Safety is important. Do you understand that?
Bill (nods grimly)

Investigator: O.K., go back to class ,now and remember to be

more careful and listen to your instructor or you'll be in
trouble again soon.

How do you Blink that Bill felt at the end of this interrogation?
Do you think that Bill will think twice about reporting a minor
6-11
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give their reactions.
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injury again? The investigator's first shortcoming was thit he acted
and sounded as if he was disgusted' because he had to make out a

report. He put the student on the defensive right at the start.He
interrupted'and didn't lot the student finish. He was imaeisonal
and abrupt. At no time did he express sympathy or concern for
the student's injury. He even terminated the interview on a tour

J.

note: To top it all -off, he never acquired a complete understanding
of the accident.
at-.

Instructor Note:
Instructor has participants
readoorrect method and
give reactions.

The following illustrates the correct method of conducting an
interview.

'

How's your' hand, Bill? Does it still hurt? Did you
Invest
get proper cafe from-the school nurse?

Bill: Yes, sir, thank you. Sloe' did a good job The cut wasn't
too deep, and it,should heal O.K.

investigator: Well, Bill, I would like to take a little- of your
time to go over what,happened. before you tell me, Pd like to
tell you why I think it is important to check out every injury
occurring in our school. Quite simply, by going over accidents
carefully, often a lot can be learneil to preyeriLsImilar accidents in the future. Please don't take the questions I'm about

i

,

to ask personally, and don't- worry about admitting dig youdid something wrong, I'm not trying to blame anyone. What r
learn from you may prevent another student from being in-:
jured in.the'future.

,

Bill:Iunderstand,-and I'll do my best to help.
Investigator:. OA., let's go over to Where you were when the
accident,. occur&d. (They arrive at the table saw-area in the
shop.) Bill, will you .explain what 'you were doing and hgw
you were doing it when the accident happened? Take yoUr
time, and try to remember as many, things as you can which.
occureed just before the accident.

Bill: I had to rip a 4' x.8' (1.2 m. x .2.4 m.) sheet of 1/2"
(1.3 cm.)' plywood: Since tote portable circular saw was bro-

ken, I had to either cut it b3fthand or use the table saw. Of
course I knew that the saw gdard .would be in the way so I
removed it and made the cut with no problem.
Investigator: Well, then, hoW did you cut your hand?

I

t lqirttstigationTechniques
3

Bill: I know it sounds dumb, belt when I was placing the guard

back pn the saw, I leaned over to make sure it was aligned
correctly. As I did, I slipped on something and pushed my
hand onto the blade.

Investigator: Was there sawdust, oil or anything else on the
floor 'in the area of the saw? like this sawdust (pointing to
the floor)?

.

Bill: There probably war,. Sothe guys never, clean up after
finishing their work.

,

Investigator: Well, Bill, let me see- if I have a clear picture .or
this. 'You didn't cut your hanev,Oile the saw was running.
You did it while installing the guards' that you removed to get
your job done. While you were installing it, yo' slipped and
.
jammed your hand against the blade.
.s

SP

Bill: Well, not when r was putting it onwhen I was making

I

the fidal alignment.
,

Investigator: O.K. Bill, how do you think this accident could
have been prevented?

Nor

Bill: If the portable saw had been avail'able, I probably wouldn't
have got hurt.

inuestigeor: We'll get that saw fixed right away. What about
the table saw?
Bill: I should fiave told my instructor ..and got some help.

Also, if we had one of those swing!type guards I've seen, I
wouldn't have had to remove the guard.

Investigator: That's a good idea. I'll recommend that the

O

school look into purchasing one. Any suggestions about the
sawdust on the floor?
Bill (smiling): I'll ake sure that I sweep the area around, shop
equipment before I go to work. It's no big deal.

Investigator: O.K., Bill. I appreciate your cooperation ...Id
your suggestions. One thing more: the next time you need to
change a standard procedure in order to get your work done,
let your instructor know about it before T.:,a start.
009,
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Bill (grinning): All I can say is that, I will. Thanks\
N..

The preceding example suggests ways to conduct an interview.
In this case the investigator was friendly but at the. same time
created an image of competence. He t,00k the time to tell Bill
what he wag doing and why.' He conducted his interview at the
Scene, not in n office far removed from where the accident occurred. He lis ned without interrupting? was not sarcastic and
didn't appear to blame Bill for the accident. In this way he found
that, the apparent cause of the accident was not the real cause. He
carefully and expertly guided the student into making practical

2-

-suggestions for correcting the hazards. In cOnclusion., he was.able
to encourage the student to seek help without putting him on the
a

defensive.

sit

4'
(Z)

ft.

b.

All accident investigations do not go as smoothly as the one in our
example. However, tly using he techniques offered in .this °unit
and formating an approach along the general, guidelines offered

in the second, interview, an instructor or department head can
conduct effective accident investidations, acquire the data needed
to pinpOint the cause(s) of the accident under investigation and

encourage student participation in the investigation process.
KEY POI-NTS FOR
CONDUCTING INTERVIEW

Interviewers_ should remernner and follow these important guidelines:
1. Cenduqt interviews as soon after the accident as practical.
.

.

2.

Delay interviews with the injured until. he has received
medical treatment, no matter how minor his injuries. If
the injured feels that his best interests are being placed
second to a report, he is not apt to cooperate.

3.

Interview one;person at a time.

e

4. Avoid making witnesses feel that they are informers.

5. Be diplomatic..
6. Put witnesses at ease.
7. Explain the purpose of the investigation.
8. Keep que0iOns as simple as possible.

6-14
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9. Av ;id the implied ans ver or leading qtiestion.

9

10. Never ridicule a with

11. Give the person being interviewed the- oppcgtunity to
pre.ent his ihrsion, in its entirety, without interruption.
12. Review the details of aequfred information.
13. Discuss r> thods to prevent recurrence.
.

Many good report forms exist for recording the facts surrounding
an accident situation.-At the very least, accident reports need to
contain the following:

ACCIDSIT REPORT FORMS

1. identification o persons involved (name, address,age, etc.)

2. time of accident (hour, day, month)
3,0.

.

place of accident (specific location in school)

4. type of injury
5. identification of all witnesses

6. severity of injury (amount of lost time, cost of injury,
name of attending doctor or first aid attendant, record of
treatment) .

7. description'of property and material damage
8. exa.c4description of the accident-

a. Oull edescriplion of the accident stating, for eample,

- whether `the person fell- or was struck, and all the
factors contributing to the accident \

b. identification of the machine, tool, appliance,

gas,

liquid or other agent which was most closely associated
with the accident

c. if a machine or vehicle was involved, identification of
the specific part involved (e.g., the gears, pulley or
motor)

6-15
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k

d. a judgment about the way in which the machine, tool,
etc., was unsafe

...

..

,

,

e. description of mechanical guards or other safeguards
(e.g., safety goggles) which wire provided

f. 'statement about whether the persOn or persons used
= the safeguards provided
k

ion which resultedyin the
accident (e.g., removed sz-2;ei,y screen from pulley, did
not wear goggles, etc.) i.

g. description of the unsafe
0

h. opinion about ways of preventing additional accidents
of this type.2

The Industrial/VOcational Education Accident/Injury/Exposure
Report Form (Figure. 11, Appendix A) may be used by instructors or Shop Safety and Health Committee members to record the
facts relating to an accident. The form's layout alloWs the user to
record relevant information quickly:
RECORDING AND
CLASSIFYING ACCIDENT
DATA

Ultimately, the data on each accident report form must be recorded and classified in such a manner that important relationships may be drawn and decisions made by 'members of the
safety and health committees concerning accident* reduction. The
Shop Safety and Health Committee Accident Record Form
(Table 5, Appendix B) may prove helpful in recording and presenting accident information.

i

Before each meeting of the Shop Safety and Health Committee,
the chairman sees to it that all accidents are summarized on the
record form so that they can be rexiewed by the entire committee.
Copies of the complete report should also be available for the
committee's use.

Releva t Items on Accident
Record Form

Among the facts important in a summary are the following:
1.

Case numberthe number assigned to each report for
future identification and recall (e.g., 79-1)

2. Name of injured person
'3. Date of injury

e
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4.

.
A

Where accident appenedspecific place/area where accident occurdd (= g., machine shop/lathe area)

5. Nature of injury type of physical injury (e.g., cut, abrasion, chemical burn)

6. Body partthe part of body injured
loner ribs)

(e.g., left thigh,

--

7. Source of injurythe object, substance, exposure or
bodilnmotion which directly produced the injury (e.g.,
saw blade, abrasive 'wheel)

,

..-

8., Tools; equipment' usedthe tools, equipment or machines t
used when The accident occuried (e.g., metal lathe)
9. Time lost-P-die actual number of days and hours lost as a

result of the accident

0

10. Hazardous conditionthe condition. which directly caused
the accident (e.g:, improperly guarded saw, oil spot on
,

floor)

11. Human errorsthe act of commission or omission Which .
directly caused the accident (e.g., operating without
.

authority; horseplay; operating at unsafe speed; misreadi
instruments;
nstruments; failing to follow instructions)

12. Instructor/supervisorperson who was supervising student/
.staff/faculty member,at time of accident
13. Costs:

a. medical (doctor and hospital costs associated with the
injury)

b. other (noninsured costs such as administrative time,
investigation time, additional training, compensation
costs).

It will be the duty of the Shop Safety and Health Committee to
review the accident record forms, to recommend action and improvements to prevent similar accidents from occurring in, the
future, 'and to see if general patterns emerge which may point to
previously undetected hazards or weaknesses in the health and

Instructor Note:
Instructor has participants
fill out Accident Record
Form (Table 5) based on the
accident interview described
earlier in this unit.

safety program.
6-17
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NOTES:
1.

Adapted from "Evaluation and Control of Workplace Accident Potential," N.I.OSH (January 1978), XIV, 14-15.

2. Adapted from "Evaluation and Control .. .," XIV, 15-17.

<2.

a

.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1.

There are four important reasons for investigating accidents in the school shop. Name
them.

a.

to find out what caused the accident

b.

to provide information for preventing similar accidents
from occurring

c.

to document facts for possible compensation and litigation

d. to uncover problems which indirectly contributed to the

accident.

2. Why should minor accidents receive the same attention as the major ones?

Serious accidents arise from the same hazards as minor incidents. It is usually sheer luck which determines whether a
hazardous situation results in a minor incident or a serious
accident.

3. .Who.should investigate accidents? Why?

Instructors should take a prominent role in accident .investigation. They are on the scene, they are, most aware of the
student, machine and environmental relationships, and they
have a personal and professional interest in shopetafety. Shop

safety and health committees should also become directly
involved with serious accidents. Their. involvement provides
additional expertise to complement the specificknowledge of

instructors.
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4. What is the most important thing to do bqore beginning an accident interview?
Establish ra port with the person being interviewed.
:1

5.

Qt

fi

What are the five steps in conducting an interview?

a.

Discuss the purpose of the investigation and the interview.

b. Have the individualitelate his version of the complete
accident with minimal interruption.
c. Ask questions to clarify facts or fill in gaps.

t

1

d. Relate your urfderstanding of the accident (as the inter..
viewer).

e. Dicuss methods of preventing recurrence..

N

MI

Accident Investigation Techniques
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INDUSTRIAL/VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACCIDENT/INJURY/EXPOSURE REPORT

q
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INDUSTR lAiJNOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACCIDENT/INJURY/EXPOSUREREPORT
Case/Report/File No.

Name of Injured '
Personnel Classification:
Maintenarice (

School Name:

Student (
Other (

)

Instructor (

Shop Where Accident Occurred:

Supervisor in Charge of Injured:

ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION

Date of Accident
. Time of Accident (24 hour clock)
-Accident Type (Non-Vehicular)

),

Specify

.

-Struck against

Siruck by,
Fell
Slipped/Tripped
Caught in, under, between
Rbbbed or abraded
Overexerted
Contacted (electrical, solvent, acid, etc.)
Exposed to
Source known/Specific

4

Dizziness, loss of balance
Fainting,loss of consciousness

toughing, difficult breathing; sneezing
Rash, Skin irritation
Other
Complaint of:
Headache

Loss cif memory
Pair., discomfort
. Sore throat
Other
Chill/Cold
Disorientation

32

Operating at Unsafe Speed

Yes (

)

Figure 11

1f'

123

)

1

Source of accident (example: metal lathe)

Ocopyright RJF Associates, Inc., 1979.

)
)

1

/ Source unknown/Nonspecific
(CfPrLETE"EXPOSURE EFFECTS")
IEXPOSUREEFFECTS

DESCRIPTION OF INJURED (all that apply):
'Age/Birth Date of Injured
Sex
Female ( )
Male ( )
Years Experience in Octupation (School Staff)
yrs.
Grade Level-(Student)
'Did Student Receive Safety. Training for'Task
Yes ( ) No 1
Time Since Last Safety Course
months
Unknown ( ) NA (
Task Performed at Time of Accident (Required Project, Maintenance,
Personal Project, etc.)
Years Experience with Tool, Machine, Etc.,
Involved in Accident
Certified by Inspector to Perform Task
Yes.(
No (
No. of Accidents in Previous 4 Years
Temporary Illness (example: flu)
(
)
Affected by Medication or Drugs
( J
Operated According to Safe/Approved Practices
(
)
Used Proper Equipment
(
)
Used Equipment within Design Limits
( )
Misread Instruments
(
)
Mislead by Faulty Instrument
( )
Equipment/Structure Restricted Vision
(
)
.
Equipment/Structure Restricted Hearing
(
)
Equipment/Strdcture Restricted Movement
(
Working on Moving Equipment
1
Operated without Authority
(
Failed to Fr"ow Emergency Procedures
( )
Appropriat. PE Used
Yes ( )
No (
Was Injured Involved in Horseplay?
Yes ( )
No (
Were Safety Devices Made Inoperative?
Yes ( ) .- No (

No (

)

)
)
)

r

(Draw a line from injury to body part(s).
For multiple injuries, draw multiple lines.)

ENVIRONMENTAL DESCI.11TION (all that apply)

NATURE & INJU Y

BODY PART(S)

Illumination/Lighting Sufficient

Yes (

)

Sprain

Head
Eye
Face
Ear

Ventilation Sufficient

Yes (

)

Strain
ContuSion/Bruise

Neck
Shoplder

Abiasion

Che,st

Back

Puncture

Buttocks
Groin
Upper arm
Elbow
Forearth
Wrist

Bums (Heat/Flame/Cir.7-ical)
Fracture
Bites/Stings
Chest Pains
o

Respiratory

Amputation

(

)

Fumes

(

)

Vapocs

-4 (

)

Mists

Abdomen

LacerLaceration

'No

)

Chemicais (if known, describe)

Lungs

ation

No (

Smoke

(

D

(

Static Electricity

Hand
Finger
Thigh
Lower leg

71
)

(

p

Ankle
Foot
Toe
Knee

Foreign boon in eye

Other

Electrical shock

Unknown; collapsed or unconscious

Recurrence/Aggravation of previous injury

(

Yes (

)

No (

Yes (

)

No (

.

Illness, if diagnosed (describe

Fatality

)

13."

.%

s.

r

'SITUATION DESCRIPTION (all that apply):
Characteristics of Immediate Supervisor.
No. of-Students/Employees SUpervised
Did Supervisor Observe Accident? Yes ( )
No. Years Experience as Supervisor
yrs.

No (

A

4

)

Tools and Equipment (if used at time of in ry):
DESCRIPTION

MANUF CTORER

APPROX. AGE

PART OR COMPONENT FAILURE (if yes; name)
.
.
.
Yes
1
No( 1
'
Yes ( If
(
)

.

Yes (
Safeguards or iailsafe Device* Operating
Equipment Grounded
Wa; PPE relating to injury type
and body part available?

,Yes (
Yes (

)

No ,(

)

)

No (

)

4

Yes (

)

No (

)

.

)

No I

I'

Was hazardous condition'caused by:
Improper USE of materials?
Improper HANDLING of materials?
Improper STORAGE of materials?

Yes. ( )
Yes (
Yes (

)
)

No
No
No

tl
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) if associated with injury;
ARTICLE

MANUFACTURER

DESCR IPTION

APPROX. AGE

PART OR COMPONENT FAILURE (if yes, name)

4

NON-OSHA RULES/REGULATIONS APPLYING TO ACCIDENT
AUTHORITY/SOURCE

CODE NO./
REFERENCE

,

PERTAINS TO
.

School

(

Shop

(

)

State (includes State-OSHA)

(

)

Other

(

')

c.-

---,
)

..

.

-,,

.

t

.

)

3 ')

.

I VEHICULAR ACCIDENT SUBSET I
Manefacturer/Make of Vehicle

OCuuPANTDESCRtPTION (all that apply):

id

Mode)/Type

')

Off (

)

Yes (

)

No 1

1

Yes (

)

No (

)

Operating On/Off Road

On

Yianof Manofacture

Safety Equipment Used

Ownership /Agency

Years Driving Experience_yrs.

Individual Ownership

Prior Experience with Vehicle Type

)

Injured was ... Driver

(

)

Passenger

(

1

..
SITUATIONAL DESCRIPTION (Vehicular only)

ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION (Vehicular only)
Contact with another moving vehicle
In opposite direction
In same direction
At intersection
Cohtact with a standing vehicle or stationary object
,
In roadway
At side of road
t,-.
Struck by another vehicle while standing in roadway
Struck by another vehicle while standing off,roadway
Non-collision accidents
Overturned
Ran off-roadway
Sudden stop /start (throwing occupants out of or against
parts ofthe vehicle or throwing contents of vehicle
against injured)

Point of impact.

.r

1

(

)

(

.)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Estimated Speed of Travel'

MPH

Speed Limit

MPH

*hide Mileage

ENVIRONMENTAL DESCRIPTION (Vehicular only).
.

Surface Condition

Type of Surface
(

)

(

)

V
Concrete
Macadam

Brick
(

)

Loose Gravel

Dirt
Other ,

. .

--

.1

Road Configuration
(if applicable)

(

)

Dry

(

)

Straight

(

)

(

)

Ice

(

1

Curve

('

)

(

)

(

')

(

)

(

)

(

)

Bank
Curve and Bank.

(

)

(

)

(

)

(,

)

(

1

Wet
Snow/Slush

Mud
Other

.. .

Intersection .
Other

(

)

'(

)

1 %,JJ

4

IDENTIFIERS (all that apply):

Description of-Property Damage

Social Security No
Home address of Injured
Name of Parent/Guardian
Address of Parent/Guardian
Tel. Number

.

Certified by Injured:
I have examined this report and certify that it accurately represents

Location of accident
Was accident on school premises?

Yes (

)

Recommendations to Prevent Similar Accidents

No (

)

the facts associated with this case.

Nirne of attending physician
Address of physician
Name of hospital
Address of hospital

Signature (first and last name)

Date

1 DISPOSITION OF CASE (all that apply)

o.

N

Report prepared by
Official position

Work/School Days Lost
Work/Classroom Restriction

Date

Termination/Retired

1

(

1

(

)

(

)

(

)

Verified by School Administration:

Title

Name

Disablement, Type
Temporary, partial
Temporary, total
Permanent, partial
Permanent, total
Witnesses:
Name

(

Address

Tel. No.

Date

Workers Compensation Cost:

Indemnity
Medical:

1Ii
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TABLE 5
SHOP SAFETY AND HEALTH COMMITTEE ACCIDENT RECORD FORM
Period From

To

Page 1 of

School:
Name
Address

Name
Case

Injured

Due a

When
Accident

No.

Nature of

Person

Injury

Happened

Injury

78-1

William
Smith

9/8/19

Wood
Working
Shop
Table Saw
Area

Laceration

Pert of
Body

Sriurcir of

Tools/
Equipment

Injury

Used

Time
Lost

Left

Saw Blade

Table Sew

1/2

Hand

Dey

Hazardous

, Condition
Unguarded
Sew Blade

Mr. Yardley

-..

and
Failure to
Clean Area
in Prosamity of

sr.:,
.

4

.0

n
*
...

r

$100.00

Supervisor

,.

9.

$35.00

Error

with Inst.

.

.

n/c

A

lAvilure

,..

.

Other

instructor/

to Check

and Slippery
Surface

..

Comp

Costs
B
Medical

Human

.

C

(new saw
guard)

.

.
.t.

,r^
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UNIT 7

SAFETY AND HEALTH INSPECTION TECHNIQUES

. METHODS

I Lecture and Demonstration

PURPOSE

,,, LENGTH: 60 Minutes

To_ provide the participant with
vigh an understanding of the inspection process and
the ability to carry out an effective safety and health inspection in an industrial/vocational education setting.

OBJECTIVES

,

To introduce the participant to:
--,

. ')
1.1 Purposes of inspection
2. Types of inspection.
3. Persons involved in inspection process
4. Techniques of safety and health inspection
5. Methods of recording and displaying information from inspections
SPECIAL TERMS 1. Inspection
2. Efficiency
3. Effectiveness
I
,
Lesson Plan
35 mm Slides, Projector and Screen Overhead Transparencies, Projector and Screen
Chalk Board/Chalk

INSTRUCTOR
MATERIALL
,

TRAINEE
MATERIALS

Participant Outlines and Supplementary Materials
Inspection Summary Report
.

SO

,

-
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SAFETY AND HEALTH INSPECTION TECHNIQUES

During the discussion of hazard control processes in Unit 3, safety

INTRODUCTION

and health inspections were shown to be essential part, of the
hazard control process:This unit will concentrate on how inspections are conducted and how the information is used to improve
safety and'health in industrial/vocational education.
cr

For our ,purposes, we will define "inspection" as a monitoring
survey conducted in the workplace 'to locate and`report existing
and potential hazards which have the capacity to calk accidpnts.

DEFINITION OF
DiSPECTION

The inspection process can be approached from either a negative

PHILOSOtHY BEHIND
INSPECTION

or a positive viewpoint:

.

1. faultfinding, with emphasis on criticism

2. fact-finding;with emphasis on locating potential hazards

that have an adverse effect on the operation in terms of

safety.

As we discussed in Unit 6, the second viewpoint, which emphasizes fact-finding instead of faultfinding, makes the most sense and
,

is the one which should guide our efforts during inspections.

Every school shop and each of its processes and operations contains some existing or potential hazards which arise through
normal working or production procedures or through changes or
modification. One way of keeping abreast of hazards irtthe school
shop is through continuous and periodic inspections of work-

Inspections Are Essential
and Mandatory

places, Such inspections should be made mandatory.

There are two valid purposes behind safety and health inspections.

1. The primary purpose of inspection is to detect potential
hazards so that they can be corrected before an accident
occurs. Through inspections it is possible to determine
those conditions which need to be corrected or improved
'to bring school shop operations up to at least minimally
7 -3
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PURPOSE OF INSPECTIONS

Detect Hazards

Safety and Health Inspection Techniques

acceptable tandards, both from safety and operational
standpolits.

2. A secondary purpose of inspe,ttion is to offer improvements and corrections to improve overall operations and

Offer improvements and
Corrections to Increase
Efficiency and Effectiveness

increase efficiency and effectiveness.

TYPES OF INSPECTIONS

Safety and health ins ections can be classified as eitherl.mriodic or
continuous:

Periodic Inspections

A periodic safety and health inspection is deliberate, thorough and

systematic by design. Such, inspections are often conducted by
safety and health committees on a monthly or bi-monthly basis.
The advhntage of this type of inspection is that it covers all areas
and allows the detection of changes in operations, equipment, etc.,
time for effective countermeasures to be provided.

Continuous or ongoing inspections should be conducted by
instructors, department. heads, students and maintenance per-

Continuous Inspections
,

sonnel as part of their instructionri, sukervisory or maintenance
responsibilities. Continuous inspection inVolves noting an apparent
or potential hazardous condition or unsafe act and either correcting it immediately or making a report to initiate 'corrective action.
The ultimate goal of a good safety and health inspection program
is to promote vigilance on the part of each instructor and student

to examine, correct if possible, and report any condition which
has accident potential. This continuous shop montoring function
is critical to a successful program and should become second
nature to the instructor and student.
.

,

WHO SHOULD MAKE
INSPECTIONS

Safety and health inspections must be conducted by several per-

Instructor

The instructor must make continuous inspections and be ever alert
to changing conditions, operations an..1 work methods. Some shop
operations may require the instructor to make several inspections

Continuous and Daily
Inspections

sons in the organization.

over the course of the instructional session to be certain that all
safety precautions are being taken.

To be sure that there are no unsafe conditions to which students
may be exposed, the instructor should make his inspections at the
beginning of each day and, for certain equipment, at the beginning of each beriod.

'7-4
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The student shop foreman will perform daily inspections .at the
beginning of each instructional period.
;

,

Department heads play a key role in the shop inspection program.
Each week these supervisors should make the rounds of the shops,

recording unsafe conditions' and practices and forwarding the
information gathered' to theinstructor in charge and/or the Shop
Safety and Health Committee if conditions warrant. When a department head makes a regular inspection, it reinforces his interest
in the school safety and health program and inspires interest and
cooperation in
i others.

,

Student Shop Foreman
Daily Inspections
Department Head
Weekly Inspections
a
4

(

The Shop Safety and Health Committee is' responsible for all
formal inspections. This committee includes department heeds,
instructors, -student shop foremen, maintenance personnel and,
.

when applicable, a teachers' association representative. The diverse
knowledge of committee members will reveal hazards which otherwise might be overlooked by persons less familiar with shop operations or by people experienced with only one type of shop environment. '

Schedules should be established to permit the committee to

%.

Shop Safety and Health
Committee
Periodic Inspections

Scheduling Inspections

accomplish a thorough inspection within the constraints of members' time and availability. The length and frequency of inspections depend on the size and layout of the school and the number
of shops. Where there is new construction or installations or where
there are changefi in processes, operations or materials, the committee may nOtid to make special, unscheduled inspections to be
certain that safety requirements are being met.

Inspections conducted by the committee must lig directed by an
interested and responsibl* person to assure that the prdcess does
not become meaningless and routine. Those chosen to perform
inspections should have special safety training and should update
their skills continually to keep them current.

An inspection program implies the regular, systematic and continuous comparison of safety and health standards to discrepan-

e
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INSPECTION PROCEDURES

cies in the shop.environment.
A safety and health inspection program requires:
1.

sound knowledge of the school, plant
.

2.. knowledge of the material contained in standards, regulations and codes

.0
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a series of systematic inspection steps

4.

a method of 'reporting, evaluating and using the data
gathered.

.
A

The committee must seleet a route which will permit it to do a
thorough job, leave nothing out, avofti repeated examinations of
the same item, keep walking to a r unum and 'avoid unneces-

Mapping the Route for
Inspection

sary interruptions. A closad loop.inspw.tion will give good results.
Using Safety and Health
Checklists

4

Many different types of ,checklists are available for use in safety
and health inspections, varying in jengtb from thousands of items
to only a few. Each type has its place and properly used', can be
of benefit to i lil ustrial/vocational education. Generally, the longer
checklist refers ip OSHA standards and can be used by the com- ?
mitts' during its initial survey of its school to determine which
standards apply to its individual, situation (see Supplement). Once
the committee determines which areas fit its situation, it can then '
construct a checklist tailored to its needs and uses.
%

Regardless of how complete the inspection checklist, the results of

the inspection will be no better than thkindividuals performing
di!' inspection. Inspectors must be reallitic and use their ability,
expirience and intuition. A hazard observed' during an inspection
must be recorded even though it was,not identified on the checklist. The inspection checklist must be used as an aid to the in
spection process, not as an end in itself.
Be Methodical and Thorough

Merely running through a checklist does little to locate or correct

problems of importance. Committee members must take their
time and do a thorough job.

The committee also Should plan' to inspect areas where people
rarely go or where people never have been injured. The inspection

team should be sure to look for off-the-floor Items (e.g., pipes,
hoisting, equipment,. etc.), as well as those at ground level. It is

better for the inspection to be incomplete but thorough thin
complete and superficial.
.

WHAT SHOULD BE
INSPECTED

Materials and Substances

When planning the inspection program, the committee should
consider the following areas:
1.

Materials and substances used in education should be
viewed with 'respect to their capacity to cause an injury,
occupational illness, fire or other hazard.
7-6
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2. Machinery, equipment, tools, etc., uied during shop operations must be free from material defects and other hazards.
Particular attention should be given to machinery and the
points of operation, including all moving parts as well as
accessories (flywheels, gears, shafts, pulleys; key ways,
'belts, couplings, sprockets, chains, controls, lighting,

Machinery, Equipment,
Tools, etc.

brakes, exhaust sys'coms, grounding).
..

3. Personal protective and safety equ/pmeni must exist where
there is a reasonable probability that an injury can be prevented. These devices must be inviorking order and used
according to the most recent instruction.

Protective and Safety
Equipment

4. Working and walking surfaces (stairs, ladders, scaffolds,
ramps, etc.) must be functionally safe, meeting ekisting
safety standards,: and they must -be pfoperly maintained.

Walking and Working Surfaces

5. Within the shop workplace, such environmental factors

Environmental Factors

as illumination,t ventilation, noise control devices, etc.,
must be within established standards.

6. Attention should be given to housekeeping, sanitation,

Housekeeping

waste disposal, material storage, and so on.

7. Medical services, first aid facilities, and a °means for transporting injured must be available at all times.

Emergency Areas

8.. Electrical equipments including switches, breakers, fuses,
special. fixtures, insulation, extensions, tools, motors,
grounding etc must be determined to be in compliance
with-the regulations.

Electiicat Equipnent

9. ChemG1 storage, handling, use and transportation must be
viewed with respect to adequate exhaust systems, warning
signs, protective clothing and other allied equipment.

Chemicals

10. Fire protection and extinguishing systems, such' as alarms,

,

Fite Protection

sprinklers, fire doors, exit sigits, extinguishers, etc., deserve
particular scrutiny including review ,of school egress plans
-for emergency exit.

11. The regularity and effectiveness of the preventive maintenance program need to lie assessed.

7-7
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Preventive Maintenance
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Dealing with Hazardous
Equipiitent,

-

If the committee finds a hazardous machine, piece of equipment
or operation producing a health hazard, it should:

1.: Warn the instructor, or whoever is in charge

the conAMP

Shut down the machine or equipment, if necessary. Tag it
immediately; a lock-out-alOng with the tag will prevent its
use.

If the hazard tepresents an immediate danger, the instructor
should be -authorized 'and directed- to take immediate action.

.

ASSESSINQ HEALTH
HAZARDS

J.

previously stated, a thorough ihspection requires that emphasis
given to both safety and health hazards. Ii order to be able to
.-recognize health hazards during an inspection process, committee
-members need a knowledge and understanding of the environmental factors in the shopwork'place which have the capacity to
impair the health of students and instructors.
Later units on health hazards and hazardous materials will provide
the committee wish irformation it needs to evaluate ,health hazards and to perform the tasks described in the guidelines below.
The committee must consider:
1.

the nature of the prodUct being produced

.

2. , the raw materials being used

.3. materials and substances being added in theprocess
4. by-products proditced
5.

the equipment involved

6. the cycle of operations
7. operational nrocedures. being used
8. healtlrand safety controls utilized
9.

number of persons exposed and level Of exposure to harmful chemical, biological and physical agents.

7-8
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As it jnspects the shoji for health hazards, the hop Safety and
Health Committee may want to use the 1oli owing guidelines:
1.

Guidelines for Health Hazard
Inspections

List all hazardous chemical, physical, and biological
agents in the school.

2. Determine where the hazardous health agents

are in the

school and the state in which they exist (e.g., dust, fumes,
mists, vapors, stokes, gases).
3.

Determine the threshold limit value for all chemical,
physical and biological agents, and compare against actual
levels in the shop workplaces.

4. Determine which processes and equipment are capable of

producing hazardous levels duKhlg operations.

The Shop Safety and Health Committee should take precautions . RECORDING HAZARD
to locate and describe each hazard found during inspection. As
FACTS
hazards are uncovered, a clear description of the hazard should be
written dawn and a committee member should record all questions and details for later use.

During the inspection it

important to determine which hazards

'Classifying Hazards

present the most serious consequences and are most likely to
occur. The hazard ranking scheme discussed in Unit 3 will make
the job of classifying hazards an easy one. Classifying hazards
properly places them in the-right perspective, assigni priorities and
aids in correcting -the coldition ultimately preventing accidents.

Another significant benefit 'of ,classifying hazards is that it 'describes the potential loss severity and probability without:the need
for long narrative descriptions. It helps the school administrator
or the Safety and Health Policy Committee to understand and
evaluate the problems found and reach decisions quickly.

The inspection Summary Report (Table 6) is designed to assist the
individual inspector t record pertinent facts relating to a safety
and health inspection)

Upon completing the inspection, the committee mem,,ers should
assemble and combine their separate findings into a single inspection summary .report, which will include recommendations for
corrective action.

SUMMARIZING
INSPECTION DATA

7-9
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USING THE DATA
ACQUIRED DURING
INSPECTIONS

What is done with the information acquired from an inspection
program is as important as the inspection process itself. It is necessary that the inspection team bring problems and recommenda-

tions for corrective action to the attention of the Safety and
Health Policy Committee or the principal.
General Recommendations
for Improvements

General recommendations could include:
1. Change the procedure. Set up a better process, operation

or work task.
2. Limit the exposure. Relocate the present process in such

a way as to make it less hazardous while at the same time
providing better results.
3. Redesign a tool or fixture or change the students' work

pattern to reduce the hazard potential.
4. Give more adequate training to personnel engaged in a
particular operation.
oat

5. Provide personal protective equipment.1

Based on the problems uncovered and recommendations made by
the Shop Safety and Health Committee, the Policy CoMmittee or

the school administrator must decide what course of action to
take. Usually these actions will be. based on the cost effectiveness of the recommendations. For example, it may be effective
and practical, from a cost standpoint, to subltitute a less toxic
material that works as well as the highly toxic material presently
in use. On the other hand, a particular hazardous machine may be

too costly to replace. In this case, the choice may be the less
expensive alternative of installing machine guards to correct the
problem.
SUMMARY

Instructor Note:
At this point the instructor
should refer to the Appendix
for directions concerning
the use of the inspection)
Summary Report Form.

Information from inspections sl.uuld never be used for punitive
action. The information should be viewed as the basis for establishing priorities and implementing programs that will reduce
accidents, improve conditions, raise morale and increase th^ overall effectiveness of the school organization.
NOTES
1.

o

Adapted from Robert J._ Firenze, Guide to Occupational
Safety and Health Management (Dubuque: endall/Hunt,
1973), p. 90.

740
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1.

Give.a definition of safety and health inspection.

An inspection is a monitoring survey conducted in the workplace to locate and report existing and potential hazards which

have the capacity to cause accidents.

2.

The inspection process can be conducted from two different and opposing viewpoints.
Name each.

a.

faultfinding, with emphasis on criticism

b. fact - finding, with emphasis on _locating-potential hazards

tliat have an adverse effect on the operation in terms of

safety.

3.

Name two purposes of inspection.

a.

to detect.hazardq so that they can be corrected before an
accident occurs.

b.

to offer improvements and corrections to increase efficiency and effectiveness.

4. Differentiate between the two main types of inspections and the people who perform

each type.

periodica systematic, deliberate, thorough inspection
covering all areas. Usually performed by the Shop Safety
and Health Colimnittee monthly or bi-monthly, though
the department head's weekly inspection also might fall
in this category.

7-11
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b. continuousan ongoing process which involves noting
apparent or potential hazardous conditions or unsafe acts
and either correcting them immediately or initiating corrective action. Performed on a daily basis by instructors
and students and by department heads and maintenance
personnel when they are in the area.

5P Name five areas to be considered'in a thorough safety inspection.

Any five from among the following:
.

a.

c

,

materials and substances

b. machinery, equipment, tools, etc.
c.

personal protective and safety equipment

d. working and walking surfaces
e.

environmental factors

f.

housekeeping

g.

medical services

h. electrical equipment

,

i.

chemicals

j.

fire protection

k. preventive maintenance

.
1

S.
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-' APPENDIX

INSPECTOR SUMMARY REPORT

Instructor Note: Using the Inspection Summary Report
At the point
indicated in the unit, the instructor distributes,Inspection Summary Report
forms (Table 6) to the participants. He tHen shows a series of slides taken in
a variety of industrial/vocational education shdris..Participants are instructed
to record, on their repOrt forms, the hazards they find.

When the exercise is completed, the instructor shows each slide again. The
participants are invited to offer their views of existing and potential hazards
found.

off
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TABLE 6
Date of Inspection:

..

School:

Committee Members:

Building:

SHOP SAFETY AND HEALTH COMMITTEE
INSPECTION SUMMARY REPORT -

.

No.

.

Hazard Rating

Description of
Hazardous Condition

j

Specific
Location

Supervisor

Hazard

Corrective
Conseq.

Prob.

Priority

Ill

A

I

.

Pulley Belts Exposed
on Shaper and

1

Machine
Shop

William Dixon

Corrected
Date

Action

.

Provide
Sheet Metal
Guards on

Horizontal Milling
Machine.;

All Machinery
wish Exposed
Behr
.

.

.

.

...
.

.

,

.

,
.

Li 1

1
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UNIT 8
PRINCIPLES OF GOOD 'SHOP PLANNING

METHODS

Lecture and Demonstration

PURPOSE

To discuss the. basic considerations in the layout and design of industrial/

LENGTH. 5 Minutes
.

vocational education shops.

OBJECTIVES

I To introduce the participant to:
1. Basic considerations in shop layout

2. Such design considerations as materials storage, personal service facilities,
exhaust, ventilation, and fire extinguisher systems, electrical requirements
avid illumination
Placement of machinery
4. Criteria for purchasing machinery.
3.

SPECIAL TERMS

1. General Dilution Systems
2. Local Exhaust Systems
3. Single-Dimension, Two-Dimensional and Three-Dimensional Methods

INSTRUCTOR
MATERIALS

Lesson Plan
35 mm Slides, Projector and Screen
Chalk Board/Chalk'

TRAINEE
MATERIALS

Participant Outlines and Supplementary Materials
43

UNIT 8
PRINCIPLES OF GOOD SHOP PLANNING

One of the primary resources used in planning thee layout and . INTRODUCTION
arrangement of a school shop should be the industrial/vocational
education instructor. His knowledge and experience are of exceptional value to school administrators and arcblitects in planning
new school shops or altering'or expanding old ones. The instructor's knowledge of how opeiations take place and what is needed
complements the architect's knowledge of hov; 'feasible are the
various design and construction alternatives. Together, they can

Role of Instructor in Planning

reduce; if not eliminate, many of the problems that afire encountered in shop construction and expansion.

This marriage of knowledge, experience and imagination will
prove most fertile if the instructor and architect give high priority to safety and health needs While planning the layout and
arrangement of the school shop. Numerous accidents, occupa-

Accidents Can Be Prevented
or Minimized

tional illnesses, explosions and fires can be prevented or minimized
if suitable measures are taken early in the planning stage.

The purpose of this unit is not to provide a complete guide to
shop planning. Rather, we will discuss some basic considerations
in shop layout, such design aspects as providing materials storage,
pereonal service facilities, adequate illumination, electrical require-

ments, exhaust, ventilation and fire extinguisher systems, placement of machinery and criteria for purchasing m%chinery.

In order to avoid difficulties of organization and supervision, it
is generally recommended that shop length should be no more
than twice its width. A width of thirty feet (9.I m.) is generally
used. The space allotted to shop work generally should be not less
than 55 square fest (5.1 square meters) per pupil. All parts of the
shop should .be visible to the instructor. Window space should be
not less than one-fifth of the floor space, and ceiling height should
be between 101/2 and 14 feet (3.2 and 4.3 m.). An open assembly
area should be provided where large projects can be assembled.1
Water, air, hydraulic, electric'al and other piping or conduit systems should be contained in the walls to eliminate the need for
constant cleaning.
8-3

Purpose of Unit

Shop Layout
Design Aspects
Placement of Machinery
Purchase of Machinery
SHOP LAYOUT
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Working Spaces

Floors, ramps, stairs, ladders and scaffolds deserve special consid-

eration in shop design and are discussed in the next unit, Safe
Working Surfaces. Floor materials should be easy to clean and as
slip-resistant as possible. Safe load limits must be considered along
with the t9tal weight burden. Because floors' begin to sag when
overloaded, it is important to know the weight capacity of floors
before installing equipment or machinery or storing heavy materials. To be safe, floors should hape weight capacities four times
the statis,load or six times the moving load.
Aisle

A general rule is that main aisles should parallel the flow of mate-

rials in process. Main aisles should be four feet (1.2 m.) wide.
Aisle spaces shduld be kept clear at all times of material or equip-

ment. The edges of all aisles should be iantified by painting a
clearly visible white or yellow line on the floor. Tool rooms and
emergency equipment should be located off the main aisleg.
Exits

Exits should be sufficient both in number and size and located
so that; in case of fire or other emergency, the building could
be quickly evacuated without loss of life. Plans should be adequate and conform-to OSHA standards, National FireProtection
Association (NFPA) Building Exits Code, and to state and local
requirements. Changing or adding exits after a-building has been
constructed is very costly.

To a large extent, the number and width of exits are determined
by. the building occupancy. In high 'hazard occupancy, no person
should be more than 75.feet (22.9 m.) from an exit. For medium
and low hazard, 100 to 150 feet (30.5 to 45.8 meters) is permissible. NFPA Standard Ng. 101 specifies that access to exits provided by aisles, passageways, or corridors should be convenient
to every occupant and that the aggregate width of passageways
and aisles should at least equal the required width of the exit.2
All shops should have at least two exits, one of which should be
wide epottgli`to permit moving large equipment in and out.

Exit doors should be clearly visible, illuminated, provided with
signs, and open in the direction of exit travel. They should not
be locked or blocked by machinery or equipment. Exits should
be located where they will not be eliminated by any future addition to the building.
DESIGNING FOR SPECIFIC
SAFETY NEEDS

Planners must realize that efficient shop management depends, to
a large extent, on the availability of and access to tools and mate8-4
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rials. In addition, sufficient project storage areas are necessary to
avoid confusion, theft, damaged projects and general discontent
among the student population. Consideration should, be given as
to what type 'W storage area is most appropriate: closed, completely open, or &combination of both.

Storage of Materials

Tlie size of storage rooms and areas will depend uponthe -amount
and size of stock to be kept on hand. Storage areas should be
equippet with both vertical and horizontal racks. Racks shOuld be
so designed and constructed that heavy stock can.be piffled out'
without the racks tipp'tig. In the, luw,ber room or area, vertical
stacking has several disti6ct advantages:

Storage Racks
1

1. Warpage is reduced.

2.

Less dust collectr,, and the stock remains cleaner.

3. Chances of stock falling onto students and instructors' are"

reduced..
4. Stock can be removed without requiring the assistance of

others or the use of ladders.
5. Smaller pieces of stock can be removed without moving
larger pieces.

6. Taking inventory is easier.

Irk

Where space permits, separate racks should be used for each
variety of stock.
,,

Pieces of stock which are of irregular size do not lend themselves
readily to stomba in a rack. They should-be stored on flat shelves
beneath work benches.

In the industrial/vocational education shop there are many small
parts such as nuts, bolts, washers, rivets, etc. Therefore, the installation of bins, drawers, cabinets with drawers or similar storage
spaces is absolutely essential.

We will examine in a later unit the special storage requirements of
such flammable liquids as thinners, solvents, finishing materials,
etc.

8-5
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Student lockers should be perforated for ventilation and large

Lockers

enough to accommodate shop clothing. It is a good idea to specify

that the tops of lockers be sloped to prevent excessive
of dirt and accumulation of materials on top. Lockers should be
fastened to the shop floor to prevent them from being overturned.
Personal Service Facilities

An area often overlooked in the design and layout of school shops
is the procurement and placement of such personal service facilities
ities as drinking fountains, .wash basins and soap dispensers. Such

items play an important role in maintaining student health.
Drinking Fountains

A general rule of thumb is to install drinking fountains at a convenient location within every shop, but located in an area away

from machinery or operations such as welding, heat-tredting
metals, and so forth. Planners will be assisted by specifications,
from the American National Standards Inititute
_purchasing
and installing drinking fountains (ANSI C33.82, 1972).
Each shop should be equipped with a minimum of one wash basin,

Wash Basins

a two-foot (60 cm.) trough, or a circular or semi-circular wash
fountain with hot and cold running" water for every twenty students. A good quality soap distributed from a dispenser plays a
dual role: it provides for ordinary hygiene, and it protects against
dermatitis. Paper towels in covered dispensers also should be
available, along with a'closed disposal receptacle in close prox-

Soap Dispensers

imity to the washing facility.
Quick Drenching Facilities

Safety showers and etivewash *fountains for quick drenching and/or

flushing of the eyes and body must be provided within the work
area when a person may be exposed to injurious corrosive
materials.

Medical and First Aid Supplies

Manners must be sure that first aid supplies, approved by the
American Red Crbss or other authoritative source, are readily
accessible. These supplies should be in sanitary containers with
individually sealed packages for material such as gauze, bandages,

and dressings that must be sterile. Other items often needed are
adhesive tape, triangular bandages (to be used as slings), inflatable
plastic splints, scissors, and mild soap for the cleansing of wounds
of cuts.
I

Exhaust and Ventilation
Systems

Control of air contaminants is a subject of pressing concern.
Industrial/vocational shop practices create various dusts, gases,
smokes, vapors and niists which, unless intercepted, will enter the

shop atmosphere. These contaminants can produce a variety of
occupational related illnesses: diseases of the lung, dermatitis, etc.
8-6
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Planners must pay particular attention to the design and installation of both general and local exhaust ventilation systems. General
dilution systems
stems are designed to remove air throughout the shop
atmosphere at pre-determined intervals and replace it with air that
is free of contaminants. Local exhaust systems, on the other hand,
are designed to prevent a contaminant from reaching the operator
by capturing it near its source and carrying it away to special

collectors, a point where the general ventilation system can
dispose of it, or outside the building.

Exhaust and ventilation systems are most critically needed in
places where solvents are used, where fumes accumulate, and
where dust is produced. The subject of exhaust and ventilation
systems will be treated more fullit,:in the unit on occupational
health hazards.

Planners should consider the installation Of vacuum systems and
special, openings designed/to remove or store waste to be collected
and disposed of by othe{means.

Vacuum -Sysr ..Ims and Waste

Although good shop plans will specify the provision of fire detection, alarm, and extinguishing systems, planners must supplement
these systems with portable fire extinguishers, readily accessible

Fire Protection

Removal

and easy to use. Safety containers for flammable liquids, fire
blankets and approved receptacles fdr oily rags and waste materials

should be placed at critical locations. The subject of fire protection will be discussed in a later unit.

More fires are caused by electrical malfunction than by any other

Electrical Requirements

cause.3 The National Electrical Code, NFPA 704971, ANSI
C1-1971, has been adopted as a national consensus standard by
OSHA. The purpose of the NEC is the practical safeguarding of
persons and buildings and their contents from hazards arising from
'Mc use of electricity, The code cons fins basic minimum provisions
considered necessary for safety. Planners, maintenance personnel,

and instructors should be familiar with these requirements and
should insect regularly for compliance:
1.

Each means of disc,onneclion (e.g., circuit breaker ca fuse
box) must be legibly marked to indicate its purpose unless
its purpose is evident.

8-7
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Proper labeling.of circuit breakers.

Reprinted from Health and Safety GuideAutomo.

tive Parts Recyclers (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1976),
p. 66.
,

Grounding of Motors

2.

Frames of electrical motors, regardless of voltage, must be
grounded.

Grounding of NoncurrentCarrying Metal Parts

3.

Exposed noncurrent-carrying metal parts of fixed equipment that may become energized under abnormal conditions must be grounded under aoy of the following circumstances:

V

4.

%

a.

in wet or damp locations

b.

if in elictrical contact with metal

c.

if operated in excess of 150 volts to ground

d. in a hazardous location.
4. Exposed noncurrent-carrying metal parts of the following

plug-connected equipment, which may become energized,

must be grounded or double-insulated and distinctly
marked:
a.

portable, hand-held, motor-operated tools

b. appliances

8-8
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c.

any equipment -operated in excess of 150 volts to
ground.

5. Outlets, switches, junction boxes, ;etc., must be covered.

Outlets, Switches, etc.

6. Flexible cords may not be:

Flexible Cords

,

a.

used as.a substitute for fixed wiring

b.

run through holes in walls, ceilings or floors

1
c.

run through doors, windows, etc.

d. attached to building surfaces.
7.

Flexible cord must be fastened so that there is no pull on
joints or terminal screws. It must be replaced when frayed
or when.the insulOon has deteriorated.

1

MISUSE OF FLEXIBLE CORDS

Reprinted from Health and Safety GuideAutomotive Parts Recyclers (Cincinnati, NIOSH, 1967),
p. 67.

8.

All splices in eleetrical cord must be brazed, welded or
soldered or join the conductors with suitable splicing
devices. Any splices, joints, or the free ends of conductors
must be properly insulated.4

The shop planner must consider the quantity and. quality of il-

Illumination

lumination required for various tasks, the problem of glare and the

placement of specialivd lighting equipment in hazardous areas.
The topic of illumination will be examined in greater detail in
Unit 11, Illumination and Color.

Regardless of the type of shop planned, the design and arrangement of equipment, machinery, tools and materials should be
8-9
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engineered for the most effective and efficient hazard controlled ,
operations. Consideration should be given to:
the flow of materials

placing machines. adjacent to ones needed for successive
operations

providing sufficient space so that students do not interfere with each other

preventing interference between operations and operator

determining the. maximum amount of space needed for
machines used with large pieces of stock
placing machines near materials

allowing space for hand trucks
allowing space for cleaning and maintenance.
Flow of Materials

Because the manner by which materials are brought into and are
handled in the shop can produce hazards, materials flow must be a
major concern in planning. The planner should trace the route the

materials travel in the shop, from the time they are received
through the various stages of transportation and storage and the
final stage of completion and disposal. Tracing the route of materials and analyzing each operation and movement of materials
from the standpoint of hazards is consistent with the theory of
Shop Operations Hazard Analysis discussed in Unit 4. After analysis is complete; suggestions\ can be made to control or eliminate
e
9
the hazards discussed. Related Machinery Adjacent

If operations require the student to move from one machine to
another for successive operations, the machines should be located

adjacent to or as close to each other as possible to shorten the
distance the student must travel; Reducing the need for crisscrossing and backtracking helps to lesser': the danger of collision
and needless exposure to potential hazards from other equipment.
No Interference Between
Students

Enough space should be provided between machines to prevent
the students from getting in each other's way, while permitting the
instructor to provide the necessary training and supervision. In
specialized shops, the space requirements range from as little as
8-10
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30 square feet (9.1 m.) per student-(for drafting) to as much as
100-square feet .30.5 m.) per student (for the machine or auto
mechanics shop).

Special care must be taken to locate equipment in such a way that
there is no interference between the operations and the operators.
When feasible, machines should be placed at a 45° angle to window walls in order to-ensure that the shop receives the maximum
amount of natural light. Placing the machines at a 45° angle also
ensures that operat6:c will be out of alignment with the moving

No Interference Between
Operations and Operator

parts of adjacent machines, thereby' reducing the danger .from
machine accessories or materials 'which may be thrown from
neighboring equiiiinent.

The largest piece of material each machine can handle should be
determined, since additional space may be needed. A lathe to be
used for machining long bars fed through the head stock obviously
needs more space to the left of the machine than one which is to
be used only for chuck work. Certain machines, such as the metal
working planer and shaper, need to be placed so that sufficient

Determine Maximum
Space Need

clear space remains when tables or rams are operating at their
maximum distances. Other machines, such as cutoff saws and
shears; should be placed near the materials storage areas in order
to reduce hazards from handling large pieceS of stock.

Heavy-duty machinery and equipment should be placed as close as
possible to the entrance through which heavy material is received.
Consideration also should be given to the feasibility of installing
electric hoisting devices. All heavy equipment should be leveled

Placement of Heavy
Machinery

and securely fastened to floors. The placement of felt, cork,
rubber, or other shock-absorbing materials under machines is
recommended in order to reduce vibration and noise.

When deciding where to place machinery, planners should allow
space for hand trucks to be brought as close as possible to unload
jigs, boxes of materials, and so forth.

Space for Hand Trucks

Machinery should be located so that there is sufficient room for

Space for Cleaning and
Maintenance

cleaning, maintenance and repair work.

Methods used in placement of equipment usually involve scaled

drawings of floor plans indicating fixed obstructions, such as
supporting pillars in walls, windows and door openings,, and the
relationship of the room to other service areas. The "single dimension method"' invulves showing the relative location of all equip8-11

Using Scaled Drawings of
Floor Plans

Principles of Good Shop Planning

ment and facilities on a drawing. The "two-dimensional method"
is more frequently used and involves arranging flat patterns on the
floor plan drawing. The patterns are to scale and in the shape of
the floor area required for each item of equipment. A more revealing technique is to set up three-dimensional scale models of
equipment on a drawn-to-scale plan. Some equipment manufac-

`turers fUrnish models upon request, and other models can be
carved from soft wood or made from cardboard.

The planner should make several layouts before deciding which
will be implemented. The introduction of a single item of equipment may demand the rearrangement of the entire floor plan.6
CRITERIA FOR
PURCHASING MACHINERY

The time spent establishing the criteria for the purchase of machinery for the shop will be well spent, and many problems will
be eliminated or at least reduced. Among the criteria for selecting
shop machinery are the following.

Autonia tic Lubrication

1.

Provisions must exist for the automatic lubrication of
critical parts and for effective collection systems.

Machine parts subject to wear and/or needing periodic
adjustments or lubrication should be easily accessible.'

Easy Access to Parts

2.

Automatic Feeds and Waste
Removal

3. Automatic feeds and systems for waste removal should be

Removal of Atmospheric
Contaminants

4. Provisions must be made for the continual removal of

Reduction of Noise and
Vibration

5. Provisions should be made for reducing noise and vibra-

present. Dust collectors on machinery reduce the amount
of airborne particulate matter.
metal particles, fumes, mists, gases and vapors during the
operation of the machinery.

tion through enclosures, shock mountings, and other
attenuation and dampening techniques.

Easy Access to Electrical
Switches

6. Electrical on-off switches should be located within easy
reach of operators.

Emergency Stop Buttons

7.

Emergency stop buttons and main power disconriect
should be provided.

Color Coded Operating
Controls

8. Operating controls should be color coded according to
standards.

Principles of Good Shop Planning
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9.

Operating levers should be protected to prevent accidental
starts.

Protected Operating Levers

10.

Machine controls should< be located in a manner that
students will not be required to be in close proximity to

Placement of Machine
C antrols

the, point of operation while activating the controls.
11.

Guards should be provided at all points of operation as

Guards

specified by the manufacturer and OSHA regulations.
12.

Ideally it should be impossible to start the machine unless
guards are in place and access doors are closed and latched.

13.

Power transmission components such as belts and pulleys
should be protected to prevent contact with moving parts.

Protected Power Transmission
Components

14.

Overload devices should be built into the machine.

Overload Devices

15. All electrical equipment, especially hand-held equipment,

should have an effective grounding system.
16.

Adequate illumination should be provided for all points of
operation.

17.

Wherever possible, all sharp corners and edges should be
rounded.

Grounded Electrical
Equipment

Because of highly competitive marketing, softie manufacturers
of machine tools find it advantageous to list safety devices designed for the protection of operators as auxiliary equipment.

School shop personnel must be familiar with such items and
make sure that they are included in the original purchase order.
Safeguarding the student from dangerous parts of the machinery
and equipment is a primary concern in
specifications for
shop equipment. A well-guarded machine in addition to being

safe to work on, is valuable from a ps chological standpoint.
When a student's fear of a machine is alley' d, his concentration
can be devoted to his work activities. So important is the subject
of machine guarding that an entire unit will be devoted to it.
In this unit we have discussed how design, layout, and wise place-

ment and purchase of machinery can provide a sound basi for
shop safety The subject of shop planning will be continued in
the next unit, whidh deals with the construction and maintenance
of safe walking and working surfaces.
8-13
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NOTES
1.

"Planning the New School Shop's in Modern School Shop
Planning (Ann Arbor: Prakken Publications, 1967), p. 28.

2. See Accident PreventiOn Manual for Industrial Operations

(Chicago: National Safety Council, 1974), p. 389.
3.

I

Factory Mutual Engineering Corporation estimates that 22
percent of industrial fires are electrical in origin. This is more
than twice the number of the second leading cause (incendiarism, 10 percent). See Accident Prevention Manual for
Industrial Operations: Engineering and Technology (Chicago:
National Safety Council, 1980), p. 641.

4: Health and Safety Guide Automotive Parts Recyclers. (Cin-

cinnati: NIOSH, 1976), pp. 65-67.
5. Modern School Shop Planning, p. 13.

X. This section on scaled drawings is adapted from Frank W.
Godbey, Occupational Safety and Health in Vocational
Education (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1979), pp. 30-31.
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QUESTIONS AND

SWERS

-

1. The school shop must be designed with attention to several important areas. Name four.

Any four from among the following:
a.

materials storage

b. personal service facilities
c.

exhaust and ventilation systems

d. fire protection systems

2.

e.

electrical requirements

f.

illumination.

What are five considerations to be kept in mind when arranging the placement of machinery?
3

Any five from among the following:
a.

providing for the flow of materials

b. placing machines adjacent to ones needed for successive operations
c.

providing sufficient space so that students do not interfere
with each other
I

d. preventing interference between operations and oRerator
e.

determining the maxinium amount of space needed for
machines used with large pieces of stock

f.

placing machines near materials

g.

allowing space for hand trucks

h. allowing space for cleaning and maintenance.
8-15
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UNIT 9
SAFE WORKING SURFACES
Ak

.

METHODS

Lecture and Demonstration

PURPOSE

To discuss the major considerations in prOviding and maintaining safe working
surfaces in the industrial/vocational education shop.

OBJECTIVES

To introduce the participant to:

LENGTH: 60 Minutes

1. Classification of falls

2. Safety requirements for floors, ramps, railings, stairs, ladders and scaffolds.
s

SPECIAL TERMS 1. Standard Railing

2. Maximum Slope
3. ''.aximum Rise
4.
5.
6.
7.

Lapping
Tubular Scaffold
Suspended Scaffold
Mobile Scaffold

INSTRUCTOR
MATERIALS

Lesson Plan
35 mm Slides, Projector and Screen
Chalk Board/Chalk

TRAINEE
MATERIALS

Participant Outlines and Supplementary Materials

i
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UNIT 9

).

SAFE WORKING SURFACES

(

ht Unit 8, in our discussion of planning layout and arrangement of
the industrial/vocational education shop, safe walking and working
surfaces were mentioned as an important element in the safety
program. Working surfaces may be floors, ramps, stairs, ladders or

scaffolds. In the school shop, as in most industrial workplaces,
students' falls on or from these surfaces are a leading cause of
injuries.

,

INTRODUCTION

-.

1

Generally speaking, these are two broad classifications of falls:

CLASSES OF FALLS

I. from the samKlevel
t i

2.

from different levels.

Analyses of injurieS indicate that falls from highex levels usually
result in severe injuries.. However, falls on the same level occur
more frequently and can result in serious injuries.

There are three major areas of concern in reducing slips and falls
in the shop. They are
I. selection and placement of flooring mate-ials
2,

MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS
IN REDUCING FALLS
IN THE SHOP

selection of the most efficient systems for transporting
people and material from one level to another; e.g., ra.nps,
ladders, stairs, etc.

3. maintenance of working and walking surfaces.

In this unit, specific working and walking surfaces will be ex,

amined. They are:

I. floors

3. stairs

2. ramps

4. ladders

5. scaffolds.

c,
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WALKING AND WORKING
SURFACES
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FLOORS

Unsafe floors are a primary source of accidents in the industrial/
vocational school shop. Shop floors are hazardous to students and
instructors when they are not maintained in serviceable condi-

tion, when they are not kept free from materials and other ob
.structions, or when they are uneven or slippery. Each of these
hazards will be discussed in greater detail.

Slippery Floors

Slippery floors usually result from one or more of the following
situations:
the spilling of water or other liquids such as grease or oil.
This condition can be eliminateti by repairing leaks, providing spill pans and cleaning up ,spilled substances imme-

1.

diately.

improper draining' Of water, from seepage from the out-

2.

side, washing, etc. This condition can be corrected by
providing an adequate number of drains at the low points

of floors; in severe situations, the floor may have to be
resurfaced with attention to adequate slope.
Obstructions

Materials, tools and work in process often become obstructions
to the uninterrupted flow of traffic in the shop. Studeni,s should
be instructed not to use the shop floor as storage areas for equipment, materials and their projects. Adequate storage areas should
be provided:

Uneven Floors

Among the most common causes of uneven floors in the shop are:
warping from water or moisture'

1.

2. loose boards
3. excessively worn surface planks
4.

settling of the building

5.

improper alignment of floors during the construction of
additions to rooms

6. depressions, cracks or ruts aused by dragging heavy items
,/

across floors or from the wheels of materials-handling
equipment. Rubber tireslon equipment help to compensate for th;s problem.

9.4
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Ramps can be the source of accidents: slipping on, sliding down,
falling off; tripping on uneven surfaces; losing control of wheeled
vehicles; collisions; collapse caused by excessive strain. Ramps are
the simplest means of getting from one elevation to another. They

RAMPS

can be constructed of timbers, concrete, metal or asphalt. The
generally recommended maximum rise of one foot in ten feet of

Recommended Maximum Rise

1' = .3 m.
10' = 3 m.
8' = 2.4 m.
80' = '24 m.

distance limits the use of ramps where there is need for considerable height; thus, a ramp to reach an eight-foot height would have
to start 80 feet away. If the ramp is to be used by vehicles (tracks,
lift trucks., etc.), it would be hazardous if it were top steep.
.

Ramps should have the lowest degree of slope that is practical..
Six degrees is the recommended maximum slope; it should never
exceed the critical angle, which is 20 degrees. According to the
Building Exits Code (Vol. 4, National Fire CodesNFPA), "All
ramps used in connection with exits Shall be of substantial Construction, adequately designed for use as exits." Ramps in places
of assembly may have the following maximum slopes, depending
on the bUilding's capacity: Class A. (capacity, 1000 people or
more)
one inch per, foot; ClaSs B (capacity, 200-1000)
1 -3/16 inches per foot); Class C (under 200) two inches per
foot.

.

Maximum Slope

1" ptei foot = 2.5 cm. per
30 cm.

1-3/16" per foot = 3 cm.
per 30 cm.

1

E

2" per loot = 5 cm. per

/0*

10

iel 115E IS

.--T

IOU 130

30 cm.

75#

P

MO IECOMIEID1

t

Reprinted from Safe Working Surfaces, U.S. Department of Labor,
Rureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 292 (1967), P. 5.

it

are to be used for wheeled traffic between levels, they
shoutu nave a solid curb on open sides and, to prevent bottlenecks,
3

should be as wide as the aisles or road they service.

The surfaces of steep ramps should be of anti-slip material, such as

abrasive metal plates, non-slip compounds or abrasive paints.
Cleats, when necessary for hand-trucking operations, should be
evenly spaced eleven to sixteen inches apart and should not inter,
fere wiih operation of,, trucks. Planks should not overlap and
should tun the long way of the ramp.
9-5
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11" to 16" = 28 to 41 cm.
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STANDARD RAILINGS
AND TOEBOARDS1
1.2 m.
4'
4" = 10 cm.

0
Standard guardrail systems are recommended especially for that
part of the ramp four feet or more above adjacent floor or ground
areas. Four-inch toeboards should be provided on open sides if
p,rsons can pass near or under the ramp, if the ramp is over or
near machinery, or if material while being transported might ereate a hazard if dropped (for example, round objects).

Standard Guardrail System

A Ft.andard guardrail system consists of a top rail, intermediate

42" = 1 m.

(midrail) and posts, with a vertical distance of 42 inches
(plus or minus two inches) from the upper surface of the top

2" =, 5 cm.

rail to the floor, runway or platform (see Figure 13). According to
OSHA requirements in 1910.23(e)(3):
I

2" x 4" = 5 cm. x 10 em.
6' = 1.8 m.

For wood railings, the posts shall be of at least two-inch
by four-inch stock spaced not to exceed six feet; the top

1" x 4" = 2.5 cm. x 10 cm.

and intermediate rails shall be of at least two-inch by
four-inch stock. If top rail is made of two right-angle
pieces of one-inch by four-inch stock, posts may be

8'

m.

spaced on emit -foot centers, with two-inch by four-inch
intermediate rail.

8' = 2.4 m.

For pipe railings, posts and top and intermediate railings
shall be at least 1-1/2 inches nominal diameter with posts
spaced not more than eight feet on centers.

2" x 2" x 3/8" = 5 cm.

For structural steel railings, posts and top and intermediate
rails shall be of two-inch by two-inch by 3/8-inch angles or

1-1/2" = 3.8 cm.

x 5 cm. x 20 mm.
8' = 2:4 m.

4" = 10 cm.
1/4" ,= 6 mm.

other metal shapes- of equivalent bending strength with
posts spaced not more than eight feet on centers.

Rail frames must be anchored to platforms to withstand a thrust
of 200 pounds applied in any direction at any point of the top
rail. The intermediate rail (midrail) should be approximately
halfway between the top rail and the floor, platform, runway or
ramp. A toeboard must be at least four finches high from its top
edge to the level of the floor, platform, runway or ramp. It should
be made of substantial material and securely fastened in place with
not more than 1/4-inch clearance above floor level.

9-6
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STANDARD RAILINGS AND TOEBOARDS
POSTS AND RAILS

2". 4' STOCK
15 X10 cm)

WOOD

INTERMEDIATE
RAIL HALPWAv

2' . 4" STOCK
IS X 10cm)
42'

PIPE

UAW
6 F T MAXIMUM
BETWEEN POSTS

POSTS AND RAILS

1'4" DIA PIPE

jt

(3. cm)

RAIL
42 '
INTERMEDIATE(WA)
HALFWAY

I

(2.4 ml

8 T MAXIMUM
BETWEEN POSTS

STRUCTURAL
STEEL

POSTS AND nAILs
,

2

7.8'

IS X5 X I cml
,NT ERNIE DIATi>"-RAIL AIFWAY

1.
2.

V

4

110cral
a F T MAXIMUM

4- IctimAgo

BETWEEN POSTS

16rAml
.4- GAP MAX

From Occupational Safety and Health in' Vocational Education (Cincinnati: N1OSH, February 1979), p. 40.

Figure 12

In addition to their use on ramps, standard railings are required
by General Industry Safety and Health Standards (OSHA 1910.23)
at:

1.

every open-sided floor or platform four feet or more
above the adjacent floor or ground level. These areas must

be guarded on all open sides, except where there is an
entrance to a ramp, stairway or fixed ladder.
2. every. stairway opening (on' all open sides) except the

entrance to the stairway.

9-7

Locations Where Stam.lard
Guardrail Systems Are
Required
1.2 m.
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3. every ladderway floor opening. These openings must be

guarded by a standard guardrail system and towboard on
all sides, with passage "%Tough the railing constructed so

as to prevent a persot. from walking directly into the
opening.

4' = 1.2 m.

4. every runway or catwalk four feet or more above ground

level. These openings must have protection on all open
sides.

5. on scaffolds or platforms ten feet or more ,above the

10' = 3 m.

ground.

6. As a general condition, a standard toeboard is required
wherever people walk beneath the open sides of a "plat4fOrm or under similar structures or where things could
fall from the structure (for example, into the machinery
below).

FIXED INDUSTRIAL
STAIRS

r

Accidents involving stairs can arise from many sources: irregular
tread or risers, loose coverings, worn surfaces, stepping on objects,

bug-Ting head on ceiling and tripping in either ascending or
descending. Fixed industrial stairs in the industrial/vocational
education shop must conform to requirements for safety (OSHA
1910.24 and 23).
1.

Stair Strength. Fixed stairways must be designed and
constructed to carry a load five times the normal live load

anticipated. As a minimum they must be able to carry
safely a moving concentrated load of 11000 pounds.

Riser heights must be uniform throughout any
flight of stairs. They should be no less than 6-1/2 inches

2. Risers.

6-1/2" = 16.5 cm.
9-1/2" = 24.1 cm.

nor more than 9-1/2 inches.
3.

9-1/2"

24.1 cm.

Tread Widths. Tread w*Iths, like riser heights, must .be
uniform throughout any flight of stairs. Tread width of
not less than 9-1/2 inches plus nosing is recommended.
All treads must be reasonably slip-resistant.

4. Nosings. Stair treads and the top laading of a stairway,

1/2" = 13 mm.
1" = 25 mm.

where risers :Ire used, should have a nose which extends
1/2 to one inch beyond the face of the lower riser. Noses
should have an even leading edge. Nosings must be of nonslip finish.
9-8
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5. Stair Width. The minimum width is 22 inches.
6.

22" = 55.9 cm.

Stairway Railings and Guards. If the flight of stairs has

four or more risers, the following guardrail system is
required:
a.

on stairways less than 44 inches wide having both sides

enclosed, at least one handrail, preferably on the

44" = 112 cm.

right hand descending
b.

on stairways less than 44 inches wide having one side
open, at least one stair railing on the.open side

c.

on stairways less than 44 inches wide having both sides
open, one stair railing on each side

d. on stairways more than 44 but less than 88 inches
wide, - one handrail on each enclosed side and one

44" = 112 cm.

88" = 224 cm.

stair railing on each open side
e.

7.

on stairways 88 or more inches wide; one handrail on
each enclosed side, one stair railing on each open side,
and one intermediate stair railing located approximately midway of the width

Vertical Clearance. Vertical clearance above1 any stair

tread to an overhead obstruction must be a0east seven

7' = 2.1 m.

feet, measured from the leading edge of the tread.
8. Lighting. All stairs should be adequately lighted.

9. Handrails. Stairs must have handrails 30 to 36 inches high

as measured from the tread at the upper face of the riser.
10. Angle of S airway Rise. The angle to the horizontal made
by the stair must be between 30° and 50°.

9-9
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so.
INTERMEDIATE

30°

44

I

30".34" RAILING
(76.86 HALFWAY
M)

30°500 RANGE

(II2CM

Stairway less than 44"
and open on one side.

I. 22" MIN.
(55.9 cm)

Reprinted from Occupational Safety and Health in Voca-

tional Education (Cincinnati: NIOSH, Feburary 1979),
p. 38.

Flights have from four to seventeen treads bktween landings.
Twelve treads are recommended as an average for comfort and
uniformity.
FIXED LADDERS

Ladders must be purchased wisely, maintained properly and used
carefully. They can fall or slip; students can fall or slip on or from
them; objects can drop or fall on or from them. Metal ladders can
cause electrical shock.

At various locations in the school, fixed ladders may be installed

for a variety of general and maintenance uses. These ladders
should meet the following requirements, set forth in OSHA
Safety and Health Standards 1910.27:

1. A fixed ladder must be permanently fastened to an upright
surface. It is usually constructed of metal.
2. A ladder must have cages or wells on it if it rises more than

20'
6m.
42" =. 1.1 m.

twenty feet from the floor (see Figure 13). Cages must
extend a minimum of 42 inches above the top of a landing

9-10
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-23'MAINTENANCE ITEMS
TO CHECK:

.5essitly Math!

Sift

REOuCE TO 2 3AS LIMIT OH ANGLE
APPROACHES 90e

Rids v &Ifs Titil
, SPEARS

Slops

T..

thsthd this
.20

t

ACCESS TO
LANDING
PLATFORM
THROUGH LADDER

MIN

tr Aux

INCLINED LADDER

AT ELEVATION

3.01

1.4

FOR SPECIAL
HAZARD ONLY

TOR LESS

sections
BAR LADDER

ANGLE IRON LADDER

t1
to 13144Rbf

..l

Y

Fixed Ladde with Cage.
From Safe Poking Surfaces, U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 292 (1967), p. 19.

Figure 13

unless other acceptable protection is provided. They must
extend down the 'ladder to a point seven or eight feet
above the base of the ladder. A platform is required every
thirty feet for caged ladders and every twenty feet for
unprotected ladders (when no
safety device is used).
3.

7' to 8' = 2.1 to 2.4 m.

30' = 9 m.
20' = 6 m.

Fixed ladders must be designed to withstand a single
concentrated load of at least 200 pounds.

200 lbs. = 91 kg.

4. Rungs of metal ladders must have a minimr m diameter of

3/4 inch. Rungs of wood ladders must have a minimum
diameter of 1-1/8 inches.
5.

Rungs must be at least sixteen inches wide, be spaced no
more than twelve inches apart and be uniform throughout
the length of the ladder. Rungs, cleats and steps must be
free of splinters and burrs.
9-11

3/4" = 19 mm.
1-1/8" = 39 mm.
16" = 41 cm.
12" = 30 cm.
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6.

Ladders, when their construction and location so requires,
must be treated wjA a preservative to resist deterioration.

Note that paint will not adequately preserve a wooden
ladder.

7. The preferred pitch for safe descent is 75° to 90°. Unless

2-1/2' = 76 cm.

caged or equipped-with a ladder safety device, ladders with
90° pitch must have a 2-1/2-foot Clearance on the climbing
side.

7" = 18 cm.

8. There must be at least a seven-inch clearance in back of the

ladde5to provide adequate toe space (see Figure 14).
75*90°

ME1.. .
1.1/13" WOOD

2'6"

MIN. WA.

CLEARANCE

CLEARANCE

12- MAX.

16"

3/4" = 1.9 cm.
1-1/8" = 2.9'cm.
15" = 38 cm.
16" = 40.6 cm.

2'6" = 76 cm.
7" = 17.8 cm.
12" = 30 cm.

,

From Occupational Safety and Health in Vocational
Education
p. 37.

(Cincinnati: NOSH, February 1979).

Figure 14
PORTABLE LADDERS

Throughout the industrial/vocational education complex, portable
ladders are used for a variety of tasks. Among the most common
portable ladders found in the shop area are those made of wood,
steel, aluminum, magnesium alloy and fiberglass.

A straight ladder consists cf two beams (side rails) and rungs
(cross members). The top end of the ladder is called the tip and.
the bottom the base.

9-12
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A standard ladder will have its rungs equally spat d twelve inches
on center and have a minimum of two metal cross braces set at a
maximum distance of ten feet apart (see Figure 15). Single ladders
/must be no more than thirty feet long. Two-section extension
ladders must not exceed sixty feet.

12" = 30 cm.

10' = 3 m.
30' = 9 m.
60' = 18 m.

Mob le Straight ladder
MAXIMUM LENGTH =30'

, ...--,....,,

7:-

------;.,

.

_

TIE RODS]

MAX. lc'

'''.
,

,

,,I..

UDDE,

I

SHOFS

,,,--,...,,

MAX le;, =..-.-_-.

Extension ladder
MAXIMUM LENGTH

'

2 MIMS =SO'

t

{GUIDE IRONS

11LAP
LOCKS I

= 3C cm.

10' - 3 m.
30' = J.1 m.
60' = 18.3 m.
From Safe Working Surfaces, U.S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labo. Standards, Bulletin 292
(19671, p. 13.

Figure 15

Defective laddas must not be used. Ladders are defective if they
have defects ;n the wood, crossgrain knots, cracks, checks, shades,
decay, loose or broken rungs or pitch pockets.

943
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Defective Ladders
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Extension Ladders

An extension ladder consists of a bottom section called the bed
and a movable top section called the fly. The fly is extended from
the bed by a lanyard and pulley arrangement and locks on the
rungs of the bed ladder with automatic locks called dogs.

When examining extension ladders, take care to be sure that
automatic locks are operable, free from defects, and work efficiently by gravity alone. Also consider the size and condition of
the rope and the condition of the hoisting pulley. Worn, undersized rope should be replaced as should rusted parts and pulleys
which are not anchored properly or do not turn freely.
Lapping Strengths

36' = 11 m.
3' .9 m.
48' = 14.6 m.
4' = 1.2 m.
60' = 18.4 m.
5' = 1.5 m.
Non-Slip Bases

Lapping means that one section overlaps with another to give
strength to the ladder where sections meet. On two-section extension ladders, the minimum overlap for the two sections is specified
in OSHA 1910.25: for ladders up to and including 36 feet, a

three-foot overlap; for ladders between 36 ,and 48 feet, a fourfoot overlap; for ladders from 48 to 60 feet, a five-foot overlap.
It is recommended that all portable ladders be equipped with non-

slip bases to provide for adequate traction. There are four
common nonslip bases for ladders: universal, rubber suction, spike
and toothed (see Figure 16).

UNIVERSAL

RUBBER

TOOTHED

Nonslip Ladder Bases.

From Safe Working Surfaces U.S. De-

partment of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Standards, BCIetin 292 (1967), p. 15.

Figure 16
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1. The so-called "universal" ladder shoe can be used on solid
surfaces with the corrugated surface down, or with the'

Universal

spike turned down for use on soft footing such as the
ground. These shoes are obtainable with corrugated

surfaces made of cork, rubber, cord or abrasive materials.

,2. The rubber suction surface shoe is available in rubber,
neoprene or cord and is excellent for wet, smooth surfaces.
3.

So-called "spike" shoes have spikes made of metal, generally of steel or bronze, and are used outdoors.

4. Toothed shoes are used for work on construction, especial-

ly concrete floors, sidewalks or asphalt surfaces.

Rubber Suction

Spike

Toothed

In those areas where oil or certain solvents may be contacted, \ Chemical Decomposition
rubber shotild not be used on ladder shoes because of the effect
of the solvents on rubber. Neoprene and some other plastics are
not affected by oil.

Ladder shoes must. be maintained in efficient condition. When
they no longer serve the purposes intended, they should be dis-

Maintenance

carded and replaced with new ones.

No matter how well constructed and maintained, ladders are safe
only when used properly. The followi4 practices should be ob-

LADDER SAFETY

served when placing ladders:2
1.

Be sure that the horizontal distance from the base to the
vertical plane of the support is approximately one-fourth
the ladder length between supports (see Figure 17). For
example, place a twelve-foot (3.7 m.) ladder so that the
bottom is three feet (.9 m.) away from the object against
which the top is leaning.

2.

Never use a ladder in a horizontal position as a runway or
scaffold. Single and extension ladders are designed for use
in a nearly vertical position and cannot be used safely in a
horii:Nntal position or with the base at a greater distance
from the support than indicated in #1.

3. Never place a ladder in front of a door that opens toward

the ladder unless the door is locked, blocked or guarded.

9-15
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...

Safe procedure in setting up, a ladder.
The

base

should

be

one-fourth

the

ladder length from the vertical plane of .
the top support. Where the rails extend
above the top landing, ladder length to
the top support only is considered.

Reprinted with permissica from Acci-

dent Prevention Marital for Industrial
OperationsEngindering and Technology
(Chicago: National Safety Council, 1980),
p. 55.

Figure 17

)
4.

Place a portable ladder so that both side rails have secure
footing. Provide solid footing on the ground to prevent the
ladder from sinking.

5. Place the ladder feet on a substantial and level base, never

on movable objects.
6. Never lean a ladder against unsafe backing such as loose

boxes or barrels.
7. When using a ladder foi access to high places, securely lash

or otherwise fasten the ladder to prevent its slipping.
8.

When using a ladder for access to a scaffold, secure both
bottom and top to prevent displacement.

9.

Extend the ladder side rails at (least three feet above the
top landing.

10. Do not place a ladder close to live electric wiring or against
any operational piping (acid, chemical, sprinkler system,
etc.) where damage may be done.
9-16
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11. Avoid using metal ladders where they might come in con-

tact with electric circuits. If such use cannot be avoided,
take proper safety measures to prevent short circuits or
electrical shock.

The following practices should be observed when ascending or
descending ladders:3

Ascendinitor Descending

Udders

1.

Hold on with both hands when going up or down. If material must be handled, raise or lower it with a rope either
before going down or after climbing to the desired level.

2.

Always face the ladder When ascending or descending.

3.

Never slide down a ladder.

4.

Be sure that your shoes are not greasy, muddy or slippery

\

before you climb.

5. Do not climb higher than the third rung from the top on
straight or extension ladders or the second tread from the
top on stepladders.

As part .of the school safety and health inspection program,

ladders should be thoroughly inspected every three months. The
routine inspection form in Figure 19 highlights the major areas
to be inspected. An accurate record of each inspection should be
kept.

Ladder Maintenance

\

The Safety Code lor Portable Wood Ladders, ANSI A14.1, states
that "ladders should be kept coated with a suitable protective

Coating Ladders

material. The painting of ladders is satisfactory providing 'the
ladders are carefully inspected prior to painting by competent and
experienced inspectors acting for and responsible to the purchaser,
and the ladders are not for resale." However, a clear wood preservative such as linseed oil is a better choice than paint. It does

not cover up defects, and it provides better traction overall.

If a ladder is to be coated, it must be coated completely. Otherwise the uncoated portions attract moisture, which cannot leave
the wood because of the more or less impervious coating. In such a
case the protective coating encourages rather than retards decay.

Scaffolds are temporary elevated working platforms designed to
support both workers and materials. The major hazards which
9-17
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scaffolds present are the danger of people or equipment palling;
accidents when getting on or off; objects falling from above onto
those on scaffolds; mobile scaffolds rolling; and the setting, shifting, breaking loose or collapse of the .s..:affolding itself.
UDDER INSPECTION CHECKLIST
General

Item io Be Checked

loose steps or rungs (considered loose 1 they can be moved at all with
the hand)
Loose nails, screws, bolts, or other metal part
Cracked. split, or broken uprights. braces. steps, or rungs
Shiers on uprights, rungs. or steps,
Damaged or worn nonslip bases
1

NPOdS

Condition

Repair

O.K.

Cl

0

71

C

._.

i...,

2

0

2

L.,

0

0

C

i...,

Stepladders
Wobbly Prom side strain)
Loose or bent hinge spreaders
Stop on hinge spreaders hrokan
Broken. split. or worn steps .
Loose hinges

t

0
r

r0

0
..,
.,

Extension' Ladders

'

Loose. broken, or missing extension locks
Defective locks that du not seat property when the ladder os extended
Deterioration of rope. from exposure to acid or other destructive agents

0
n

C

n

C

Trolley Ladders
Worn or missing tires
Wheels that bind
Floor wheel brackets broken or loose
Fluor wheels and brackets missing
Ladders binding in guides
Ladder and rail stops broken loose or missing
Rail supports broken or section of rail missing
Trolley wheels out of adjustment

Trestle Ladders
Loose hinges
Wobbly
Loose or bent hinge spreade,s
Stop on hinge spreader broken
Center section guide for extension out of alignment
Defective locks for extension

Sectlo. .1 Ladders
Worn or loose metal parts
Wobbly

Fixed Ladders
Loose worn or damaged rungs or side rails
Damaged or corroded parts of cage
Corroded bolts and rivet heads on inside of metal stacks
Damaged or corroded handrails Or brackets on platforms
Weakened or damaged runos on brick or concrete slabs
Base of ladder obstructed

Fire Ladders
Markings illegible
Improperly stored
Storage obstructed

Reprinted with permission from Accident Prevention Manual for
Industrial Operations, 7th

ed.

(Chicago: National Safety Council,

1974), p. 415.

Figure 18
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Most scaffolds fall into one of three primary categories: wood
pole, tube and coupler and tubular welded frame.

Wooden pole scaffolds are sometimes eassified according to their
use: light duty (e.g., plastering, lathing) and heavy duty (stonemasonry; bricklay;ng).

Wooden Pole

Tube and clamp (coupler) scaffolds are an assembly consisting
of tubing which serves as posts. bearers, braces, ties and runners,
a base supporting the posts and special couplers which serve to

Tube and Clamp (Coupler)

connect the uprights and to join the various members.

Tubular welded frame scaffolds are built up of prefabricated

i'uoular Welded Frame

welding sections consisting of poses and bearers with intermediate

connecting members. They are braced with diagonal or cross
braces. Such scaffolds are quicker and easier to set up than
Wooden pole scaffolds.

Because tubular metal scaffolding is readily available, versatile,
acia.ptable to all scaffolding problems and economical, it is generally. used. Most manufacturers and suppliers of tubular metal
scaffolding provide engineering service to help in the design of
adequate scaffolding.for any situation. Many suppliers also furnish
erection and dismantling service.
0,

Some scaffolding is mobile or rolling. These are caster-mounted
sections of tubular metal scaffolds (see Figure 19) or are made of

components specifically made for the purpose. When mobile
(rolling) scaffolding is used, additional precautions must be taken
to ensure safety. These are spelled out in OSHA Safety and Health
Standards 29 CFR 1910.29.
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36" to 42" = 91 cm. to 107 cm.

4" = 10 cm.
10' = 3 m.
From Occupational Safety and Health in Vocational Education (Cincinnati: NIOSH, February 1979), p. 41.

Figure 19
1

nf,
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General Requirements for
Scaffolds

The following are general requirements for all scaffolding (see
1910.28).

All scaffolding must be sound, rigid footing or anchorage,

1.

capable of holding the intended load without settling or
shifting. Unstable objects such as barrels, boxes, loose
bricks or concrete blocks must not be used to support
scaffolds or planks..

.
4,

2.

10' = 3 m.
.4' to 10' = 1.2 to 3 m.
45" = 144 cm.

Guardrails and toeboards must be used on all open sides
and ends of platforms which are more than ten feat above
the ground or floor (except needle beam scaffolds and
floats in use by structural iron workers). gcaffolds four to

ten feet high which are less than 45 inches wide must
also have guardrails.

3. An access ladder or equivalent safe access must be provided.

4. Scaffolds and their components must be able to support

at least four times the maximum intended load. Scaffolds
must not be in excess of the working load for which they
are intended. Wire or fiber rope used for scaffold suspension must be capable of supporting at least six times the
intended load.
5.

6" = 15 cm.
18" = 46 cm.
12" = 30 cm.

All planking or platforms must be overlapped at least
twelve inches or secured from movement.

12" = 30 cm.

6. Planks must extend over the end supports, not less than six

inches or more than eighteen inches (not more than
twelve inches on construction sites), and should be secured
from falling off the platform.
7.

Scaffolds must be secured when in use and must not be
moved when in use or occupied.

8. All scaffolds must be maintained 'n a safe condition at all

times. Unsafe scaffolds should be removed from the site
for disposal or the defective parts immediately replaced or
repaired.

9. The poles, legs or uprights of scaffolds must be plumb and
securely and rigidly braced to prevent swaying and displacement.
9-20
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10. Planking must be ,scaffold grade for the species of wood

used if the scaffold is of the wood pole type. The maximum permissible spans for two-by-nine inch or wider
planks are as follows:

2" x 9" = 5 cm. x 23 cm.

MATERIAL
FULL THICKNESS
UNDRESSED

LUMBER

Working Load (psf )
Permissible Span (f t.)

25n
10

NOMINAL
THICKNESS
LUMBER

50

75

25

50

8

6

8

6

The maximum' permissible span for 1'/4 x 9 'nch or wider
plank of full thickness is four feet, with medium loading of
50 ps.f.

11.

1-1/4" x '9"
= 3 cm. x 23 cm.
4' = 1.2 m.

Where there are overhead hazards, overhead protection
must be provided. No one should work on scaffolds during
storms or high winds.

The construction or purchase of safe floors, ramps, railings,
stairs, ladders and scaffolding is the first step in providing safe
working surfaces in the industrial/vocational education shop.
The second step is properly smaintaining these structures, and the
third step is using them properly. If these three steps are taken,
many accidents will be prevented and a safer shop environment
will result.
NOTES

1. The sections Standard Railings and Toeboards, Fixed Industrial Stairs, Fixed Ladders ant' Scaffolds have been carefully
'''reviewed by OSHA .staff members. In order that this instructional material contain the most current information available,
it includes those revisions which are planned in General
Industry OSHA Safety and Health Standards, 29 CFR Part
1910, Subpart D.
2.

Adapted from Accident Prevention Manual for Industrial
Operations (Chicago: National Safety Council, 1974), pp. 416

417, and General Industry OSHA Safety and Health Stand.
ards (29 CFR 1910), U.S. Department a Labor, November 7,
1978, pp. 25-28.
3. Accident Prevention Manual for Industrial Operations, p. 417.

CONCLUSION

Safe Working Surfaces

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1.

Name the two broad classifications of falls.

a.

Fall from the same level
4

b.

2.

Fall from different levels

Slippery floors are a hazard in the school shop. They are most commonly caused by .. .

Spilling of water or other liquids such as grease or oil.

3.

Three reasons for uneven floors in the shop are

Any three from among the following:
a.

warping

b.

loose boards

c.

excessively worn surfaces

d. settling of the building
e.

improper alignment of floor

f.

depressions, cracks or ruts

9-22
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f

4. What is a standard guardrail system?

42" = 107 cm.

2" = 5 cm.

4" = 10 cm.

A standard guardrail system consists of a top rail, midrail and
posts with a vertical distance of 42 inches (plus or minus two

inches) from the upper surface of the top rail to the floor,
runway or platform. A four-inch toe board should be provided
on open sides.

5. What are the four conimon nonslip bases for ladders?
4

a:

trniveysal

b. rubber suction
c.

spike

d. -toothed
I
41,

6. What is the formula for placing a pQrtable ladder against a building?

3' = .9 m.

12' = 3.7 m.

The horizontal distance from the base to the vertical plane of
the support should be 'approximately one-fourth ,Rf the ladder
length between supports. Thus a twelve-foot ladder should be
placed so that the ,bottom is three feet away from the object
on which it is leaning.

9-23
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METHODS

Lecture, (Mass Participation

- LENGTH: 45Minutes

.
6

PURPOSE

t

\

OBJECTIVES

To examine the roles of preventive maintenance and housekeeping in the
.

school shop qafety and health program.

To introduce the paiticipant to:

1. General maintenance functions
9

.

2. Advantages of preventive maintenance

. Principles of maintenance management
'4. Elements in a preventive maintenance program
5. Benefits of good housekeeping
6. Conditions which indicate poor housekeeping

V-

7. Keys to good housekeeping:
-1i

SPECIAL TUNS 1. Preventive Maintenance

.1

2. Accident Prevention Tags
;

INSTRUCTOR
MATERIALS

Lesson,Plan

35 mm Slides, Projector arilncreen .
Overhead Transparencies, Projector and Screen
Chalk Board/Chalk
;>

TRAINEE
-MATERIALS

Participant Outlines and Supplementaiy Materials

e

J

(I I

.

(...

-

,
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UNIT 10. ,
,MAINTAINING THE INDUSTRIAL/VOCATIONAL SCHOOL SHOP

it
-

Even when safety and health were prime considerations in planrung and constructing an industrial/vocational school shop, the
shop can teem with hazards if the facilities are not properly maintained. Since they may be considered different sides of the same
coin, both' preventive .maintenance and housekeeping- will be

'INTRODUCTION -

discussed in this unit.
ttlit

Maintenance is an important aspect of the total industrial/vocational education safety and health program. Insufficient or improver maintenance can result in accidents, property damage
and equipment breakdown. Although many activities described in
this unit are .usually done by maintenance personnel, preventive
maintenance must be understood as a shared responsibility.

PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE: A SHARED
RESPONSIBILITY

Students caring for tools and equipment accomplish specific'

Students

Maintenance -Personnel

maintenance tasks.

C

The student shop foreman, the instructor and the department
head perform other maintenance duties (e.g., oiling, tightening
guards, adjusting( tool rests, replacing wheels) and monitor the

Student Shop Foremen
Instructorg
Department Heads

preventive maintenance program.

The Shop Safety and Health Committee can help 'maintenance
personnel to set up schedules for servicing' or replacing machinery
and equipment parts; committee members, during their periodic
inspections, see that preventive-maintenance functioneare .being
performed satisfictorily.

Maintenance has four main functions which affect safety
health: ,

installing, constructing and maintaining buildings, facilities, equipment and machinery. By assuring that all, plant
and facilities design, layout, construction and installation
work conforms to good engineering and shop practices,
the Maintenance organization has taken an important first
10-3

Shop Safety'and Health
Committee

FUNCTIONS OF
MAINTENANCE

Installing, Constructing and
Maintaining Buildings,
Facilities, Equipment and
Machinery

1

Maintaining the Industrial/Vocational School Shop

step toward the reduqttiOn of hazards and potengaraccic
dents.
Providing Utility Services

for Shop 0;erationi
o

1

2. providing tility services (heat, light, power compressed
. air, etc.) for shop operations. During these activities,
maintenance makes sure that acceptable standards are
being followed and that hazards which have the capacijy
to cause accidents are'located.
.
.

r

Cleaning Facilities and
Disposing .of, Wastes
s).

ti

AI

.

'3. providing- for the cleaning of facilities and the dispoiN of
scrap materials and4waste. These functions-are not simply
pushing. brooms and taking out the garbage. Windows and

lighting fixtures must be cleaned regularly to provide'
necessary illumination. Certain materials must not be
-

drained into a public sewage system; chemical wastes and
acids sholild be removed in prescribed containers.
Providing Planned Preventive.
Maintenance

4. providing planned preventive maintenance on all buildings,,electrical systents, machinery and equipment.

This unit will concentrate on the last two maintenance ftinctions.

.

*

DEFINITION OF
PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE

Preventive maintenance . may be defined as orderly', uniform,
continuouskand scheduled action by the maintenance organization
to. prevent breakdown and prolong the useful life of equipment
and buildings.
4

0

ADVANTAGES OF
PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE

Some adyantages to be gained from preventive maintenance
include safer working conditions, more training time on the
equipment, decreased "down time" of equipment because of
breakdoivn and increased life of the equipment.

Safer Working Conditions

4

Poor maintenance can cause accidents. If a guard is not replaced',
after it has been removed for routine lubrication or repair, then
maintenance personnel havp created a new hazard. Proper,maintenance eliminates h'izards iiistead of making them. For-example,
during routine maintenance. a local exhaust,system might lo found
with its fan not operating or with a substantial amount of airborne

dust around the exhaust hood. In any case, the exhaust 4vstem
cannot function properly and requires attention. In another situation, wires with frayed insulation might be discovered, indicating
the need for reNirs.
0

Increased Training Time,
Dedreased "Down Time':

.0

The Proper maintenance of the shop and its equipment is essential
to the continuity of the industrial/vocational .education program.
10 -4
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Satisfactory, operating results are,contingent upon having build- inis, equipment, machinery, portable tool's, safety devices and the
like in, operating condition and maintained in such al manner that
instructional "activities will not be interrupted while repairs are
being made or equipment replaced. Because .preventive maintenance reduces the "down time" of machinery, more training time

o

.

on the equipment is available.

Preventive maintenance prolongs the life of the equipment by
.

Prolonged Equipment Life

ensuring its proper use. When maintenance personnel and instruc-

tors cooperate to make sure that tools are dressed or sharpened
and in satisfactory condition, the right tool will be used for the
job. When safe and properly maintained tools are issued, students
n added incentive to give the tools better care.

hav

When repairs are made so that equipment is not inoperative for
tong periods of time, students do not need to improVise by using a
piece of equipment for a purpdse for which it was not intended.
Sound and efficient maintanance management anticipates machine

Sand equipment deterioration and sets up overhaul prOcedurOs
designed to correct defects as soon as they develop. Such a repair
and overhaul system obviously requiies close integration of maintenance with shop inspection.

The basic principles of maintenance management are organizatiOn, motivation and control.
Organizing means:
.

'

1.

PRINCIPLES OF
MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMENT

'Organization

establishing policies and procedures-for operating the program
7

2.

designatingoand assigning 'staff to supervise and carry out

thmaincenanceactivities
3.

.

providing them with the means to get the job dc,fie.

Maintenance personnel must have the proper tools, materials and
equipment to do the job thatineeds to be done when it needs to be
done, without undue delay and without requiring the machines or
equipment to be partly torn down or out of order any longer than
necessary.

-Motivation inNlves instilling a strong sense of responsibility in
all maintenance personnel to assare th'at they will take ,care of

Motivations

10-5
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their, duties conscientiously and carefully. This involves training
thein in the .safe procedures tobe following during Maintenance
and imthe keeping of good records.
w

.

Control is concerned with the actual activity of preventive or corrective maintenance. The more efficient preventive maintenance is,
the fewer times more expensive actions will be necessary. 0-verall
control is a supervisory function. Maintenance management re-

Control

quires that one person in the organization be responsible for
seeing that all phases of the program are operating in accordance
with policy and procedures.

r
.

Preventive maintenance has four main components:

COMPONENTS OF
PREVENTIVE,

1.

scheduling and performing per' iodic maintenance func.
tions-

2.

keeping records of service and repairs

3. ,repairing and reilcing equipment and equipment parts
4. providing spare party control.
.

Scheauling4and Performing
Maintenance

,

Maintenance, schedules can be set up on either a time or use basis,
whichever comes first. Factors to be considered include
.
.

the age of the machine

the number of hprs per day tile,machte is used
past experience.,

I

the manufacturer=s recommendations.

Manufacturer's,;specification.provide standards which need to be
maintained for safe and economical use Of the machine. These
4Specifications give maintenance personnel definite guidelines to
follow.

Activities to be Scheduled'

.

Examples of various activities which need to be scheduled include:

lubricatingeach piece of equipment

.
replacing belts, pulleys, fan's an,d other moving parts

10-6
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'

)

checking and Adigsting brakes.

,

,

.

Two hinds of records need to be kept. The first 1 a maintenance
service schedule for each piece of equipment in the shop: Such a
schedule indicates the date the equipment was purchased or
4 placed in operation, its cost (if known), the shop ila which; it is
used,' each part to be serviced, the kind of service required, the
frequency of Service an* the one assigned to do the servicing.

.

z

Recordkeeping

,

Each piece of 'equipment also requires a repair record; which
includes an itemized
list of parts replaced or repaired and the
-..

,

a

'name of the person who did the work.
.

.

.

.

.

In addition to scheduled .adjustments and replacements, maintenance pek'sonnel are presented with malfunctioning' or broken
equipment. Repairs should be made in accordance with manufacturer's specifications. Sometimes eqtriPment. must be sent
back to the manufacturer or his representative for repair. Maintenance personnel should be aware of their limitations and recognize that, their experience and expertise is not sufficient for all
repai is.

Repair and Replacement

...

.
..

Those assigned repair resp onsibilities require special saf,ety train-.

ing. Jobs to be performed include testing or working on equip/ men! with guarls and safety devices removed. Therefore, a state-

ment of necessary precautions should accompany the -repair
directive.

4.-

-

Maintenance personhel, along with instructors and Shop Safety
and Health Committee members, have a responsibility to tag
and/or lock out defective equipment. Tags are not to be considered a complete warning method but should be used until the
hazard- can be eliminated. For example, a "Do Not Start" tag on
power equipment- should be used only until the switch on the
system can be locked out. A "Defective Equipment" tag on a
damaged 'ladder is 'a temporary expedient while making immediate arrangements for the ladder to be taken out of service and rent

.

1

7

to be repaired.

The industrial/vocational education shop requires four kinds of

Accident Prevention Tags

accident prevention tags (see OSHA 1910.14.5).
0

1. Dd blot Start tags must be conspituously located or so
placed that they effectively block the starting me, "lanism.
They are to be used when energizing the equipmurt would
cause a hazardous condition.
I
=,.

10.7
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2. Danger tags indicate that an immediate hazard exists and

that special' precautions are necessary.'
3. C.autior tags warn against potential hazards or caution

against unsafe practices.
4. Out of Order tags indicate just what they say, that the

equipment or Machinery is out of order and should not be
used.

Figure 20 gives OSHA specifications for tags.

/0\

/0
' CAUTION

DO `:OT
START

OUT OF
ORDER

0
WNW tag

white !Ohre on
red square
'De Not Startles

White tag

Yellow tag

white letters on

yellow letters one
black background

White to
white letters an
bldck background

*Us igg

Ow: ot Order Ti g

red oval with o
black quays
Dagger tag

.

Accident Prevention Tags.
Reprinted from General Industry OSHA Safety and Health Standards

(29 CFR 1910.145), .U.S. Department of Labor, January 1976,
p. 260.

Figure 20

Spare Parts.Control

I ).

Another element" of the total preventive maintenance program isthe:survey of spare parts requirements. In order to keep needed '
parts on hand, it is necessary to review periOdically material
required for repair orders and the delivery schedule of such parts.
If maintenance, personnel keep purs.'rasing agents informed of theit

anticipated stock needs, it can prevent lengthy "down time"
while.waiting for parts to arrive.
EXAMPLES OF

What are some specific wayt that preventive maintenance can

EFFE
PREVENT
MAINTENANCE :

make the shop environment a safe one? Some examples:
Make certain that electrical wires have adequate insulation.
Store compressed gas cylinders Properly.

Tag out unsafe equipment.
I

. ,

Maintaining the Industrial/Vocational School Shop
Maintain brakes on Materials-handlingequipment.
Replace guards, on machinery.

'Properly identify high and low pressure steamlines, coma
pressed air and sanitary lines.
Maintain boilers and pressure vessels.

Instructor Note:
Initructor asks for positive
remarks from participants
about ways that preventive
maintenance can make the
shop environment a Safe
one. He writes the examples
given on the chalk board.

Be careful not to over-0 motor bearings so that oil is
not thrown onto the insulation of electrical windings and
onto the floor adjacent to the equipment.

As part of its inspection function, the Shop Safety and Heal h
CommIttee* will check periodically to make sure. that preventi e
maintenance functidns are being adequately defined and sa,is-

PROGRAM EVALUATION

factorily" performed. Department heads, instructors and students
also will be exerCising a control function, seeing that equipment is
maintained correctly. Maintenance personnel need to understand
that inspeCtions are aimed, at fact-finding, not faultfinding, and

that they share with other school staf: an obligation for maintaining a safe 'facility.

.

The instructor ard student can support the preventive maintenance program by contributing their own insights. The following
examples show ways that. the effectiveness of the program can be
measured and increased: -

.1. Hand tools. Instructors and students know the condition
of those in use at the machine and on the benches. Is there
a system of replacing or repairing defective tools?
2. Electric wires, operating switches and. control boards.

Are these kept in good condition? Are "temporary"
repairs, alterations:and additions eliminated? Temporary
jobs tend to become perhianent unless carefully limited to
those jobs that are absolutely necessary and hiade standard
immediately after the emergendy has passed.

Sound of operating equipment. Instructors end students
soon become accustomed to the tune of eqtlipment, each
of which has a characteristic operating sound. They can
tell when a machine is overloaded by the noise, the grunt,

the squeal; they can tell that maintenance is required,
because of the rattle and vibration.
10-9
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-

4, Servicing and repair records. Instructors and students
%rill be able to see when servicing schedules are being kept.

These records must be rigidly adhered to, particularly ai
they affect electrical hoistilx equipment, pressure vessels,
guards, cranes, slings, chains and tackle, 'extension cords,
' portable motor-operated toqls and personal protective
equipment.
DISTINGUISHING A
MEDIOCRE FROM A
SUPERIOR MAINTENANCE
PROGRAM

The difference between a mediocre maintenance program and a
superior onelsthat the first ,is aimed at`maintainiiig facilities, the'
second at improying them. If conditions ate good, mediocre program will keep them that way but will not make them better; if
conditions are not good, a mediotre program will not improve
then. PreVentive.maintenance, on the other hand, is a program of
mutual support which creates safe conditions, eliminates costl'
delays and breakdowns and prolongs equipment life.

ROLE OF HOUSEKEEPING
IN SAFETY AND HEALTH
PROGRAMS

Shop housekeeping ,plays an flportant role 'in the safety and
health program. Good housekeeiiing reduces accidents, improves
morale and inicreases shop efficiency and effectiveness. In, a clean
and orderly shop eople enjoy working and cap accomplish their
tasks without intMerenee and interruption.

'A school shop, by its very nature, contains'tools which inust be
kept organized and machinery which must be kept cleiin. In its
operation it uses flammable substances and materials which require special storage and removal. It generates dust, scrap metal
filings and chips, waste liquidS and scrap lulriber which must be
disposed of.

Shop housekeeping is a continuous process, botliduring and at the
eid of classNIt involves instructors and students alike. Though it

may seem humdrum and boring at times, it is, nevertheless,' he
single most important ingredient in reducing injuries in the school
shop.

.

BENEFITS OF GOODHOUSEKEEPING
Seeing Housekeeping as
Part of Performance

A good housekeeping program incorporators the housekeeping
functiOn into all processes operations and tasks performed in the
shop. The ultimate goal is for each student to see housekeeping as
an integralliart of performance, not as a supplement to the job
to be dorie. When students are educated and trained to.appreciate
the relationship between housekeeping and performance, the
benefits will accrue not only tcfr the industrial/vocational education program in which the students are working today but also to
the industries'in which they will be working in the future.
10-10
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A Well adininistered housekeeping program produces other immediate and long-range results.
When the shop is clean and orcierlY and the housekeeping program
becomes a standard part of operations, less time and effort will be

Reducing Operating Costs

spent keeping it clean, makIng needless repairs, andtseplacing
equipment, fixtures and the like.

.

When the student can concentrate on his required tasks without
excess scrap material, tools and equipment interfering' with his
work, he can create a product of higher quality and will acquire a

Increasing Task Performancc

higher degree of skill.

When( everything in the shop
an assigned place, there is less
l
chance that materials, tools, etc.,
will be taken from the shop or

Improving Shop To'ol and
Equipinent Control

misplaced. In a few moments, the student shop foreman and
instructor can determine what is missing before the class is disniissed. Diffetent colors of paint can be used on the tools to identify the departMent to which they belong. :Tool racks or holders
should be painted a contrasting color as a reminder to students to
return the tools to their proper places. The space. directly behind
each tool should be painted or outlined in color to call attention
to a missing tool.
Money is saved and shop efficiency, is increased when students and
instructors -alike treat shop materials with the care they deserve
by minimizing spillage and scrap, by saving pieces of material for

Using Materials and Parts
More Efficiently

use in future projects and by retuning even small quantities of
parts to their storage area.

-

Students and-instructors will be aae to use their time for shop
worknot searching.for tools, materials Or parts.

Minimizing Time Spent
Searching for Items

When aisle and floor space is uncluttered, movement within the
shop is easier and safer, and machinery and equipment can be
cleaned and maintained.

Using Floor Space Efficiently

When a shop has adequate wQrk space and_when oil,'grease, water

Reducing Accident Rates

arid' dust are removed from floors and machinery: students are
less likely tR slip, trip, fall or inadvertently tome into contact
with -clangero6s parts of machinery.

When a shop is clean and orderly, the morale of students and
instructors is heightened. Students findersta'nd and respect orderliness and cleanliness- and the place of housekeeping in. industrial
$ocesses.

.1041
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.,

When a shop is kept free from accumulations of combustible

ReduCing Fire Hazards

materials' which may buni upon ignition or, in the case of certain

Material relationships, spontaneouily ignite without the aid of .
an external source of ignition, the chances of fires are minimized.
Furthermore, an orderly shop permits easy exit by .keeping exits

and aislei leading to exits free from obstructions. A neat and
orderly shop also makes it easier to locate and obtain fire emergency and extinguishment equipment.

l

N..

Poor housekeeping is indicated by any of several conditions.

'' CONPIVONS WHICH
INDICATE POOR
HOUSEKEEPING

1.

Objects on' the floor and, in the aisles. This category
includes articles which fall from machinery or are dropped
in transit, material left over after a repair job is completed,

Objects on Floor and in Aisles

objects which are stored in the aisles and student projects which are stored Improperly.
2. Tocls and equipme t improperly, stored. When tools and

Tools and Equipment
Improperly Stored

-

mediate use are, left on workbenches
equipment riot
or on the floor, storage control breaks down and house-keeping problems result.
3. Stock not stored or ptdproperly. This includes the whole

Stock Not Stored or Piled
Properly-

area of materials storage, lAich 's discussed in the units on
shop- planning, fire protection an hazardous materials.

,3)

Waste Disposal Inadequate

4. Waste disposal inadequate. Signs of inadequate waste

Dirt, Grime and General
Disorder

5. Dirt, grime and general disorder. Dust accumulations on

disposal in the shop are overflowing receptacles for wastk,
and scrap; the lack of disposal of chips and oil, no provision for the safe reclamation' of cutting oils, etc.
..

windows, skylights and lighting fixtures reduce illumina-

tion and increve eyestrain. Other indicators of careless
housekeeping include:

, scrap cuttings on tenches or floors

mops and brooms Stored in areas °tiler than those
assigned them

sinks and areas around them with accumulations of
/

.

dirt and grime
*

rubbish on floors and in corners
10-12
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oil, grease, cleaning compounds and solvents left on
floor.
6. Combustible materials improperly stored and disposed of.
Good housekeeping requires that there be no accumulation

of oil and solvent-soaked rags and that combustible materials be disposed of in suitable receptacles. The safe storage
of flammable substances will be discussed in a later unit.

Good housekeeping doesn't just happen. It requires planning,
supervision and constant attention to the following areas:

Combustible Materials
Improperly Stored and
Disposed of

KEYS TO GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING

1. providing sufficient work areas and adequate aisles and

keepirig these clear of accumulation
2. providing a

nite place for each object

3. keeping each abject in its deLignated place and returning it
after each use

4. adequately disposing of scrap, waste and surplus materials
5. properly storing materials, including stock anti potentially
hazardous substances

6. cleaning buildings and equipment regularly and cleaning up
after each job.

Like preventive maintenance, housekeeping is a shared responsi- CONCLUSION ,
bility. During their regular inspections, instructors, student shop

foremen and department heads must make sure that hazardous
conditions are not present or imminent because of poor housekeeping. Maintenance personnel and the Shop Safety anti Health
Committee must all attention to deficiencies they note during
their periodic inspections.

From the time the student enters the shop, he should be taught to
correct the potential, hazards he detects rather than to ask himself
whether he created the poor housekeeping condition or whether
he is responsible for 'cleaning up. Because the safety and health
of everyone in the shop depend upon it, properly maintaining the
facility is everyone's job.

10-13
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. Name four general maintenance functioni.

a.

installing, constructing and maintaining buildings, facilities,
equipment and machinery

b. providing utility services for shop operations
c.

cleaning facilities and disposing of waste

4
d. providing planned preventive maintenance.

2. Define preventive maintenance.

Preventive maintenance is the orderly, uniform, continuous and

scheduled action by the maintenance organization to prevent

breakdown, and prolong the useful life of equipment and
buildings.

3. What are three advantages of preventive maintenance?

a.

safer working conditions and fewer accidents

b.

more training time on equipment and decreased "down
time"

c.

prolonged equipment life.

41
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4. What are four components of preventive maintenance?
a. scheduling and performing periodic maintenance functions

IL. Keeping records of service and repairs
c. repairink and replacing equipment and equipment parts
d. providing spare parts control.

5. What are five benefits of good housekeeping?

Any five from among the following:
a.

.

.

housekeeping is seen as part of all processes, operations
and tasks performed in the shop.

b. Operating costs are reduced.
c.

Students can work better and acquire greater skill.

d. Fewer tools are misplaced or taken from the shop.
e.

Materials and parts are used more efficiently, and less waste
occurs.

'1.

Time is spent performing shop work, .not in searching for
tools or materials.

g.

Floor space is used efficiently and safely.

h. Accident rates are reduced.

6

i.

Morale is raised.

j.

Fire hazards are minimized.

alb
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6. Name four components essential to good housekeeping.
i .

Any four from among the following:
a

providing sufficient work areas and adequate aisles, which
are kept clear of accumulation
.

b. providing a place for each object
.1.

c.
I..

keeping each object in its place

d. adequately disposing of scrap, waste and surplus materials
e.

properly storing materials

f.

cleaning buildings and equipment regularly and cleaning up
after each job.

/
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UNIT

ILLUMINATION AND.COLOR FOR SAFETY

-r
Is

METHODS

Lecture and Demonstration

PURPOSE

LENGTH: 60 Minutes

To examine illumination and color as factors in a safe shop environment.

a
OBJECTIVES

To introduce the participant to:
te

1. Benefits of adequate illthnination in the school shop
2. Factors in adequate, illumination
3. Factors inpoor

4. Types of trghting

'

5. Factors in selecting units

6. Role of color in the industrial/vocational education shop
7. Recommended color standards for marking hazards.
a

.

SPECIAL TERM'S

1. Quantity
2. Quality

3. Foot Candle
4`.

Brightness Ratio

5. flare
6. Reflection

INSTRUCTOR
MATERIALS

Lesson Plan
35 mm Slides, Projector and Screen

Milk Board/Chalk
TRAINEE
MATERIALS

Participant Outlines and Supplementary Materials

4

-
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UNIT 11

.

ILLUMINATION. AND COLOR FOR SAF

k
`In Unit 8 adequate illumination was mentioned as essential to a
safe and healthy. shop environment. Along with such. factors as
selecting and placing safe machinery and equipinent, materials
storage, ventilation, aisle arrangement, space for work and mate-

INTRODUCTION

rials flow, mediCal, first aid and electrical considerations, illumination and color.have a very important place in. the industrial/vocational school safety program.

This unit aims to. familigize the industrial/vocational education
supervisor and instructor with the essential facts needed to understand illumination and color: their necessity, benefits, problems
and use.

The principal reasons for lighting in industrial/vocational education shops and classrooms are to protect students from eyestrain,
reduce losses in visual performance and enable instructors and
'students to detect more readily hazards in the shop environment.
With adequate illumination:

BENEFITS OF ADEQUATE
ILLUMINATION IN THE
SCHOOL SHOP
.
4'

1. Errors will be minimized, thus improving work and de-

creasing accidents.
2. Defects will be detected more easily, improving the quality

of any project.

3. The time necessary to determine fine details and to make
fine measurements will be reduced.

4. Shop housekeeping will be improved. A well illuminated
shop will make rubbish and other waste products more
visible, thus encouraging prompt removal.

5. The social climate will be improved. Better lighting 'tend's.
to promote a more cheerful shop environment and enables
colors to be more visible.

11-3
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FACTORS IN ADEQUATE
ILLUMINATION

e.

.
Simply stated, the factors associated with illumination fcan be

.

grouped into two broad categories: quantity and quality.

Quantity is the amount of light that produces sufficient brightness to illuniinate the task and its surroundinFs.-

co

Quality pertains to the distribution of brightness in a .vistial environment and includes the cplqr of light, its direction, diffusion,
degree of glare and so forth.
.
.
.

.

Quantity
vb.

.

.

The desirable quantity of light for operations in the industrial/
vocational education shep depends primarily upon the task being
done.° As the quantity- of illumination is increased to recom-.

-

..

mended levels; the ease, speed and accuracy in accomplishing the
<
task are also Increased.

G.

17J

Quantity of illumination is measured in.units called footcandles,
an index of the ability Of a light source to produce illumination.
A light meta gives a direct rending of the number of footcandles
or light reaching the working plane. A footcandle is the amount of
illumination on a surface of one square foot, all parts of which
are at a distance of one foottrom a standard candle.
1. FOOT- CANDLEPOWER

1'

$

:2 INSTRUMENTS
LIGHT
SENSITIVE
. CELL

a

.

ed.

Reprinted from Illumination for Safety, U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 297 (1967), P. 5.
c
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Generally those tasks requiring fine: detail, low contrasts, and
prolonged work periods require higher illumination levels than
more casual or intermittent tasks involving high icontrast. The
current minimum levels of illumination for industrial areas as
-recommended by' the Illuminating Engineering Society .(IES) are
given in ANSI/IES RP-7-1979. Table 7 illustrates the quantity of

V

illudnation required for various tasks likely to Ile performed in
industrial/vocational education shops.
;

TABLE 7

RECOMMENDED FOOTCANDL,ES ON TASKS
v

The followinvecommendations represent t;..e minimum on the task at any time for young adults with normal
and better than 20/30 corrected vision.
Task

Footcandles

Forging

50

e

Foundry work

,

Annealing (furnaces)
Core making
Fine
Medium
Pouring

30
100
50
50

' Garages (auto shop)
Rdpairs

100

Active traffic areas;

.

.

e

16,

Methine Shops
Rough befich and machine work
t
Medium bench and machine work, drdinary automatic machines, rough grinding,
medium buffing and polishing
Fine bench and machine work, fine automatic machine4 medium grinding,
fine buffirig and polishing
Extra-fine bench and machine work, grinding, fine work
,

.20

50.
100

500*
1000v

Paint shops

Dipping, simple spraying, firing
Rubbing, qrdinary hand painting and finishing art, stencil and special spraying
Fine hand painting and finishing
Extra-fine hand painting and finishing

50

50
100

300*

O
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TABLE 7 (concluded)

Task

Fobtcandles

Frintiqg and photoengraving

A

. Printing

Y

Color inspection and appraisal
Machine composition

'

100
100

COmprising

fressee
Proofreading
Photoengratnng

70
150

Etchi4, staging, blocking
-

*

50

Routing, finishing, .) proofing
Tint laying, masking

100,

o

c

100' ..

Sheetdmetal shops

.-

Miscellanew machines, ordinary bench work

..

Presses, Shears, stamps, medium bench workAspinning
Punches

Tin plate inspection (galvanized)
Scribing
Welding

. 200'

Iq

,

.

-

,

0

50
50

.
-.-

200"
200"

''

General illumination
Precision manual arc welding
Woodworking
*
..
Rough sawing and bench work
Sizing, planing, rough sanding, medium-quality machine and bench work, gluing,.
veneering, coopering
..
Eine bench and machine work,. fine sanding and finishing
.

50
1000"

30
50
100

'The tecbmmended footcandles may be obtained by a combination of general lighting plus special suoplementary
lighting. Care must be taken to design and install a system which not only provides sufficient light but directs and
diffuies t 'he light and protects the eyes. 146far as it is possible, glare (both direct and refected) and Objectionable
shadows should be eliminated.
"In such tasks, the mirror like esurfaCe of the material means that special care must be taken in selecting and placing
lighting equipment and/or orienting the work to reduce glare.

Adapted from IANSI/IES RP 7-1979, American National Standard Practice for Industrial Lighting, pp. 11.16.
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Usually. calculations are based on the illumination of horizontal
surfaces. But much sh
work is done On slanting and vertical
surfaces, where illumina on may be only one-half to one-third of
that on horizontal
sur aces. Compensation must be made and
,

9

additional illumination provided for such surfaces:

The lighting system also should provide required illumination on
tads located at the sides of-the shop, where he illumination is
apt to be considerably less than the average calculated level.

Quality of illumination .pertains to the distribution of 'brightness
in the visual environment. Glare, diffusion, direction, uniformity,
color, brightness and brightness ratios all have a significant effect
on visibility and the ability to see easily, accurately and quickly.
Tasks performed, over long periods of time and demanding discernment of line,det'ails require illumination of a high quality.

Quality

The.ability to see' detail depends upon there being a difference in
brightness between the detail and its background, but the eyes
function most comfortably and efficiently when the if
ce is
kept within a certain range. The ratios between areas within he
field of vision should pot exceed those shown in Table 8, whi
illustrates the maximum brightness ratios rec,ommended by th
Illuminating Engineering Society in ANA/1ES RP -7-1979. The
goal in shop illumination should be to have the task brighter' than
the surroundings.

Brightness Ratios

Besides the factors of insufficient quality and quantity of illumination, other less tangible factors contribute to accidents. These are:

CTORS ASSOCIATED
WITH POOR
ILLUMINATION

'direct glare

'

-

Aidlected glare

.

r-

dark `shadows

excessive visual fatigue.

In addition, accidents may be caused by delayed eye adaptation
when coming from bright surroundings into darker ones or when
.p coming from dark surroundings into brighter ones.
Glare is defined as any brightness within the field of vision of such
a character as to reduce visibility and cause discomfort, annoyance
or eye fatigue. Glare is divided into two types: direct and reflected.

Glare

f) 1
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TABLE 8
14

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM BRIGHTNESS RATIOS
Classification

r.

A
Between tasks and adjacent darker surroundings

3 to

Between tasks and adjacent lighter surroudnings

1 to 3

Between tasks and more remote darker surfaces

Between tasks and more remote lighter surfaces

1163

10 to

r

C

B

3 to

1

1

1 to 3.
20 to

1

1 to 10

5 to

1 to 5

1

1 to 20

Between lighting units (or windows, skylights, etc.)
,

ared surfaces adjacent to them

Anywhere within normal field of view

20 to

1

40 to

1

'Brightness ratio control not practical.
A Interior'areas where reflectances of entire space can be controlled
B Areas where reflectances of immediate work area can be controlled but not those of remote surroudings

C Areas where reflectances cannot be controlled and environmental conditions can be altered only with difficulty

Adapted from ANSI/I ES RP7.1979, American National Standard Practice for Industrial Lighting, p. 17.
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Direct glare is the result of a source of illumination within the

Direct Glare

field of view, whether that source is artificial or natural. To reduce
direct glare:
1. Decrease the brightness of the light source. (For example,

use a shade.)

2. Reduce the area of high brightness. (For example, install
window coverings.)
3. Increase the angle between the glare source and the line of

vision. (For example, position the light source so that it
no longer-falls into the normal field of vision.)

4. Increase the brightness of the general area surrounding

the glare source to reduce contrast. (For example; make

certain that surface reflectances are at recommended

.

levels.)

Reflected glare is caused by very bright objects or surfaces or by
differences in brightness reflected from shiny surfaces (ceilings,
walls, machinery). This type of glare is ofteti more annoying and
fatiguing to the eyes than direct glare because it is so close to the
line of vision that the eye cannot gain relief by moving away from
it. To reduce reflected glare:

Reflected Glare

+1. Decrease brightness of the light source but maintain the

..t

limits prescribed in the standard. (For example, replace
an exposed incandescent lamp with a fluorescent light.)
2. Shield and/or diffuse light source. (For example, use

lighting units with "batwing" distribtition.)

3. Change the position of either the work or the light source.
(For example, raise the position of a wall light fixture.)
--5

4. Reduce the reflecting source physically. (For example,
use a dull, flat paint.)

.

5. Reduce the contrast by increasing surrounding brightness.
(For 'example, bring surface reflectances up to recommended levels.)

11-9
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TYPES OF LIGHTING

Interior lighting system are divided into the following types (see
Figure 21 and Table 9).

TYPES OF

ILLUMINATION
DIRECT

SEMI-DIRECT

GENERAL

DIFFUSING

AL

SEMI-INDIRECT

INDIRECT

Reprinted from Illumination for Safety, U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 297 (1967), p. 9.

Figure 21

Table 9
4
Classification

Direct
Semidirect
General diffuse
Semiindirect
Indirect

Distribution

Distribution

upward
(in percent)

downward

0 to 10
'10 to 40
40 to 60
60 to 90
90 to 100

90 to 100.
60 to 90

"ercent)

40 to . 60
10 to 400 to 10

Reprinted from Illumination for Safety, U.S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Standards, Bulletin 297 (1967), p. 10.

Direct-Type--

Direct lighting aims practically all of the light
Direct Type
downward, directly toward the usual working area. A problem

with direct units is that they may cause disturbing shadows.
This type is best used to light areas where tasks are vertical or near
vertical.
1--)

e
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.

Semi-Direct Type Semi-direct lighting unitsCrect prom 60 to 90
percent of their light downward. The increased ceiling illumination

Semi-Direct Type

from the semi-direct distribution of light reduces the. brightness,
ratio between the lighting-fixture and the ceiling, softens shadows
and increases diffusion.

General Diffuse: or Direct-Indirect Type

This classification
refers to lighting units in which the downward and upward compo-

General Diffuse of
Direct-Indirect Type

nents are apprommately the same (each 40 to 60 percent of the
total light butpat). General diffuse lighting units emit light about
equally in all directions. Direct- indirect lighting units emit very
little light at angles near the hqrizontal. The latter: are, therefore,
generally prdferable since they are lower in: brightness in the
direct-glare zone:This is the type most commonly used for general
shop lighting.
Semi-Indirec. t Type

These units direct most of their light (60 to
90 percent of the total light output) upward. The rratjor portion of
the light reaching the normal horizontal work plane is reflected
from the ceiling and upper walls..When this type of lighting unit
is used, it is important to e Thigh reflectance by keeping the
ceiling and upper walls as earyas possible. This use is generally
_limited to areas where re ected glare from mirror-like work
surface's must be reduced.

Semi - Indirect Type

Indirect Type These units emit from 90 td 100 percent of their
light upward and are seldom used 'm industrial operations. While
this lighting is generally the most comfortable,. it is the least
utilized and is often difficult to.maintain.

Indirect Type

Either incandescent or fluorescent lighting units, similar to those FACTORS IN at'ECI'ING_,
used in the rest of the school', may be used in the shops. Low -bay
LIGHTING UNITS
.
imprdved -colot mercury lighting units may also be 'used. The
Types
lighting should follow the best industrial lighting practices, ivith
.
,
special emphasis on assisting thes accuracy pf manual operationsand making visible possible elements of danger.

.

In sprinting shops parabolic specular.nietal-reflectors or prismatic
closure plates, both of which spread the brightness of the lamps
out over the width of the reflector, should be used over make-up
racks and composing stone. Multiple presses need light, preferably
from continuous fluorescent lighting units, directed from the side
into the machines. The lighting of the printing shop should have
an upward compOnent to light ceiling and upper walls.

I

,,

goo
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IIn machine shops and metal working areas,- a grid system of semidirect fluorescent' lighting units will give good results. Localized
lighting should supplement general lighting near high speed tools
and saws.

Many areas in industrial/vocational education shops (for example,

Location

battery charging rooms) may be classified as hazardous. These
locations require the use of specialized lighting equipment (vaporproof, )cplosionproof and dustproof lighti4 units) which provides required illumination Without introducing hazards to life and

property..
In selecting suitable lighting units for the industrial/vocational
education shop, important factors to consider include:

Maintenance
b

the rate at which the lighting unit will collect dirt

1.

I

-

2. the ease with which the lighting unit can be cleaned and

lamps replaced.

For example, open-bottom or louvered types.offer the advantage

of having no bottom surface to collect dust and dirt. Closedbottom dust-tight' units often are selected to prevent dirt and dust
accumulation on the lamps and reflecting surfaces.
o

In ordecto--maintahLthe original requirement for illumination, it

is necessary to set. up a maintenanceschedule which should
include:

cleaning fixtures.

cleaning room surfaces and windows. Jhe collection of
dirt on ,room surfaces may decrease their reflectance,
thereby reducing the amount of visible light which falls
on the. workiWg plane., . Therefore, rough surfaces Which

encourage the accumulation of, dirt should be avoided.
replacing worn-out globes and tubes. Care also should be

exercised during relamping to ensure adequate sealing
against dust. Even .a small space left in the gasket seal will
allow the lighting unit to breathe dirt. a,

repainting fixtures and room surfaces. Consideration for
the maintenance schedule should be included in planning
plant illdmination so- that there will be safe access to the
11-12
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globes, tubes, fixtures, windows and room surfaces for

j

regular scheduled maintenance.

Illumination and color are partners in affecting tasks which involve
the eyes. There are several advantages to using color in the industrial/vocational education shop.
-

THE ROLE OF COLOR IN
THE SCHOOL SHOP

1. Color can provide brightness and contrast and therefore

. can affect visual performance.

./

t

2. Color can make the shop environment a more pleasant
one, raising morale.
3. Color can result in better housekeeping and improved
repair and maintenance.

4. Color can be used as a coding technique to spotlight
hazards. 4
.

The ease and efficiency with which students see can be aided by
the judicious selection of colors for painting the industrial/vocational education shop and its contents. Conversely, when a per-.
son's eyes- are exposed for long periods of iime to extreme monotony or high contrast it color and brightness, they will function

Aid to Visual Performance
a

less efficiently.

Using color- to increase brightness and contrast is a device easily

Brightness and Contrast

adapted to the shop setting. For example, 'a white ,object will
appear much brighter than a dark one under the same illumination. Contrast tends to increase visibility by making the task stand
out against the background.

4

4.

The speed of visibility is a direct function of brightness and/or
contrast. Increasing either brightness or contrast will shorten visi-

Speed of Visibility

bility time, increase production, decrease errors and mistakes, and
possibly give the student and instructor those extra fractions of a
second needed'to avoid injury.
Besides 'the effect on visual ability, color can be used to make the
working environment more interesting and pleasant. For example,

Psychological Advantages

the colors cream, ivory and buff are "warm" psychologically.
Light grey finishes are closer to neutral and are excellent for
either the background or for equipment and machinery. Greene and
blue tints give a cool effect.
0
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Better Housekeeping, Repair
and Maintenance

Unpainted metal parts of Machines, which are usually black or
grey, allow dust, dirt and grease to accumulate unnoticed, covering
up defects in the machine. Painting encourages students to keep

machines clean and enables defects to be spotted while they are
still minor:
Coding Technique

The use of color as a technique for coding various controls has met
with great success. For instance, piping systems which carry dan-

gerous contents (e.g., acetylene) would be painted yellow, fire
protection' systems would be painted red, and so forth. Such color
coding is of value from both a safety and maintenance standpoint.
COLOR FOR ACCIDENT
PREVENTION SIGNS

Color has found particular acceptance and use in accident prevention signs where uniformity in the color and design of signs is
essential. ANSI Z354-1972, "Specifications for Accident Prevention Signs,". specifies the following color combinations for
industrial accident pievention signs:

Danger

Danger

immediate and grave danger or peril. White
lettering within red oval on black rectangglar background
in upper panel; black or red lettering on white baCkground
in lower panel.

Caution

Caution against lesser hazards. Yellow lettering on black
background in upper panel; black lettering
yellow' background in lower panel.

General Safety

General Safety white lettering on green background on
upper panel, black or gr,len lettering on white background
on -lower panel.

Fire and Emergency

Fire and Emergency white letters on red background in
upper panel; <red on white background optional for lower
panel.

There are codes for other common uses:

Infonriation

Information
blue is used on informational signs and
bulletin boards nqt of a safety nature.

In-Plant Vehicle Traffic

In-Plant Vehicle Traffic
P6.1- 1971).

Exit Marking

Exit Marking

standard highway signs (ANSI

red letters on white background.

Illumination and Color for Safety

The following- colors have been designated by(Ythe American
National Standards Institute Standard Z53.1-1971, "Safety Color
Code for Marking Physical Hazards,"' for spotlighting hazards and
assisting in the visual identification of equipment and other items
in the school shop. (See Appendix A for suggested visuals.)

Red identifies danger, emergency stops -6n machines and fire
protection equipment. OSHA regulations require red lights at
barricades and at temporary obstructions. Red must also be uses'

RECOMMENDED COLOR
STANDARD FOR
MARKING .HAZARDS
.

.

Red

for:
1. danger signs

2. stop buttons ot electrical switches used for emergency
stopping of machinery 3. portable containers (including safety cans) holding flam-

mable liquids

4. fire hydrants, pumps andsirens

c

5. location of fire extinguishers

4

6.. fire exit signs
7. fire buckets or pails
0

8. fire alarm boxes

-t-

9. fire hose locations

10. .pest indicator valves-for sprinkler systems
11. sprinkler piping.

Orange is used as the standard color for calling attention to
dangerous parts of machines or energized equipment which may

cut, crush, shock or otherwise ,injure, and to emphasize such
hazards when enclosure doors are open or when gear, belt, or
other guards around moving equipment are open or removed,
exposing unguarded hazards. Examples:

1. The inside of ,piovable guards (those which can be opened
or removed) are painted orange to attract the attention of
the machine operator.
,s".
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2. Safety starting buttons and boxes are painted orange as a

warning of the potential hazard involved and as a "handsoff" notice to unauthorized persons.

3. The edges of exposed parts of geqs, pulleys, rollers,
cutting devices, power jaws and similar devices are painted
orange to warn against contact.

4. The insides (as a minimum) of the box door or cover of
open fuse, power and electrical switch boxes are painted
orange to warn of exposed live wires and electrical equipment,
Yellow

According to OSHA regulations (29 CFR 1910.144), "Yellow
shall be the basic color for designating caution 'and for 'narking
physical hazards such as: Striking against, stumbling, falling,
tripping, and 'caught in between.' Solid yellow, yellow and black
stripes, yellow and ,black checkers (or yellow"with suitable contasting background) should be used interchangeably, using the
combination which will 'attract the most attention in the par0

ticular environment." Examples:

1. exposed and unguarded edges of platformi, pits and walls

2. fixtures suspended from ceilings or walls which extend

into normal operating areas
8. handrails, guardraile,..or top and bottom treads of stair-

ways where caution is needed
4. lower pulley blocks and cranes

5. markings for. projections, doorways, traveling conveyors,
low beams and 'pipes, the frames of elevator ways and
elevator gates
6. materials-handling equipment (or areas thereon), such as

forklifts and hand trucks
7. pillars, posts or columns which might be struck
V

8. vertical edge of horizontally sliding pairs of fire doors.

Blue

Blue, in the railroad and other industries, is the standard color
for warnings against starting, using, or moving equipment under

A

.

,.
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repair or being worked upon. Blue is also used for warnings, such
as painted barriers, flags, and so forth', which should be located at
the power source or starting point of machinery and displayed on:
1. ovens and vats

2. tanks
4

3. kilns

4. boilers
5. electrical controls

6. scaffolding'
7. ladders
4

In construction yellow (instead of blue) is used for these same
purposes.

Green is used as the standard color for designating safety and for Green

shoWing the location of first aid equipment (other than firefighting equipment). It is recommended that the use of "safety
green" be restricted for protection of the worker, so that the color
will have value in acquainting 'him with the location of safety and
allied deyices and s6 that their location will come to mind readily
in time of need or emergency. Examples:

0

VP

1. stretcherstand stretcher cabinets
2. first aid cabinets
.

..

3. first aid kits

a

4

4. respiratory containers

I

5. emergency showers
.

safety bidletinoards.

Purple is the standard color for designating radiation hazards,
hazards which are not faced by industrial/voc.ational education
.
shops.

Purple

1
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White and Black

White, black or a combination of these are traffic and housekeeping markings. Solid white, solid black, single color striping,
alternate stripes of black and white or black and white checkers
should by used in accordance with local conditions. Exmples:
1. dead ends of aisles or passageways
2. locatidn and width of aislaways
3'.

stairways (risers, direction and border limit, lines)
tl

O

4. location of refuse cans
5. white corners for rooms or passageways

6.. drinking fountains and food dispensing equipment locations
7.

clear floor areas around fir'st aid, firefighting or other.
emergency' equipment.

ADVANTAGES AND
LIMITATIONS OF THE
SAFETY COLOR CODE

Introducing students in :industrial/voc,,tional educalion shops to
the safety color code has two advantages. First, the students who I

are taught the code are absOrbing each day the information it
gives them about their .environment, and they will react spontaneously in time of emergency. Secondly, because the safety
color &de-has been adopted widely by industry and construction,
students are. using an information system in the school shop which
can be applied immediately W their future Workplaces.

However, instructors must keep two limitations in mind when
using thckstandarcl safety color code.

L Too many co:1r identifications in the erivirpnment are
both confusing and fatiguing! For maximum emphasis
the number of markings should be kept to a minimum.
2.

It is far better to eliminate a hazard than to mark it with

a color warning. The code is only a supplement to a
program aimed at properly guarding or, wherever possible,
f
eliminating the hazardous condition.

-
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. What are four benefits derived from adTate illumination?
Any four from among the following:

a.. Fatigue and eyestrain are reduced.

b. trrors are minimized.
c.

Defects can be detected more readily.

d. The Aine necessary to determine fine details and make
fine measurenients is reduced.

e. -Shop housekeeping
f.

improved.

The social climate. is improved.
.

2. Two important factors pssociated with illumination-are its quality and quantity. The
amount of light that produces brightness of the task and its surroundings is referred to
as 4'

t

Quantity

1

3. Name the Iwo kinds of glare.
4.

Direct glare and reflected glare

5

a

O
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4. `What are:the major lassifications of lighting systems?

a.

direct

b. semi-direct
c.

general diffuse or direct-indirect

d. semi-indirect
e.

_

indirect.

5. Maintenance of adequate illuminatioh in the shop requires four tasks. What are they?
a.

cleaning fixtures

b. cleaning room surfaces and windows
C.

replacing worn out globes and tubes

d. repainting fixtures and room surfads.

6. What.are four advantages of using color in the shop?

a.

improved vi pal performance

b. more pleasant shop environment
c.' better housekeeping and improved repair and maintenance

d. spotlighting hazards.

11-20
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?. How are the following colors v-ed in the standard safety code: red, orange, yellow,

i

green, white and black?

a. red

darger, emergency stops on machines, fire protection
equipment

b. 'Orange
parts of machines or energized equipment f -dangerous

c: yellow

caution; physical hazards
I

d. green

safety and first aid equipment

4

e. white and black

traffic and housekeeping.
i

8. What two limitation's should bi kept in mind in using the standard color safety code?
a.

Because too many identifications are confusing, the number
cf markings should be kept to a minimum.

b. It is better to eliminate a hazard than to mark it.

0.

,
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FIRE JIITEllffill

ALERT ORANGE

HIGH VISIBILITY YELLOW
r

STOP

RADIATION PURPLE

P.

1111111111M

PRECAUTION BLUE

SAFETY GREEN

A FIC WHITE
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APPENDIX B
HOW WE SEE
AND

THE THEORY OF COLOR
A.

NOTES

1. The sections on "How We See" and "Factors Affecting Seeing"

are adapted from American National Standard Practice for
Industrial Lighting, ANSI /IES RP-7-1979 (New York: Illuminating Engineering Society, 1979), pp. 8-9i
2.

This section of "Visual Skills" is adapted from Ernest J.
McCormick, Human Factors Engineering, 3rcl ed. (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1970), pp. 55-60.
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This appendix deals with tome of tk,,- more technical aspects of
illumination and color: how we see, actors affecting seeing, the
anatomy of the eye, visual skills and the theory of color.

INTRODUCTION

In general, one sees objects in three ways: reflection, transmission

HOW WE SEE1

and silhouette. Perception by silhouette involves detecting an
object and its contour because its darker outline contrasts against
Hefted surroundings.. Silhouette lighting is used as low-level safety
lighting, where hazardous objects or obstacles are seen against
lighted surroundings (protective and emergency lighting, outdoor
passageways and roadways).

Silhouette

Transmission involves the revealing of details through the varia-

Transmission

tion and 'transmission of white light or the changing of color
through materials that are susceptible to penetration. Transmission
generally involves till inspection of translucent materials.

By far the most common method of seeing is by reflected ligh
where light and dark areas or details are revealed by a difference
in reflection. Highlights and shadows are actually the result of the
amount of light reflected by an object which in turn helps us to

Reelection

perceive the world in three dimensions.

,

The visibility of an object is determinedby size, contrast, time of
viewing and brightness. Each of these factors is sufficiently de-

FACTORS AFFECTING
SEEING

pendent upon the others so that a deficiency in one may be
compensated for (within limits) by augmenting cane or more of the
others.

As size increases, risibility increases, and up to a certain point
seeing becomesasier: If the size of an object is small, a person
should use more light, hold the object closer to his eye or even

Size

use a magnifier.

To be readily visible, each detail of the perceived object must
differ in brightness. (or color) from the surrounding background.
If discrimination is dependent solely on brightness differences,
visibility is at a maximum vihen the contrast of details with the

Contrast

background is the greatest. Therefore, within the limits available,
the contrast between the object regarded and its immediate background should be made as high as possible. Where it is impractical
to provide good contrast conditions, higher levels of illumination
nelp compensate for poor contrast.

11-29
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Time

The speed with which a visual task can be performed is related to
illumination, size and contrast. By increasing illumination, the
time required for seeing will be shortened. Tasks of high contrast
and large size generally require less time than tasks of low contrast
and small size.

Brightness

-3/
Size, contrast, and to some extent time are factors inherent in the
task itself. Brightness is the visibility factor that is most controllable. Within wide limits, brightness can be_ controlled by
varying the amount and distribution of light and can to some
extent compensate for deficieneies in other factors.

ANATOMY OF THE EYE

I ThI, eye, in many respects, resembles a camera.Each of its parts is .
essential (see Figure 22).
VITREOUS MINOR

AQUEOUS MINOR
CORNEA

IRIS
RETINA

t

OPTIC NERVE

Adapted from Illumination for Safety, U.S. Department of Labor,
Bulletin 297, (1967), p.3.

Cornea

The cornea is an outer, frontal, clear covering which admits light
to the eye. It protects the eye.
The iris is a pigmented shutter that opens and closes in response to
light intensity. It regulates the amount of light which is admitted

to the eye. Two muscles in the iris change the size of the pupil.
Pupil

The pupil is not a black structure but simply a hole in the center
of the iris. In bright light it becomes smaller in order to limit the
amount of light entering the eye, and it opens wider when the
amount of light is less.

Lens

I The lens is immediately behind the iris. It is a flexible optical

.
C.

:
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'

instrument filled with clear colorless fluid. The flexibility of the
lens permits it to adjust itself to bring about proper focus on the
retina.

.

'The aqueous humor is behind the cornea. It is a transparent fluid
that Provides a protective layer for the iris and lens.

Aqueous Humor

The retina covers almost all of the inner surface of the eyeball.
The image of an object upon the retina is reversed and inverted,
just as it is in a camera. The nerve receptors on the retina, upon
receiving light through the lens, set up nerve impulses which are
transmitted through the optic nerve to the brain,,where translation
takes place..
.

Retina

The optic nerve includes all the nerve fibers in the eye. It serves

Optic Nerve

as a pathway for the electrical energy from the .retina to the

-$.,

brain.

The eyeballs are moved by sets of muscles that surround them s6
that the eyes can move in various directions. The-different features

SUri SKILLS2

of the eye make possible certain visual skills.
Visual Acuity
Visual acuity is the ability to perceive black and
white detail' at varying distances. It is largely controlled by the
accommodation of the eyes. Accommodation is the adjustment of
the lens of the eye to bring about proper focusing of the light
rays on the retina.

Accommodation

Convergence

Convergence

When our visual attention is directed to a par-

Visual Acuity

bailer object, our two eyes converge 'on- the-object, accommodating to. the distance so that the images of the object on the two
retinas- are in corresponding positions. In this way we get an impression of a single object. Convergence is controlled by muscles
.
that surround the eyeball.

DePth Perception
Depth perception, or stereopsis is an impression of depth or distance caused by the eyes seeing an object
from slightly different angles. A person who does not have depth
perception will be forced to judge distance or depth on the basis
of cues, such as.size of objects relative to each other, the apparent
speed of moving objects in the distance, the relative position and

Depth Perception

relative clarity of objects.

-Color Discrhningtion

The differentiation we make between
colors is due primarily to the action of the cones of the retina.
11-31
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The retina is made up of approximately 130 million rods which

tend to predominate toward the outer reaches of the retina
around the sides of the eyeball. They are primarily sensitive to the

amount of light; with little sensitivity to differences in wave
length. Accompanying the rods are approximately six to, seven
million cones which are more sensitive to variations in tie wave
lengths of light, thus giving rise to the subjective sensation of
color.

Dark Adaptation

The adaptation of the eye to different levels
of brightness and darkness is brought about by two functions:

Dark Adaptation

1. As we go into a darkened room, the pupil of the .eye
increases in size in order Nodmit more light to the eyes.
The pupil tends to contract in bright tight, in order to limit

the amount of light that enters the eyes. Because this
procesg takes a little whilt, as we proceed from on-it-condition of illumination to another we maybe partially blinded
until this process is completed.

2. Another function that affects how well we can see as we
go from the light into darkness is aphysiological, process
in the retina in which "visual purple" is built up': Under
such circumstances the cones (which are color sensitive)
lose most of their sensitivity, and the rods take-over our
visual functions: Since in the dark our vision is dependent
very largely qn the rods, color dikrimination is hi-Lilted in
the dark. The time required for complete dark adapta-

A

tion is usually 30 to 40 minutes or more. The reverse
adaptation from darkness to light takes place much more
rapidly, usually in a matter of-seconds or,.at most, in a
minute or two.
THEORY OF COLOR

Some substances absorb almost all of certaino,vave lengths and
reflect only one part of-the spectrum. This property gives the object its color. Thus, an object appeals green bebause it absorbs
most colors and reflects green. Black is not a color, but black
objecti appear so because most of the light is absorbed and little
light is reflected. Yellow occupies' the point ol highest visibility
in the spectrum. Most authorities agree that black lettering on a
yellow background has the greatest legibility,

11.32
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The following ddfinitions are useful in discussing color:

Colot (chrome, hue, shade, tint, tinge) means a property 6f
a thing visible only in light.

Color

Hue is that attribute of a color which distinguishes it from
othei colors; i.e., red,from yellow, blue from green, etc.
It also applies to variations in a color when mixed with
another dolor.

Hue

Tone is that attribute by which a color holds a position in
a dark-to-light scale, such as nary blue which differs in
tone from light blue. Tone is also known as saturation.

Tone

Tint, a light or delicate touching with color, is also'some:
times used to mean the slight alteration of a color.

Tint

Tinge is an infusion-or trace of color.

Tinge

Shade has come to mean simply any color.

Shaie

"Bright" colors apppr larger than "deep" colors. Experiments

Irradiation

have pioven that yellow is seen as the "largest" of hues, followed

by white, red, green, blue and Wick. From this it_ follows that
signs, objects and moms can be made to appear to expand or contract in accordance 'with arrangements of color brightness within
the field of vision. Ceilings can be made to look higher or lower;
walls, nearer or farther away; and selected forms or shapes, larger
or smaller,

Instructor Note: Refer to
Figure "Irradiation." If
color slide is not available,
use cutouts.

IRRADIATION
Reprinted from Co /or in Safety, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Standards, Bulletin 298 (1967), p. 3.

In this figure both background .panels are the Same size as are the
two discs, but the yellow disc on the black background appears
largei than the black disc on the yellow background.
1:1-33
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Complementation

Every color has an after-image of its complement. Since a pimilar
phenomenon is true for All colors, the proper knowledge of ,complementary colors will enable one to emphasize any given colored
area by giving it a background of its complement.

Instructor Note: Refer to
Figure "Complementation."

If you will stare at the red disc at the lower left while you count
slowly to twenty and then, gaze at ..ie small cross to the right,
you will see a light blue-green after-image appear.

(

.)

-

COMPLEMENTATION

Reprinted from Color in Safety, U.S. Department of labor, Bureau of
Labor Standards, Bulletin 298 (1967), p. 3.
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UNIT 12- ,
FIRE PROTECTION

Lecture and Demonstration

LENGTH: 60 Minutes

To introduce the participant to methods wherebyjires in the industrial/vocaPURPOSE

tional education shop can be prevented and controlled
OBJECTIVES

To familiarize participants 'ifith:
a

1. The fundamentals of fire
2. Common ignition sources and ways to control them
3. The dames of fires and precautions aimed at preventing each class from
occurring
/
4. Requirements for storing flammable liquids and hazardous substances
5. Ways to limit fire spread
6. Requirements for an adequate fire system, including detection devices,
sprinkler systems and portable fire extinguishers
7. Emergency procedures in case of fi-e.
SPECIAL TERMS 1. Fire

2. Combustion

8. Spontaneous Ignition
9. Static Electricity

3. Uninhiaited Chain Reaction
4. Flash Point
5. Auto-IgnitiOn Temperature

10. Bonding
11. Grounding

6. Flammable Liquid
7. Combustible Liquid

13. Dry-Pipe
14. Wet-Pipe

INSTRUCTOR
MATERIALS

Chalk Board/Chalk
351nm Slides, Projector and Screen

TRAINEE
MATERIALS

Participant Outlines

12. Ionization

,

)
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The last several units have been concerned with some principles

INTRODUCTION

goods shop planning, including the construction of safe working
surfaces, maintenance of, facilities and provision for adequate
illumination. Two other important considerations in planning the
school shop are.fiie protection and safe storage and-handling -of
hazardous materials. In' this unit we will examine the classes .of
fires, the special properties of flammable and combustible mate-,
rials and the storage facilities necessaryfor fie protection. We will
then 'discuss various fire protection .systems: detection devices,
sprinkler systems and fire extinguishers.

4

The potential for fires in industrial/vocational education shops
is a great deal higher than Many persons believe. National 'Fire
Protection Association studies demonstrate that, in1,976 alone,
23,500 fires occurred in educational facilities, accounting for
$159,700,000 in property losses. Many of theie fires began in
school shops.

Everything necessary to start a fire is present in the industrial/
vocational education shop. Fire is the combining of o,xygen and
fuel in proper temperature to sustain combustion. C.thnbustion is
the chemical pricess in which, as a result of applied heat, fueland
oxygen unite at a rapid rate, producing light and heat. To, produce
combustion there must be:

FUNDAMENTALS OF FIRE

fuel

Fire Pyramid

oxygen (air)

heat

uninhibited chain reaction (see Figure 23).

Each of these is present in the industrial/vocational education

4
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FIRE PYRAMID

th.

0

f
"The fire pyramid." Oxygen, heat, ,fuel,
and chain reactions are necessary components of a fire. Speed the process and an
explbsion results.

Reprinted with permission from Accident
Prevention Manual for Industrial Operations, 7th ed. (Chicago: National Safety
Council, 1974), p. 1341.

Figure 23
Fuel

Fuel is usually in abundant supply from sources such as gasoline,

paint, solvents, plastics, oily rags, hydrogen generated -during
battery charging, cleaning materials, sawdust, paper; and scrdp.
Common chemical elements also serve as fuels: carbon; hydrogen
and sulphur.
Oxygen

The oxygen necessary for a fire is in plentiful supply from the
open air .itself. The air we breathe generally contains 21 percent
oxygen. The shop also contains oxydizing agents which support
combust* (for example, iron oxides, 'nitric acids and nitrogen
oxides).

12-4
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Fuel will not burn, or the union of oxygen and fuel will not take

Heat

place, until a certain-temperature is reached. Various fuels ignite at

various temperatures. Two terms are used -ii defining the tem-

perature at which a fuel ignites,,flash point and auto-ignition

k

temperature.

Flash point is the minimum temperature at which a liquid gives
off vapor in sufficient concentration to form an ignitible mixture
with air near the surface of the liquid. Those liquids with the
lqwest flash points are the most hazardous. Flash point temperatures cannot be considered constants, for they are related to other
condition's. For example,' the amount of vapor that will accum-

Flash Point

ulate in the air above a volatile liquid depends upon
1.

vapor pressure or the relative saturation of air with :the
vapor

2. the surface area of the volatile liquid.

Flammable liquids are trose with flash points below 100°F; com'bustible liquids are.those with flash points at or above 100°F.

Flammable Liquids
Combustible Liquids

Auto-ignition temperature is the lowest temperature at which
a flammable gas- Or vapor-aif mixture will ignite from its own heat
source or a contacted heat surface,without/he necessity of a spark
or flame. Vapors and gases will ignite spontaneously at a lower
temperature in oxygen than in air. The majority of vapors and
gases will not self-ignite in air until they reach temperatures of
about 500°F to 900°F. .

Auto-Ignition Temperature

1
Heat may be produced:. by fricta, an electric spark, chemical
action, the rays of the sun or heat from other burning materials. In
the industrial/vocational education shop the source of ignition
may also come in such forms as open flames, sparks, heating systems, welding, hot metal and electrical equipment.

The fourth side of the fire pyramid is
i an uninhibited chain reaction. This concept emphasizes the need for chemical reactions
between the fuel and oxidizer to progress without interference.1

Uninhibited Chain Reaction

The most common way of preventing fires is by eliminating either
th& fuel or the heat (source of ignition). To extinguish a fire, it is
necessary to remove one side of the pyramid:

Removing One Side of Fire
Pyramid

1.

Fuel. Remove or seal off fuel by me nical means, or
divert or shut off the flow of burning li
s or gases.
12 -5
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Oxygen. Exclude the air by smothering or by dilution.

3. Heat. Cool Cie burning material below its ignition point

with a suitable cooling agent.
4. Chain Reaction. Interrupt the chemical chain reaction of

the fire by using dry, chemical or Ha lon extinguishing
agents.2

Later in this unit methods of extinguishing fires will be discussed
it more detail.
HEAT TRANSFER

Before we can discuss fire protection, it is necessary to understand
clearly the methods of heat transmission.

Direct Contact

The most common means of spreading or propagating a fire is the
direct contact of flammable or combustible material with a flame.

Conduction

Conduction is the transfer of heat from one body or object to
another through an intervening conducting medium, usually a
solid.
1..

Convection

Convection is heat. transmission by a circulating medium, either
gas or liquid. Since heated media expand and rise, the hot gases
and smoke convey heat and toxic gases Zo the upper floors. The
more intense the fire, the greater the speed with which the smoke
and heat rise. Convection of smoke, heat and toxic gases through
vertical openings presents grave_dangers to persons on the upper
floors of buildings. Some toxic gases from fire are carbon monoxide (CO) and sulphur dioxide (S02).

Radiation

Heat waves or rays given off by a heated body travel in all direc-

tions in straight lines until they are absorbed or reflected by
another object. The amount of heat radiated from the source
increases very rapidly as the temperature of the source rises. The
'amount of 'radiant heat reaching an exposed object depends upon
the temperature difference between the heat source and the object
and the distance between them.
Propagation of Explosions

Explosions of flammable dust usually occur in a series, with the
later explosions causing the most serious damage. Fire, whic:- !nay

or may not cause another explosion, occurs after the initial
explosion.

a
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A study of,approximately 25,00.0 industrial fires traced the origins
of these fires to the following general causes
1.

23% electrical'

2.

18% smoking

IGNITION SOURCES

3. 10% friction

4. 8% overheated materials'
-,

5. 7% hot surfaces
'.:1

`..

6. 7% burner flames
7. 5% combustion sparks
8. 4% spontaneous ignition
9. 4% cutting and welding
10.. -3% exposuve
--

11. 3% incendiarism
12. 2% mechanical spaliug

13. 2% molten substances
14.

1% chemical action

15.

1% lightning

'16. 1% static sparks
17.

,

lt; miscellaneous.

Electric failures and misuse of electrical equipment are the principal causes of indu'strial fires. Some specific causes of such fires
are electrical arcing, Short circuits, overloaded circuits and equipment and substanda...1 wiring. Proper maintenance and periodic
inspection Of elec' -ical equipment and proper job training will
reduce the hazards of this ignition source. Haphazard wiring, poor.

Electric Fires

connections and 'temporary" repairs must be brought up to
standard. Fuses should be of the proper type and size. Circuit
12-7
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breakers should be checked to see that they have not been blocked
in the closed position, which results in overloading, and to see that
moving parts do not stick. The National Electrical Code, NFPA
Standard No. 70, should be followed.
Smoking

Smoking and matches are the second most common cause of fire.

This potential ignition source can be controlled if students are
taught to follow smoking regulations and to smoke only in nonhazardous, permitted areas. Because careless disposal of ashes and
matches can present problems in perthitted smoking areas, proper

receptacles should be provided to prevent fire in these areas.
Prohibition of smoking without proper attention to education has
caused fires through clandestine smoking. Where regulations permit, smoking areas should be provided and students taught why it
is hazardous to smoke in prohibited areas.
Friction

Fires caused by friction usually result from hot bearings, misaligned or broken machine parts, choking or jamming of material
and poorly adjusted power drives and conveyors. Friction can be

eliminated by proper maintenance and lubrication and regular
inspection of all mechanical equipment.
Overheated Materials and
Hot Surfaces

Another cause of fire is overheated materials, the result of processes or operations that require the heating of flammable materials and liquids and ordinary combustibles. Fires caused by hot
surfaces are usualy the result of conduction, convection and radiation of heat from boilers, hot ducts or flues. steam pipes or
electric lamps, which ignite flammable liquids and combustibles.
Control of such fires requires:
1.

proper cleafinces of combustible materials around boilers,
steam pipes, etc.

2.

adequate insulation and air circulation between hot surfaces and combustibles

Burner Flames and
Combustible Sparks

3.

proper job training and careful supervision

4.

well maintained automatic tempeiature control devices.

Fires caused by burner flames are usually the result of improper
use or poor maintenance of portable torches, boilers, driers and
portable heating equipment. The sources of fires started by sparks
can usually be traced.to burning rubbish, engine stacks, foundry
cupolas, furnaces and welding stations. Burners, stoves, furnaces,
12-8
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etc., should he properly adjusted and maintained, with adequate
clearances from combustibles and with spark arrestors on exhaust
flues or pipes. Other preventive measures include keeping open
flames away from combustible materials, employing adequate
ventilation and combustion safeguards, and proper design, operation and maintenance.
Spontaneous ignition occurs when combustibles and Oxygen in the

air are heated sufficiently to begin a reaction which continues

Spontaneous Ignition

until the combustible materials reaches a temperature at which the
reaction becomes self-sustaining. This temperature level is known
as the ignition point or ignition temperature. Spontaneous ignition
is usually the result of improper disposal of oily waste and rubbish
and of deposits in ducts and flues. Control methods include:
1.

Provide safe containers for all substances subject to spontaneous heating.

2.

Provide for prompt and regular disposal of the contents
of such containers.

3.

Use nonflammable cleaning solvents.

4. Provide for regular cleaning of ducts and flues.
5. Isolate storages subject to spontaneous heating.

Fires that occur as the result of cutting and welding operations are
usual)), caused by sparks and hot metal landing near welding surfaces, or by defective gauges or deteriorated .gas lines on the weld-

Cutting and Welding

ing apparatus. Proper training of students in the recognition of
hazards during cutting and welding will help reduce these ignition
sources. A later unit will be devoted to safety and health considerations in welding operations.

Fires that occur through exposure are usually caused by heat from
adjoining or nearby buildings.

Exposure

Incendiary fires are started maliciously by employees in the industrial setting and students in the school setting or by intruders.

Incendiarism

Fires caused by mechanical sparks are usually generated by metal
in machines or during grinding and crushing operations. Proper
care in cleaning and keeping stock free of foreign metallic pieces

Mechanical Sparks

will prevent sparks from Causing fires.

12-9
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Molten Substances

t,
Chemical Action

Fires caused by molten substances generally are the result of
molten metal released from a ruptured furnace or spilled during
handling. They can be prevented by proper operation and maintenance of equipment.

Chemical fires start when chemicals react with other chemicals
or materials or when decomposition causes chemicals to be unstable. The best preventives are .proper operation and careful
handling and storage, particularly avoiding conditions of heat and
shock.

Static Sparks

Fires from static are the result of contact and separation of materials which ignite flammable vapors, dusts and fibers. These static
charges are generated on agitation and mixing equipment, belts,
splash-filling of tanks; etc. They can be prevented by grounding,
bonding, ionization and humidification.

STATIC ELECTRICITY3

Static electricity' is generated by the contact and separation of
dissimilar materials. For example, static electricity is generated
when a fluid flows through a pipe or from an orifice into a tank.
Examples of several,methods of generating static electricity are
shown in Figure 24.

AGITATION

AND MIXING

TIRES

CHARGE
SEPARATION

IN PIPE

Typical staticproducing situations, including charge separation
in pipe.
Reprinted with permission from Accident Prevention Manual for
Industrial Operations, 7th ed. (Chicago: National Safety Council,
1974), p. 1290.

Figure 24

0
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The principle hazards created by static electricity are thoseAf fire
and explosion, which are caused by spark discharges containing
_sufficient energy to ignite any flanurlable or explosive vapors,
gas's or duks which are present. Students and staff may also be
shocked, causing an involuntary reaction (such as falling) which
may lead to injury.

Static sparks are4most dangerous where flammable vapors are
present in the air, such as at the outlet of a flammable liquid fill
pipe, a delivery hose nozzle, near an open flammable liquid container and around a tank truck fill opening or barrel bunghole.
A spark between two bodies Occurs when there is not a good
electrical conductive path between them. Grounding and bonding
of flammable liquid containers prevent static electricity from causing a spark. Recommended Practice on Static Electricity, NFPA
Standard No. 77, should be consulted fortletails.

The words "bonding" and "grounding" often have been used
interchangeably because of a poor understanding of terms. The
purpose of bonding is to eliminate a difference in potential between
objects.

The purpose of grounding is to eliminate a difference ih

potential between an object and ground (see Figure 25). Bonding
and grounding are effective only when the bonded objects are
conductive.

Although bonding will eliminate a difference in electrical potential
between the objects that are bonded, it will not eliminate a dif-

ference in potential between those objects and the earth, unless
one of the objects possesses a 0:ouncl to earth. Therefore, bonding
will not eliminate the static charge but will equalize the potential
between the objects bonded so that a spark will not occur between
them.
r
Flammable liquids are capable of building up electrical charges
when they flow through piping, when they are agitated in a tank
or a container, or when they are subjected to vigdrous mechanical

movement such as spraying or splashing. Proper bonding and
grounding of the transfer system usually drains off this static
charge to ground as fast as it is generated. However, rapid flow
rates in transfer lines can cause very high electrical potentials on
the surface of liquids, regardless of vessel grounding. Furthermore,
some petroleum liquids are.poor conductors of-electricity, particularly the pure, refined products; even though the transfer system is
properly grounded, a static charge may build up on the surface of

the liquid in the receiving container. The charge accumulates
12-11
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because static cannot flow through the liquid to grounded metal
as fast as it is being generated. The accumulated static charge can
result in a static spark with sufficient energy to ignite a flammable
air-vapor mixture.
BONDING AND GROUNDING
CHARGED AND UNCHARGED BODIES INSULATED FROM GROUND

-

Chemed belly
low hated front
ground

Unelsugod body
inettieted from
ground

'Owl' (CI) =

Chen* (0) = 6 nticrocoulonbic

Capacitate, (C) = 0.01 microform,
Vohs", t ground (V: = 0

C-opoeitenco (C) to ground = 0.01 microform!
-

Volts,/ (V) to ground.ond
unattested body = 600 volts

Xi!.

e

:-otund.--11!

-iAr 111,"..tA

Xe.*%41....

BOTH INSULATED BODIES SHARE THE SAME CHARGE
loth beelios bonded
together will shoe*
the cheigeonel hey.

no petiole(
different*

Charge (Q) on bath bodies = 6 tnierecoulentbs
Cepocitence (C) to greund for both bodies - 0.02 nucreforad
Voitespe (VII* ground = 300 veils

-'t:S.1.1;k::.
?RA:.

ge;',;A:.;;;;-)4ek' ';:iliV.:):;:.E.4Irell-gi;.Ya.717.S:J:;..::::::gt:'-:',!,;2-: ;Wed:

BOTH BODIES ARE GROUNDED AND HAVE NO CHARGE
Seth bodies bonded
and grounded permit

Send Wire

Charge (0) on both bodies = 0
Copocitents, (C) to ground
0 02 micro/Ded
Voltage (V) to ground
0

theme to flew to
ground

Ground
Wire

.JCA

Bonding eliminates a difference of potential between objects. Grounding eliminates a difference of potential between objects and ground.
Bonding and grounding apply only to conductive bodies and, when
properly applied, can be depended upon to remove the charge.

Reprinted with permission from Accident Prevention Manual for
Industrial Operations, 7th ed. (Chicago: National Safety Council,
1974), p. 1292.

Figure 25
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This high static charge is usually contrelled by reducing the flow
rates, avoiding violent splashing with 'side-flow fill lines and using
relaxation time.

When flammable liquids are transfeired from one container to
another, they must be effectively bonded and grounded. This practice prevents electrical discharge (sparks) from the accumulation
of static charge because of the transfer process.
No
.SVOPINC

Drums grounded and bonded to receiving container.
From Occupational Safety and Health in Vocational

Education (Cincinnati: NIOSH, February 1979), p. 78.

Flat Moving belts are sources of static electricity unless they are
made of a conductive material or coated with a conductive beltdressing compound designed to prevent the accumulation of
static charges. However, V-belts utually do not create sufficient
static charge to cause concern. Nonconductive materials passing

through or over rolls also creates charges of static electricity.
Bonding and grounding systems should be checked regularly for
electrical continuity.

In addition to bonding and grounding, there are two other ways
that separated charges of static electricity can be recombined
before sparking potentials build up.

IONIZATION AND
CONTROLLING
HUMIDITY

The surrounding environment can be ionized. If the air in the

Ionization

immediate area is ionized with a charged body, a conducting path
will be provided. Air can be ionized by using high voltage or radioactive static eliminators.

12-13
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Control of Humidity

The humidity of the air can be controlled. Keeping the relative
humidity in the area above 60 percent will condense enough
moisture on the surface of the objects to allow static cli*rges to
dissipate.

CLASSES OF FIRES

4
CLASS A FIRES:
ORDINARY COMBUSTIBLE
MATERIALS

_

Up .to this point we have been discussing the causes of fires. Now
we will examine the classes of fires. The National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) has defined four general classifications.

Class A fires, sometimes called "surface burning fires," occur in
ordinary combustible materials (e.g., wood, cellulose, paper, cloth,
excelsior, rubber). Class A fires are extinguished by bringing the
materials Below their ignition temperature with the quenching and
cooling effects of water. Under certain circumstances, these fires
may be extinguished by the blanketing and smothering effects of,
dry chemical and carbon dioxide fire extinguishers.

Precautions:

Because ordinary combustible materials serve as fuel for fire,
several precautions are necessary:

,

Provide Adequate Disposal

1.

Provide Regular Inspection

2. Provide for regular inspection of the waste storage area.

Provide Internal Housekeeping

3.

Program

Provide a program of adequate disposal of all combustible
wastes and rubbish designed specifically for the operations
or processes involved.
/

Provide a program of internal housekeeping which will
prevent any accumulation of waste and which will result
in safe, clean work areas.

Provide External
Housekeeping Program

4.

Provide a program of external housekeeping to prevent
accumulation of waste, brush or high grass around buildings.

a

Several combustible substances deserve special mention: dusts,
plastics, teoxtiles, waste materials and cleaning supplies.
Dusts

Most finely divided combustible materials in air present a serious
hazard. Sawdust and coal dust are examples of combustible dusts,
Deposits of combustible dust on floors, beams, machines, etc.,
are subject to flash fires, and dust suspended in air can explode
violently. Prevention or removal of dust accumulation on structural members, walls and ceilings is a necessary procedure. Precautions are:
*

P
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Precautions:
1.

Where possible, provide local exhaust systems for dust
collection.

2. Provide a program for frequent vacuum cleaning of struc-

tural members, ceilings and walls. The vacuum cleaning
equipment should be explosion proof.

3. Remove or control the accumulation of hazardous dust at
all ignition sources.

Buirning plastics (e.g., nitrocellulose, polystyrene, cellulose, rayon

Provide Local Exhaust
Systems

Provide Frequent Vacuum
Cleaning-

Control Accumulation at
Ignition Sources
Plastics

and polyvinyl chloride) are particularly dangerous because they
produce large amounts of smoke and because their fumes are
extremely toxic. Special care should be-taken to keep plastics
away from ignition sources.
6

Some textiles (e.g., rayon, cellulose fibers, cotton textiles) are

Textiles

highly flaminable and characterized 'by a high rate of flame spread.

Though flame retardant treatments help to slow down flame
spread, such treatments may be washed out after a few launderings. Students must be cautioned to keep clothing away from
ignition sources and, where necessary, to wear aprons.

Combustible waste materials, such as oily shop rags or paint rags,
must be stored in covered metal containers and disposed of daily.

Combustible Waste Materials

The materials used for cleaning also can create hazards. All oily
mops 'must be stored in closed approved metal containers. Combustible sweeping compounds, such as oil-treated sawdust, can be
a fire hazard. Floor coatings containing solvents with low flash

Combustible Cleaning Materials

points can be dangerous, especially near sources of ignition.

Class B fires are fires in flammable liquids, gases and 'greases.
Class B fires are most successfully extinguished by limiting the
amount of air which supports combustion. Fire extinguishers of
the dry chemical, carbon dioxide, foam and halogenated hydrocarbon agent typeS are recommended for this class of fire. Solid
streams of water are likely to spread the fire, but under certain
circumstances water fog nozzles prove effective.

4

Flammable liquids are those with flash points below 100°F. Flammable liquids are hazardous because-of their ease of ignition (low
flash point), flammable range and burning intensity. The degree

1245

CLASS B FIRES:
FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS,
GASES AND GREASiS

Flammable Liquids

100°F = 37.8°C

Fire Protection

of danger is determined largely by the flash point of the.liquid,
the concentration of vapors in the air and the possibility of a
source of ignition at or above a temperature sufficient to cause
the mixture to burst into flame. Flammable liquids vaporiz9 and
form flammable mixtures when in open containers, when leaks or
spills occur or when heated. Gasoline, ethyl alcohol, benzene, turpentine and naphtha are examples of flammable liquids; Fluid
commodities containing flammable liquids (e.g., paints, varnishes,
cleaning solutions) should be considered flammable liquids and
classed according ta thellash point of the mixture.
Combustible Liquids

100°F = 37.8°C

Combustible liquids are those having flash points at or above'
100°F. They are usually safe to handle and to work with at normal
temperatures, but these liquids should not be heated. Lube oils,
kerosene, cresols, benzyl alcohol, cooking oil, mineral spirits and
palm oil are examples of combustible liquids.
The following chart classifies some common products according to

their flash points. Though not indicated on the chart, Class III
combustibles are further subdivided into IIIA,' those with flash
140°F = 60°C
200 °F = 93.3°C

points between 140°.F and 200°F, andIIIB, those with flash.points
at or aboVe 200°F.
CLASSIFICATION OF SOME TYPICAL FLAMMABLE
AND COMBUSTIBLE PRODUCTS

73°F = 22.8°C

Cliss

FLAMMABLES

Flash Point

Boiling Point

A

Gasoline (some)
Pentane

Lower than

Lower than
100°F
.

Acetone
Denatured Alcohol
Gasoline (some)
Naphtha. VM and P
Toluene

Lower than

Xylene

At or.Above

I00°F = 37 3°C

C

73 °F

73 °F

At or Above
100°F

73o.F

,COMBUSTIBLES
Kerosene

At or Above
100°F

Mineral Spirits
Naphtha
Stoddard Solvent

140°F = 60°C

Asphalt
Brake Fluid
Fuel Oil No 4
Fuel Oil No 5
Fuel Oil No 6

At or Above
140°F

From Occupational Safety and Health in Vocational
Education (Cincinnati: NIOSH, February 1979), p. 78.
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:

Because of their low flash point and low ignition tempkatures,
flammable liquids afe Uangerous and require the following pre-

Precautions:

cautions:

1. When possible, avoid the use of highly flammable liquids
by using in their place nontoxic and nonflammable (or less
.
flammable) liquids. For example, benzene can be replaced
by toluene in most lacquers, synthetic-rubber solutions
and paint removers.
.

Avoid Using Highly
Flammable Liquids

$

2
.

Keep flammable liquids in approved fire resistant safety
containers, never in glass containers. Keep all flammable

Keep Flammable Liquids in
Closed Safety Containers

liquids in closed containers when not in use.
3. Limit the amount of flammable liquids in the shop area to
that needed for one day.

Limit Amount of.Flammable
Liquids in Work Area
,

4. Provide safe operating procedtkres, including local exhaust ,
systems", for all processes.

5. Remove or control

all

ignition sources such as static

_

Follow Safe Operating
Procedures
Control Ignition Sources

electricity, smoking and open flames.
6. Provide fo'r adequate clearances between flammable liquid
containers or safety cans and any heat sources.

Provide Adequate Clearances.

*

7. Provide adequate ventilation for all operations involving

Provide Adequate Ventilation

the use or storage of flammable liquids.
...;

b

8. Anticipate flammable liquid spills:and provide means tc

Control Spills

control and limit spillage, as well as suitable absorptive
materials for use in cleaning up spills. Clean tip promptly
all spills of flammable or combustible liquids.

9. Make sure that the connections on all drums containing
flammable and combustible liquids are vapor and heat

Make Sure Connections
are Tight

tight.

10. Always use and handle flammable liquids with extreme
caution, no matter how familiar they are.
11. Store large amounts of flammable liquids in a separate fire

resistant building r vault, which conforms to the recognized standards. torage tanks should be properly vented
and supported
masonry or, in diked areas, by poured
concrete supp'o ts.

Handle Flammable Liquids
with Caution
Store Flammable Liquids
Safely

12-17
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The storage of flammable and combustible liquids is a, subject
which will be dealt with in length later in this unit.
Flammable Gases

The hazards of flammable gases are generally the same as those of
flammable liquids, except that commercial gases. are usually in
compressed gas cylinders. Flammable compressed gases usually

burn with a greater intensity than exposed flammable liquids.
Acetylene, propane, hydrogen, natural gas and butane are examples of flammable gases. Their safe use and storage will be discussed in the unit on welding.

(

CLASS C FIRES:
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Class C fires occur in electrical equipment and call for such nonconducting extinguishing agents as dry chemical, carbon dioxide
and compressed gas. Fire prevention and protectiori for Class C
es will be
in the unit on electricity.
).discussed

-

CLASS D FIRES:
COMBUSTIBLE METALS

Class D fires occur in combustible metals such as magnesium,
potassigm, zirconium, - lithium, sodium, . powdered aluminum,
zinc and titanium. Special extinguishing agents. ami methods are
used, such as graphite base types and sand. Precautions for com-

Precautions:

bustible metals include:

Provide Frequent Collection

1.

Provide for frequent collection 9f combustible metal
chips and shavings.
.
Prevent any presence of oil or grease near or in finely

Keep Oil or Grease Away

divided particles of combustible metals.
Provide Safe Storage

3.

Provide covered, plainly labeled, clean, dry steel containers for combustible metal particles which are to be
salvaged. Store them in an isolated storage yard or at a
safe distance from all buildings.

FIRE PROTECTION
REQUIREMENTS FOR
STORING HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS
6

All four classes of fires can and do occur in the incistrial/voca-

tional education shop. Class D fires are a particular concern
becanse flammable liquids and hazardous substances are necessary

to many shop operations. Therefore, special attention must be
paid to fire protection requirements for storing flammable and
combustible materials. In this section we will discuss the requirementsfor storage containers, cabinets and rooms.

STORAGE CONTAINERS
,.

The National Fire Protection Association (NF PA) publishes
standards which govern fire protection in educational institutions.
The NFPA code states that the storage of flammable liquids shall

be limited to that required for maintenance, demonstration,
-,,

r.

4 t)
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treatment and laboratory v. -It. The code establishes the followiqg storage provisions for flammable liquids:

I. No container for Class I or Class II liquids shall exceed a
capacity of one gallon, except that safety cans can be of
two gallons capacity.

2. Not more than ten gallons of Class I and Class II liquids
combined shall be stored outside of a storage cabinet or

1 gallon = 3.8 liters
2 gallons = 7.6 liters
10.gallons = 37.9 liters

.

storage room; except in safety cans.

Not more than 25 gallons of Class I and Class II liquids
combined shall be stored in safety cansoutside of a storage

25 gallons = 94.7 liters

room or storage cabinet.

4. Not more than 60 gallons .of Class ILIA -41cItilcis shag be 160 gallons = 227.1 liters
stored outside of a storage room oiliorage cabinet.
5. . Quantities c f flammable and combustible liquids in excess

of Those set forth in this section shall be stored in an
inside storage room or storage cabinet.

Special cabinets are available for storing flammable and combustible liquids in the school shop. All, such cabinets must .be
clearly labelled "FlammableKeep Fire Away."

STORAGE CABINETS

From Occupational Safety

and Health in Vocational Education (Cincinnati:
NIOSH, February 1979),
p. 79.

According to the NFPA, storage cabinets must be designed so that
the internal temperature does not exceed 325°F when subjected

to a ten-minute fire test using the standard time-temperature
curve specified by the NFPA.
12-19
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A.-",

For a metal cabinet, the code requires that the bottom, top,

.:,-, Metal Cabinet
i`

door and sides be at least No. 18 gauge sheet iron and doublewalled with at least 1-1/2 inch air space between the walls. Joints

1-1/2" = 38 mm.
.I.

must be made tight by such effective means as riveting or welding.

Doois must have three-point locks, and the door sill must be
2" = 5 cm.

raised at least two inches above the bottom of the cabinet.

Wooden cabinets

The NFPA code also allows the use of wooden cabinets if they
are properly constructed. Tests indicate that wooden cabinets can
be at least as effective, and- in many cases better, than metal
cabinets. The NFPA specifies that a wood cabinet used for storing
flammable liquids must have a bottom, sides and top consthicted,
of an approvea grade of plywood at least one inch thick. Joints
must be rabbeted
and fastened in two directions with flathead
.0

1" = 2.5 cm.

wood screws.

Storage Limits

60 gallons = 227 liters
120 gallons = 454 titers

.

...

,

.

The NFPA code specifies that not more diati 60 gallons of flammable or 120 gallons of combustible liquids may be stored in a
storage cabinet. Not more than three such cabinets may be located
in a single fire area.

Exhaust Systems

Storage cabinets provide a convenient method for storing flammable and toxic chemicals when a central storage facility is not
available. They are equipped with locks and 'provide excellent
security in school situations. They also are equipped with pipe
connections, which facilitate the connection of the cabinets to
a. mechanical exhaust system. The cabinets should be exhausted
to prevent the accumulation of toxic or explosive chemical vapors.

One manufacturer of storage cabinets for flammable liquids
recommends that they be exhausted at a rate, of twenty cubic
feet per minute (cfm).
STORAGE ROOMS -

Because in most educational institutions both flammable and panflammable materials will be stored in the same area, storage rooms

should be built to conform with NFPA codes for. storage of
flammable liquids. Storage rooms in the industrial/vocational
education school should not have an opening that communicates
with the public portion of the building. The NFPA code requires
that..

4" = 10 cm.

1.

the floor in the storage room be at least four inches lower

than the surrounding floors or that there be a noncombustible, liquid-tight raised sill or ramp at least four
inches high between the storage area and adjacent rooms
or buildings
12-20
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'2. all doors be approved, self-closing fire doors

the. room be liquid-tight where the walls join the floor.

3.

The following table shows the quantities of flammable liquids
which may be stored in rooms of various sizes. Note that ropms
with separate fire protection systems are allowed far greater
quantities of flammable liquids.
STORAGE IN INSIDE ROOMS
Total
allowable
quantities
(gals. /sq. ft.
floor area)

Fire

protection'

Fire

Maximum

provided

resistance

size

Yes

2 hours,
2 hours
1 hour
1 hour

500 sq. ft
500 sq. ft
150 sq. ft
150 sq. ft

No
Yes

No .

.

.

.......

10

4
5

500 sq. ft. = zit

sq. m.

150 sq. ft. = 13.9 sq. m.

2

'Fire protection system shall be sprinkler, water spray, carbon dioxide, dry chemical,
halon or other approved system

Reprinted with permission from NFPA 30, Flammable Liquids Code,
National Fire Codes, 1979.

rreN.
Table 10 'shows the maximum number of gallons that may be
stored on various indoor storage levels. Note that those liquids
classed as A, B and C all are flammable, and Class II and III
liquids are combustible.

Containers with capacities of more than 30 gallons of flammable
liquid should not be stored one upon the other. Large containers
should be stored on or near the floor. The higher shelves should
not be higher than an average-sized person comfortably can reach
while standing on the floor. Only smaller containers should be
stored on the higher shelves.

Containers
30 gallons = 113.6 liters

OSHA regulations require that there be one clear aisle at least
three feet wide and that lights in the storage area be explosion-

Aisle

proof.

Lights

The floors in storage rooms should be constructed out of material

Floors
Electrical Outlets and
Equipment
Temperature

that is resistant to chemicals and readily cleaned. All electrical
outlets and equipment must be well grounded. The room should
be kept, cool, but not cold enough to freeze the -F agents stored
in it.
12-21
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Table 10
INDOOR CONTAINER STORI.GE

Storage level

Class liquid

Ground and upper floors

A

Basement
B

Ground and upper floors

C

Ground and upper floors

II

Ground and upper floors

Basement

Basement

Basement

III

Protected storage
maximum per pile

Unprotected storage
maximum per pile

Gallons

Gallons

2,750
(50)
Not permitted
5,500
(100)
Not permitted
16,500
(300)
Not permitted
16,500
(300)
5,500

660
(12)
Not permitted
1,375
(25)
Not permitted
4,125
(75)
Not permitted
4,125
(75)
Not permitted

quo

Ground and upper floors

55,000
(1,000)
8,250
(450)

Basement

13,750
(250)

Not permitted

Note 1 When 2 or more classes of materials are stored in a single pile, the maximum gallonage permitted in that pile shall be
the smallest of the 2 or more separate maximum gallonages.

Note 2 Aisles shall be provided so that no container is more than 12 ft. from an aisle. Main aisles shall be at least 3 ft. wide
and side aisles at least 4 ft wide
Note 3 Each pile shall be separated from each other by at least 4 ft.
(Numbers in parentheses indicate corresponding number of 55-gal. drums.)

From General Industry OSHA Safety and Health Standards (29 CFR
1910.106), U.S. Department of Labor, November 1978, p. 145.
4

Ventilation Systems

All inside storage rooms must be equipped with either a gravity
or a mechanical exhaust system to remove hazardous vapors. If

flammable liquids are stored, mechanical exhaust ventilation
should be used.

1' = 30 cm.

The exhaust duct should be located near the floor level (one foot
above). Both the exhaust and inlet air openings should be arranged
to provide air movements across all portions of the floor to prevent accumulation of flammable vapors. The NFPA code requires
that the exhaust system be capable of completely changing the

air within the storage room at least six times each hour. As a
rule of thumb, the ventilation system should be capable of removing 10,000 cubic feet, of air for every gallon of liquid vaporized.
12-22
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M least one fire extinguisher having a rating of at least 12-B units

Fire Extinguisher

must be located outside of, but not more than ten feet from, the
door opening into any room used for storage. Where flammable
and combustible liquids are stored outside of a storage room but
still inside a-building, at least one portable fire extinguisher with
a rating of at least 12-B units must be located not less than ten

10' = 3 m.

feet or more than 25 feet from the storage area.

25' = 7.6 m.

Open flames and smoking must not be permitted in flammable or
combustible liquid storage areas.

Both storage cabinets and storage rooms must provide for two
other considerations related directly to fire protection, security
and chemical exposure protection.

In addition to locking cabinets and storage rooms, security requires that a system be devised which accounts carefully for
hazardous materials. Not only must such a system provide an
invbntory for items in storage, but also instructors must keep a

Security

record of
what materials were removed
by whom

for what purpose
O

at what time.

Careful recordkeeping is mandatory, both for fire protection and
as part of the broader shop safety and health program.

Controlling what chemicals are stored and how they are stored
will result in chemical exposure protection.

Some chemicals are incompatible and may form a violent reaction
if they come into contact with one another. For example, strong
oxidizing materials should not be stored next to organic materials,
and flammable solvents should not be stored next to acids. This

does not mean that incompatible materials have to be stored in
another room or cabinet. They can be stored on another shelf
or on the other side of the room. The appendix to this unit lists
some examples of incompatible chemicals.

Chemical Exposure Protection

Fire Protection

Ventilation is an imprrtant part of chemical exposure protection
and, as stated above, is required in storage rooms and cabinets.

If flammable and combustible liquids are stored outside, the area
should be graded to divert possible spills away from buildings. The
storage area should be kept free of debris and weeds and protected
from tampering or trespassing. Smokir g Must be prohibited. Table

OUTDOOR STORAGE

11 shiws the limits on outstoren container storage.

Special reaations apply to outdoor gasoline storage. Instructors
will need to contact appropriate local and state authorities to see
/under what conditions, if any, storage in excess of 60 gallons is

Gasoline Storage

I

permitted.
Table 11
OUTDOOR CONTAINER STORAGE

1

2

Class

Maximum
per pile
(see note 1)

IA
IB
IC
II

III

4

3

...

Distance between
piles (see note 2)

5

(see notes 3 and 4)

Distance to
street, aIleY
public way
(see note 4)

Distance to

property line that
can be built upon

gal.

ft.

ft.

ft.

1,100
2,200
4,400
8,800
22,000

5

20
20
20

10
10

10
10

5

5
5

5
5

10
5

Note 1 When 2 or more classes of materials are stored In a signle pile, the maximum gallonage in that pile shall be the smallest
of the 2 or more sepparate gallonages.
Note 2 Within 200 ft. of each container, there shall be a 12-ft. wide access way to permit approach of fire control apparatus
Note 3. The distances listed apply to properties that have protection for exposures as defined. If there are exposures, and such
protection for exposures does not exist, the distances in column 4 shall be doubted.
Note 4 When total quantity stored does not exceed 40 percent of maximum per pile, the distances in columns 4 and 5 may be
reduced 50 percent, but not less than 3 ft.

1,100 gallons = 4,164 liters
2,200 gallons = 8,328 liters
4,400 gallons = 16,656 life's
8,800 gallons = 33,312 liters
22,000 gallons = 83,279 liters

5' = 1.5 rn,

20'
m.
10' = 3 m.

10' = 3 m.

5' - 1.5 m.

200' = 61 m.
12' 3.7 m.

3'= 9m.
From General Industry OSHA Softly and Health Standards (29 CFR
1910. 106), U.S. Department of Labor, November 1978, p. 146.
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Should a fire occur in the school shop, its spread must be limited

LIMITING FIRE SPREAD4

if its potential for damage is to be reduced. Several structural
devices help retard the spread of fire.

A fire °wall is made of noncombustible materials, usually brick or

block, which will not burn through nor conduct enough heat
through the wall to start a fire on the other side. The length of
time a fire wall will resist fire spread may vary from one hour to
four hours, depending on the type of construction. Because it is

Fire Walls

usually self-supporting, a fire wall will remain standing even after
the building collapses. Properly used, fire walls divide a building
into senarate.fire areas.

Although they are necessary openings in a fire wall, fire doors
do not offer the protection of a solid fire wall and should be held
to a minimum. Standard fire doors may be clad in steel or sheet
metal with wooden or noncombustible cores, or they may be
hollow metal doors. The length of time each door will protect an
opening varies from 45 minutes to three hours under standard
testing methods. All fire doors should be hung in noncombustible
frames. The three most common kinds of fire doors are swinging,

Fire Doors

A--

horizontal sliding and vertical sliding.

Fire doors should not be hooked in the open position. This practice destroys the protective function of the fire door.
Air ducts can be a means of conveying hot fire gases and smoke
throughout a building., To prevent this, fire dampers should be
installed in all (Wets that penetrate fire walls and in branch lines to
other fire areas. A detection system should be used to stop all fans
operating in the duct work when smoke or high temperatures are
detected. Fire dampers and detection systems should be installed

Fire Dampers

in accordance with recognized NFPA standards.

An adequate fire detector and/or suppression system is one of the
best investments; a school can make. Once installed, it must be

FIRE PROTECTION
SYSTEM

supervised by a qualified individual and tested and inspected
regularly. A good system will provide:
1.

detection devices in all hazardous and concealed areas,
to detect fire automatically and sound the alarm

2.

manual trip boxes at

all

exits and other appropriate

locations

12-25
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3.

horns or bells throughout the building to sound the
alarm

he fire and are
transmitted automatically to fire departme alarm headquarters or to a central control 'station whit, relays the
alarm to the fire department

4. alarm signals which give the location o

5.

a water-flow alarm which sounds when the automatic
sprinkler system is

iva ed

6. an automatic sprinkler system supplemented where necessary by special systems to.control specific hazards
7. portable fire extinguishers to act as a first line of defense
8. a regular inspection and maintenance program to keep the

system in proper operating condition.
FIRE DETECTION
DEVICES5

.

Fire detection devices are of four main kinds. Each detects fire at
a distinct stage.
1.

ionizationincipient stage

2. photoelectricsmoldering stage
3.

infraredflame stage

4. thermalheat stage.

Ionization Detectors

Ionization detectors respond to the combuition particles produced
in the incipient stage. These particles, too small to be visible, are

created by chemical decomposition and are generated before
Smoke or flame is visible and before significant heat develops.
When the combustion particles rise to the ceiling, the ionization .
detector sounds an alarm.

Photoelectric Detectors

When the fire goes beyond the incipient to the smoldering stage,
the combustion particles increase in number and become visible
as smoke. Photoelectric detectors (coMmonly called smoke detectors) respond to this smoke, sound the alarm and shut off air
flow in ducts.

Infrared Detectors

As the smoldering stage continues, the point of ignition occurs
and flames start. The fire has now progressed to the third stage,
12-26
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the flame stage, where the smoke level decreases and the heat
level increases. Infrared detectors pick up the infrared energy
which is produced.

At the final stage, the heat stage, large amounts of heat, flame,
smoke and toxic gases are produced. Thermal detectors respond to

Thermal Detectors

this heat energy. There are two general types of thermal detectors:
fixed temperature devices and rate of rise detectors.

Thermostats are the most frequently used fixed temperature
detectors. The bimetallic thermostat utilizes the difference in
coefficients of thermal expansion of two metals, which laminate
into a single strip that bends whdn heated, closing the electrical
contacts.

In the rate of rise system, a rapid rise in temperattire heats the air
in a tubing system or air chamber. This rise in pressure trips the
device and sounds the alarm. If the temper...ture rises slowly, the
pressure bleeds off through a compensating port.
After a fire is ,detected, it must be extinguished. Automatic sprinklers are the most versatile and dependable form of fire protection
available. Sincetheir initial use in industrial plants ardund 1850,
they have been refined and improved so that most fire protection

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER
SYSTEMS

engineers consider them the most important fire fighting equipment.

A sprinkler system is an integrated system of underground and

Sprinkler

overhead piping which includes a suitable water supply, a controlling valve and a device for actuating an alarm when the system is
in operation. It is usually activated by heat from a fire and dis-

charges water over the fire area. In Standard 13 of the National
Fire Code, the NFPA defines five systems, of which only two are

likely to be used in the industrial/vocational education shop.
According to the NFPA, wet-pipe is "a system employing automatic sprinklers attached to a piping system containing water and
connected to a water supply so that water discharges immediately from sprinklers opened by a fire." Antifreeze is necessary if
portions of the system are subjected to freezing temperatures.

Wet-Pipe System

The dry-pipe system is defined as one "employing sprinklers attached to a piping system containing air or nitrogen under pres-

Dry-Pipe System

sure, the release of which as from the opening lof sprinklers '

Fire Protection

permits the water pressure to open a valve known as the 'dry-pipe

valve.' The water then flows into the piping system and out the
opened sprinklers."

0

Because it is slower to put water on the fire, the dry-pipe system
should be installed only where a wet-pipe system is not practical
(for example, in rooms or buildings which cannot be properly
heated). However, an approved dry-pipe system is far preferable to
shutting off the water supply entirely during cold weather.
Sprinklers should be selected on the basis of occupancy and temperature rating. Ratings are based on standardized tests in which a
sprinkler head is immersed in a liquid the temperature of which is
raised until the head operates. The maximum room temperature at

Temperature Ratings

ceiling level under normal working conditions determines the
sprinkler head rating to use.

135-170°F = 57.2-76.6°C
100°F = 37.7°C

Rating

Maximum
Ceiling
Temperature (F)

Operating
Temperature (F)

Color

135.170

uncolored *

100
150

225

Ordinary

175-225°F = 79.4-107.2°C

Intermediate

175.225

white*

150°F = 65.6°C
250- 300°F = 121.1-1/.:).89C

High

250.300

blue

Extra high

325.375

325-375°F = 162.7-190.5°C
400-475°F = 204.4- 246.1°C
500-575°F = 260 ° 301.7 °C

Very extra high

400-475

green

375

Ultra high

500.575

orange

475

Jed

'300

The 135-F sprinklers of some manufacturers are half black and half uncolored. The
175°F sprinklers of the same manufacturers are yellow.

Reprinted with permission from NFPA 13, Sprinkler Systems, National
Fire Codes, 1979.

Dependable sprinkler protection requires systematic maintenance
and inspection. NFPA 13A, Care and Maintenance of Sprinkler
Systems, gives specific maintenance requirements, including
inspection of control valves, testing water flow and reading water
and air pressure gauges. Because 35 percent of all sprinkler system
failures are caused by closed valves, it is imperative that controlling valves be kept open and water supplies maintained in serr ce.

Maintenance

The local fire department should be familiar with the automatic

sprinkler equipment: its location, the arrangement of control
valves, connections for fire department use and the extent of

,...; .
....

267
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protection the system offers. Such thorough knowledge can save
precious minutes and prevent faulty use in the event of a fire.

In addition and as a supplement to automatic sprinkler systems,
there are several methods of fire control which can be installed to
control specific hazards. In the industrial /vocational education
setting these methods would be installed where water is not an

SPECIAL SYSTEMS

acceptable extinguishing agent.

NFPA II, Standard for Foam Extinguishing Systems, defines foam
as an "aggregate of tiny gas-filled or air-filled bubbles, lighter than

the lightest oils." When applied, it forms "a coherent floating
blanket on flammable and combustible liquids lighter than water
and prevents or extinguishes fire by excluding air and cooling the
fuel." It is used primarily for the protection of flammable liquid
storage areas and to ks. The air (mechanical) foam has replaced
chemical foam. whi h is now considered obsolete. It consists of
bubbles of air pro uced when air and water are mechanically
agitated with a fo*-making agent.
(
According to NFPA 17, Dry Chemical Extinguishing Systems,

dry chemical is a "finely divided powder, usually sodium bicarbonate, with additives to prevent caking and to increase flowability." It is widely used to extinguish the rapidly spreading

Foam
I

..

Dry Chemical

surface of fire typical of flammable liquids. Because it is electrically nonconducting, it is often used on fires involving electrically
energized equipment. It also can be used on ordinary combustibles
when the fire is of a surface nature and where rapid flame knockdown is useful.

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a colorless, odorless, electrically nonconductive inert gas which "extinguishes fir by reducing the
concentration of oxygen and/or the gaseous pnase of the fuel in
the air to the point where combustion stops" (NFPA 12, Carbon
Dioxide Extinguishing Systems). It is used to protect gaseous and
liquid flammable processes and materials, engines using gasoline
and other flammable fuels, electrical equinment, ordinary combustibles and hazardous solids. Because the CO2 concentration
dilutes the oxygen in the air, this system may create an atmosphere that will not sustain life. The area must be thoroughly

Carbon Dioxide

I

ventilated after the fire is extinguished.
Water spray systems use what is called wet water, water to which
an approved wetting agent has been added, discharged from a

device capable of separating the water

Water Spray

to spray. Adding a
12-29
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wetting agent reduces the surface tension of the water and increases its penetrating, spreading and/or its emulsifying ability.
According to NFPA 15, Water Spray Systems, such systems are
particularly effective on fires involving flammable liquids, coin.
bustible solids and electrical equipment.
PORTABLE FIRE
EXTINGUISHERS6

Portable fire extinguishers are the first line of defense in coping

with fires of limited size. They are needed in the industrial/
vocational education setting even when the shop is equipped
with automatic sprinklers or other fixed protection devices. The
NatiOnal Safety Council lists six requirements for effective
portable extinguishers.? They must be:
1.

a reliable type

2.

the right type for each class of fire that may occur in the
area

3.

in sufficient quantity to protect against the exposure in
the area

4.

located where they are readily accessiblz, for immediate use

5.

maintained in perfect operating condition, inspected

frequently, checked' against tampering and recharged as
,required
6.

operable by the persons who are in the area, who can find

them and who are trained to use them effectively and
promptly.
TYPES OF PORTABLE
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

Portable fire extinguishers can be divided into three basic categories: water, gaseous and dry chemical. A dry powder type is
available for Class D fires. Units are classified with a letter designationA, i3, C or D or a combinationto show which classes of
fire they can combat effectively (see Figure 26). Class A and B
units also have a numerical rating that indicates their approximate extinguishing potential. Table 13 in the Appendix contains
a comp!ete list of extinguisher characteristics: extinguishing agents,
method of operation, capacity, etc.

1.

Water Types

Perhaps th most common portable fire t.xtinguisher is the 2.1/2
gallon pressurized water unit, recommended for Class A hazards.
This unit requires little skill to operate and has a long discharge,

timeusually about one minuteso that the inexperienced user
12-30
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GUIDE TO PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
UlaSS

of
fire

A/B

A

Water types

'.

B/C

AFFF

Carbon

Foam

dioxide

Dry chemical
types

Halon
1211

Type

of
unit

STORED
PRESSURE

PUMP

STORED
PRESSURE

TANK

SELF

CARTRIDGE
OPERATED

STORED

-

EXPELLING

PRESSURE

STORED
PRESSURE

.

4....

i

4,,,

_...

1

._

4

A..
Sizes
available

Approximate
horizontal
Approximate
discharge

time

c

2,

2', and

Gal

5-Gal

2'/,
Gal

30 to

30 to
40 ft

20 to
25 ft

0 ft

ranrse

I

1 to

50

Min

3 Min

Sec

.

.

5.20 lb

2:,-30 lb

4.30 lb

3.8 ft

10.15 ft.

10-20 ft

8-15 Sec

8.25 Sec

8.25 S
Sec >.

2 to

22 lb
10 to
16 ft

8 to
18 Sec

4A. Protection required qelOw 40
Rid

A/B/C
tAultipurpose
dry chemical

Halo .
1211

CARTRIDGE
OPERATED

STORED
PRESSURE

D-

STORED
PRESSURE

Ordinary Combustibles
Fires in paper, wood, trash, or cloth

Dry
powder

CARTRIDGE
OPERATED

B

Flammable Liquids
Fires in fuel oil, gasoline, paint, greo, solvents,
and other flarnmhble Ilquias

Note Only dry chemicals are effective on twee
involving pressurized flammable gases
and liquids

Electrical Equipment
Fires in wiring, overheated fuse boxes con
ductors, and ether electrical sources

Metals
Certain metals such as on.ignesium and sodium
require suecial dry POMP': extinguoshants

2y, 30 I.,

I

5 30 lb

1015 ft

I

10 20 ft

8 25 Sec

I

8 25 Sec

9 to
22 lb
14 to
16 ft

IC to
18 Sec

30 lb

5 ft

20 Sec

Reprin ed with permission from "Selecting, Maintaining and Using
Portable Fire Extinguishers" by Jeanine A. Katzel, Plant Engineering
(March 8, 1979), pp. 94-95.

Figure 26
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SOME MAJOR TYPES OF PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

PULL PIN

*-- --OPERATING
LEVER

OPERATING

LEVER

PRESSURE
GAUGE

EXPELLANT
GAS (AIR)

LIQUID CO=

1.-- DISCHARGE
TUBE

CHARGE

,

SIPHON
TUBE

WATER
ATER

DISCHARGE
HORN

NOZZLE
11

WATER-STORED PRESSURE

CARBON DIOXIDE

OPERATING

PULL PIN

NOZZLE

OPERATING

LEVER

LEVER

PRESSURE
GAUGE

PUNCTURE
LEVER

EXPELLANT
COt
DRY

DRY

."-- CHEMICAL

CARTRIDGE

CHEMICAL

DISCHARGE

GAS

TUBE

TUBE

NOZZLE---.

OUTLET
ELBOW

DRY CHEMICAL-STORED PRESSURE

DRY CHEMICAL-CARTRIDGE

Among the major types of portable fire extinguishers are (A) the
storedpressure water unit, (B) the carbon dioxide unit, (C) the storedpressure drychemical unit, and (D) the cartridgeoperated drychemical
unit. The internal parts of each type are shown and labelled.
Reprinted with permission from "Selecting, Maintaining and Using
Portable Fire Extinguishers" by Jeanine A. Katzel, Ault Engineering
(March 8, 1979), p. 94.

Figure 27
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has more time to fight a fire. It makes little noise and creates no
clouds as do gaseous or dry chemical units. Water units are available in either stored-pressure or pump-tank models (see Figure 27).

Stored-pressure units have a pressure gauge at the top. The entire
main tank is pressurized with dry air or nitrogen. Although anti-

Stored-Pressure Units

freeze can be added to water units, only the manufacturer's
recommended solution should be used. As z rule, water units must
be protected from temperatures below 40°F. Therefore, they are
limited to indoor heated locations.

40°F = 4°C

Pump-tank water units are not so common, but are effective.
These units have a double-action pump that pushes water out as
the operator pumps a plunger. They are not internally pressurized.

Pump-Tank Units

A third water-base portable unit is available. It is filed with aqueous film-forming foam (AFFF). These 2-1/2-gallon stored-pressure
units are unique because they are the only water-based portable
units effective on Class A and B (flammable liquids) I s. Their
primary ingredient is water, to whic$ a foaming agent is added to
form a premixed solution. The agent is effective on ordinary combustibles and flammable liquids, but the water base makes it a
conductor of electricity. Therefore, these units are not suitable for

2. Aqueous Film-Forming
Foam Type

Class C (electrical) fires.

There are two kinds of gaseous-agent portable extinguishers:
carbon dioxide and halogenated hydrocarbon (Ha lon 1211 and

3.

Gaseous-Agent Types

1301). Such extinguishers are especially effective on
1. gas and liquid flammable materials

2. % electrical

hazards (e.g., transformers, circuit breakers)

3. engines utilizing gasoline and other flammable fluids

4. ordinary combustibles (e.g., paper, wood, textiles)
5. hazardous solids.

Because gaseous agents leave no residue and dissipate readily,
these extinguishers are used to protect costly equipment, especial-

ly in printing and duplicating areas. They are ideal for use on
small electrical fires and on fires in switchgear or electrical motors.
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Carbon Dioxide Units
2 -1/2 -9 kg.
5-20 lbs.
=.-

1

Portable carbon dioxide extinguishers are available in five- to
twenty-pound sizes and may be recognized -by their large, coneshaped discharge horns. CO2 gas is self-expelling, and these units
are very effective on Class B am' C fires. CO2 portable extinguishers have two major disadvantages.
1.

The discharge is affected by wind and draft so that these

units should be used only indoors and at. close range.
2. The dilution of the oxygen in the air by the CO2 concentration can create atmospheres that will not sustain life.
Thorough ventilation is necessary after their Use.
Halogenated Units

`Halogenated extinguishers are among the newest portable units to

be introduced. They are stored-pressure models and are most
effective on Class B and C hazards. Larger units (those with .
more than nine pounds of agent) are rated for Class'A fires as well.

The major drawback of Halon portable extinguishcrs is cost.
Although they are extremely effective and clean to use, they are
perhaps the most expensive units on the market.
4.

Dry Chemical Types

Dry chemical units are designed for use on Class B and C fires.
The notable exception is the multipurpose dry chemical (mono-

ammonium phosphate), which is effective on all three major
classes of fires. These extinguishers are available in either storedpressure or cartridge-operated units.
Stored-Pressure Units

In the stored-pressure unit, an expellant (usually dry nitrogen,
an inert gas) and extinguishing agent are stored in one chamber;
discharge is controlled by a valve. A pressure gauge at the top of
the unit indicates readiness for use. Normally, pressure. ranges
from 100 to 195 psig.

Cartridge-Operated Units

In cartridge-operated units, the expellant gas is stored in an auxiliary cartridge adjacent to the agent-containing shell. The unit is
not pressurized until the cartridge is punctured. These units have
no pressure gauge and must be -,eighed to de.:ermine their readiness for use. It is easier to recharge a cartridge unit than a storedpressure unit, but the stored-pressure unit is more widely used.

It is best for locations where infrequent use is anticipated and
where skilled personnel with professional recharge equipment
are available.

Though both regular and multipurpose dry chemical units are
very effective fire fighters, duration time is short and the units
are among the most sensitive to operator error.
12-34
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The major disadvantage to the multipurpose dry chemical extinguisher is that it clings to hot surfaces and forms a sticky film.
Cleanup is difficult. Therefore, this type of unit should not be
located near delicate equipment or machinery that cannot be
cleaned quickly and easily. If metal surfaces do become coated
with monoammonium phosphate, they should be wiped with a
wet cloth and dried as soon as possible to prevent rust or corrosion. Although regular dry chemical does not adhere to hot surfaces, it does leave a residue and should be brushed away as soon

Multipurpose Dry Chemical
Extinguisher

as possible after use.

I.

Cartridge-operated portable units containing dry powder for use
on Class D fires are available, but combustible metal fires present
special problems. Each metal has distinctive burning characteristics that must be known before the fire can be combatted
effectively. Dry powder frequently is stored in a bucket with a
shovel, in the vicinity of the combustible metal hazard. Should a
fire occur, the burning metal must be covered with a layer of
powder at least two inches deep. The National Safety Council's
Data Sheet 1-567-79, Fire Protection for Combustible Metals,
is an excellent source for further information.

Some older fire extinguishers still in use today are considered
unacceptable and unsafe (see Table 12). Obsolete models should
be removed. All inverting-type extinguishers should be replaced.

5. Dry Powder

OBSOLETE FIRE
EXTINGUISHERS

Table 12
NON-ACCEPTABLE AND OBSOLETE TYPES
1

Nov'-Acceptable Types

Obsolete Models

(1) Stor.s Pressure Water and/or AntifreezeBrass

Sodaacid, foam, and cartridge-operated water Pipes
(including antifreeze and loaded stream) with stainless steel shells are recommended to be replaced

or fiberglass shells

(2) Dry chemical (over 2Y2 lb. capacity)Brass shells

because,

(3) SodaacidBrass or copper shells

(1) Parts are not longer available; substitute parts

(4) FoamKass or copper shells

should NEVER bet used as they may create

a

serious danger.

(5) Cartridge-Operated WaterBrass or copper shells
(6) Cartridge-Operated Loaded StreamBrass or
copper rhells

(2) Method of operation is very difficult; does not
have control valve for onandoff operation.
(3) Listing .^,pproval has been withdrawn by Under-

writers Laboratories, Inc. (UL) and by Factory
Mutual (FM).

Reprinted with permits:oar, from "Selecting, Maintaining and Using
Portable Fire Extinguishers" by Jeanine A Katzel, Plant Engineering
(March 8, 1979). p 95.
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Inverting-Type

Because these units are no longer manufactured, suitable replacement parts are not available. These 2-1/2-gallon units, including
soda-acid, foam, cartridge-operated water and cartridge-operated
loaded stream types, are no longer listed by UL or approved by
Factory Mutual,

Units with Brass or Copper

Of these units, those with brass or copper shells are considered
dangerous. The NFPA Committee on Portable Fire Extinguishers

Shells

has determined that the reliability and safety of extinguishers with
copper and brass shells cannot be ascertained by standard hydrostatic test methods. Stored-pressure water types with brass shells
are subject to "creep." The bottom of the unit is soft soldered,
and may blow out when the unit is used.
Dry Chemical Units with
Brass or Fiberglass Shells

Dry chemical units with brass or fiberglass shells are also considered unsafe. The shells, which are almost identical to those of the
discontinued inverting types, are susceptible to extensive corrosion

and have an unacceptably high failure rate during hydrostatic
testing. Some units haVe exploded.
Stored-Pressure Units with
Fiberglass Shells

Stored-pressure units with fiberglass shells tend to rupture upon
recharge. However, all of these units have been recalled by the
manufacturer. Any that may remain should be taken out of service
immediately. Withstanding a hydrotest is no assurance that the
unit is safe; the test may weaken the fiber structure, causing the
unit to explode during use.
If there is doubt about the safety or reliability of a unit, it should

be removed from service and the distributor, manufacturer or
NFPA should be consulted.
UNIT PLACEMENT

Becoming familiar with the kinj- of units that are available is
only the first step in understanding portable fire extinguishers.
Placing the proper units in areas where they will be the most
useful is also critical. Some of the factors to be considered are
accessibility, visibility, ease of handling and appropriateness to
the location.

Accessibility

if

Extinguishers should

c.. located close to likely hazards but not so

close that they would be damaged by fire or be inaccessible if
fire occurs. For example, extinguishers should be located outside

the door of a storage room rather than within the room itself,
where they might become inaccessible. If the hazard is a dip tank,

the fire extinguisher should not be mounted on the side of the
tank. If the tank catches fire, the extinguisher is likely to be

2 75
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inaccessible. A better place for the unit is away from the tank on
a wall or support column along normal paths of travel.
The NFPA has set the following minimum extinguisher ratings and
maximum travel distance to extinguisher for Class A hazards.
SIZE AND PLACEMENT FOR
CLASS A HAZARDS
Light
(Low)
.

Minimum extinguisher
rating

Hazard
Occupancy

Ordinary
(Moderate)
Hazard
Occupancy

Hazard
Occupancy

1A

2A

3A

3,000 sq. ft.

1,500 sq. ft.

1,000 sq. ft.

Extra
(High)

Maximum floor area per

unit of A
Maximum floor area per
extinguisher

11,250

11,250

11,250

sq. ft.'

sq. ft.'

sq. ft.'

Maximum travel distance
to extinguisher

75 ft.

75 ft.

75 ft.

3000 sq. ft. = 279 sq. ni.
1500 sq. ft. =139 sq. m.
1000 sq. ft. = 93 sq. m.
11,250 sq. ft. = 1045 sq. m.
75 ft. = 23 m.

'11,250 sq. ft. is considered a practical limit.

Reprinted with permission from NFPA 10, Portable
Fire Extinguishers 1978, National Fire Codes.

The following table shows the maximum area to be protected
per extinguisher. This table can be used to determine the number
of extinguishers required.
Maximum Area to be Protected per Extmisher
Class A Rating
Shows on
Extingiusher Nameplate

lA
*2A
3A
'4A
6A
10A
20A

40A

Light

Ordinary

Extra

Hazard

Hazard
Occupancy

Hazard

Occupancy

3,000 sq.'ft.
6,000 sq. ft.
3,000 sq. ft.
9,000 sq. ft.
4,500 sq. ft.
11,250 sq. ft.
6,000 sq. ft.
11,250 sq. ft.
9,000 sq. ft.
11,250 sq. ft.
11,250 sq. ft.
11,250 sq. ft.
11,250 sq. ft.
11,250 sq. ft.
11,250 sq. ft.
NOTE: 1ft.' - 0.0929 m'

Occupancy

2,000 sq. ft'
3,000 sq. ft.
4,000 sq. ft.
6,000 sq. ft.
10,000 sq. ft.
11,250 sq. ft.
11,250 sq. ft.

2000 sq. ft. =186 sq. m.
3000 sq. ft. = 279 sq. m.
4000 sq. ft. = 372 sq. m.
4500 sq. ft. = 418 sq m.
6000 sq. ft. = 557 sq m.
9000 sq. ft. = 836 sq. m.
10,000 sq. ft. = 929 sq. m.
11,250 sq. ft. = 1045 sq. m.

Reprinted with permission from NFPA 10, Portable
Fire Extinguishers 1978, National Fire Codes.
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The NFPA has set the following minimum extinguisher ratings and

'maximum travel distances to extinguisher for Class B hazards.
Basic Minimum
Extinguisher
Rating
,

Type of Hazard

5B
10B

Light (low)

Maximum True,
Distance to
Extinguishers (Ft.)

(m)

30
50

4 9.15
115.25

Ordinary (moderate)

10B
20B

30
50

9.15
15.25

Extra (high)

40B
80B

30
50

9.15
15.25

NOTE: The specified ratings do not imply that fires of the magnitudes indicated by these
ratings will occur, but rather to give the operators more time and agent to handle difficult
spill fires that may occur.

Reprinted with permission from NFPA 10, Portabie Fire Extinguishers
1978, National Fire Codes.

These NFPA standards form the basis for most mandatory rules
adopted by federal, state and local agencies. Local fire authorities
will help apply these requirements to the individual industrial/
vocational education shop. They also can determ'...:e which shop
areas fall under light, ordinary and extra hazard, occupancy.
Visibility

In general, both for accessibility and visibility, extinguishers
should be placed at exits, where they can be used to fight fires
while still allowing the firefighter to escape. In this location stu-

dents and instructors will see the extinguisher each time they
enter or leave and will know where to find it if it is needed. Care

must be taken, however, not to obstruct the ekit in any way.

A fire extinguisher must not be blocked or hidden by stock,
equipment or machines. It must be located where it will not be
damaged by equipment, corroded by chemical processes or exposed to the elements. Its location should be made, conspicuous.
For example, if it is hung on a column or post, a red band can be
painted around the post. The extinguisher must be kept clean.

It should not be painted in a way that will camouflage it ur
obscure labels or markings.
Ease of Handling

For ease of lifting, extinguishers weighing less than forty pounds

40 lbs. a 18 kg.
5 e- 1.1/2m.

should be placed so that their tops are not more than five feet
above the fluor. Extinguishers weighing more than forty pounds

3.1/2' A 1 m.

should not be more than 3-1/2 feet above the floor.
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To determine where portable extinguishers should be placed and
what ratings are needed, it is necessary to look at what is in the
shop and what is likely to burn. Areas with prot( -:tion from automatic systems or hose stations will not need as many portable
extinguishers as a completely unprotected area. However, if conditions permit, it is far more desirable to put out a small fire with
a portable fire extinguisher than to rely on a fixed system that, if
triggered, could create a cleanup problem. Portable fire extinguishers can, prevent a small fire from spmadirig and can extin-

Appropriateness to the
Situation

guish a fire rapidly in its early stages.

Hazards should be itemized. Where is a fire most likely to start?

What kind of fire is likely? How does the expense of the unit
compare with the cost of cleanup? While it may be cheaper to
install one dry chemical multipurpose unit (A, B, and C capabilities) instead of both a large water unit (A capability) and a
small Halon 1211 extinguisher (B and, C capabilities), the less
expensive unit may create a much greater problem with cleanup
than the two separate, units.

When units are placed, adjacent hazards should be considered. If

a flammable liquid fire could ignite surrounding 'combustible
paper and wood, the fire extinguisher selected should have both A
and B capabilities. If nearby electrical equipment may catch fire,
then the agent inside the extinguisher should be nonconductive.

Ambient temperatures may be important. If the storage area is
unheated or only minimally heated, water units may freeze. A
Multipurpose dry chemidal unit that will operate at temperatures
from 40°F to 120°F is a better choice.

40-120°F = 4-49°C

Analyzing hazards in this fashion 'often means' that the school
shop will exceed NFPA recommendations, which offer minimum
standards. The industrial/vocational education supervisor should
not hesitate to seek assistance from the local fire department or
from a fire equipment distributer.
InstrUctors and student shop foremen should be trained in the use
of portable fire extinguishers. Training in proper use includes:
1.

2.

using a sweeping motion that extends at least six inches on
each side of the near edge of .ne flames

TRAINING AND
MAINTENANCE
REQUIREMENTS

6" = 15 cm.

maintaining a proper distance from the fire to avoid
splashing fuel or burning material
12-39
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3. holding portable units upright
4. attacking flames at the fuel source
5. keeping the agent flowing so that the fire cannot reignite.

Instructors and student shop foremen should learn to react quick-

ly. Besides knowing how to operate extinguishers and how to
apply agents eff:tctively, they should be familiar enough with the

equipment to know when a fire is beyond the capabilities of
portable extinguishers.

Manufacturers of portable oke extinguishers work hard to make a

product of high quality; units and their components are tested
before assembly. Most portable units are approved by Factory
Mutual (FM) for the classes 'of fire for which they are suitable, or
they are listed by Underwriters Laboratories (UL), rated for class
of fire and extinguishing potential. Many units bear the seals of
both testing agencies, whose quality control representatives
inspect manufacturers periodically, exercising continual, careful
control over the products they have approved or listed.

But any unit that is improperly maintained can pose a hazard.
Carbon dioxide units may explode if subjected to severe neglect
and corrosion or if exposed to extremely high temperatures when
the relief valve fails to operate.

Mixing different types of multipurpose dry chemicals may produce a violent reaction. An extinguisher that has been even partially discharged must be recharged with the same kind of chemical.

Monthly Inspections

I

Extinguishers should be inspected monthly to be certain of the
following:

1. They are in their designated places.
2. Access and visibility are unobstructed.

3. The operating instructions on the extinguisher nameplate
and legible and facing outward.

4. Any seals or tamper inuicators that are broken or missing
must be replaced.

2
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5. They have no obvious physical damage, corrosion, leakage
or clogged nozzles.
6. Pressure gauge readings are in the operable range. Water

types without gauges should be hefted to determine
fullness:

.Extinguishers should be maintained at least yearly or according to

Annual Maintenance

nameplate instructions. A tag must be attached to show the
'maintenance or recharge date and the signature or initials of the
person performing the service.

Maintenance procedures should include a thorough examination of
the three basic elements of an extinguisher:
1. mechanical parts

2. extinguishing agent

3. expelling means.

Specific maintenance requirements for various types of extinguishers are included in,NFPA 10, Portable Fire Extinguishers.

Every six years stored pressure extinguishers requiring a twelveyear hydrostatic test should be emptied and serviced. The extinguisher sales representative usually will perform this service at
appropriate intervals.

Hydrostatic Testing

Except for obviously incipient fires which can be extinguished
easily 'n their first phase, the local fire department should be

EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES

notifie immediately in case of fire. A list of telephone numbers
for local fire departments should be posted in a prominent place

near the shop telephone. Students should be aware of this list.
Floor plans for designated areas should be posted, showing the
locations of fire alarm activators, fire extinguishers and exits.
While the fire department is being notified and while the fire is
being combatted, students should shut off all power to machines
a.'d fans and then begin an orderly evacuation from the facility.
A plan for orderly evacuation should include the following:
an evacuation signal
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a well planned evacuation route for all areas of the shop

designation of an assembly area for students well away
from the school

an accOunting procedure for all persons after assembly,

keeping in mind those absent from the shop that day
if possible, a search of the building to assure complete
evacuation.
CONCLUSION

In this unit we have discussed common causes of fires and precautions necessary to prevent their occurrence. We have seen how

certain structural devices can protect against fire and limit its
spread. We have outlined the actual fire control apparatus, ineluding

detection and alarm systems
automatic sprinkler systems
special systems to control specific hazards

portable fire extinguishers, the first line of defense.
We have reviewed the proper emergency procedure to follow when

a fire occurs. Now we turn our attention to some other hazards
found in the industrial/vocational education shop.
NOTES

1. The chemistry of uninhibited chain reaction is explained in
Accident Prevention Manual for Industrial Operations, 7th ed.

(Chicago: National Safety Council, 1974), pp. 1341-1342.
2.

Adapted from Supervisors Safety Manual, 5th ed. (Chicago:
National Safety Council, 1978), p. 371.

3. The sections on static electricity and on bending and grounding are adapted from the Accident Prevention Manual, pp.
1291-1295.
4.

28i

This section is adapted from Fire and Explosion Prevention
and Protection, U.S. Department of tabor, Bulletin 296
(1967), pp. 28-32.
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5. This section is adapted from the Accident Prevention Manual,

pp. 582-583, and Fire Explosion Prevention and Protection,
pp. 41-42.
6.

The following discussion of portable fire extinguishers owes
much to the definitive article by Jeanine A. Katzel, "Selecting,
Maintaining and Using Portable Fire Extinguishers," Platit
Engineering (March 8, 1979), pp. 92-101. A shorter version
of the article appeared in National Safety News (June 1979),
pp. 52-58.

7.

Accident Prevention Manual, p. 1343.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. To produce combustion, what elements must be present?

a.

fuel

b. oxygen
c.

heat

d.

uninhibited chain reaction.

2. Define flash point and tell the difference between flammable and combustible liquids.

100°F - 38°C
Flash point is the minimum temperature at which a liquid
gives off vapor in sufficient concentration to form an ignitible
mixture with air near the surface of the liquid. Flammable
liquids are those with flash points below 100°F; combustible
liquids are those with flash points aeor above 100°F.

3. Fires in the industrial/vocational education shop may be traced back to many causes.

What kind of fire is most frequent, and what are some specific cauis?

The most frequent fires are electrical fires, from such causes as
electrical arcing, short circuits, overheated electrical equipment
and substandard wiring.

4. Name the four classes of fires and what items belong to each class.

a.

Class Afires in ordinary combustible materials (e.g., wood,
cellulose, paper, cloth, excelsior, rubber)

2 ).-13
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h. Class B- -fires in flammable liquids, gases and greases

e.

Class Cfires which involve electrical equipment

d. Class 11}fires occurring in combustible metals

5. What are the two types of autom.,:ic sprinkler systenis most likely to be found in the
industrial/vocational education shop?

Wet-pipe and dry-pipe

6. List five requirements for effective poi cable fire extinguishers.

Any five from among the following. They must be:
a.

b.

a reliable type

the right type for each class of fire that may occur in the
area

c.

in sufficient quantity to protect against exposure in the
area

d.

located where they are readily accessible for immediate use

e.

maintained in perfect operating condition, inspected fre
quently, checked against tampering and rechwed as required

f.

operable by the persons who are in the area, who can find

them and who are trained to use them effectively and
promptly.

'7.

In case of fire, what is the first emergency step to be taken?

Notify the fire department.
12-45
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Table 13

EXAMPLES OF INCOMPATIFILtE CHEMICALS
Chemical

Keep Out of Contact with:

tiu

Acetic acid

Chromic acid, nitric acid, hydroxyl compounds, ethylene glycol, perchioric acid, peroxides, permanganates

Acetylene

Chlorine, bromine, copper, fluorine, silver, mercury

Alkaline metals, such as powdered
aluminum or magnesium, sodium,
potassium

Water, carbon tetrachlriride or other clorinated hydrocarbon, carbon dioxide and the halogens

Ammonia, anhydrous

Mercury (in manometers, for instance), chlorine, calcium hypocnlorite, %dine, bromine, hydrufluric acid (anhydrous)

.

,

Ammonium nitrate

Acids, metal powders, flammable liquids, chlorates, nitrites, sulfur, finely divided organic or combustible materials

Aniline

Nitric acid, hydrogen peroxide

Bromine

Same as for chlorine

Carbon, activated

Calcium hypochlorite and all oxidizing agents

Chlorates t'

Ammonium,%alts, acids, metal powders, sulfur, finely divided organic or combustible Materials

Chlorine

Aminoniz, acetylene, .butadiene, butane, methane, propane (or other' petroleum gases), hydrogen, sodium carbide,
turpentine, benzene, finely divided metals

Chlorine dioxide

Ammonia, methane, phosphine, hydrogen sulfide

Chromic acid

rs.

Acetic acid, naphthalene, camphor, glycerine, turpentine, alcohol and flammable liquids in general

`'
Copper

Acetylene, hydrogeri peroxide

Cumene hydroperoxide

Acidtorganie and inorg2nic

Flammable liquids

Ammonium nitrate, chromic acid, hydrogen peroxide, nitric acid, sodium peroxide and the halogens

Fluorine

Isolate from everytliing

Hydrocarbons (butane, propane,
benzene, gasoline, turpentine,''
etc.)

.

Fluorine, chlorine, bromine, chromic acid, sodium peroxide
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EXAMPLES OF INCOMPATIBLE CHEMICALS (Concluded)

Chemical

KeeP.Out of Contact with:

Hydrocyanic acid

Nitric acid, alkalis

'Hydrofluric acid, anhydrous
Hydrogen peroxide

Ammonia, aqueous or anhydrous

.

.

.

.

0

, .

Copper, chromium, iron, most metals or their salts alcohols, acetone, organic materials( aniline, nitromethane, flammable liquids, combustible jnaterials

,
-;

Hydrogen sulfide

.

Iodine

Fuming nitric acid, oxidizing gases

/

1 Acetylene, ammonia (aqueous or anhydrous), hydrogen

Mercury

Acetylenulminic acid, ammonia

Nitric acid (concentrated)

Acetic acid, aniline, chromic acid, hydrocyanic acid, l3ydrogdn sulfide, flammable liqUids, flammable gases

,

t

1,
tP

cn

4:::.

Oxalic acid

\

Silver, mercury

Perchloric acid

Acetic anhydride, bismuth and its alloys, alco hol, Paper, wood

Potassium

Carbon tetrachloride, carbon dioxide, water
-

Potassidm chlorate

Sulfuric and other acid

Po tassium, perchlorate

Sulfuric and other acids

.

(see also "Chlorates;')
Potassium permanganate

Glycerine, ethylene glycol, benzaldehyde, sulphuricAldd

Silver

Acetylene, oxalic acid, tartaric acid, fulminic acid, amnignium comp ounds

Sodium

Carbon tetrachloride, carbond dioxide, water

Sodium peroxide

Ethyl or methyl alcohol, glacial acetic acid, acetic anhydridge, bezaldehyde, carbon disulfide, glycerine ethylene glyCol,
ethyl acetate, methyl acetate, furfural
1

Sulfuric acid

. Potassium chlorate, potassium perchlorate, potassium permanganate (or such compounds with similar light mbials, such
as sodium lithium, etc.)

290.
Reprinted with permission from Accidedt Prevention Manual for
Industrial Operations, 7th 'ed. (Chicago: National Safety Council,.
1974), p. 1462.
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Table 14

CHARACTERISTICS OF PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
.

Y

Horizontal

Extinguishing

Method of
Operation

'Agent
Water
Water

k

Capacity

Stoted Pressure
Pump
Pump
Pump

2% pl.

freeze
Calcium

130 .40 ft

.

Protections

' Required

UL or ULC

Below 210°F

Classifica-

Discharge

(4°C)

tions

1 min.

Yet

2-A

45 sec.

Yes
Yes

-1-A

30.40 ft.-

'2 mmiinn,

30-40 ft.

1% gal.
2% gal.

3040 ft.

4 gal.'

2-A
3-A
4-A
1-A

5 gal.

30 .40 ft.

2.3 min.

Yes
Yes

Cartridge & Stored Pressure

1%, 1%
gal.

30-40 ft.

30 sec.

No

Cartridge & Stored Pressure

2% gal.

,30-40 ft.

1 min.

No

Cartridge & Stored Pressure

23 gal.
(wheeled)
25 gal,
(wheeled)
45 gal.
(wheeled)
1'4, 1%

50 ft.

3 min.

No

20-A

35 ft.

1% min.

Yes

10 -A

35 ft.

2 min.

Pump .
Water (Anti-

Range of
Stream

Ap proximate
Trine of

Chloridge)

0

Water (Wetting.
Agent)

Cartridge & Stored Pressure
Cartridge & Stored Pressure

Wa

Chemically generated expellent
((Soda 'Acid)

,.,)4

Chemically generated expellent
Chemically generated expellent

Chemically generated expellent
Loaded Stream

Stored Pressd re

Cartridge & Stored Pressure
Foam
Foam

Pressurized

Chemically generated expellent
Chemically generated expellent
Chemically generated expellent
-Chemically generatid expellent

40
Chemically generated expellent

AFFF

Stored PressUre

Carbo% Dioxide

Self 'Expellent

30-A

30 sec.

Yes

3040 ft.

1 min.
3 min.

Yes

2A

50 ft.

Yes

10-A

50 ft.

3 min.

Yes

'" 1 min.

, No

50 ft.

3 min.

No

4.6 ft.
30.40 ft.

24 sec.
40 sec.

Yes'

30-40 ft.

1% min.

Yes

5 gal.
17 gal.
(wheeled)
33 gal.
(wheeled)
2% gal.

3040 ft.
50 ft.

2 min.
3 min.

Yes
Yes

50 ft.

3 min,

Yes

20-25 ft.

50 sec.

2% to 5 lb.
10 to 15 lb.
20 lb.

3-8, ft.

8 to 30 sec.
8 to 30 sec.
10 to 30 sec,
.10 to 30 sec.

Yes
No
No
No

33 gal.
(wheeled)

21 oz.
1%, 1%
gal.
,2% gal.

30-4d it.
.

1-A

if20-A '
to 3 -A
and 1-8
20-A

t

Yes

p

1 -B

1-A, 2.8

2-A:48 to
2 -A:6-

50 to 100 lb.
e.

'

Yes

se2040 ft.

gal
2% gal.
17 gal.
(wheeled)"
33 gal.
(wheeled;
2% gal.

_

,

1011:10-8 to
10-A:12-8
2Q-A:20-13 to

20-A140-8

3-8 ft..
3-8
3-10 ft.

3-A:20-8

1 to 58:C
2 to 10-0:C
10B:C
10 to 20-8:C

Po

(whbeled)

Dry ChemicalL

Stored Pressure
(Sodium Bicar- Stored Pressure
bonate)
Cartridge and Stored Pressure
Cartridge and Stored Pressure
Nitrogen cylinder or
Stored Pressure j
Dry Chemical .4
Stored Pressure
(Potassium
Stored Pressure
Bicarbonate) Cartridge or Stored Pressure
Cartridge or Stored Pressure
Nitrogen cylinder or r
Stored Pressure

1 lb.
1% to 2% lb.
2% to 5% lb.
7% to 30 lb.

75 to 350 lb.

5-8 ft:

6:20 ft. 5-20 ft.
15 to 45 ft,

to 10 sec.
8 to 12'sec.
8 to 20 sec.
10 to 25 sec.
20 to 105 sec,"

No.
No
No
No

No

1

1 to 2-8:C
2 to 513:C

5.to 10-8:C
10 to 120-8:C
40 to 240-8:C

(wheeled),

1 to 2 lb.,
2% to 5 lb.
5% to 10 lbs.
16 to.30 lbs.
125 to 300 lbs.

5-8 ft.
5-12,ft.
5.20 ft.
10.20 ft.

1545 ft.

8 to 10 sec.

to 10sec.
8 to 20 sec.
8 to 25 sec.
30 to 60 sec.

( wheeled)

1

No ,

1, to 5-8:C

No
No
No
No

5 to 20-8:C
10 to 60-B:C.

40 to 120B:C
80 to 480-8:C

p.

a

1Z-53
1.1
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Characteristics of Extinguishers (continued)

..
ApproxiExtinguishing

(Potassi6
Chloride)

Stream

Discharge

2 to 2% lbs.
5 to 10 Ibs,

5-8 ft.
5.20 ft.
15-45 ft.
15-45 ft.

8 to 10 sec.,
8 to 25 sec.
8 to 25.sec.
30 to 60 sec.

No
No
No
No

5.12 ft.

8 to 10 sec.

No

5.12 ft.

8 to 12 sec.

No

1 to 3-A and.

, No

10 to 40B:C
2 to 10.A and
10 to 60B:C

Method of
Operation

Agent

Dry Chemical

Capacity

Protection
Required
Below 40°F
(4°C)

Horizontal
Range o'

'Stored Pressure
Cartridge or Stored Pressure
Cartridge or Stored Pressure

Nitrogen cylinder or
Dry Chemical
(Ammoniitm

Stored Press'urg.
Stoied Pressure

19% to 30 lbs.
50
160 lbs.
(wheeled)
1 to 5 lbs.

mate

,. Time of

UL dr ULC
Classifica-

tions
5 to 10-B:C

20 to 40B:C
60 to 80-B:C
1 To to 160.13:C

1 to 2-A and
2 to SO-B:C

t

Phosphate)

Dry Chemical
(Ammonium
Phosphate)

Stored Pressure or Cartridge

2% to 8% lbs.

Stored Pressure or Cartridge

9 to 17 lbs.

5.20 ft.

10 to 25 sec.

Stored PrUssure or Cartridge

17 to 30 lbs.

5.20 ft.

10 to 25 sec.

3 to 20-A and

Nitrogen Cylinder or

50 to 315 lbs.

15-45 ft.

30 to 60 sec.

(wheeled)
4% to 9 lbs.

5=20 ft.

&to 10 sec.

20 to 40-A and
60 to 3?0-B:C'
10 to 20-B:C

9 to 27 lbs:
18 to 30 lbs'

5.20 ft.
5.20 ft.

10 to 25 sec.

150 to 350 Ibs:
(wheeled)
2% to 5 lbs.

115:45 ft.

30 td 80B:C

e

Dry Chemical
(Foen Compatible)

Dry Chemical
(Foam Compatible)
(Potassium
Chloride)
Dry Chem
(Foam
Compatible)
(Potassium
Bicarbonate

A.

Stored Pressure
Cartridge and Stored Pressure
Cartridge and'Stored Pressure
Cartridge and Stilied Pressure
Nitrogen cylinder and
Stored Pressure
Cvtrir'-0 and Stored Pressure
Cartridge and Stored Pressure
Cartridge and Stored Pressure

.9% to 20 lbs*.-

5.20 ft..0.

'5-20 ft.`.4
15-45 ft.

Stored Pressure
Stored Pressure

19.4 to 30 lbs..
50
(wheeled)
5 to 11 lbs.

Stored Pressure

9 to 23 lbs.

Nitrogen cylinder and
-

5-12 ft.

No
No
No
No

10 to 23sec.
20 to 150 sec.
8 to 10 sec.
8 to 25 seE.
10 to 25 sec.

.

30 sec.

20 to 30B:C
40 to 00B:C
80 to 240B:C

1:

No
No
No
No

10 to 20-B:C
4Q to 60-B:C
60 to 80 -B:C

40 to.80B:C

11-22 ft.

"13 to 18 sec.

No

15.30 ft.
70 ft.

17 to 33 sec.
62 sec.

No
No

4.6 ft.
6.10 ft.
8.12 ft.

8 to 10 sec.
Sto 10 sec.
8 to 12 sec.

Ner
No

120111:C

3

175 lbs.
(Wheeled)

Urea

.60 to EISB:C
48Cr-B:C

. based)

Bromotrifluoro. methane
Bromochlorpdi
fluoromethane

Self Expellent

2% lbs.
4% lbs.

.

Stored Pressure
Stored Pressure

2 to 4 lbs.
5% to 9 lbs.
16 to 22 lbs

411"

`

9.15 ft. ',* 8to 15 sec..
14.16 ft.

No

, 10 to 18 sec.

Note: 1 oz. = 29.6 mi; 1 lb. = 0.4kcg; 1 ft. = 0.305 m; 1 gal.

No4'
o

3.%5

5B:C
2 to 5B:C
1 -A and 10,13.:C

1 to 2A and
20 to 80B:C

^..

UL and ULC ratings checked as of December 27, 1974. Readers
concerned with subsequent ratings shotald reviefN the pertinent "Lists"
and "Supplements" Issued by these Laboratories: (Write Underwriters
Laboratoriet Inc., 207 East Ohio St., Chicago, Illindis 60611, or Under-

°writers' Laboratories of Canada, 7 Clouse Road, Scarborough, Ont.,
Canada MIR 34915

"Carbon-dioxide extinguishers with metallic horns do not
7-^

carry a "C" classification.
tSome mall extinguishers containing ammonium phosphate
dry chemical do not carry on "A" classification.
Vaporizing

liquid

extingiushers (Carbon tetrachloride
base) are not recognized in this standard.

or

Reprinted with permission from NFPA r0, Portable. FiciExtinguishers
1978, National Fire Codes.
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UNIT 13
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.

HEALTH HAZARDS

.

-

.

a

v

METHODS

.

I Lecture and Demonstration
.

PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

.

LENGTH: 2 Hours
-.,

.

.

To show what health hazards exist in the industrial/vocational education shop
and how these hazards can be evaluated and controlled.
To introduce the participant to:,

.

\

..

1. Characteristics of healjk hazards
2. Classification of health hazards
3. :The dangers preseited by sueh physical agents as radiation, vibration and
noise
.
.
4. The adequate labeling, carefi'l use and proper disposal of chemical agents
5. The modes of entry for hazardous substances
6. Methods of evaluating and controllipg health hazards..

/

if

SPECIAL TERMS

1. Visible Light
2. Lifrared Radiation

3. Ultraviolet Radiation.

8. Temporary Threshold Shift
9.. Permanent Threshold Shift
10. Primary Irritants

4. Sound
5. Pitch .
6. Intensity
7. Decibel'

11.
12.
13.
14.

Sensitizers
;
.
Threshold Limit Value
TimeWeighted Average
Permissible Exposure Level

,.'

INSTRUCTOR.
MATERIALS

TRAINEE
'MATERIALS

:-Ot
,Lesson Plan
36 mm Slides and Projector
Chalk Board/Chalk
.

-

%

.

Participant Outlines and Supplementary Materials
0
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UNIT 13
.10

HEALTH ;HAZARDS

For years industrial/vocational education instructors have been
concerned .with locating and eliminating or at least controlling
safety and health hazards in their school shops. But, because
health hazards and their destructive impact often are not fully

INTRODUCTION

understood; many health hazards exist within industrial/Vocational

shops without arousing the concern they deserve. Thus students
ale often exposed to excessive machinery noise,chemical agents
which may cause dermatitis, and such airborne contaminants, as
fumes from welding operations, dusts from grinding and vapOrs*

fiom solvents. Such exposure can have both short- and longterm effects on the health of both students and instructors.
.

buring our discussion of accident causes in Unit 1, environmental
factors (biological, physical and chemical) were mentioned as

causes of accidents in the industrial/vocational school. In this
unit., that discussion will be expancted to provide a more thorough

understanding of the health hazards arising from environmental
factors and ways that these hazards can be eliminated or0,controlled.

\
\

.

Health hazards encountered in the industrial/vocational education
shop have the tolloviring characteristics: ,
.

.

1. Thy cover a whole range of disorders involving many

CHARACTERISTICS OF
HEALTH HAZARDS FO(/ND
IN THE SCHOOL SHOP

par of the body, (e.g., lungs, liver, blood,. kidney, skin,
\
eyes, ears, brain and nervous system).

2. They fre \ ently \escape detection.
.

3. They do not come with a label; thus, they easily can be
misdiagnosed liy a physician.

4. They come slOwly as a rule, over months and years, and
every person is not affected by them V%
-

_

Instructor Note:
Instructor solicits from
participants the environmental factors hi their
respective shops which they
think are potential health
hazards. Replies are recorded
on the chalk board. ,

A

aft

_Health Hazards

5. New potential hazards continually are introduced through

the use of new substances, new uses for old materials,
new combinations of chemicals and process changes.
CLASSIFICATION OF
HEALTH HAZAteDS

Health hazards which may adversely affect both instructors and
students may be classified according to the following threflate-

Instructor Note:
Instructor groups into the
three categories the factors
mentioned by they
par=tkOnts.

gories:

BIOLOGICAL AGENTS

Biological agentscertain bacteria, fungi; parasites and micro-

,

Category A
Category B

14*

Biologic al.Agents
Physical Agents

Category C Chemical Agents
organismsare known to cause illness, extreme discomfort and, in
some circumstances, even death. It is unlikely, however, that
operations involving these agents will be .part of the industrial/
vocational education curriculum. Biological agents are of particular concern-to persons handling hide and skins, to butchers
and others working with animal products, and to employees of
sewage treatment facilitiesand waste areas.

PHYSICAL AGENTS

Physical agents are far more likely than biological agents to present health hazards in the industrial/vocational education environ-

Illumination

ment. In the unit on illumination we have seen how inadequate
lighting and glare cah contribute.td eyestrain and fatigue and can
cause accidents.

Temperature
Humidity

Temperature extremes and humidity are other factors which
affect safety and health.However, it is unlikely that shops, deviate
-significantly from comfortable temperature ranges.

Radiation
Vibration
Noise

We will no,w look at other physical agents which present health
hazard in the shop environment: radiation, vibration .and noise.

RADIATION

The electromagnetic (non-ionizing) radiation that may be encoun- '

tered in the industrial/vocational education shop Can affect the
body adversely: -Infrared, visible and ultraviolet radiation- are
manifestations of the same kind of electromagnetic radiation,

differing from each other only in frequency, wavelength or
energy level. It is useful to discuss them as separate groups because
of the physical effects which they produce.

Visible light is radiation that can be seen and includes the' color
Wspectrum, from red, orange, yellow and green to blue, indigo and
violet..The region beyond the red is infrared; the region beyond
.

13-4
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the violet is ultraviolet. Though radiation to these regions is invisible, it is a form of energy particularly dangerous to the human
eye. The eye is an optical instrument equipped to receive radiations which are not limited to the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Because of its receiving ability and the delicate
balance of its functional parts, it is easily injured.
Infrared radiation does not,penetrate below the superficial layer o1
the skin. Its only effect is to heat the skin and the tissues immediately below it. Except for thermal burns and damage to the eye,
it presents a negligible health hazard.

Infrared Radiation (IR)

Infrared radiation is encountered in various shop operations:
1. drying and baking of paints, varnishes, enamels, adhesives,
printers' ink and other protective coatings'
2.

heating of metal parts, especially through use of the
electric arc and other flame-cutting devices

,

3. dehydrating of textiles, paper.and other material

The ,major danger of IR, as with other forms of electromagnetic
radiation; is to the eye. Low doses of IR over the years may not be ,
felt but may cause serious permanent damage to the cornea,
iris, retina and lens of the eye'. It can produce "heat cataract,"

an opacity of the rear surface of the lens which is particularly
frequent among glassblowers and persons who work near industrial ovens and furnaces.
...pr.

Goggles protect the eyes and regular clothing prigects the skin
against the dangers of IR. Ovens and other sources of IR can be
shielded with shihy materials such as polished aluminum, which
will reflect the heat back to its source.

Intense visible radiation is emitted from the sun, artificial light4 Intense Visible Radiation
sources, arc welding processes and highly incandescent bodies.
The physiological responses to intense visible light--adaptation,
pupillary reflex, partial or full lid closure and shading of the eyes
are protective mechanisms to prevent excessive brightness from
being focussed on the retina.
1.4

In arc welding, the welder's eye protection egiiipenent prevents,
exposure to intense visible light. Because others in_ the area can
sustain retinal damage because they' accidentally or carelessly
13-5
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L

view the elictric are, welding areas phoald be shielded and/or
isolated.

Ultraviolet Radiation (p)

Ultraviolet radiation is the portion of sunlight which causes sun-

burn, and the most common expoSure to UY. is from direct.'
sunshine. Symptoms off-overexposure include reddening of the
skin, blistering and. pain. UV radiation intensifies the effects of
some chemicals. Long-term exposure to UV, especially when t
combined with such photo - 'sensitizing agents as the coal tali and
cresols used in roofing, increases a person's chances of developing
slsin cancer. Certain protective creams contain compounds which
minimize the effect of UV raps.

4

Many welding processes, especially the use of the electric arc,
produce UV which can damage the eyes.. Many arc welders are
aware of the sensation of sand in the eyes which is knoWn as
"arc-eye" or keratitis. This painful condition occurs six to eight
hours after 'exposure and is the result of excessive exposure to
UV. L'bng-term exposure to UV can lead to loss of vision. Welders

must wear eye protection equipment with the appropriate shade
lens.

UV reacts with .chlorinated ydrocarbonsperchloroethylene,
trichloroethylene and other chemicals commonly used as degre6ers7to form phosgene, a highly toxic nerve gas. To prevent
such a reaction, welding operationsshould be shielded or isolated.
Conventional light sources produce random and disordered light

wave mixtures of various frequencies. In contrast, lasers emit
beads of coherent light of a single color or wavelength and frequency, Laser is an acronym for light amplification by stimulated
emission of radiation.
Lasers

Lasers are relatively new, and their use in industry is becoming
more frequent. They are useful for projecting a reference line for
consiruction work and for highly precise distance measuring in
surveying. In the industrial/vocational education shop, an :anpurpose las'er machine may be used for welding, cutting and
drilling and for.micromachining fine parts.

because the laser has a large energy density in a narrow beam, it

can inflict serious injury, especially to the eye. Not only is it
important to protect those persons who might view the direct
beam but alsa-those who might set a teflection. Hazard controls
include barriers, shields and protective equipment.

2,9s
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The longer wavelengthsinCluding power frequencies and broadcast and short wave radio-'-can produce general heating of the

Other Radiation Forms

Radiofrequency waves can be used as heating dsources in various
indhstrial/vocational education operations. Such heating equipment is: used in metalworking for hardening gear teeth, cutting

Radiofrequency Waves'

body.

tools and bearing surfaces and for annealing, soldering and brazing.
In .woodworking, radiofrequency heating equipment is used for
bonding plywood, 'laminating and general gluing. Other uses

intlude Molding plastics, curing and vulcanizing rubber and
therinosealing. The waves themselves are Unlikely to emit sufficient exposure intensities to cause a radiation health hazard.
The .hapirds of radiofrequency heating are electrical shock and
burns/hazards which will be discussed .in a subsequent unit on
electricity.

Microwaves are far more dangerous than radiofrequency waves.
Where microwaves are used for radar ,or communications, their

Microl'vaves

hazards must bd realized and necessary precautiQnstaken.

Radar operates on the principle of microwave radiation echoingin
a wavelength range from several meters to several millimeters. It

Radar

can damage many parts of the body: eyes, tests,, gall bladder,
gastrointestinal tract and certain other vital organs:, Persons who
work in or around high-power radar antennas or radar test equipment must minimize their exposure.

Another physical health hazard encountered in the industrial/
vocational education shop is the vibration produced by such
pneumatic 'tools as air hammers, compressed:air chisels, jack-

MECHANICAL VIBRATION

hammers, riveting guns, pounding-up machines and stonecutting
hammers. The bodily response to vibration, which is often aci:ompanied by noise, is a feeling of unease, fatigue, irritability and.
discomfort.

;

.,

A condition known as "dead fingers". or "white 'fingers" is 'proSuced by vibration of even fairly light tools while the. fingers are
held in a strained position. When the fingers are' chilled at the same
time that dry are cramped, the condition is aggravated. Preventive
measures include gloves, use of handles of comfortable size for the
fingers and directing the exhaust air from air-driven tools away

from the hands so that they will not become unduly chilled.
Because the condition is aggravated by gripping the vibrating tool

too tightly, students should be taught the proper way to hold
pneumatic tools.
13-7
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NOISE'

Everyone at some time is exposed to noises that have the potential
to damage the hearing. Ordinary shop noises7for example, those

produced by compressors and circular sawscan cause hearing
damage if there is sufficient exposure time. Noises at high levels
of intensity do not require lengthy exposure time to cause hearing
damage.

To understand how hearing can be damaged by noise, we first
must understand something about both the characteristics of
sound and the process of hearing.

Nature of Sound

Sound travels through the air in the form of a series of moving
pressure disturbances or waves. These pressure waves, which are
caused by minute back-and-forth movements of the air molecules,
are formed by the vibration or motion of the sound source. A

rough analogy to the motion of sound waves in the air is the
motion of water waves on the surface of a pool of water when a
rock is thrown into it.

As the energy is transmitted, the pressure variations reach the
eardrum, and the vibrations are translated, by the hearing system
-into a sensation called sound. A sound is not a sound until the
'brain 'identifies it as such.
AR

Process of Hearing

Figure 28 can be used to Mace the path of a sound from its source
inside the body through the air to the brain:
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-How the ear hears. Wave motions in the air set up sympathetic
vibrations which are transmitted by the eardrum and the three bones in the
middle ear to thefluid-filled chamber of the inner ear. In the process, the
relatively large but feeble air-induced vibrations of the eardrum are converted
to much smaller but more powerful mechanical vibrations by the three ossir:les,
and finally into even stronger fluid vibrations. The wave motion in the fluid is
sensed by the nerves in the cochlea, which transmit neural messages to the
brain.

Reprinted with permission of American Foiindrymen's Society.

Figure 28
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1.

Sound waves enter the external auditory canal (1) and are

directed to the eardrum or tympanic membrane (2),
causing it to vibrate.

,-

2. The eardrum passes the vibrations to the three small bones
located within the middle ear: the hammer or malleus,
(3), the anvil or incus (4), and the stirrup or stapes (5).
3.

t,

A

These three small bones pass the vibration along to the
oval window (6), which is connected to the inner ear.
The major components of the inner ear are the vestibular
'system or semicircular canals (7) and the cochlea (8), a
small' snail-shaped bony structure filled with fluid and
lined with tiny hair cells. The oval window passes the
vibrations along to the fluid in the cochlea, which in turn

'ma

4

stimulates the hair cells in the cochlea.
t

4.

The hair cells change the vibrations.to electrical signals
which are carried to the brain and identified by the brain
as sound.
d

Sound may be understood in terms of its two basic characteristics,
pitch and intensity.

Characteristics of Sound

Sound travels through the air in the form of pressure disturbances
,

1. Pitch

or waves. The frequency with which the waves strike our ears
determines the pitch of the sound. The higher the frequency of
the waves, the higher the pitch of the sound.
Within a sound wave, each pressure disturbance or baAnd-forth

movement of the air molecules is referred to as a cycle of the
wave. The frequency of sound waves can therefore be measured in
terms of the number of cycles per second (CPS) that are generated
by a sound source. The unit commonly used to describe frequency
is the hertz (Hz). One hertz is equivalent to one cycle per second.

.

p

A sound source vibrating rapidlyfor example, 10,000 times pqr
secondwill produce a sound that strikes our ears at a frequency

of 10,000 cycles per second (10,000 Hz). This is a sound of
relatively high pitch, very 'near the upper limit of human hearing.

A sound source vibrating slowly -for example, 200 times per
secondwill produce a sound of 200 cycles per second (200 Hz),
which is a sound of relatively low pitch. 4

13-9
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2. Intensity

Intensity, the second characteristic -of 'sound, is what we commonly understand by loudness. While the pitch of a sound is
determined 'by the frequency of the waves, the intensity of a
sound is determined by the size of the air pressure disturbance.
A larger pressure disturbance results in a sound of higher intensity;
a smaller pressure disturbance results in a sound of ower intensity.

'Decibels

Air pressure disturbance of sound waves is measured in units
called decibels (dB). The higher the number of decibels, the
greater the presstre disturbance and the more intense the sound.
The sound prndficed by a gasolinerpowered lawnmower, at about
90 decibels, would be considered of high intensity; the soul& of
leaves rustling, at about 20 decibels, would be considered very
low intensity.

Distinguishing Between Sound
and Noise

The difference between sound and noise is subjectite. Noise might
be defined simply as unwanted sound. Whatever it is called, noise
or sound can be a definite health hazard, interfering. with job
performance and safety and causing psychological distress and loss
of hearing.

Threshold of Hearing

Everyone has wharisThiiTiwTiasrtirreshold-of hearing, the sound

level below which no Kinds are heard. For most young people
with. normal hearing sensitivity, this threshold of hearing occurs
near zero decibels. The decibel scale was developed so that its zero
point would coincide approximately with the threshold of hearing.

Noise at high levels of intensity can raisethis threshold so that we

are ,unable to hear sounds at lower decibel levels, sounds that
normally we can hear. Intense noise can raise the threshold on a
temporary or permanent basis.
Temporary Threshold
Shift (TTSI

A Temporary Threshold Shift (TTS) is a condition in which we
temporarily lose the ability to hear sounds at lower decibel levels.
The TTS 'occurs during our exposure to potentially damaging
noise. The TTS noticed after the noise' has subsided or after we
have removed ourselves from the noise. It is at this point that we

may become Aare that certain lower decibel sounds that are
normally easy to hear are now more difficult to hear or perhaps
cannot be heard at all.
Nature of Damage to the Ec.i.

This threshold shift is the result of damage to the tiny hair mar
within the cochlea. These are the cell?that ultimately transmit
sound to the brain in the form of electiical impulses. When these
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,

cells are damaged, the brain 'does not receive sound signals. The
sounds simply are not heard.
.

,

Intense noise dainages the hair cells by overstimulating dr overloading theni, thus weakening their ability to transmit signals to
the brain, Given an opportunity to recover (being removed from
the source of the damaging noise), the hair cells generally will do
so. Following a recovery period, which usually is a few hours,
the threshold of hearing will return again to its normal level.
p.

But this return to a no al threshold level does not always occur.
When it does not, we e erience a Permanent Threshold Shift
(PTS). A PTS is a condition in which we permanently lose the
ability to hear sounds at lowe decibel levels. One of the most
harmful effects of such a hearing loss is that we lose some of our
ability to understand speech. A PTS can result from a single
damaging exposure to very high intensity noise but...most °often
results\ from exposure to moderately intense noise over an extended period octiine:

Permanent Threshold
Shift (PTS)

4.;

A permanent hearing ,loss can occur over time without our even
being aware of it. If exposed to sufficiently high levels of noise

over tirtle, we find our ability to hear diminished little by little

not Nugh at any one time far the loss of hearing to be noticeable.

;

Unfortunately, hearing loss is often noticed only after permanent
dathage has been done.

A PTS can be the result of a series of temporary threshold shifts,
each of 'which weakens the hair Cells in the cochlea. The cumulative effect of the temporary shifts can be that the hair cells are
actually destroyed. At this point, recovery is not possible. The
lower decibel sounds never again can be heard. After the first
permanent hearing loss has been detected, further hearing losses
can occur so lolt as there continues to be exposure to damaging

(IN
4

noise at higher levels.

No one can predict when a Temporary Threshold Shift will
become a Permanent Threshold Shift. Our ears can warn us, however, when the danger of permanent hearing damage from relatively short exposure to intense noise is imminent.
Warning signals, such as a ringing in the ears ("tinnitue), a threshold shift which lasts more than a few hours or a tickling sensation
13-11
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in the ears (which actually'is a mild form of pain) tell us that we
should remove oursslves from exposure to high intensity noises
orsuffer the consequences. These warning signals also tell us that,

before returning to the proximity of the high intensity noises
we should take steps to protect our hearing.

Unfortunately, permanent hearing loss'often can result from longterm exposure to, noise levels which are below the range where we
perceive warning signals. It takes longer for hearing to be damaged
by noise at these lower levels, but the result is just the same.
Regardless of whether we have been receiving warn. ing signals of
hearing damage, hearing tests should be -part of a routine physical
examination. A hearing test cal, detect the early signs of a hearing

loss and can alert us to a problem before more serious damage
occurs.,

HOW NOISE DAMAGES,
HEARING

How intense must noise be hefoie it has the potential to damage
our Hearing, on either. a temporary or a permanent basis? There is
no simple definitive answer to this question. There are too many
variables involved.

Four Major Variables

f The four most important variables are:

1 the level of the sound, as measured in decibels
'2. the length of time to which we are exposed to the sound
3. the number and length Of quiet (recovery) periods sbet*een

periods of sound.
4. our personal sensitivity to or tolerance for sound.

The danger that noise poses to our hearing is a function of the
interaction of these four variables.
Sound Level

Let us examine the first variable, the level of the noise.

For most persons the threshold of hearing occurs near 0
decibels, usually between 0 and l0'decibels.

Sounds below approximately 40 decibels are considered

low intensity noises. Examples include the rustling of
leaves, a whisper and the ticking of a watch.
0
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Sounds between 40 and 70 decibels are considered moderate in intensity and include such things as conversational
speech, a typewriter and the singing of birds.

re Sounds between 70 and 90 decibels
are considered loud

and include such things as a television, a dishwasher and a
table si1.v.

Sounds between 90 and .100 decibels are considered

, intense and include such things as a gasoline-powered
lawnmower, a rock band and an emergency siren.

Sounds between 110 and 130 deCibels' may induce pain in
the ears. Examples include nearby thunder, sonic booms
and jet plane takeoffs.

It is at the higher decibel levels (80-90 and above) thattiie likelihood of noise -induced hearing dam_ begins to increase if an
individual is exposed to noise at or- above these levels for a sufficiently long'petiod of time.

Machinery in the industrialkocational, educational shop produces
these higher decibel, noises. Spme examples include:
Machine

Punch Press,
Hydraulic Press
Circular'Saw
Wood Planer
Oxygen Torch

dB

96-108
130
105

98-110
121

O

ti

The second variable affecting potential hearing damage isle' time

variable. The higher the intensity of the noise, the shorter the

Time Exposure
9

time required for hearing damage to occur.

The Occupational- Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
-within the U.S.-Department of Labor liar established standards for
occupational noise exposure. These standards describe the lengths
of time beyond which a worker should not be exposed to noise
at various levels of intensity during a normal eight-hour working
day.

OSHA Standards

.

13-13
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The following table describes the permissible sound exposures
established by OSHA.

t

.

,

.Hours per bay

,

A-Weighted
Sound Level, dB

of 5posure

- -90-

6

92
95
97
100 .
102

-_4,-----

.,.

3
2
1-1/2
1

1'05

1/2

110
115

1/4 or less

o

..--,-------

8

.

.

1,

S..

Reprinted from General Industry OSHA Safety and Health Standards
(29 CFR 191(195). U.S. Dept. of Labor, November 1978. '
-60

Note that in this table sound level is designated "A-weighted."
A-weighting is a sound measurement technique which filters out
the low frequency sounds which the human ear does not hear
well, thus roughly simulating the sensitivity of the human ear to
sound frequency.
The table indicates that workers should not be ex,p'osed to a'sdund
level which exceeds 90 dB on the average, for an eight-hour day.

-

If such exposure cannot be avoided, steps must be taken to
.

protect the worker's hearing.

.. ?

A

The table also indicates that workers should not be exposed to
a sound level which exceeds 115 dB, on the average, for even
fifteen minutes of a work day. Clearly, workers should never be
exposed to steady sound levels above 115 dB.

,

It should be noted that the OSHA standards presented in this
table apply only.. to working environments. Our.hearing is affected

by the totality of the noise that, we are exposed to in our daily
lives.

.
ReCovery Periods

-

This brings us to a third variable which determines how noise can
damage hearing: the number and length of quiet (recovery)
periods between periods of sound.

If we do work in a noisy environment in which it is possible to
experience threshold shift's, we must avoid extended contact with
13-14
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noisy environments outside of our work. Using power shop tools.
or lawnmowers or attending rock concerts will not allow our
hearing to recover from the effects of day-long noise exposure.
Another govern. ment agency concerned with the prOtection of all

'EPA Recomme,S'dation
and Goal '-

citizens from the damaging effects of noise has recommended
lower levels, of safe noise exposure. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recommends that, for ar eight-hour work day,
workers should not be exposed to A-weighted noise levels averaging greater than 85 dB.
,

I

The 'WA goal exceeds its recommendation. Its goal is to reduce

,

'

that A-weighted noise level to an average no greater than 75 dB for

an eight-hour work day. Further, the EPA believes that, over
an entire 24-hour day, individuals should not be exposed to

.

A-weighted noise levels averaging greater than 70 dB. This means,
that; if a worker is exposed to an average 75 dB while at work,
the noise exposurelor the sixteen-hour balance of the day should
be low enough to bring the overall 24-hour average noise exposure
down to the 70 dB level.
The rower noise exposure goals of the EPA are designed to protect
public health and welfare under a wide range of situations, .and

they contain what the .EPA believes is an adequate margin' of
safety for hearing.

The difficulty in stating precisely what an adequate margin of
safety should be for allpersons in all types of jobs brings us to the
fourth variable affecting potential hearing damage, individug
differences. Because all of us differ from one anothenin-variQus
ways, inclliding hearing, safe level of noise exposure for one
person May not be safe for another. The fact that'othersznay not
report any hearing difficulty resulting from ,work Hi a noisy
environment does not mean that a gien individual will not 'suffer

Individual Differences,

hearing damage in the same environment.

In general, there are three basic ways to control noise:

NOISE CONTROL

1. at its source

2. along its path

3. at the point of hearing through the use of protective
equipment.
a
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Co n:A7-..:, pf noise at its source is probably the best approach. The

reason, quite simply, is that, if a piece of equipment or a tool'is
operating or is made to operate at a safe noise level, there is no
hearing danger posed and no need to use additional approaches to

'

noise Control.

If source control is not possible, the ne::t belt approach is to

c

control the noise along its path. Such control limits the number of
persons exposed to the noise. However, it cthes not always eliminate the noise problem for all persons affected, especially those
working directly with or very near the noise source, and it often
requires that.new noise control steps be taken whenever equipment is moved or work sites are changed.

4.

The Use of ear protection, quipment is not as desirable as either,
-source control or path control. It.affords protection only to those
on or near the site who. are wearing the equipment, and students

.must be willing `a wed hearing protectors whenever they are
exposed to potintially 'dangerous noise. Further, certain conditIlons and activities can reduce the effectiveness oef .the hearing.
protectors themselves.

Source control begins with a' careful analysis of the noise-pro-

SOURCE. CONTROL

,

ducing equipment, to isolate the Major sources of noise Within the-

equipment' and to determine how the noise is being transmitted
from these sources. The iiiajor noise source may be an engine or
a motor, but the noise its& may be transmitted as vibration

other parts ofthe 'equipment which, in turn, radiate the noise
heard outside the equipment. In source control; 'both, the major
noise source and the secondary noise radiators Must tte examined
and quieted.to the gregest extent poSsible. .

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, has outlined some
specific applications of source control. These are listed in'Appendix A following this unit. Briefly stated, they include the follow,

.

ing:

°

1.

Reduce impact noise.

2. Reduce speed of moving and rotating parts.

3. Reduce pressure and flow velocities in Circulating systems.
4, Balance rotating par:.

13-16
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5. Reduee Triction'in rotating, sliding, and moving parts.

6. Reduce flow resistance in circulation systems.
7. Isolate vibration within equipment.

8. Reduce the size of the surface radiation and noise.

9. Apply vibration- damping materials to vibrating parts and
surfaces.

10. Reduce the leakage of noise from within equipment.
Approaches to control of noise at its source are simple ancl logical.

Approachk such as these should constitute our first line of defense against noise produced by equipment and tools.

In situations where source control measures will not work or such
methods will not lower the noise level to a safe pqint, control of
noise along its path to the ear must be considered.

In path control we attempt to block or- reduce noise before it

PATH CONTROL

reaches our ears. This can be done by
1.

containing or enclosing the noise

2. absorbing the noise along its path

.-

3. deflecting the noise away from 'our ears

4. separating the noise frOm the hearer.

The approach that is chosen depends on the type.of equipment or
tool and the environment in which we are working. gi

Reducing the leakage of noise from within equipment is a basic
approach which- applies both to source. control and path control.

Enclosing Noise

Enclosing a nog), piece of equipment in a-box or a room ..)r cover-

ing a. noisy pipe with a heavy sound-absorbing material can effectively -quiet noise. Obviously, this may not be practical for
highly mobile equipment. But for noisy equipment that is stationary or infrequently moved, it should be considered.

Absorbing nqike,is another approach common to both source
control and path -control. Sound-absorbing materials or acoustic
1'3-17'
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lining in a box or room can be used to enclose equipment noise.
Noise transmitted from its source through ducts, pipes or elec-,
trical channels can be reduced through the use of sound-abs%bing
materials. The .inside surfaces of these noise passageways can be
lined with glass fiberbilard, and the ducts, pipes or channels can be

wrapped with t glass fiber blanket. Baffles constructed of glass
-fiberboard can be installed inside the noise passageways.
Deflecting Noise

Screens or barriers can be used to defied the noise that is gener,.ated by equipment and tools. Much noise can be literally "walledcan .be
' . by barriers which surround the noise source.
etal panels
aided by lining the barrierswhich may be wood. or metal
.
with sound-absorbing material:

But barriers do not have to surroundthe n_ oise source to be effective in reducing noise transmission. If it is sufficiently large, a
free-standing wall between the noise source and a hearer can.refleet much of the noise and create a noise "shadow" to protect
the hearer.
Separating Noise and Hearer

e

,

Putting distance between the noise source and the persOns exposed

to the noise is .a simple and effective approach to path Control.
The further away from the noise source we work, the lower the
noise level we receive.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

40-

.

The deed for personal hearing protection arises when source control and/or path control are not present, when source and/or path
control do h Ot lower noises to safe levels, or when a worker can' not avoid direct exposure to noisy equipment and tools. There are
three basic types of personal protective hearing devices:
1. Disposable pliable materials, such as fine glass wool, min-

eral fibers and wax-impregnated cotton, may be inserted
in the ear. It must be fresh each day. Though such material
offers some level of hearing protection, it does not Provide

I

the same benefits as do other devices.
2. Ear plugs may be inserted in the ear. These must be individually fitted to the wearer.
3.

Cup-type protectorslike ear muffsmay be worn with
the band over the head or around the back'of the neck or
may be incorporated into safety helmets.

310
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The amount of noise protection afforded by these devicesvaries
from one device to 'another at different sound frequencies. Although it is difficult to generalize for all of the devices available
commercially, the wearer of A. he-ring protection device may
expect noise reduction ranging from 10 dB to&over 40 dB at
Certain frequencies. Hearing protective devices will be discussed
further in Unit 14.
.
While source control, path control and control 'at poirit of hearing are generally accepted as the three basic approaches to noise
control, there, is a fourth factor which directly affects the need for
theie three approaches and the amount of noise to which students

1

,

..,

MANAGEMENT OF NOISE
,
CONTROL

and instructors dare exposed. This fourth factor may be termed the
I
management of noise control.

The management of noise control refers to the administrative
decisions that are made to purchase certain types of equipment
and tools, to use certain procedures and to schedule work during

Nr

.

.

!certain parts of the work period.

t

It is obvious that the purchase of equipment can affect the noise
level on a work site. If reatively noisy equipment is purchased,
the noise exposure will be higher, and :he need for source, path
and point-of-hearing controlswill be greater.

Purchasing

Opportunities for decisions which have positive effects on noise
control piesent themselves whenever a piece of equipment or a
tool bee-pines damaged, worn out or obsolete and must be replaced. Dhisions to replace equipment and tools with' the quietest
models available should,' over time, result in a much quieter and
safer shop.

Decisioris to choose certain work procedures over others can also
affect noise 'levels in some obvious ways. Foi example, if material

Procedures

can be either welded or riveted, the choice of welding would
result in less noise generation. If concrete can be mixed off the
site as well as on, the decision to mix off the site would result,
ob;iously, in less noise on the site.

When noise is generated may be as important a consideration as
how much noise is generated. While this approach may be difficult in the industrial/vocational education environment, it may be
possible to alter schedulei- for some noisy operations in order to
minimize the number of persons exposed to high noise levels.

Decisions also can be madd to schedule noisy procedures for
13-19
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several short periods of time during a day or o'er a number of
days rather than in one long, continuous perio(
CHEMICAL AGENTS

.

Having completed our examination of biological and physical
agents, we come to the third category of health hazards, chemical agents.

Defining Chemical Hazards

Chemical hazards may be defined as ;`chemicals thay may, under

specific circumstances, cause injury to persons or damage to
property because of reactivity, instability, spontaneous decomposition, flammability or volatility."2 Under this heading are
included substances, mixtures or compounds which are explosive,
corrosive, flammable or toxie.
Explosives are substances, mixtures or compounds which can enter
into a combustion reaction so rapidly and violently that they can
cause an explosion.

Corrosives can destroy living tissues. Their destructive Weft on
othn substances, particularly on combustible materials, may re-.
suit in a fire or explosion.

Flammable liquids are those liquids with a flash point of 100°F
(38°C) or less. As we saw in the previous unit on fire protection,

combustible liquids (those with flash points above 10) also
may be hazardous.

Toxic chemicals are those gases, liquids or solids which, through
their chemical properties, can produce injurious or lethal effects
upon contact with body cells.
PROCESSES AND
OPERATIONS WHICH
INVOLVE TOXIC AND
CORROSIVE AGENTS

Work in the industrial/vocational education shop requires processes and operations where contact with hazardous materials is

Metalworking

Metalworking inevitably produces fumes and dust. Fumes are very
small particles formed by the vaporization of metal during torch-

Four examples an metalworking, electroplating,
painting mu staining and the cleaning of metal parts,
inevitable.

cutting, burning or welding operations, whereas metal dust is
genelated by grinding. Special precautions such as exhaust ventilation and the wearing of respirators and eye protection need to be

taken when cutting, burning or grinding scrap containing alloys
of the more toxic metals, such as lead, zinc, cadmium or beryllium!

Electroplating

Electroplating processes, used extensively for decorative purposes

and for producing tarnish-resistant finishes, involve hazards of
13-20
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skin contact and inhalation. Because the skin may be exposed to
strong acids and alkalis, emergency eye wash and shower facilities are required: Because mists or gases from plating solutions

represent a respiratory hazard if dispersed into the air of the
workplace, ventilation is required.

o

Chromic 'acid is used in chrome plating. Skin contact causes
derinatitis and gums known as "chrome holes." The major hazard
to health, however, is the inhalation of chromic acid mist or vapor,
which causes irritation of the upper respiratory passages and may
result in perforation of the nasal septum. Industrial poisoning has
occurred from inhaling the mist of solutions containing as little
as five percent chromic acid. Local exhaust ventilation-should be
.
-7
used with all chromic acid,tanks.
.

.

Copper plating baths are both acid and alkaline types. The cyanide
salts in the alkaline bath are the greatest hazard in copper plating.

These salt particles may become airborne when the tanks are
charged. _Cyanide solutions are readily absorbed, and skin contact
must be avoided. Local exhaust ventilation systems are required to
draw off the vapors, respirators may be needed, and workers must
`

limit skin contact through the use of gloves which the cyanide
cannot, penetrate. Good personal hygiene practices must be
sgessed, including frequent washing of exposed skin areas_ particularly before eating or smoking. If a cyanide salt solution is
mixed with acid, deadly hydrogen cyanide gas can -result.' All
traces of acid must be rinsed away from parts. before they are
immersed in the cyanide vat.

Zinc and cadmium plating operations also use cyanide baths.
As with copper plating, Care must be exercised to avoid contact
with the cyanide solution and to prevent a cyanide/acid mix.

Painting and staining are two of many industrial/vocational

Painting and Staining

education shop processes which use solvents. Whenever solvents
are used, health hazards are present.
What is a.solvent? It is a material used to dissolve another material.
Although the physiological effects ;of different solvents vary,
generally they include:
1. dermatitis

2. irritation of 'the respiratory tract

314
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3. interference with tIIe central nervous system.

Skin contact with solvents may cause dermatitis, ranging in
severity from a simple irritation to actual damage to the skin.
Even the most inert solvents can dissolve the natural protective
barriers of fats and oils, leaving the .skin unprotected. When these
natural lubricants are removed, the skin becomes subject to disabling and possibly disfiguring dermatitis and the way to serious
infection is opened. Some of the newer paints contain hardeners
and other additives that can cause skin rashes.

Students sometimes wash their hands in such solvents as mineral
spirits and turpentine. These solvents take the fats out of the skin,
increasing the chance for skin rashes. In some cases, they can be
absorbed through the skin. Students must be instructed in specific
procedures for cleanliness. They 'should remove with waterless
1hand cleaners any paints or stains which get on their -Skin. Solvent-

resistant gloves and long-sleeved shirts worn while painting' will

prevent the paints or stains from contacting the skin in those
areas.

Another principal mode of exposure to solvents is the inhalation

of vapors. Such exposure may result in throat irritation and
bronchitis and eventual damage to the blood, liver, kidneys and
respiratory and gastrointestinal systems. Engineering controls
(e.g., ventilation), good wdrk practices and personal protection
Jevices limit such exposures.

All organic solvents affect the central nervous system. Depending

upon the degree of exposure and the solvent involved, these
effects may range from mild narcosis to death from respiratory arrest. Because solvents act as depressants and anesthetics,
they can cause drowsiness and loss of coordination, increving the
risk of accidents. Thinners used in most paints will have a narcotic
effect on students, and long-term' exposure :nay cause irreparable
liver and lung damage. Respirators should be worn in the spray
area or paint booth, and ventilation should be provided.
Cleaning Metal Parts

Strong corrosive solutions are used for cleaning metal parts in dip

tanks, reusable filters, etc. When such caustics are used, controlle_d procedures arecessary. Because skin' contact will cause
severe burns, rubber gloves and a face shield or goggles should be
worn when handling caustics. Any caustics that contact the skin
Must be washed off immediately. A safety shower and eye wash
fountain shoutdi be installed where caustics are handled.

/
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Table 16 describes the hazards implicit in son* other /processes
and operations common to the industrial/vocational education
shop.
TABLE 16

-

INDUSTRIALNOCATIONAL EDUCATION OPERAPONS
AND THEIR ASSOCIATED HEALTH HAZARDS
Abrasi've Machin 111§.

-

An abrasive machining operation-is characterized by the removal of material from a workpiece by the cutting action'of abrasive particles contained in or on a machineotool. The workpiece material is-removed in the form of small particles and, whenever the operation is performed dry, these particles are
projected into
air in the vicinity of the operation.

Ceramic Coating. Ce mic coating raPy present the hazard of airborne dispersion of toxic pigments plus hazards
of heat stress from the furnacekand hot ware.

My Grinding. Dry grinding operations should be examined for airborne dust, noise and er gonomic hazards.
. ,

Forming and Fala. Hot bending, forming or cutting of metals or nonmetals may have the hlaards of lubricant
mist, decomposition products of the lubricant, skin contact with the lubricant, heat stress (including radiant
heat), noise and dust.

Gas Furnace or Oven Heating Operations "(Annealing, Baking, Drying, Etc.). Any gas or oil fired combustion process should be examined to determine
level of .by-products of combustion that may be released into the
workroom atmosphere. Noise ineaprens should also be made to determine the level of burner noise.

Grinding Operations. Grinding, crushing or comminuting of any material may present the hazard of contamination
of workroom air due to the dust from the material being processed or from the grinding wheel.
:High Temperatures from Hot Castings, Unlagged Steam Pipes, Process Equipment, Etc. Any promss or operation
involving high ambient temperatures (dry-bulb temperature); radiant heat load (globe temperature) or
excessive humidity (wetbulb temperature) should be examined to determine the magnitude of the physical
stresses that may be present.

Molten Metals. Any process involving the melting and pouring of molten metals should be examined to determine
the level of air contaminants of any toxic gas, metal fume or dust produced in the operation.
fly
Open-Sul-face Tanks. Open-surface ranks:are utilized by industry for gumerous purposes. Among their applications
can be included thecommon operations of degreasing, electroplating, metal stripping, fur and leather finishing,
dyeing
d pickling. An open-surface tank operation is definedls "-any operation involving the immersion Of
materials
liquids, w ich are contained in puts, tanks, vats or similar containers." Excluded from consideration in this
, however, are certain similar operations such as surface - coating operations and operatinr..1 involving molten metals for which different engineering control requirements exist.
Paint Spraying. Spray painting operations should be examined for the possibility of hazards from inhalation and
skin contact with toxic and irritating solvents and inhalation of toxic pigments. The solverf vapor evaporating
from the sprayed surface may also be sa source of hazard, because ventilation may be provided only for the
paint spray booth. ,
Plating. Electroplating processes involve risk of skin contact with strong chemicals and in addition may present
a respiratory hazard if mist or.gases from the plating solutions are dispersed into the air of the shop.

Vapor Degreasing. The removal of oil and grease from metal products may present hazards. This operation should
be examined to determine that excessive amounts of vapor are not being released into the shop atmosphere.
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WeldingGas or Electric Arc. Welding operations generally involve melting of a metal in the presence of a flux
or a shielding gas by means of a flame or an electric arc. The operation may product gases offumes from the
metal, the flux, meta! surface coatings or surface contaminants. Certain toxic gases such ayozone or nitrogen
dioxide may alsp be formed by the flame or arc. If there is an arc or spark discharge, t6( effects of radiation
awl the products of destruction of the electrodes should be investigated. These o rations also commonly
involve hazards of high potential eletrical circuits of low intemal resistance.
Wet Grinding. Wet grinding.of any material may product possible hazards of mist, dust nd noise.
Adapted and reprinted from Compliance Operations Ma'nual,l/.S. Department of Labor, OSHA 2006, January 1972, pp. X111-3-8.

Toxic and Corrosive Agents

Many other° toxic and corn sive agents are used in various shop
this unit contains brief descriptions of
operations. Appendix B
the followirig: alumin m, antimony, arsenic, asbestos, benzene,
cadmium; carbon m noxide, chromium, chlorinate& hydrocarbon
oxy resins, frorides, hydrochloric acid, Iron
solvents, cobalt,
lead,
jirhe,
magnesium,
;manganese, mercury, nitrogen
oxide,
I oxide, nitrogen dioxide, nitric acid, oxalic acid, ozone, phosgene,
refrigerants(silic on dioxide, sulfuic.acid and zinc.

LABELING HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS

Information concerning all hazardous materials used in the industrial/vocational education shop should .be available to'instructors,
d,students alike. Proper labeling is a fundamental part of a safe
and effective operation. Labeling has two principal functions:

Functions of Labeling

1.

ad_eguate identificationwhat the material is and where it
came from

2.

precautionary information for safe handling of all chemicals having significant material hazard.

Purchased materials always have either the chemical or common

name pf the materials, the name of the manufacturer and a lot
number. If the chemical is flammable, a flash point may be shown
on the label .accofripanied by a precaution regarding fire hazard.
If the material rs corrosiie, toxic, reactive or unstable, other precautionary information is usually shown. r

Absence of precaution on the label does not necessarily mean that
Ithere is no hazard. Some manufacturers are not diligent in provid1 ing sUch information, and some purchasing agents are not con(

scienfous in channeling information to the shot) instructor and
supervisor.

13-24
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Absence of labels can be very dangerous. When hazardous 'materials are found in containers with no identifying label or with a
label illegible from iontact' with .e `e
such containers must
be removed until they can be iiddritified and labeled. If such

Absent Labels

.

identification cannot be made, the material' should be dispoSed
Liability suits often are based on inadequate labeling of,a material
involved in an accident. Good labeling practice helps protect the
teacher and school from such litigation.

The Federal Hazardous Substances Act, now administered by the
Consumer Product Safety Commission, requires precautionary
labeling on all flammable, corrosive, reactive, toxic or radioactive
substances intended for non-industrial use.

Federal Hazardous
Substances Act

The U.S. Department of Transportation requires certain shipping
labels on packages of hazardous materials carried interstate:

U.S. Department of
Transportation

The Occupational Safety and Health Act has a general duty clause

Occupational Safety and
Health Act

requiring an employer to provide a safe place of employment.
Unlabeled or inadequately labeled hazardous materials could be
construed as a violation of this act.

The National.. Fite Protection Association, in its NFPA 704M,
Standard System for the Identification of the Fire Hazards of

NF,PA Standard System

Materials, has developed a popular hazardous materials identification system. The NFPA System relies on a diamond-shaped diagram divided into four parts (see Figure 29).

R
E

A
C
T

H
E

A
1.`

(BLUE) H

TI (YELLOW)

Y.
SPECIAL
(WHITE)

Adapted from NFPA 704M, Standard System for the Identification'of
the Fire Hazards of Materials, 1979, National Fire Codes, and reprinted

a

with permission.

Figure 29
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The top segment indicates the flammability hazard and is colored
red. The segment to the left of the fire hazard indicates the health
hazard of the material and is' colored blue. The segment to the

right of the fire hazard indicates thee reactivity hazard and is
colored yellow. The bottom segment is reserved to identify
.special information of which the :user should be aware. For example, a 'W -with a line drawn through it (W) indicates unusual
reactivity with water. Oxidizing chemicals are identified by an
OXY in the bottom segment, and radiation hazards are identified with the radiation symbol.

The hazard rating for each category of hazard pertaining to a
given material is indicated by a number in the appropriate segment. The number scale rangeS from 0"to 4, with materials designated as 0 presenting little or no hazard and materials designated
as 4 presenting extreme hazard (see Table 15). It should be noted
that the health hazard designations refer only to the. immediate
acute effects of exposure to the chemical. The chronic long-term
health effects are not taken into 'account.'

What meaning do the health hazard designations have for industrial/vocational education operations? Because materials desig-

nated 4 and 3 present extreme danger, it is most unlikely that
they wi'l be present in the shop. A2 indicates materials which
are hazaidous to health; their use requires a full -faced mask which
.,'provides eye protection 'and.a self-conetined breathing apparatus.
Al indicates materials where a self-contained bieathing apparatus
(e.g., an approved canister type gas mask) may be desirable. AO

indicates that peksons working with the material requiie ro
special clothing.

The NFPA hazard symbol is a method by which the instructor and
student can see at a glance-the dangers presented by a particular
substance. It helps to ensure; proper storage and use of chemicals
and solvents. Some manufacturers .inclu.de the diagram on tbeir

labels. In order to make his own hazard synibol, the instructor
will need to refer to label statements:and detailed Material Safety
Data Sheets (see Appendices C azid D).

Perhaps the major limitation to the NFPA system is that it floes
not identify the specific chemical involved, only what hazards it
represents.
Nr

The National Inkitute for Occupational Safety. and Health
(NIOSH) has a system which incorporates the NFPA Standard
13-26
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TABLE 15
NFPA tiAZARD,CODING SYSTEM
Identification of Health Hazard
Color Code: BLU
Type of Possible lnju y
Signal

Materials which on very sho t exposure

injury even though prompt medical
treatment were given..

Identification of Reactivity
(Stability) Color Code: YELLOW

Color Code: RED
ta"

Susceptibility of Materials to.Burning

Signal

could taus death or major residual'

4

Identification of Flammability

Susceptibility to Release of Energy
Signal

Materials which will rapidly or col*

Maerials which in themselves are
readily capable of -detonation or 'of
explosive decomposition or. reaction at
normal temperatures andpressures.

pletely vaporize atatmo§pheric pressure

and normal ambient temperature, or
which are readily dispersed in air and
which will burn readily.

3

Materials which on short exposure
could cause serious temporary or
residual injury even though prompt
medical treatment were given.

LiqUi is and solids that can be ignited
under almost' all ambient temperature
conditions.

which in themselves are
capable of detonation or explosive reac
tion but require a strong initiating
source or which must be heated under
Materials

confinement before initiation or which
react explosively with water.
mo.

Materials which on intense or continued exposure could cause tem

Materials

must be moderately
heated or exposed to relatively high

Materials

porary incapacitation or possible *residual irijury unless prompt medical
treatment 6 given.

ambient temperatures , before ignition
can occur.

go violent chemical change but do
not detonate. Also materials which
may react violently with water or

that

which

in

themselves

are

normally unstable and readily under-

2

which may form potentially explosive
mixtures with water.

Materials which on exposure would
cause irritation but only minor residual
injury even if no treatment is given.

Materials that must be preheated before
ignition can occur.

which in themselves are
normally stable, but which can become
unstable at elevated temperatures and
pressures or which may react with water
Materials

1

with some release of energy but not
violently.

0

Materials which on exposure under
lire conditions would offer no hazard
beyond that of ordinary combustible
material.

Materials that will not burn.

Materials which in themselves are norm-

0.

ally stable, even under fire exposure
conditions, and which are not reactive
with water.

Reproduced with permission from NFPA 704, Standard System for the Identification of the Fire Hazards of Materials, 1979, National Fire Codes.
0
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while providing more specificity (the trade or chemical name) and

more detail. In a criteria document entitled ,An Identification
System for Occupational Hazardous Materials, NIOSH recommends that the label contain the following:
1. the trade name.or chemical name of the product

2. ' a hazard sytsnbol consistinganf three rectangles containing.

terse indications of a relative health hazard, fike hazard
and reactivity hazard

A

-

3. appropriate statements on the nature of the hazard

4. appropriate action statements
. .
5. emergency action and first aid statements

6. cleanup and disposal statements where appropriate.

Adoption of this or a similar system by OSHA would standardize
Labels for industry and for other users of reagent chemicals.
Examination of e ch part of the mornmendation shows that the
first pait provides what the NFPA system does 'not, the trade or
chemical name of Nit product. The second part incorporates the
NFPA hazard symbol.just discussed..

The remainder of,. the recommendations- are l

statements.

Such statements convey more information than the -hazard
symbol and less information than the Material Safetf Data Sheet
which is also part of the NIOSH criteria documents: Appendix C
to this unit contains details about Recommendations 3 through 6:
1.

a

label statements on the
a.

-.

nature of the hazard ( health, fire and reactivity)

b. action necessaryto protect against the hazard
2. label statements concerning first aid
a

o,

3. label statements concerning cleanup and disposal.

The NIOSH document also contains a Material Safety Da4 Sheet,
a form by which manufacturers transmit hazard information to
users (see Appendix D). It contains relevant informaticin about the
13-28
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physical and toxicological properties of the chemical. Labels
generally. list only the major components of chemical reagents or
solvent mixtures. Therefore, the instructor must depend on the
data sheet for information about chemical components which.
though minor, may be toxic or dangerous.
1'

Most manufacturers and suppliers have developed information
sheets similar to 4..he NIOSH form. At the time that hazardous
materials are purchased, the manufactuter
should be asked to
.
furnish such toxicityland haztrd information: The forms which.,
are provided should be distributed to' instructors, supervisors,
maintenance personnel and. members -of the Shop Safety and-Health. Committee.
.

In addition to the six NIOSH recommendations, labels for industrial/vocational educalion use should contain: .

Other Label Information

1..
1, the manufacturer's' name' and the lot number pf the
.

', chemical
2. the age of the material:

The first item is important because manufacturers sometimes need
to recall batches of chemicals. When the manufacturer's name is
pn the label, the substance under question can be located quickly:.
Because some chemjcals becoMe unstable ok ineffective with age,
it is also necessary to identify the purchase date. .

le

It may not be practical to put all the desired infoiMation on
label, especially if the container is small. The instructor must use .
his good judgment in selecting what information should appear.
The most essential item is the chemical or product name, which

never should be omitted. Figure 30 is a sample label which
includes the information discussed in this sections

The NIOSH criteria document deals in its last section with the
disposal of hazardous materials. Toxic and hazardous' wastes can

DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS
MATEpIALS

be both difficult and expensive to get rid of.,

The disposal of hazardous materials is strictly regulated by law in
many states. When an .instructor.orders students to dump hazard-

r

ous mattOals into the-sink and to flush them down or to.pour
.toxic TiteriaLs
onto thegioun; he may, be violating applicable
:o.
state or municipal laws. Defuilicipal; .state and federal laws all
regulate the discharge of toxic and hazardous materials into
,wage systems and receiving waters and the atmosphere.

/
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CHEMICAL NAME

FORMULA

L

0

FLASH POINT

KINDS OF
HAZARDS

SEVERITY OF
HAZARDS

CORROSIVE TO SKIN AND EYES

FLAMMABLE

TOxiC BY INGESTION

REACTIVE WITH WATER

TOXIC BY INHALATION

UNSTABLE

TOXIC.BY SKIN CONTACT

RADIOACTIVE

HEAR

o-

1

2

'3

4

FIRr

o

1

2

3

4

REACTIVITY

0

1

2

3

4

SPECIFIC
EMERGENCY

TREATMENT
A

O

SUPPLIER

0
t
DATE

PREPARED

PURCHASED

-

RECEIVED

4.)

USAGE

OTHER
INFORMATION

1

From Safety in the School Science Laboratory, NIOSH, August 1977"
p. W.8-35.

Figure 3Q
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Industrial/vocational education shops have two basic disposal
alternatives open to them. They can handle the disposal themselves, or, they can pay a commercial disposal service. The first
alternative is time- consuming, and the second is relatively expensive.

For assistance in learning what regulations apply to the shop and
what disposal alternatives are best suited to their situation, instructors and supervisors should seek the help- of such resources as the
Environmental Protection Agency and other appropriate local and
state government offices.
The toxicity of a material is not identical/with its quality for being
a health hazard. Toxicity is the "capacity of a material to produce

TOXICITY
Toxicity vs. Hazjird"

injury or harm." Hazard is "the Jossibility that exposure to a
material will cause injury wheivi specific quantity is used under
certain conditions."3 The key elements to be considered when
evaluating a health hazard ale
'1.

the amount of material required to be in contact with a
body cell in order to produce an injury

2. the total time of contact necessary
0.?

3.

the probability that the material will be absorbed-or come
in contact with body cells

4. the ratof generation of airborne contaminants
5.

the control measures in use.

Not all toxic materials are hazardbus. The majority of 'toxic
chemicals are safe when packaged in their original shipping containers or contained in a closed system. As long as toxic materitls
are adequately controlled, they can be used safely.

For example, many solvents, if not used prOperly; will cause
irritation to eyes, mouth and throat. They are also intoxicating
and can cause blistering of the skin anti other forms of dermatitis.
Prolonged exposure may cause 'chore serious illness. But, if the
solvents are used in a well-ventilated area and the person is provided with protec,live equipment which prevents the substance
from coming in contact with skin, then they can be used without
being a hazard.,

13-31
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In this cat , certain controlsventilation and protective equipment
have enabled the person to use the solvent while minimizing the

i

risk of illness. However, it must be understood that nontoxic
materials should be substituted for toxic ones whenever possible.

Acute and Chronic Effects

The toxic action of a substance can be divided into acute and
chronic effects:

Acute effects. These involve short-term high concentrations which cause illness, irritation or death. They are the
result of sudden and severe exposure, during which the
substance is rapidly absorbed. Usually acute effects are
related to an accident, which disrupts ordinary processes
and controls. For example, sudden exposure to a high concentration of zinc oxide fumes in the welding shop can

.

cause acute poisoning.

Chronic effects. These involve continued exposure to
toxic substances over long time periods. When the chemical is absorbed more rapidly than the body can eliminate
it, accumulation in the body begins. Since the level of con-

taminant is relatively low, effects, though serious and
irreversible, may go unnoticed for long periods of time.
For example, breathing even low concentrations-of carbon

monoxide for long periods of time can cause damage to
the heart muscles and blood vessels.
SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

t-

Frequently accidents inyolving hazardous. materials occur in the
shop because neither the instructor nor the student knows or is
able to anticipate the effects of a particular chemical combination'
or the toxicity of a chemical compound. One of the primary goals
of any shop safety and health program should be to minimize the
frequency and severity of accidents which result from a lack of
knowledge.

Incompatible Chemicals

-t

Information about chemical reactions and incompatible chemical
compounds and elements should be used by instructors whenever
necessary to prevent bodily, injuries and property damage resulting from unexpected chemical reactions. Table 13 in the previous
unit listed some chemical incompatibilities. The following publications should be consulted in case of doubt about a particular
reaction and are excellent sources of information on hazardous
chemical reactions.

.1
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Manufacturing Chemists Association, Guide for Safety fn the
Chemical Laboratory, 2nd ed , Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, New York, New York. 1972,

Meyer, E., Chemistry of Hazardous Materials, Prentice-Hall,
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 1977.

National Fire Protection Association, NFPA 49, Hazardous'
Chemicals Data 1979, National Fire Codes, Boston, Massachusetts. 1979.
National Fire Protection Association, NFPA 591M, Manua/ of
Hazardous Chemical Reactions 1975, Boston, Massachusetts.
1975.

Stecher, P. G., ed., The Merck Index, 9th ed., Merck & Co.,
Inc., Rahway, New Jersey. 197.6.

r

Steere, N. V., ed., Handbook of Laboratory Safety, 2nd ed.,
The Chemical Rubber Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 1971.

Though safety hazards have been the subject of concern among Cheinical Toxicity
industrial/vocational educators for many years, many of the common chemic4ls found in shops have been largely ignored though
they may present significant health hazards. For example, both
benzene and asbestos have been designated as potential carcinogens.

The following publications in addition to The Merck Index already

cited, contain information on the toxicities of chemical compounds. The proper interpretation of toxicity information and
data may requir,e, expertise that is beyond that ordinarily possessed
by industrial/vocational education instructors. Expert advice

should be sought when needed either through the appropriate
state officials or through the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health.

Casarett, L. J. and J. Doull, eds., Toxicology: The. Basic
Sciences of Poisons, Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., New
York, New York. 1975.
Key, Marcus M., ed., Occupational Diseases: A Guide to Their
Recognition; revised ed., U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, DHEW (NIOSH) 77-181, June 1977.
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1978 Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances
(RTECS), U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

NIOSH, Rockville, Marylind, GPO Stock Number 017 -033-

00346-7, $13.00. Available only from: Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
C

D.Q. 20402.

Sax, N. I., Dangerous 'Properties of Industrial Materials,
Van Nostrand Reinhold Compony, NevAYork, New- York.
1975.
MODES OF ENTRY FOR
TOXIC MATERIALS

In order for a hazardous substance to exert its toxic effect, it must

come into contact .with a body cell. There are three modes of
entry for chemical compounds in the form of4. liquids, gases,
mists, dusts, fumes and vapors:
1.

ingestion (through the mouth)

2. .skin absorption
3. inhalation (through the lungs).

Each of these modes of entry will be examined, with particular
attention paid to dermatitis from skin contact and respiratory
ailments arising from inhalation of toxic chemicals.

INHALATION
(Lungs)
Approximately
65 square meters
of surface area
INGESTION

SKIN CONTACT

(Penetration or
ab3orpticn)
Approximately 2
square meters of
surface area

Adaple and reprinted with, permission from Robert J. Firenze, The
Process of Hazard Control, Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co, Dubuque,
Iowa 52001, 1978, p. 423.
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Of the three modes of entry, ingestion is the least common. A
harmful amount of toxic material can be swallowed accidentally,
but this is not common. Far greater is the likelihood of a student

INGESTION AS A MODE
OF ENTRY

ingesting toxic materials because of careless washing before eating,
drinking or smoking.

Inhaled toxic dusts can also be ingested in amounts that may cause
trouble. Particles in inspired aft which are insoluble in 'the mucous

of the respiratory tract may be carried to the mouth where they
are either spit out or swall9wed. If they are readily soluble in body
an absorbed in the digestive system and
fluids, toxic materials canny
picked up by- the blood.
.
The fact that a,,substance has been swallowed does not necessarily
mean that it will be absorbed. A certain selectivity tends to pre-

vent absorption of unnatural substances or to limit the amount
absorbed through the walls of the- digestive tract. Materials,not
absorbed are eliminated directly through the intestinal tract.
Food and liquid in the digestive tract dilute the toxic substance
and may react with it to produce a harmless or insoluble substance. If the toxic substance is absorbed by the bloodstream, it
will pass to the liver, which may alter and detoxify it but possibly
be damaged itself in the process.
The basic detoxification process involves the following steps:
1.

deposit in the liver

2. conversion to a nontoxic compound
3.

transportation to kidney by way of the bloOdstrearri

4.

excretion through kidney and urinary tract.

The second mode of entry for hazardous materials is through sldri SKIN ABSORPTION AS A
absorption. Some substances are absorbed by way of the openings MODE OF ENTRY
for hair follicles; others dissolve in the fats and oils of the skin.
Of all occupational diseases, skin ailments are the most frequent.
Dermatosis is the name given to any disease of the skin; dermatitis
refers to any inflammation of the skin..
The skin is composed of two layers: the epidermis and the dermis.
The epidermis -is of primary concern in the occupational dermatoses.

An...omy of the Skin

r)

0
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The first layer of the epidermis is the lipid or fatty surface. some-

times' cIlled the acid mantle because it has an acid pH and the
capacity to: buffer certain weak alkaline substances. This lipid
surface is composed of oil and sweat and is easily washed

Under the thin layer of lipids lies the stratus cornea or keratin
layer. This layer is the chief barrier against water and aqueous
solutioh and provides fair protection against attack by chemicals
except for alkalis. Becat& it is composed of dead skin cells, this
layer is ...constantly being replaced by new cells pushing to the
surface from the deeper-layer of the epidermis, the germinative
layer.

-The drmis, or "true skin," is tough and resilient. It contains
connective tissue and, if injured, can form new tissue to repair
itself.The dermis is the main natural protection against trauma.
There are five important causes of occupational dermatoses:
1.

plants

2. biological agents

3. physical agents

4. mechanical agents
5. chemical agents

Although the emphasis in this unit is on the chemical agents, we
will briefly examine the other causes.

Plant poisons which can cause dermatitis are produced by several
hundred plants, Qf which the best known are poison ivy, poison
Oak and poison sumac. Dermatitis from these three sources may
result from bodily, contact with clothing or other objects which
previously have been exposed to the, poison. Some woodworking

shops' have reported cases of dermatitis when students were
working with West Indian mahogany, silver fir and spruce,
especially when sandpapering and polishing.
'

Biological agents which cause dermatitis may be bacterial, viral,
fungal or parasitic fhe.m are not often encountered in industrial/
eion shops.
vocatioi,.!
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Physical agents which lead to dermatolis include heat, cold and
"radiation. Hot water softens the skin so that substances attack
it more readily. X-rays and other ionizing radiation may cause
dermatosis, severe burns and even cancer. Prolonged exposure to
sunlight, the most common source of sun-damaging radiation,
produces skin changes which may cause dangerous body altera-

Physical Agents

tions.cr

Mechanical causes of skin irritation include friction, pressure
and trauma, including abrasions. If the horny layers of the skin

-

Mechanical Causes

o

become softened by such mechanical causes or by high temperatures and excessive perspiration, dermatosis may result. Friction
may result in abrasion or, more commonly, a callus.
In industrial/vocational education shops chemical agents are the
most frequent cause of dermatoses. Such chemicals can be divided
into two groups: primary irritants and synthesizers.

CHEMICAL AGENTS

Primary irritants .react on contact, altering the chemistry of the

Primary Irritants-

skin. Such irritants cause a chemical reaction which may vary from

complete destruction to burning to inflammation, or irratation.
About 80 percent of all occupational dermatoses are caused bk.
primary irritants. The following are the broad categories of

.....1....

primary irritants. Many of the specific substances are discussed in
detail in Appendix B, Examples of Toxic and Coryosive Chemicals..,
Organic solvents irritate the skin because of their solvent quali-

ties. They remove the natural oil from the skin, leaving it dry,
scaly And subject

cracking., and infection. Examples of such

organic solvents are
are trichloroethylene, acetone and petroleum
distillates used for degreasing and hand cleaning operations.
Detergents also remove the natural oils from the skin or react with

the oils of the skin to increase susceptibility to chemicals which

ordinarily do not affect the skin. Such detergents include the
alkalis and soap.
.

-

hygroscopic agents and anhydrides take 'water out of
the skin and generate heat. Examples are sulfuric acid, potash and
sulfur dioxide.
Dessicators,

Protein precipitants tend to coagulate the outer layers of the skin.

Examples of protein precipitating agents are alcohol, tannic acid,
formaldehyde and phenol 'and such heavy metal salts as the salts
of arsenic, chromium, mercury and zinc.
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unite with hydrogen and liberate nascent oxygen on
the skin. Examples include chromic acid, hydrogen peroxide,
Oxidizers

chlorine and ozone.
Sensitizing Agents

Some chemical substances produce no irritation on initial skin
contact. After repeated or extended exposure, however, some
individuals will develop an allergi- reaction termed sensitization
dermatitis. A once-immune person suddenly may develop an
allergic reaction to a particular substance.

This,allergic reaction may come in the form of small pimples or
water blisters and look like contact dermatitis. Howiver, the 'grin
reaction ny occur at a site quite different from that where con-

tact occurred. The difficulty comes in determining just what
agent is causing the sensitization. Once

person has become sen-

sitized to a given material, the only sure way to prevent future
allergic reactions is to avoid the product in the _future. In some
cases medication and desensitization by a pl. jsician may be a
solution.

Typical sensitizers include some epoxy resin'.amine hardeners,
certain metals (e.g., chromiuin, nickel) and coal tar derivatives.
Some substances act oas, both ,primary irritants and sensitizing
agents. These include such organic solvents as turpentine and the
chlorinated phenols, chromic acid, formaldehyde and epoxy resin
components.
Appendix E lists some chemical causes of dermatoses and indicates
which are primary irritants and which are sensitizers,
PREVENTING
DERMATOSIS

The best way to control dermatosis is to prevent skin contact with
the offending agents. Where possible, chemicals of low. toxicity
and irritant potential should be. substituted. Contact can be minimized by good personal hygiene, personal protective equipment
and barrier creams.

Good-Personal Hygiene

-Frequent and thorough washing with apprOpriate cleansers removes irritating substances before they can cause trouble. Students should be told where, how and when to wash and should be
advised that they will be rated on this part of heir performance.
Wherever solvents are used, good personal' hygiene is important.
Spills and splashes should be cleaned up immediately with soap

and water. Clothing which has been splattered by ,chemical
solvents should be replaced with clean clothing.

331
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In the case of local contact with acid, the most important treatment is immediately to wash the affected area with large amounts
of water. For minor contact, such as a splash on the hand, running

Contact with Acids

water from a tap may be sufficient, provided encugh time is
allowed for complete removal of the acid. In the case of large
area contact, readily accessible, well=marked, rapid-action safety
showers are required, and a minimum of fifteen minutes should be
devoted to removing all traces of acid.
A special -eye-washing fountain or bath also should be provided.
Adequate time for removal of acid should be allowed. This may
necessitate repeated fifteen-minute washings while medical attention is being sought.

Eye-Wash Fountain

a

The type of soap used is important. Even a generally good soap
may cause irritation on certain types of skin. According to the

Choosing a Soap

Nat onal Safety Council, a soap §hould:
1. be freely soluble in hard or soft, cold or hot water

2. remove fats, oils and other soil without har` ming the skin
3. leave the natural fats and oils in the skin
4. contain no harsh abrasives or irritant scrubbers
5.

be handy to use if in cake form or flow easily through
soap dispensers if in granulated or powder form

6. stay insect-free
7. retain its properties in use.4

Students sometimes contract dermatitis by washing their hands in
the wrong kinds of solutions. They should not be permitted to use
solvents, even if They may feel that these cleaning agents are the
easiest to use and work the fastest. They should be required to use
the soap-dispensing units provided:

To keep dermatitis-causing agents from rontact with the skin,
the student may heed impermdable protective clothing such as
aprons, face shields and gloves. But the student must be aware
that many solvents can penetrate rubber or neoprene gloves.,
.

Neoprene protects against most common oils and aliphatic hydrocarbons, but neither if nor rubber offers protection against the
aromatic and halogenated 'hydrocarbons, the ketones and many
13-39
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other solvents. For such uses polyvinyl alcohol gloves provide
protection, but these gloves must be kept away from - water,
acetont and other solvents.
rt

Regular periodic cleaning and drying of gloves is as important as
using the proper type. Any equipment that cannot be deconlainMated should be discarded.
Q

Barrier Creams

Barrier creams are the least effective way of protecting the skin.
They are not a substitute for .gloves,, except where there-is only
occasional and Minor contact with a solvent. Barrier creams and
hygiene and
lotions should be used to supplement good
creams
personal protective equipment. Three ma ypes of
and lotions are available:

sr

o

1.

vanishing cream, which

ntains soap and emollients

that coat the skin and cover &he pores to make subsequent
cleanup easier
t,

2.

water-repellant types (e.g., lanolin, grolatum, organic
silicone's), ivhich leave a water-insoluble film on the skin_
and thus repel water-dissolved irritants

3. solvent-repellent types (e.g., methyl cellulose, sodium

silicate and txagacanth), which are insohible in Oils and
,0 solvents.

Barrier creams should be applied to clean skin. When the skin
becomes soiled, both the cream and soil should be washed off and
the barrier reapplied.
INHALATION AS A MODE
OF,ENTRY

Up to now we have examined ingestion and d skin absorption as
modes of entry. The third mode of entry for chemical agents is
inhalation. It is a particularly important mode of entry because of
the rapidity with which a toxic material can be absorbed in the

lungs, pass into the bloodstream and reach the brain. Had the
_same materh been ingested instead of inhaled, it would have been

considerably diluted with the contents of the stomach. Inhalation

hazards arise from excessive, concentration of mists, vapors,
gases or solids that are in the form of ousts or fumes.

13-40
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The respiratory system consists of three main parts (see Figure
31):
1.

air passages or airways, including the nose, mouth, upper
'throat, larynx, trachea and bronchi

2.

the lungs, where oxygen is passed into the blood and

ANATOMY OF
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

Parts of the Respiratory
System

carbon dioxide is given off
3: the diaphragm and the muscles of the chest, which permit

normal respiratory movement.

PHARYNX

,

TERMINAL
BRONCHIOLE

LARYNX
TRACHEA
BRONCHI

ALVEOLEOR DUCT

LUUGS
BRONCHIOBE

aStiletaLE

V
ALVEOLAR SAC
ALVEOLUS

ALVEEP.I

Reprinted from A Guide to Industrial Respiratory Protection Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1976),.p. 10.

Figure 31

The respiratory system brings air 'containing .oxygen into the
lungs where oxygen transfers to the blood. The oxygen-enriched

How the Respiratory System
Works

blood trave1.4' to, all parts of the body to sustain life. At the same

time carbon dioxide transfers from the blood to the lungs and
then out of. the systeni. The system that delbiers the air to the
alveoli is extremely important to the healthy functioning of the
lungs.

CI

The nasopharyngeal passages serve as a heat exchanger and humidifier, warming and moisturizing inhaled air so that it will no:, constitute a shock to the delicate lung tissues. Some particles are

removed by nasal hairs (cilia), at bends in the air path and by

Nasopharyngeal Passages
O

sedimentation.

These passages, as well as the 'trachea and bronchial tubes are
'covered with mucous membranes. The mucus secreted by these

3,34
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membranes gives up heat- and mbisture and serves as a trap for
particulate contaminants before they can reach the lungs. It also
dilutes iiritating substances.
Bronchioles

The bronchi branching from the trachea divide into smaller and
smaller bronchioles, forming an increasingly difficult route of
entry for particulate matter. The rem 'atory bronchioles lead hit&

several ducts, each of which ends in a cluster of air sacs, the
alveoli.

Oxygen transfer takes place in the alveoli. These minute sacp are
-like clusters of grapes covered with a network of blood capillaries.
The alveolai walls are memlganes through which gases and even

aerosols can pass easily. Tifiough the thin walls of the alveoli,
the blood takes on oxygen and gives up its carbon dioxide in the
process of respiration.
RESPIRATORY HAZARDS

Depending upon the solubility of the material, inhalation of chem-

ical agents may .irritate the upper respiratory tract, including
the mucous membranes, or it may harm the terminal passages of
the lungs and air sacs. Inhaled contaminants fall into three general
categories:
1. particulates which, wheq>deposited in the +lungs, may
produce rapid local tissu4 damage, slower tissue reaction,

disease or physical. plugging (e.g., asbestos fiber)
2. toxic vapors and gases that produce adverse reaction in the

tissue of the lungs (e.g., hydrogen fluoride)
3. toxic vapors and gases that do not affect the lung tissue

locally but may either
a.

pass from the lungs into the bloodstream, where they
are carried to other body organs ,(e.g., cadmium oxide
fumes, solVents)

b. affect adversely the oxygen-carrying capacity of the
blood cells themselves (e.g., carbon monoxide).
Dusts

Dusts are solid particles generated by handling, crushing, grinding,
rapid impact, detonation and breaking apart by heating of organic

and inorganic material. Dust normally contains a wide range of
particle sizes, with the small particles greatly outnumbering the
large ones. .Consequently, when dust is noticeable in, the air near
13-42
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an operation, probably more invisible .lust particles than visible
ones are present. A .process which produces dust fine enough to
remain suspended in the air long enough to be breathed should
be regarded as hazardous unless it can be proved safe.

The respiratory tract, "with, its successive branches and passage- Respiratory System as a
ways, is a highly efficient dust collector. All particles which enter Dust Collector
the respiratory system and are smaller than four or five microns,,
are `:deposited somewhere in the system. Larger particlesthose,
greater than yto microns in sizeare deposited for the most part
in the upper respiratory system: the nasal`- cavity, trach'ea, bronchial tubes and other air passages. Intermediate particles are
deposited about equally in the upper respiratory system and in tile
alveolar or pulmonary air spaces. Smaller particlesone micron or
less in sizeare 'generally deposited in the alveoitar spaces. Figure
32 shows the sizes of various; airborne contaminaii6.
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Fumes are forms of particulate matter which differ from dusts
only .in the way they are generated and in their particle size. A
fume consists' of extremely small particles, less than a micron indiameter, and is generated by such processes as combustion, con,

Fumes

densation and sublimation.
-Arc welding volatizes metal vapor that condensesas the metal or

-its oxidein tlle air around the arc. These fumes, because they are
extrenYaly fit/e, are readily inhaled. Toxic fumes formed when
welding, galvanized metal may produce severe -symptoms of toxicity..Eitheir the fumes must be controlled by -the -('local exhaust
'ventilation, or the welder must be protected by respiratory equipment.
To evaluate dust. and funie expoWres properly requires knowledge

'of
the chemical composition

6

P particle size'
concentratioilin the air
length of exposure time.

Potential Health Hazards

Potential health hazards from dust and fumes occur on three
levels:
.

I. Regaidless- of its chemical composition, the inhalation
- of sufficient quantities of dust can cause a person to choke
or cough.

2. Depending upon its chemical composition, the dust can
cause allergic or sensitization reaction in the respiratory
tract or on the skin.
.3.

Depending upon both its size and chemical composition,
the dust can damage vital internal tissues.

Appendix B ai the end of tills chapter discusses the dangers of the
following dusts and fumes: aluminum, antimony, arsenic, asbestos,

chromium, fluorides, iron oxide, lead, magnesium, manganese,
.silicon dioxide and zinc oxide (including metal fume fever).

1344
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Gases are-formless fluidsthat expand to occupy the space in which
they are confin(d. Examples" are arc welding gases, sulfur dioxide,-

Gases Affecting Lung Tissue

phosgene, ozone and nitrogen dioxide. Vapors are the volatile
form of substances that are normally in the solid or liquid state at
-room temperatureand pressure.4

Somehighly reactive gases and vapors of low,, solubility call
produce an immediate irritation.and inflammation of the respiratory tract. They can cause chemical pneumonia and pulmonary
edema. When lung, tissue is burned, the injured tissue pours out
fluid from the bloodstream. When this fluid accumulates in the
lungs, oxygen exchange cannot take place and suffocation omits.
This condition is known as pulmohary

Potential Health Hazards

Individual gusceptibility to res
tory toxins is difficult to assess.
Nevertheless certain safe limi 'fin be established.

THRESHOLD LIMIT
VALUES

A Threshold Limit Value (TLV) refers to airborne concentrations'
of substances and represents an exposure level under which most
people can work, day after day, without adverse effect. Because of
wide variations in individual susceptibility,.however, an occasional
exposure of an individual at or even below the threshold limit may
notprevent discomfort, aggravation of a preexisting condition or
occupational illness.

Definition

The term TLV refers specifically to limits published by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists. These
TLV limits are reviewed and updated' eioh year. Appendix A-1 of
Fundamental's of Industrial Hygiene, 2nd ed. (Chicago: National
Safety Council, 1979), contains the 1,978 ACGIH TLVs. There are
three categories of Threshold Limit Values.
1. Time-Weighted Average (TLV-TWA) is the time-weighted
average concentration for a normal eight-hour day or
forty-hour week. Nearly all persons may be exposed day
after ,day to airborne concentrations at these limits without adverse effect.

Time-Weighted Average

2.

Short-Term Exposure Level

Short-Term Exposure Limit (TLV-STEL) is the maximal

concentration to which persons can he exposed for a
period of up to fifteen minutes continuously without
suffering:
a.

irritation

b. chronic or irreversible tissue change

13.45
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c.

narcoses' of sufficient degree to increase accident

pronpess, impair self-rescue or materially reduce work
____effiency. No more than four fifteen-minute exposure

periods per day are permitted, with' at leasit sixty
minutes between exposure periods.
3. Ceiling (TLV-C) is the concentration that should not be
exceeded even instantaneously.

Ceiling

The following points should be kept in mind when dealing with
TLVs:
1. Concentrations of chemicals rarely remain constant in

the shop throughout a school day.

2. Most industrial/vocational eclucation environments contain

mixtures of chemicals rather than single compounds.
Or'

3. Bdcause individual susceptibilities vary, control measures

must be provided for those persons whose sensitivity
places them outside the average.

Federal Occupational Safety
and Health Standards

The first compilation of health and safety standards from the
-U.S.,Department of Labor's OSHA appeared in 1970. Because it
was derived-from then-existing standards, it adopted Many of the
TLVs established in 1968 by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists.

-Permissible Exposure Levels

Thus Threshold Limit Valuesa copyrighted trademark of the
American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists
became, by federal standards, Permissible Exposure Limits
(PELs): These PELs represent the legal maximum level of contaminants in the air of the workplace.

The General Industry OSHA Standards as they were in effect on
November 7, 1978, are 'summarized in OSHA Publication 2206.
There are about 400 substances for which exposure limits have
been- establithed. These are included in Subpart Z, Toxic and
Hazardous Substances, Sections '1910.1000 through 1910.1500.
Most of these exposure limits are tabulated in section 1910.1000.

Tables Z-1 and Z-3 in this section were originally part of the
1968 TLV list of, AC3IH. These ilinits already had been adopted
by the U.S. Department of Labor under provisions of the WalshHealey Act before passage of the OSH Ac. of 1970. Table Z-2
13-46
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contains limits developed by the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI). Sections 6(a) and 4(b) of the OSH Act gave
OSHA authority to promulgate these previously established standards- without - the hearings -and- waiting-periods required-in Section

6(b). This authority ended in April 1973, two years after the
effective date of the act.
4

Sections 1910.1001 through 1910.1500 give more detailed standards regarding individual substances. These standards have been
developed in conformance with Section 6(b) of the OSH Act.
They have been contested by the affected parties in many cases in
the U.S. Courts of Appeals. Some of the substances included in
this group are asbestos, vinyl chloride, inorganic arsenic, acrylonitrile, cotton dust and coke oven emissions.

Information about the procedures by which standards are developed, promulgated and enforced can be found in Crisis in the
Workplace, by Nicholas Ashford (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press,
1976).

Section 1910.1000 is reproduced in full as Appendix A-2 in
Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene, 2nd ed. (Chicago: National
Safety Council, 1979). This text also has chapters on air sampling
and industrial toxicology.

The methods of controlling respiratory hazards include those
that have been outlined for controlling other health hazards in
the industrial/vocational education shop: substitution, isolation,
housekeeping, personal protective equipment and ventilation.

Controlling Respiratory
Hazards

.

These will be discussed later in this unit.

Before recommendations for controls can be made, a thorough
evaluation of health hazards is mandatory. Health hazard evaluation proceeds in two stages:

APPRAISING HEALTH
HAZARDS

1. A prelimirary survey is made to determine which opera-

Preliminary Survey

tions and environmental physical agents may be hazardous.

-2. A detailed study, including the use of air sampling and

Detailed Study

direct reading instruments, is made to determine:
a.

the amount of air contaminants present

b.

the extent of exposure to physical agents.
a

1
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These studies usually are made by an industrial hygienist or others
specifically trained in this field., However, the skilled industrial/
vocational supervisor and instructor can be of valuable assistance
to the industrial hygienist.
PRELIMINARY SURVEY

Q A preliminary survey is the first step in evaluating the shop environment. Following this procedure can save time and effort.
By visual inspection, an experienced person can indicate those
operations or conditions for which detailed studies are needed.
During this survey, proceises and operations may be observed in
which, potentially harmful materials are handled, or equipment
may be used in a manner that could result in excessive concentrations. The preliminary survey should include such consideration as:
1.

general sanitation

2.

raw materials, products and by-products

3. phySical agents

4. control measures in use.

General Sanitation

One of the best guides on the subject of general sanitation is
ANSI 24.1, Minimum Requirements for Sanitation in Places of
Employment. This publication contains definitions of general
requirements on waste disposal, housekeeping, ventilation and so
on.

Raw Materials and Products

New substances and materials which require close evaluation to
asssss their potential health hazard are constantly being introduced. It is important to have a list of all substances and materials
used in the school. The information will be obtained from the
purchasing agent or the manufacturer. After the list is obtained, it
is necessary to determine which of the materials are toxic and to
what degree. Only when the toxicity and hazardous properties of
the substances are known can the necessary safeguards be installed.

Physical Agents

The preliminary survey should note sources of radiant heat, abnormal temperature and humidity, excessive noise, improper or
inadequate illumination and X-rays and gamma rays. The use
of special instruments is necessary properly to evaluate these
potential hazards.

13-48
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The preliminary survey would not be complete unless the types of
control measures in use and their effectiveness were noted:
1.

local exhaust: effectiveness, hood design, and so forth

2.

general ventilation

3.

respiratory protection devices

Control Measures in Use

M. protective clothing
5.

shielding from radiant or ultraviolet energy.

Serious doubts about the effectiveness of the existing equipment

would arise if dust was on the floor, holes were in duct work,
fans were not operating and personal protective devices were being
used improperly by the students.

The health hazard of a given chemical or physical agent depends
on several factors, including:
1.

the nature of the substance or agent

2.

the intensity of the exposure

3.

the duration of exposure

4.

individual susceptibility.

The first three items normally will be determined during the
preliminary study. The fourth item requires detailed studies.
During the preliminary survey and detailed study, various sampling
instruments are used. The general characteristics, use and limitations of these instruments will be explained in a separate supple-

. ment.
The first question to answer is, Where does the sampling begin?
Should die sample be taken at the students' breathing zone, out

Where to Start

in the general air, or at the machine or process that is putting
out the toxic gas or dust? T1- e answer is that air at all three sites
should be sampled.

Should the sample be taken for two seconds, two hours, or a
...

.
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whole day? A combination of short- and long-term samples is the
best way to get representative information.
Major Types of Samples

There are two major types of samples:

the grab sample taken over so short a period of time that
the atmospheric concentration is assumed to be constant.
throughout the sample. This usually will- be less than five
minutes and usually will cover only part of an industrial
cycle. Frequently a series of grab samples will be taken
in,an attempt to define the total exposure.

Grab Sample

1.

Long-Term Sample

2. the long-term sample, taken over a sufficiently long period

of time so that the variations in' exposure cycles are
averaged. This kind of sample gives peak exposure concentrations only with very sophisticated recording equipment,
and then only for certain materials.

Neither the grab nor long-term sample alone is sufficient; 'a combination of both must be used.

a.'

METHODS OF
CONTROLLING HEALTH
HAZARDS IN THE WORKPLACE

Generally speaking, health hazard control may be grouped into
nine classifications:
1. substitution of a less harmful material for one which 'is

dangerous to health
2.

change or alteration of a process to minimize worker
contact

3.

isolation or enclosure of a process or work operation to
reduce the number of persons exposed

4. wet methods to reduce generation of dust in operations
5. general or dilution ventilation with clean air to provide a

safe atmosphere
6. local exhaust at the point of generation or local dispersion

of contaminants
7.

personal protective devices

8. good housekeeping, including cleanliness of the workplace,
waste disposal, adequate washing, toilet and eating facili13-50
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ties, healthful drinki.s.g water and control of insects and
rodents
9. training andeducation.

Replacement of a toxic material with a harmless or less toxic one
is a very practical method of eliminating a health hazard. In many
cases a solvent. with a lower order of toxicity or flammability may

Substitution

,

be substitutecNoa more hazardous one. For example, carbon
tetrachloride .can be replaced by such solvents as methyl chloroform, dichloromethane, or a similar substance. Wherever possible,
detergent and water cleaning solutions should be considered for
use in place of organic solvents.
k"

A change in process often offers an ideal oPportunity to improve
working, conditions. In some cases, a process-can be modified to
reduce the exposure to dust or fumes and thus markedly reduce
the hazard. For, example, brush-painting or dipping instead of
spray painting Will minimize the concentration of airborne contar tinants from toxic pigments.

/*,perSome potentially dangerous operations can be isolated from
sons who are near. Isolation can be accomplished by a physical

Process Change

Isolation or Enclosure

barrier (such as sound-absorbing screens to reduce the noise
from a piece of machinery), by time (such as providing semiautomatic equipment so that a person does not have to stay near
the noisy machine constantly), or by distance (remote controls).

Enclosing the process or equipment is a desirable_ method of
control since the enclosure will prevent`or minimize the escape of

the contaminant or physical energy into the shop atmosphere.
Dust hazards frequently can be minimized by application of water
or other suitable liquid at the source of dust when better methods,
such as vacuum cleaning, cannot be applied.

Wet Methods

General ventilation is an effective control fOr areas generating low
concentrations of hazardous substances. It works by adding air to
keep the concentration of a contaminant below hazardous levels.

Ventilation5

ii

'

It uses either natural convection through open doors, windows,
roof ventilators and chimneys or artificial air currents produced by

fans or blowers. Exhaust fans through roofs, walls or windows
constitute positive all-season dilution ventilation. Consideration
must be given to providing make-up air, especially during winter
months, Dilution ventilation is practical only when the degree of
13-51
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air contamination is not excessive and particularly when the contaminant is released at a substantial distance from the worker's
breathing zone. Under other conditions the contaminated air will
not be diluted sufficiently before inhalation.

General ventilation shOuld not be used where there are major,
localized sources of contamination, especially highly toxic dusts
and fumes. Local exhaust is more effective and economical in
such cases. When comparatively small amounts of the less toxic
solvents are vaporized, general or dilution ventilation can be a
satisfactory method of control.
Several points must be kept in mind when using dilution ventilation:
1.

Exhaust openings should be located as close as possible to
the source producing the contaminant.

2. To keep the.contaminants out of .the breathing zone of the

student, the fresh air applied to the work space .should
first pass through the students' breathing zone, then across

the work space where the contaminant is produced and
into the exhaust system as rapidly as possible.
3. Unless the exhausted air is discharged far away from the
&

fresh air intake duct, the fresh air can become contaminated.

Examples of possible arrangements, both good and bad, for dilution ventilation of work space are depicted in Figure 33.
Local Exhaust Ventilation

Local exhaust ventilation is the most effective-means of control
for airborne contaminants produced by welding or cutting. A local
exhaust system works by trapping the air contaminant near its
source so that a student standing near the process is not exposed
to harmful concentrations. This method is usually preferred to
general ventilation, but should be used only when the contaminant cannot be controlled by 'substitution, changing the process;
isolation or enclosure. Even thpugh a process has been isolated,
it still may require a local exhaust system.
After the system is installed and set in operation, its performance
should be checked tQ see that it meets engineering specifications,
correct rates of air flow, duct velocities, negative pressures and so
13-52
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GENERAL VENTILATION
't

Poor General Ventitation

Taw denerai Ventilation

(Contaminant is driven into the
worker's breathing zone and

(Incomplete flushing of the room%
contamination of general
<
otmosPbele)

atmosDhure )

1.

Good General Veni ilahori

Best Generoi Ventilation

(Air enters of breathing zone
height and keep contamination

(Low irelOcity diffusion through
ceil;.ig, immediate exhaust of
contaminated air 1

away from worker)

Reprinted from Safety and Health in Arc Welding and Gas Welding
and Cutting ;Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1978), pp. 29-30.

Figure 33

on. Its performance should be rechecked periodically as a maintenance measure.

Local exhaust ventilation can be provided by several types of Examples of Local Exhaust
equipment, including fixed enclosures (booths), freely movable Systems
hoods, and down-draft benches.
Fixed Enclosures Many operations done in a fixed location can Fixed Enclosures
be provided with a'fixed enclosure. This is a structure built around
the operation which has a means for drawing air through the work

area so that the wqr.lakspace is flushed continuously with fresh
air.

'I 4 (
t) 1 t)
1
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Within such an enclosure, work should be arranged and conducted

in such a way that the fresh air enters the enclosure through the
student's breathing zone and then passes 'through' the work space
in which the contaminants are produced. For most 'fixed enclosures, the air should move at least 100 feet per minute across the
entrance to the enclosure.
Freely Movable Hoods

This consists of a movable hd, attached
to a fan. The fan draws ait from the work space an exhausts it
outdoors, either .directly or through a dust collection system. The
hoods normally are constrUcted so that they can bq moved into

Freely Movable Hood

Place by the welder, as illustrated in Figure 34.

Reprinted from Safety and Health in Arc Welding and Gas Welding
and Cutting (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1978), p. 31.

Figure 34
Down-Draft Benches

'Down-Draft Benches
Another example of ,a local exhaust
ventilation is the down-draft bench or table. The operation is performed on a bench or table which has an open grid as the work

surface. Air is drawn downward through the grid into the duct
work and then exhausted, preferably outdoors. This prevents the
contaminants from rising into the person's breathing zone. However, to function properly the work being done on the bench must
not be of such a size that it covers most of the work surface. This
would obstruct the airflow into the exhaust system (see Figure 35):-.
13-54
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Back and side shields highly
desirable, enclose sides and
top to moke booth if procticol.

top

Clean out d00/3
Of drawers

END VIEW

Tapered take-of I necessary

for distribution
Typical downtholt bench.

Reprinted from Safety and Health in Arc Welding and gas Welding
and Cutting (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1978), p. 33.

Figure 35

Personal protective equipment should not be used as a substitute
for feasible engineering or administrative controls. However, students who encounter physical and chemical hazards in the industrial/vocational education shop sometimes will need such personal
protective equipment as hearing protectors, respirators, and special
clothing, (aprons, gloves, etc.). The next unit will be devoted to

Personal Protective Equipment

an examination of the types, uses and limitations of personal
protective equipment.

Good housekeeping in the shop goes a long way to redUce health
hazards.

Removing dust from ledges and on the floor prevents its dispersion

into the shop atmosphere. A regular cleanup schedule using
Vacuum lines is the most effective method of removing dust frotn
the work area. In the absence of a central vacuuiti cleaning system,
portable vacuum cleaners should be used. An air hose for blowing
away dust should not be used.

Good housekeeping is also essential where solvents are stored,
handled and used. Leaking containers or spigots should be corrected immediately, either by transferring the solvent to sound
containers or by repairing the spigots. All solvent-soaked rags or
absorbents should be disposed of in airtight metal receptacles and
removed daily from the shop.
13-55
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Training and Education

Proper training and education are essential supplements to engineering controls. The student must 'knows the proper operating
procedures that make engineering controls effective. If he performs an operation away from an exhaust hood, he not only will
defeat the purpose Of the control but also will contaminate the
work area. Since new materials are constantly being marketed and
new processes developed, re-education, and followup instruction
must be part of the training program.
Instructors may include knowledge and practice of environmental
controls as one factor in evaluating a student's overall shop performance.

CONCLUSION

The instructor or supervisor, who is awaresof the health hazards
ptesented by the biological, physical and chemical agents found in
the industriallvocational education shop has taken the first step in
limiting these hazards. By applying the control measures detailed

in this unit, he can limit the dangers presented by radiation,
vibraVon and noise.
can be sure that chemical agents in the
shop are labeled adequately,.used carefully and disposed of properly. He can use such engineering controls as substitution,'isolation and ventilation to prOtect against the three modes of entry
for hazardous substances.%

However, engineering controls are insufficient to protect against
some physical and chemical hazards. Therefore, the instructor and

supervisor need to understand the uses of personal protective
equipment in the shop safety and health program.

NOTES
1.

Understanding Noise and Noise Control, a publication of the
Office of Noise Abatement and Control, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (June, 1978), serves as the source for much
of thiksection.

2. Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene (Chicago: National Safety

Council, 1979), p. 8. The definition of explosives, corrosives,
flammable liquids and toxic chemicals are adapted from this
source.

4

3. Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene, pp. 8-9.
4. Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene, p. 221.
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5.

This dissussion on ventilation is adapted from Safety and Arc
Welding and Cutting Publication No. 78-138 of the U.S.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, NIOSH
(January 1978), pp. 28-34.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
o

1. What are the three categories of.hetkth hazards?

a.

biological agents

b. physical agents
c.

2.

chemical agents.

What part of the body is most susceptible to radiation hazards?
the eye

3.

What is a Permanent Threshold Shift?

A Permanent Threshold Shift is a condition in which a person
permanently loses the ability to hear sounds at lower decibel

4.

What are the four most important variables which determine whether sound has the
potential to damage the hearing?

a.

the level of the sound as measured in decibels

b.

the length of time that we are exposed to the sound

13-57
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the number and length of quiet recovery periods between

c.

periods of sound
d.

.

personal sensitivity to or tolerance for sound.

5.. What are the three basic ways to control noise?,

at its source

a.

b. along its.patb

at the point of hearing-

c.

-

6. What are three health hazards presented by solvents?

dermatitis

a.

b. irritation of the respiratory tract

interference with the central nervous-system.

c.

7. What are the three modes of entry for toxic materials?
ingestion

a.

b. skin absorption

inhalation

c.

8. What is the difference between dermatosis and dermatitis?

Dermatosis refers to any disease of the skin; dermatitis refers
to any inflammation of the skin.
-

°
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9. What is the difference between a primary irritant and a sensitizing agent?

Primary irritants react on contact, altering the chemistry of the
_skin. Sensitizing agents cause an allergic reaction to develop in
some persons after repeated or extended'exposure.

10. What is a Threshold Limit Value?
I,

A Threshold Limit Value is the exposure level to airborne
concentrations of sabitances *or which most people can
work, day after day, without adverse effect.

N
11. There are nine important ways to control health hazards in the workplace. Name six.
../

Any six from among the following:
a.

substitution

.

b. change or alteration of process
tt

c.

isolation or enclosure

d. wet methods

..,

e..

general or dilution ventilation

f.

local exhaust

g.

personal protective devices

6

h. good housekeeping
i.

training and education.

I.

13-59
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CONTROLLING NOISE AT ITS SOURCE

Of the three approaches to noise control, source control is preferable to path control or control at
the point of hearing. It makes other control methods unnecessary and eliminates the problem for
all persons affected. In Understanding Noise and Noise Control (June 1978), the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Office of Noise Abatement and Control suggests ten ways to control
noise at its source. The industrial/vocational education teacher and supervisor will want to apply
these suggestions to the school setting.

1. Reduce impact noise produced when parts of equipment strike one another. This may be
accomplished by:
a.

reducing the size or weight of the impacting mass

b. reducing the travel of the impacting mass
c.

using small impact force over a longer period, rather than large impact force over a
shorter period

d. cushioning the impact with shock-absorbing material
e.

avoiding.the .;ov of metallic material on both impact surfaces

f.

applying smooth acceleration to impact mass.

2. Reduc peed of moving parts and rotating parts. This may be accomplished by:
a.

operating motors, turbines, fans and so forth at lowest blade-tip speeds that meet job
requirements

b. using the largest diameter, lowest speed fans that meet job requirements
c.

using centrifugal or squirrel cage fans, which are not so noisy as propeller or vane axial
fans.

3

ReduCe pi-essure and flow velocities in an-, gas or liquid circulation systems. Reducing
velocities lessens turbulence which, in turn, reduces noise radiation.

4.

Balance rotating parts. When shafts, flywheels, pulleys and so forth are not in balance,
they cause structural vibration which tranFruits noise.
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5. Reduce friction in rotating, sliding or moving parts. When friction is reduced, the smoother

operation of parts translates into lower noise levels. Fricaon is reduced by:
a.

lubricating moving parts

b. properly aligning moving parts
c.

properly polishing smooth surfaces on moving parts

d. properly balancing rotating parts
e.

replacing eccentric orout -of -round rotating parts or any worn parts.

6. Reduce flow resistance in air and liquid circulation systems. By using large-diameter, lowvelocity pipes and ducts and by ensuring that the inside surfaces of the pipes and ducts
are smooth and free of obstruction and sharp corners, the flow will be streamlined and
lower noise levels will result.
7.

Isolate vibration within equipment. Steps to follow to prevent a vibrating component from
transmitting all of its noise-producing vibration to other parts and surfaces of equipment
include:
a.

installing the vibrating components (motors, pumps, fans and so forth) on the most
massive part of the equipment

b.

installing the components on vibration-absorbing, resilient mounts

c. using belt- or roller-drive systems rather than gear trairs

d. using flexible, not rigid, hoses and wiring.
8. Reduce the size of the surface radiating the noise. As a rule, the larger the vibrating surface,

the greater the noise that is radiated. When vibrating surfaces are reduced in sizefor example, by removing excess material, cutting out portions of the surface, or using wire mesh in
place of sheet metalthe noise output is reduced.
9.

Apply Libration-damping materials to vibrating parts and surfaces. The concept of vibration
damping is, quite simply, that reducing the vibration reduces the noise. Materials that can
be applied to vibrating surfaces include liquid mastics (such as automobile undercoating),

pads (such as rubber, felt, adhesive tape, fibrous blankets), and sheet metal laminates or
composites. The liquid mastics may be sprayed, the pads may be glued, and the sheet
metal laminates may be bonded directly to the vibrating surfaces.
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10.

Reduce the leakage of noise from within equipment. Sealing noise within a piece of equip-

ment is another simple noise control concept. This may involve:

0
a.

sealing or covering all unnecessary holes and cracks

b. using gaskets around all electrical and plumbing penetrations
c.

installing lids or shields with gaskets over functional or required openings

0.

using mufflers, silencers or acoustically lined ducts for intake, exhaust, cooling or
ventilation openings

e.

directing openings away from the equipment operator, and to the greatest extent
possible, away from other workers

f.

using sound-absorbent linings on inner surfaces of equipment

g.

using vibration-damping materials on vibrating inner surfaces of equipment.

4
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EXAMPLES OF TOXIC AND CORROSIVE AGENTS
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a

Aluminum. In welding and cutting operations, aluminu/n is a major component of metals and
filler metals. The inhalation of aluminum dust or its compounds, including aluminum oxide fumes,
is not known to have,any adverse health effects.
...

Antimony. Antimony is used as an alloying metal in many specialty metals. Antimony and its
compounds irritate the skin .and mucous membranes. Skin contact with antimony can result in a
dermatitis which begins as an inflammation of the hair follicles and progresses through pus formation and sloughing to leave a scar. Symptoms of excessive exposure to airborne antimony arc a
metallic taste in the mouth, vomiting, loss of appetite and general stomach distress. Chronic
exposurerieduces white blood cells and causes liver damage.

Arsenic. Arsenic may be encountered in welding and cutting operations as a component of various
alloys, .where it gives increased heat resistance and hardness. Welding or cutting on metals that are
painted with arsenic compounds also can be hazardous. Arsenic is a poison that accumulates in the
body. It is deposited in many bodily tissues, especially in the liver and kidneys. Fumes and dust
produce inflammation of mucous membrane surfaces, irritation of the eyes and exposed skin and a
husky Voice and cough. Because the effects of arsenic may not appear for weeks, months or even
years after exposure, students should be protected from all contact. Because serious skin irritation
results from contact with rubber in the presence of arsenic, respirators used for protection should
not be made of rubber.

Asbestos. Asbestos may be found in many locations in the industrial/vocational education shop.
Hand- and power-operated tools may produce or release asbestos fibers, asbestos pads may be used
for welding and soldering; personal protective equipment (aprons, gloves, etc.) may contain asbestos.. students repairing brakes or machine linings may be exposed to asbestos. Once asbestos fibers
are inhaled, they may remain trapped in the lung, where the body tries to isolate them by producing
scar tissue. Long-term exposure to high concentrations of asbestos fibers causes asbestosis, a disease
of the lungs, and is thought to cause cancer. The main symptom of asbestosis is shortness of breath.
Engineering controls include isolation, enclosure, exhaust ventilation and dust collection. Respirators and special clothing also may be necessary.

Benzene Benzene (sometimes called benzol, phenyl hydride, coal naphtha) is classified as a flammable liquid as well as a carcinogen. Inhalation of high concentrations can affect the central nervous
system. High concentrations of benzene also arc irritating to the mucous membranes of the eyes,
nose and respiratory tract_ Exposure to benzene also can lead to the development of leukemia. Its
vapors can form explosive mixtures and burn with a smoky flame.

Because it is one of the two or three most dangerous organic solvents in commercial use, benzene
should not be used in the industrial /vocational education shop. It can be replaced with toluene in
most lacquers, synthetic rubber solutions and paint removers. Benzene should not be confused with
benzine, a petroleum distillate.
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Cadmium. Cadmium may be found as a coating on metals in welding shops. Cadmium is used frequently as a rust preventive coating on steel and also as an alloy. Cadmium-plated or alloy steel may

look like zinc-coated steel. Cadmium oxide (CdO), the brownish-yellow fume produced when
cutting cad 'um- containing metals, can be extremely hazardous.
i

Excessive c dmium oxide exposure causes no marked initial discomfort. However, acute symptoms
occur a fe hours later. These symptoms include dry Cough, irritation of the throat and tightness of

the chest, and lead to extreme difficulty in breathing, chest pains and possible death from pulmonary edema (fluid in the air spaces of the lungs). Long-term exposure to low levels of cadmium
in the air can result in kidney damage and emphysema. Adequate ventilation must be provided.
1

Respirators and protective clothing offer additional protection.

Carbon Monoxide. Carbon monoxide is a gas usually formed by the incomp'ete combustion of
various fuels. It is commonly found in automotive shops from engine exhaust. Portable gas-filled
heaters also produce carbon monoxide, as do internal combustion engines and improperly maintained or adjusted burners and flues. Carbon monoxide is odorless and colorless and cannot be
detected by the senses. Common symptoms of overexposure include pounding of the heart, a dull
headache, flashes before the eyes, dizziness, ringing in the ears and nausea.

Chromium. Chromium is the primary alloying agent in stainless steel. Some chromium compounds
are strong oxidizing agents and are extremely toxic and irritating to the skin, eyes and mucous
membranes. Workers exposed to chromium compounds have a death rate from lung cancer 29
times that of the average population. Although welding under normal conditions will' not produce
hazardous concentrations of chromium compounds, welding of stainless steel should be carried out
with adequate ventilation.

Chlorinated Hydrocarbon Solvents. Various chlorinated hydrocarbons (e.g., trichloroethylene,
perchloroethylene and carbon tetrachloride) are used in degreasing and other cleaning'operations.
They may injure the liver, cause dermatitis and depress the central nervous system. Skin contact
should be avoided. A respirJor should be used so that the vapors will not be inhaled. In welding
and cutting operations, the heat and ultraviolet radiation from the electric arc will decompose the
vapors of these solvents and form highly toxic and irritating phosgene gas (see Phosgene).

Cobalt. Cobalt appears as an alloying agent in high-strength, high-temperature alloys. Cobalt produces an allergic skin irritation, and inhalation of cobalt fumes CA-1 cause shortness of breath and
coughing. A common allergic response to cobalt dust is cobalt pneumoconiosis, which can be fatal.
Because many workers become sensitized to cobalt at concentrations lower than the legal limit,
engineering controls to avoid exposure are necessary.

Epoxy Resins. Materials which should be regarded as hazardous include wet or uncured epoxy
resins and the chemicals used to harden, thin, strengthen or make the resin flexible. Dermatitis
can result, from handling epoxy resins and the chemicals used to manufacture them or from sanding
or polishing epoxy surfaces. The use of impervious plastic gloves and similar protection over other
skin areas can help prevent this condition. Some of the symptoms of dermatitis include redness,
itching, swelling and blisters. Oozing, crusting and scaling of the skin also can occur.
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Respiratory irritation, headache, nausea, intestinal upsets and other conditions may result from
breathing vapors or dust from the various epoxy manufacturing processes. The eyes also may be
affected by vapors or by direct contact.
Fluorides. Fluoride compounds are found in the coatings of several types of fluxes used in welding.
Exposure to these fluxes may irritate the eyes, nose and throat and may produce painful skin burns..
Repeated exposure over a long period to high concentrations of fluorides in the air may cause
pulmonary 'edema (fluid in the lungs) and bone damage. Prolonged exposure to fluoride dusts and
fumes also-may cause acute systemic poisoning.

Hydrochloric Acid. Hydrochloric acid is a corrosive substance used in metal work as a flux for
soldering galvanized iron. It is also used for electroplating and pickling.
Inhalation of excessive concentrations of hydrochloric acid mist results in irritation of the upper
respiratory tract, usually limited to inflammation of the nose, throat and larynx. Fortunately, the
pungent, irritating odor gives adequate forewarning of hazard. Ingestion of the acid causes burning
of the mucous membranes of the mouth, es.)phagus and stomach. The major protection should be
local exhaust ventilation and 'enclosure of processes.

Aqueous solutions of hydrochloric acid cause severe skin burns unless promptly removed with
water. Dermatitis may ensue upon repeated contact of the skin with diluted solutions of the acid.
Protective clothing can prevent contact with the skin, and protective creams can prevent irritation
of exposed skin. Prolonged contact with the eyes may result in permanent visual impairment or
total loss of sight.

There is no conclusive evidence that hydrochloric (mid presents chronic systemic health hazards.

Hydrochloric acid solutions are not flammable. However, solutions of hydrochloric acid attack
most metals, evolving hydrogen, which may form explosive mixtures with the air.

Hydrochloric acid solutions must be stored in glass or in rubber-lined containers. These containers
should not be stored with or near oxidizing agents, particularly nitric acid and chlorates, nor highly
flammable substances. Because of the highly corrosive action on metals, the areas should be well
ventilated. Whenever hydrochloric acid is Tilled, the area should be washed immediately with a
large amount of water. Lime may be used to neutralize spilled acid on concrete, wood or other
reactive or absorbing materials.

Iron Oxide. During the welding of steel, iron oxide fumes arise from both the base metal and the
electrode. The primary acute effect of this exposure is irritation of nasal passages, throat and lungs.
Although long-term exposure to iron oxide fumes may result in iron pigmentation of the lungs,
most authorities agree that these iron deposits in the lungs are not dangerous.
Lead. Lead was one of the first industrial materials to be recognized as a serious health hazard. The
welding and cutting of lead-bearing alloys or metals whose surfaces have been painted with leadbased paint can generate Itad oxide fumes. Inhalation and ingestion of lead oxide fumes and other
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lead compounds will cause lead poisoning. Symptoms include a metallic taste in the mc,uth, loss of
appetite, nausea, abdominal cramps and insomnia. In time,,anemia and ;general weakness, chiefly
in the muscles of the wrists, develop. Prevention of lead poisoning is almost entirely a matter of
good housekeeping and dust control. Ventilation is very important.
Lime. To name but a few of its many uses, lime (quick lime, caustic lime, calcium oxide) is found as
a binding material in building materials, a dehydrating agent, a flux in steel manufacturing, and in

the manufacture of glass and paper. It is a caustic and rapidly can burn the skin, eyes and upper
airways on contact. Inhaling calcium oxide dust can cause cltsmical pneumonia. If pulverized lime
is moistened, it forms calcium hydroxide, which generates heat as well as carbon monpxide and
carbon dioxide. Flammable or combustible materials must not be sfored near pulverized lime as
they may be ignited from the heat produced.
Workers must wear goggles and gloves when handling lime. Eye wash and emergency shower facili-

ties must be available in the immediate area. "Hydrated pulverized lime" may be substituted for
pulverized lime as it is not heat-reactive and is therefore less of a fire hazard.

Magnesium. Magnesium and magnesium-aluminum alloys, both found as alloys in steel, are used
in the manufacture of structural parts for airplanes and in tool making. Welding and cutting on
magnesium-containing metals produce magnesium oxide fumes. Inhalation of these fumes can irritate the eyes, noqc, .id throat and cause metal fume fever (see Zinc). Sometimes printers exposed to
fine dusts have a chronic cough.
Manganese. Mangane- Fumes, released near reduction furnaces and from manganese-coated welding

rods, can cause metal fume fever. In most cases, the concentrations of inanganese dioxide fumes
generated during welding are not hazardous. Nevertheless, cases of manganese poisoning have been
reported. Manganism is a severely crippling, permanently disabling disease of the nervous system
that closely resembles Parkinson's disease. Early symptoms are weakness, instability, difficulty in
walking and monotonous iantermiftent speech. To avoid the hazards of manganese fumes, welding
operations must be well ventilated.
Mercury. Mercury compounds are used to coat metals to prevent rust. Under the intense heat of the
arc or gas flame, mercury vapors are produced. Exposure to these vapors may cause stomach pain,
diarrhea, kidney damage or respiratory failure. Long-term exposure may produce tumors, emotional
instability and hearing damage.

Nitrogen Oxides, Nitrogen Dioxide and Nitric Acid. Nitrogen oxides are used in the pickling and
etching of metals. The high temperatures used in processes such as gas and electric arc welding
especially in poorly ventilated areas- can oxidize the nitrogen in the air into the various nitrogen
oxides. Exposure may occur during jewelry manufacture, brazing, lithographing, metal cleaning,
glass blowing and electroplating. Nitrogen oxides also occur in garages from automobile exhaust.

The nitrogen oxides are extremely irritating to the eyes and upper respiratory tract. Though exposure to concentrations above the threshold limit causes cough and immediate chest pain, lower
concentrations can be inhaled without great discomfort. There may be only mild signs of bronchial
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irritation, followed by a five- to twelve-hour symptom-free period. During this period, the nitrogen
oxides have changed into nitrogen dioxide, and the nitrogen dioxide has reacted with the watery
atmosphere of the respiratory tract and 'air sacs to produce nitric acid. The nitric acid burns the
lungs and air sacs.

As a response to the burning, the injured tissue pburs out fluitfroin the bloodstream. If this fluid
accumulates in the lungs, it interferes with oxygen exchange; the victim may suffocate as a result of
pulmonary edema. Even if the victim recovers, he may suffer permanent damage to the small air
tttbes and sacs, resulting in frequent lung infection, chionic cough and shortness of breath. Re-

peated low-level exposures probably cause chronic bronchitis.

Nitric acid is both a product and a by-product. A corrosive, it may be used in the industrial/vocational education shop for pickling and etching of metals. Gaseous oxides are ?ormed when nitric
acid comes in contact with certain metalssuch as copper, brass or zincor with certain organic
materialssuch as woodsawdust, cloth and paper. These oxides are also present in high concentrations during various Processes involving the use of nitric acid. Both nitric acid vapors and the
gaseous oxides can destr y tissue on contact by direct chemical action.
Severe and deep burn's may be produced by skin contact with either the acid or the concentrated
vapor. The eyes areivery susceptible to injury, and immediate severe damage, possibly of a permanent nature, can result from contact.
I

Nitric acid is a nonflammable substance. However, it is a strong oxidizing agent. It reacts v'gorously
with most metals and may cause spontaneous ignition when in contact with organic materials such
as sawdust, wood scraps, shavings and paper. The acid may cause an explosion when in contact with
certain easily oxidized chemicals. Under certain circumstances, both the acid and the vapor will
react with wood cellulose, cotton and similar organic materials to increase their flammability.

Nitric acid should be stored in its original container. It should be kept well away from combustible
materials such as turpentine, carbides, hydrogen sulfide and metallic powders. Nitric acid is corrosive to most metals and most organic materials.

The immediate removal of the acid is essential in the case of accidental spills. A large amount of
water should be used if the floors are of wood or if other combustible materials are present.
Oxalic Acid. Oxalic acid is a good reducing agent and is sometimes used for bleaching wood. It has
the appearance of lump sugar. It is a strong poison if ingested and can also cause severe burns to the
eyes, skin and nasal passages.
Chemical goggles must be worn by persons who handle oxalic acid. Impervious gloves will help to
prevent skin contact. Workers should be instructed tc wash their hands and faces after handling the
acid.

(,

Ozone Ozone may be found in the industrial/vocational education shop either directly or indirectly. It is used to age wood capidly, to bleach oils and to dry varnish rapidly. It may be gen13-73
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erated by such electrical equipment as copying machines and electronic air filters. It may be the
result of electric arc welding, where enough energy is released into the atmosphere to change
nitrogen and oxygen into both nitrogen dioxide and ozone. Without ventilation, the ozone concentration in the air gets up to, about .06 ppm for flux- covered electrodes, and up to about .5 ppm for
barewire, argon-shielded welding of aluminum. (The TLV is .1 ppm.)

Like nitrogen dioxide, ozone is irritating to the eyes and mucous membranes. Breat sing ozone in
low concentrations (above .05 ppm) may cause dryness of the mouth, headaches, coughing and
pressure or pain in the chest, followed by difficulty in breathing. Ozone impairs the sense of smell
disguises other odors, alters tastes and reduces the ability to think clearly. It also depresses the
nervous system, slowing the heart and respiration and producing drowsiness and sleep. Excessive
exposure may produce pulmonary edema.

General ventilation alone may be sufficient to prevent the accumulation of ozone in inhabited
spaces. Enclosures can isolate ozone processes, and respirators may be needed in some situations.
ostne is a gas produced whenever a compound containing chlorine comes in contact
or hot metal, as occurs in some types of welding, or with ultraviolet light. Low conwith a fla
centrations are mildly irritating to the eyes, nose, throat and respiratory passages. Skin contact
causes dermatitis. Symptoms of slight gassing may occur: dry burning throat, numbness, vomiting,
chest pain and cough with phlegm. There may be a shortness of breath.

Phosgene.

Phosgene reacts with the moisture in the air passages to produce hydrogen chloride. As with the
nitrogen. oxides, the reaction to a moderately high exposure is delayed for several hours. When the
gas dissolves in the fluid of the lung tissues, ft causes severe burns. Large quantities of tissue fluid
then flood the lungs, resulting in pulmonary edema.

For this reason, chlorinated solvents should be kept well away from weldi4 operations or any
operations in which ultraviolet radiation or intense heat 'is generated. Ventilation is also necessary.
Refrigerants. Problems which may occur during installaf..m, modification or repair of refrigeration
units are leaks and, very infrequently, fire or explosion. Refrigerants may be considered in the
following classes:
1.

Nonflammable substances where the toxicity is slight, such as some fluorinated hydrocirhons (Freon). Although considered Dirly safe, these refrigerants may decompose into
highly toxic gases (e.g., hydrochloric acid, chlorine, phosgene) upo:i exposure to hot surfaces (sweating, welding, and so forth) or open flames.

2.

Toxic and corrosive refrigerants (e.g., methyl chloride and ammonia) may be flammable in
concentrations exceeding 3.5 percent by volume. Ammonia is the most common refrigerant
in this category and is very irritating to the eyes, skin and respiratory system. If there are
large releases of -..malonia, the ,area must be evacuated. Re-entry may be made by wearing
appropriate respiratory protective devices and protective impervious clothing. As ammonia
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is readily soluble in water, it may be necessary to spray water in the room via a water
mist-type .iozzle to lower concentrations of ammonia.
3.

Highly flammable or explosive substances (e.g., propane, ethylene) must be used with strict
controls, safety equipment and administrative controls.

If a refrigerant escapes, action should be taken for removal of the contaminant from the premises.
If ventilation is used, exhaust from the floor area must be provided for heavier-than-air gases and
from the ceiling for lighter-than-air gases.

Silicon Dioxide. Silicon dioxide (free silica) is found as a constituent in the coatings of several
welding rods. It also occurs in a free, finely divided dust as the result of blasting and drilling. Depending on the extent of welding, significant concentrations of airborne free silica can be generated.
Long-term exposure to excessive concentrations can lead to silicosis, a develOpment of scar tissues
in the lungs which prevents normal breathing. Like asbestosis, silicosis is incurable.

Sulfuric Acid. Sulfuric acid is a strong dehydrating and oxidizing ag-nt often found in pickling
operations. It is rapidly destructive to tissues, producing severe burns. Concentrated solutions
rapidly destroy any body tissue with which they may come in contact. Contact with the eye will
result in almost immediate severe damage. Blindness may result if not pronftly treated.
The inhalation of concentrated vapor or mist from hot acid will cause damage to the upper respiratory trace and possibly to the lung tissue. Continued inhalation of mis: may cause a chronic inflammation of the upper respiratory tract and chronic bronchitis. Dermatitis may result from repeated
contact with dilute solutions.

Sulfuric acid is not i.ammable. In high concentrations it may cause ignition of combustible materials by contact. The acid reacts with most metals to produce highly flammable hydrogen. The
acid in its concentrated form reacts violently with organic materials and water, with evolution of
heat, To determine if a hazardous mixture of hydrogen (produced by the action of the acid on
metal) and air exists, commercial gas indicators are available.

.

Containers of acid should be isolated from organic or combustible materials or oxidizers such as
nitrates, carbides. chlorates and metallic powders.
Be

ie hydrogen may be generated inside a drum or metal storage tank containing sulfuric acid,
ns of ignition should be kept from these containers. Spills should be removed quickly by
flusinug the contaminated area with a large amount of water or by covering the area with dry sand,
ashes or gravel if no water is available. Any remaining traces of the acid should be neutralized with
al:

soda ash or lime.

Sulfuric acid is highly corrosive to most metals. NFPA 49, Hazardous Chemicals Data, provides
safety information cRi this acid and others discussed in this appendix.
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Zinc and Zinc Oxide. Zinc is used in large quantities in the production of galvanized metal, brass
an various other alloys. Inhalation of zinc oxide fumes can occur when welding or cutting on
zinc-coated metals. Exposure to these fumes can cause metal fume fever. Symptoms of metal fume
fever are very similar to those of common influenza. They include fever (rarely exceeding 102°F),

chills, nausea, dryness of the throat, cough, fatigue and .general weakness and aching of the head
and body. The victim may sweat profusely for a few hours, after which the body temperature
a few
begins to return to normal. The symptoms of metal fume fever rarely, if ever, last beyk
hours. The subject then can return to work without any apparent after effects but with an immunity to the fumes. However, thi,, immunity is lost after a day or two away from the job. Therefore, workers are more suscaitible to the onset of metal fume fever on Mondays or on weekdays
following a holiday than they a: on other days.
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ti

PART I

NATURE OF HAZARDS AND HOW TO PROTECT AGAINST THEM

The number of statements used on a label will depend on the ha and the substance presents. Extremely dangerous material* will require extensive warnings and detailed instructions for safe use.
The following statements are taken from An Identification System for Occupationally
Hazardous

Materials (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, NIOSH, 1974).

A. Health Hazards
The major considerations in determining health hazards are:

the modes of entry
the speed of attack
the effects, whether chronic or acute.
1.

Nature of the hazard

The following are the statements recommended by

NIOSH to identify on the label the health hazard of a given substance.
Fatal if swallowed.
Fatal if inhaled.
Fatal if absorbed through the skin.
Harmful if swallowed.
Harmful if inhaled.
Harmful if absorbed through the skin.
Can cause allergic respiratory reaction.
Can cause allergic skin reaction.
Vapor (gas) may cause suffocation.
Causes eye burns.
Causes eye irritation.
Causes burns.
Causes irritation.
Can be fatal or cause blindness if swallowed.
Cannot be made nonp?isonous.
Repeated absorption can cause bladder tumors.
Rapidly absorbed through skin.
Inhalation can be fatal or cause delayed lung dr aage.
Harmful if inhaled and can cause delayed lung damage.
Can cause delayed effect.
Vapor extremely irritating.
Extremely irritating gas and liquid under pressure.
Gas extremely irritating.
Lung injury and burns may be delayed.
Contact with water or moist air liberates irritating gas.
Contact with acid liberates poisonous gas.
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Contact with water or acid slowly liberates poisonous and flammable hydrogen sulfide gas.
Liberates gas which may cause suffocation.

Repeated inhalation or skin contact can, without symptoms, increase hazard.
Causes severe burns which may not be immediately painful or visible.
Can cause rash or external sores.
Can cause burns or external sores.
Liquid or vapor causes burns which may be delayed.

May cause eye injuryeffects may be delayed.
Liquid penetrates shoes and leather causing delayed burns.
May cause sterility.
May affect unborn children.
Cancer suspect agent. ,

The following are the action statements recommended by NIOSH for use on labels of a substance which presents
a health hazard.

2. Action necessary to protect against hazard

Do not breathe dust.
Do not breathe vapor.
Do not breathe mist.
Do not breathe gas.
Do not get in eyes, on skin or clothing.
Prevent contact with food, chewing or smoking materials.
Wash thoroughly after handling.
Use only in well ventilated area.
Keep container closed.
Avoid prolonged or repeated contact with skin.
Do not enter storage areas unless well ventilated.
Avoid breathing dust of solution spray or vapor.
Avoid prolonged or repeated breathing of vapor.
Use special protective clothing and gloves.

Wear goggles; neoprene, butyl or vinyl gloves, neoprene shoes or boots:
and clean protective outer clothing.
Wear goggles; neoprene, butyl rubber or vinyl gloves.
Always wear a self-contained breathing apparatus or full-face airline respirator when using this product.

Have available emergency self-contained breathing apparatus or full-face
airl ne respirator when using this product.
Wear respirator approved by NIOSH or the U.S. Bureau of Mines for organic
vapor, dust, etc.

Wear goggles or face shield, rubber gloves and protective clothing when
handling.

Do not wear ordinary rubber protective clothing, including gloves and boots.
Do not taste.
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This gas deadens the sense of smell. Do not depend on odor to detect presence of gas.

Use fresh clothing daily. Take hot shower at end of work shift using plenty
of soap.
POISON (with skull and crossbones symbol).
Avoid exposing women of ohild-bearing age.

B. Fire Hazards
The major considerations in determining fire hazards are:
vapor pressure and density
auto-ignition temperature
explosive limits
viscosity
products of combustion
extinguishing media
1.

Nature of the hazard

The following are the statements recommended by

NIOSH to identify on the label the fire hazard of a given substance.
Strong Oxidizer contact with other materials may cause fire.
Catches fire if exposed to air.
Spillage may cause fire or liberate dangerous gas.
Highly volatile.
Contact with water or acid slowly liberates flammable gas.
Contact with water may cause flash fire.
May ignite if allowed to become damp.

Heat, shock, or contact with other materials may cause fire or explosive

decomposition.
Contact with other materials may cause fire or explosion, especially if heated.
2. Actions necessary to protect against hazard

The following are action statements recommended by NIOSH for use on the label of a substance which pre-

sents a fire hazard.

Keep away from fire, sparks and open flame.
Keep from contact with clothing or combustible materials to avoid fire.
Drying of this product on clothing or combustible materials may cause fire.
Spills on clothing or combustible materials may cause fire.
Contents packed under water will ignite if water is removed.
Avoid friction or rough handling because of fire hazard.
Keep wet in storagedry powder may ignite by friction, static electricity or
heat.

3')0
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Wear goggles or face shield and fire-retardant clothing when handling.

Clothing and vegetation contaminated with chlorate or its solutions are
DANGEROUSLY FLAMMABLE. Remove clothing and wash thoroughly in
water. Keep persons and animals off treated areas.
Store in cool place.
Keep container tightly clbsed.
Loosen closufetcautiously before opening.
Store in cool dry place.
Store in a cool place in original contair er and protect from direct sunlight.
In case of fire, stop flow of gas. Use dry chemical or carbon dioxide when
necessary to gain access to valve.
Avoid spillage and contact with moisture or combustion.

In case of spillage, flush with plenty of water and remove contaminated
articles.
Flush area with water spray.

In case of fire, smother with dry sand, dry ground limestone or dry powder
type materials specially designed for metal powder fires.
Spillage may cause fire. Do not get on floor. Sweep up and remove immeciately.

C. Reactivity Hazards
The major considerations in determining reactivity hazards are the substance's

f
1.

sensitivity to detonation by shock or heat
tendency to rapid polymerization
reactivity with common substances
ability to supply oxygen in a fire situa,.on
other special harmful properties

Nature of the hazard The following are statements recommended by NIOSH
to identify on the label the reactivity hazard of a given substance.
Powerful oxidizer.
Strong oxidizer.
Strong acid.
Strong caustic (alkali).
Causes severe burns which may not be immediately painful or visible.

Heat, shock, or contact with other materials may cause fire or explosive,
especially if heated.
Contact with other material may cause fire or explosive, especially if heated.
R4act,5 vioiently with water liberating and igniting hydrogen.
May form explosive peroxides.
Forms shock-sensitive mixtures with certain other materials.
May explode if water content is 10% or below.
13-82
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Contamination may result in dangerous pressure.
Liquid and gas under pressure.
Extremely cold ( ( F ( C) below zero) ).
High explosive.
Explosive.
Inhibited monomer subject to violent polymerization.
Liquid and gas under pressure.
Gas under pressure.
2. Actions necessary- to protect against hazard

The following are action statements recomMended by NIOSH for use on the label of a substance which presents a reactivity hazard.

Keep from contact with oxidizing materials, highly oxygenated or halogenated solvents, 'organic compounds containing reducible function groups
or aqueous ammonia.
Keep from contact with oxidizing mat' -iaji.
Keep from contamination from any source i"uding metals, dust and organic
materials. Such contamination can cause rapid decomposition, generation of
high pressures or formation of explosive mixtures.
Solidifies at about
°F (.2C) and may break container. Store in moderately

;

warm place.
from any contact with water.
4 Use only dry, clean utensils in handling.

While making solutions, add slowly to surface to avoid violent splattering.
Keep wet in storagedry powder may ignite by friction, static electricity or
heat.

Do not add to ho,: materials; do not grind or subject to frictional heat or
shockexplosive decomposition may result.
Prevent contamination with readily oxidizable materials and polymerization
accelerators.
Do not allow to evaporate to near dryness. Addition of water or appropriate
reducing materials will lessen peroxide formation.
Do not add water to contents while in a container because of violent reaction
and possible flash fire.
Do not attempt to loosen or remove material from container with any tool.
Wear goggles and DRY gloves when handling.
Put nothing else in this container.
Keep dry and handle only in suitable equipment to prevent metallic contamination. Consult manufacturer.
Keep container tightly closed and away from water or acids.
Keep container tightly closed; flush container clean before discarding.
Do not put in stoppered or closed container.
Note: Suck-back into cylinder may cause explosion. Under no circumstances
should the cylinder entry tube be inserted in a liquid or gas without a vacuum
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break or other protective apparatus in the line to prevent suck4mck.
Store in original vented c "ntainer.
Store in cool place.
Keep drum in upright position. Do not roll drum on side.
Handle under inert gas atmosphere in DRY equipment.
Keep from freezing.
Loosen closure cautiously before opening.

Store separately from, and avoid contact with, dehydrating materials and
\
other materials.
Keep away from fire.
Open container carefully -And only in dry oxygenfree or inert atmosphere.
Store in cool dry place.

Store in cool place in original container and protect from direct sunlight.
Keep container closed to prevent drying out.
Do not heat' cylinders.
Keep away from acids and heat.

Never ret.urn unused HYDROGEN PEROXIDE to container. Dilute with
plenty of-water.
Avoid spillage and contact with moisture or combustibles.
v
Fire or high temperatures may cause explosive decompositipn if confined.

In case of fire, smother with dry sand, dry ground limestone or dry powder
type materials specially designed for metal powder fiFes< Do not use carbon
tetrachloride, carbon dioxide extinguishers or water., ''
Do not use air pressure to transfer.

3 -, 3
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PART II

FIRST AID STATEMENTS

The "folloViing are ten first aid statements recommended by NIOSH for use on the label of a hazardous substance. Most manufacturers will provide on request appropriate first aid directions.

CALL A PHYSICIAN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
If swallowed, induce vomiting by
sticking finger down ,throat or by giving soapy or strong salty water to drink. Repeat
until vomit is clear. Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.
CALL A PHYSICIAN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

In _case° of contact, immediately flush

eyes or skin with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes while removing contaminated clothing and shoes. Wash clothing before reuse. (Discard contaminated shoes).
CALL A PHYSICIAN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

If inhaled, remove to fresh air. If not
breathing 'eve' artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth. If breathing is
difficult, give oxygen.

CALL A PHYSICIAN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

In case of eye contact, immediately
flush eyes with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes. Remove contact lenses if
worn.

CALL A PHYSICIAN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

In case of contact-,,Immediately flush

eyes with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes. Flush skin With water. (Wash

,,.4.

clothing before reuse.)

In case of contact, immediately wash skin with soap and plenty of water.
Do NOT induce vomiting. Call a physician as soon as possible.

Antidote: (indicate commonly available antidote.)
Note to Physicians: (Give detailed specific treatment including drug dosage.)
Call the Life Squad or local emergency unit.

k
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PART III

CLEANUP AND DISPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS

The following are cleanup and disposal instructions recommended by NIOSH for use on the label
of a hazardous substance. For information regarding applicable local, state and federal regulations,
the industial/vocational education supervisor and instructor should contact the appropriate government bureau, including the Environmemal Protection Agency

. Flush spill area with water spray.
Soak up spill with sand or earth. Do not use waver.
Flush away spill by flooding with water applied quickly to entire spill.
Keep upwind of leak: Evacuate enclosed places until gas had dispersed.
\
Dike spill and decomtaminate by . ..
Do not flush into sewers.
Dispose of sodium. by burning carefully in an open fire.
Sweep up spillage with strong calcium hypo hlorite solution.

Treat spillage with strong calcium hypochl ,rite solution and flush to sewer.
In case of spillage, keep wet and remove carefully.
Soak up with rags and dispose in covered metal containers.
Consult local solid waste regulations for safe ?disposal.
Do not sweep. Use vacuum cleaning equipment only.

\
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APPENDIX D
SAMPLE MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

The following Material Safety Data Sheet is recommended as part of An
Identification System for Occupationally Hazardous Materials (U.S. Department .t.-.
of Health, Education, and Welfare, NIOSH, 1974).

)

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
,

I PRODUCT IDENTIFICATiON
MANUFACTURERS NAME

REGULAR TELEPHONE NO.
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE ND.

ADDRESS

TRADE NAME

.

SYNONYMS

.

II HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS
MATERIAL OR COMPONENT

,

%

-.
HAZARD DATA

Ili PHYSICAL DATA

BOILING POINT. 760 MM FIG

MELTING POINT

SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H20 "' 1)1

VAPOR PRESSURE

VAPOR DENSITY (AIR .. 1)

SOLUBILITY IN H20, % BY WT.

% VOLATILES BY VOL.

EVAPORATION RATE (BUTYL ACETATE - 1)

APPEARANCE AND ODOR

13-89
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IV FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA
I

AUTUIGNITIO:

FLASH POINT
(TEST METHOD)

TEMPERATURE

FLAMMABLE LIMITS IN AIR, % BY VOL.

LOWER

I

1

UPPER

EXTINGUISHING
MEDIA
SPECIAL FIRE
F IGHTING
PRCCEDURES

.

UNUSUAL FIRE
AND EXPLOSION
HAZARD
I

.

V HEALTH HAZARD INFORMATION

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
ROUTES OF EXPOSURE

INHALATION
SKIN CONTACT
SKIN ABSORPTION
EYE CONTACT
INGESTION

t

EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE
I

AE OVEREXPOSURE
CHRONIC OVEREXPOSURE

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES
EYES

SKIN

INHALATION
INGESTION

NOTES TO PHYSICIAN

,) .._,

/

\
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VI REACTIVITY DATA
CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING TO INSTABILITY

INCOMPATIBILITY

HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS

c

CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING TO HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION

VI SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDUFli S
STEPS TO BE TAKEN :F MATERIAL IF RELEASED OR SPILLED
.

.

NEUTRALIZING CHEMICALS

WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD

VIII SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION
VENTILATION REQUIREMENTS

SPECIFIC PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

RESPIRATORY (SPECIFY IN DETAIL)
EYE

GLOVES

OTHER CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
S
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IX SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS
PRECAUTIONARY
STATEMENTS

4.

...

OTHER HANDLING AND
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

PREPARED BY

ADDRESS

DATE

35 ()
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4

CHEMICAL CAUSES OF SKIN MALADIES

\
Adapted and reprinted with permission from Fundamentals of Indus-

trial Hygiene, 2nd ed. (Chicago: National Safety Council, 1979),
pp. 209-215.

3 c-'
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TABLE 17
t

CHEMICAL CAUSES OF SKIN MALADIES

Irritant or Agent

Primary
Irritants

Manifestations of Irritating Action
on the Skin (More important dam-

Sensitize. Ts

ages may result in other organs.)

Typical Occupations, Trades or Processes Where Exposure may Occur

ACIDS
Chromic

X

- Hydrochloric
Nitric

Ulcers ("chrome holes") on skin, inflammation and perforation of nasal septu

Platers, manufacturing chemicals and
dyestuffs

Irritation and ulceration of skin

Bleachers, picklers (metals), refiners
(metals), tinners, chemical manufacturing

Severe skin burns and ulcers

Nitric acid workers, eletroplaters, metal
refiners, acid dippers, nitrators, soda
makers

Oxalic
Picric

X

Local caustic action on skin, bluish
discoloration and brittleness of nails

Tannery workers, blueprint paper makers,
oxalic acid makers

Red rash (resembling that of scarlet fever),
itching skin, a yellow discoloration of
skin and hair which is neither a der,matitis

Explosives workers, plicric acid makers,
doers and dye makers, tannery workers

nor a dermatosis

Sulfuric

X

Corrosive action on skin, severe inflammation of mucous membranes

Nitrators, picklers (metals), drivers,
chemical manufacturing

X

Blisters, ulcers

Electroplaters, case hardening, extraction
of gold

ALKALIS
Sodium or pcitassium
cyanide

OILS

Cutting oilsoil emul.

sions or soluble oil
mixtures

X

'Oil acne, inflammation of hair follicles

Machinists

Irritation and eciematous eruptions
of skin

Antimony extractors, glass and rubber
mixers, manufacturing of various alloys,
fireworks, and aniline colors

I

SALTS OR ELEMENTS

Antitnony and its
compounds

382.

X

t-

.

010

O

TABLE 17 (Concluded)

Irritant or Agent

Arsenic and its
compounds

Primary
Irritants

Sensitizers

X

X

-

Manifestations of Irritating Action
on the Skin (More important dam-.
ages may result in other organs.)

,

. r.

Typical Occupations, Trades or proc.
esses Where Exposure may Occur

Darkening of skin, perforation of nasal
septum, epithelioma, fofmation of horny
growth or tissue on palm, eczema around
nose (possible loss of mails and hair)

Artifical leather makers carroters (felt
hats), manuracturing insecticides, glass
industry and vermicides, manufacturing
artifical flowers, calico printing
;

Dry (defatted) skin

Spray painters, celluloid industry,
artificial silk and leather workers, acetylene workers, lacquer and varnish
makers, electrical equipment
Manufacturing

Dry (defatted) skin

Chemical, rubber, and artificial leather
manufacturing, dry cleaning

Dry (defatted) irritated skin

Extraction Of oils, fats, and a wide range
of other materials, manufacturer of
rayon, rubber, and a wide range of
cements, germicides; and other materials

SOLVENTS
Acetone

X

Benzene and its
homologues (toluene

.

and ;ylene
Carbon disulfide

X

X

-

.

.

,

Chlprinated phenois
Petroleum distillates

x

Trichloroethylene

x

I

Turpentine
SOAPS AND SOAP POWDERS containing an
excess of free alkali§

X

Severe eruptions

Treating wood

Acneepithelioma-

Petroleum refiners, machinists, furniture
poli;hers

Dry cracked skin

Degreasers, pairft removers .

Red or blistered skin, edema

Painters, furniture polishers, lacquerers

Eczema, blisterlike eruptions, chronic

Soap manufacturing, dish-washers, scrubwomen, soda fountain clerks

abscesses

tti

,
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UNIT 14
a

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT.

.

I,

METHODS

Lecture and Demonstration'

is,i

t

/

.

.

-.

LENGTH: 60 Minutes

#1,

To discuss the ways that personal protective equipment can reduce injuries,,and
illnesses in the industrial/vocational education shop.
N

OBJECTIVES

TO'introduce participant to:e.
',.-,_ 1

.

a

1. The place-ofpersonal prOtective equipment in the total hazard control.)
.

program

,.

...

2. Factors to consider in selecting personal protective equipment
3. Problems which hamper the,effectiveness of personaltprotective equipment
4. Devices used to provide head, eye, face,. hearing, respiratory, arm,'hand,

body, leg and foot protection
5. Care and maintenance of protective devices.
SPECIAL:TERMS
0

1. Suspension System
2. Air-Purifying Respirator

.

.
1

4

3. SuppliedAir Respirator
#

4. Self-Contained Breathing Device
5.. Toe BOx

4

t

INSTRUCTOR
MATERIALS

TRAINE
MATER

Lesson Plan
35 mm Slides, Projector and Screen
Chalk Board/Chalk

..

IN
1

Participant Outlines and SupplemeAtary Materials
1-.

na

0

th'

UNIT/14
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

"to

In Unit 3, in the discussion of the ways hazards are' controlled in
the industrial/vocational education shop, we learned that the

INTRODUCTION

lastbut sometimes the onlypractical way to 'reduce illnesses and
injuries is to use personal protective equipment. In this category
are i luded.helmets, gloves, goggles, -respirators, special footWear
an other items which protect ,the student against such hazards
as flying particles, noise, dangerous chemicals and electric shock.

The shortcoming. of personal 'protective equipMent is `major:
PPE does nothing to reduce or eliminate the hazards. For this
reason such devices are normally considered the last line of de..
fense. PPE 'does not take the place of such engineering controls
as substitution, isolation and ventilation.

Protective equipment also creates an undue feeling of security.
Its failure means. immediate exposure to the hazard. Should a
protective device become ineffective without the knowledge of
'the wearer, he is placed unwittingly in a very dangerous situation.
o

When a decision is made to employ prote,ctive equipment, those
selecting the equipment should examine carefully six criteria.

1. The extent of-the hazard's potential to cause harm'must be
.evaluated. j is important -.to have a clear uncteitinding
`of the nature of the hazard, where it originates, what harm
it. jian cause and the likelihOod of its occurrerze. For
example, "if a respirator is needed to protect students from
dust, the size of the dust _particles must be. dBrermined.

SELECTIlb PERSONAL
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Extent of Hazard Must be
Determined

Without such a determination, a respirator could be
selected which may snot perform its desired function.
2.

tI

The degree of desired protection is in direct proportiOn to
theoriousness of the hazard. Two, dangers are present
in selecting PPE: the danger of ."overkill" and the danger
of selectkig equipment which offers inadequate protection.'
For example, greater face protection is requited to guard

L

Degree of Protection is
Proportion to Seriousnesi
of Hazird
1
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Personal Protective Equipment
7.

against chemical splashes than is necessarS, forprotection

againi.t the impact of flying objects. To offer the same
deviCe for both would .mean either overprotection or
underprotection, depending on which alterilative is selected..
Interference Must be &danced
Against Protection

A.

Protection must be considered along with the equipment's
ability to interfere with the student's performance in-the
shop. Bulky gloires may decrease the dexterity required

for certain tasks; full face shields may be cumbersome
during certain operations. %Sometimes those selecting
protective equipment must weigh-the benefits of the most
desirable alternative against the most practical one beforemaking the final selection.

Equipment Should Carry
ANSI Label

4. For most protective equipment (head, eye, face and foot
protection, electrical prdtective devices); a la* showing
compliance with the appropriate American pational
StandardsInstitite (ANSI) standard will be affixed to the
pfoduet. In the case of respiratory equipment, the National Institute for Occupational Safety andHealth.(NIOSH),
and the Mine Safety and Health Admjnistraiion (MSHA)
'haVe their label attached to the product. There are some
'types of protective equipmentfor example, gloves and
aprons for which no approvals are available.

Quality Pays for Itself
42A

5.

Quality is an important facto,' to be 'considered at the
time of purchasing protectivkequipmgnt. Although many
manufacturers are _selling equipment .which meets. the
ANSI standards and NIOSH and MSHA-ap"provals, their
products are not altif/f the same quality. Given the constraint of cost, eq ipmept &I the 'highest quality shotild`
be purchased for use in theindustrial/yocational autation
shop. A prodrict of high quality will be easier to maintain ana'can 6e expected to have a longer service life than
less expensive equipment.

Cost Should 'be Weighed
Against Service Life

.

6. Last but not least its the cost of the equipment. Good

protectbie equipment is not .inexpensive. -.The .highest

quality equipment on the market normally costs proportionally more than its lower quality eounterpart. When
a decision 'must be made tb determine how, much will be

spent on protective equipment, it is important to determine how long the equipment will be needed. If it will be

used only for a short peri>bf time while more suitable
14-4
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control measures are being installed, less ex\pensive equipment may serve the ,patirPose: However, if the protective

x

equipment is intended to serve its purpose indefinitely,
then strong consideration should be given to allocating

,ample funds to acquire the highest quality approved.
products,
.

When the foregoing criteria have been .evaluaW, the job gf the
purchaser is still far from over. NQW he must concern himself with
solving _problems which interfere with the .effectiveness of PPE.

.

When .niore than one variety of the same class of protective device is employed in the shop (for example, more than 'one brand
1. of respiratctr), especially if each type has slightly different require-

PROBLEMS INTERFERING
WITH EFFECTIVENESS
OF PPE

Purchasing More than One
Type of Same Class

ments for use, care and. maintenance, it becomes difficult for
instructors and supervisors to train students in the use of the
equipment-and to provide adequate' maintenance, monitoring and
control% Ideally one bland of a particular class of protective equipment should be used throughout the school.

If protective equipment is to continue providing proteytion, it
requires care and maintenance. A program of student/care and
Fhoolimainteriance must be developed and muse be in operation
at the time when the equipment is distributed for use. Cleaning

Insufficient or Improper
Equipment Maintenance

and 'minor repairs are usually done in the shop or by the school's
maintenance organization. More complex repairs or repairs desig-

nated to be, done by the manufacturer should not be made by
school personnel. In such instances the equipment should be retutriekto the manufacturer or his designated service representative.

s

Improperly fitted ,protective equipment discourages student acceptance and. in same- cases causes a, loss of protection. For instance, protective de wear which does not fit properly may end
up in the student's pocket, and a respirator facepiece which dots
pot seal properly on a student's face will allow the toxic substance
to enter the facepiece and be inhaled by the student. When purchasing protective equipMent, consideration should be given to
till need for proper fit. In cases where a student or instructor
caiinot acquire a proper fit with conventional equipment, special
fitting devices may be necessary.

Improper Fit

0

E

Unless the persons who are required to wear the equipment are
trained and educated in its necessity, its proper use and its care
and maintenance, protective equipment will do little to fulfill
14-5
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Insufficient Training and
Education

4\

Personal Protective Equjpment

its intended purpose. Every supervisor and instructor needs
stress use, care and maintenance as an- integral part of over
shop operations.
HEAb PROTECTION

Head protection can be d'ivided into three categories:
1.

caps for long hair

2. bump caps
3. helmets or safety hats.

ProteCtive hair covering is necessary for students with long hair
who work at machines. Besides the obvious danger of hair becoining entangled in moving parts when the student bends over, there
is also the possibility that heavy. charges of static electricity can

Caps for Long Hair

lift hair into moving belts; or rolls.

Protective caps should cover the hair completely: Bandanas rand
0

turbans are not sufficient and pose their own hazards if they
become loose. Although no standards have been accepted, protective fabric caps should be made of a durable, flame-proof
fabric, rugged enough to Withstand' regular laundering. The cap
should have a visor ldng enough and rigid enough to provide warning before the head itself comes into contact with a moving object,
such as the spindle on a drill press.

Bump Caps

Bump caps are thin-shelled, lightweight plastic headgear; They are

not a substitute-for helmets and do not provide the kind of pro=
tection needed in the industrial/vocational education shop.
Helmets (Hard Hats)

Helmets, also called safety or hard hats, are the best means for
protecting students and instructors alike against impact blows and
penetration from flying and falling objects and from 'limited
electric shock. They can be designed to protect the scalp, face and

neck from overhead spills, can keep hair from entanglement in
machinery and can shield' the scalp from exposure to irritating
dusts.

The National Safety Council estimates that approximately 140,000
head injuries occur in a given year (see Figure 36). These injuries
are caused by workers being struck by or a,-Mnst objects or from

falls. Many of the same 'situations responsible for causing head
injuries in industry are present in the industrial/vocational education
14-6
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Part of body injured in Work accidents

n

CASE;

COMPENSATION
6%

ETES

2%

6%

HEAD
ItXCIWIZIS1

.7%

9%
9%
a

e%
15%

Swat State labs; Ouattoests
cases

19 States iampassabas

1913 1913
States

In one recent year disabliii work injuries in the entire

nation totalled approxiniateiy 2,300,000. Of these, about
13,000 were fatal and .130,000 resulted in some permanent

impairment
Injuries to the trunk occurred most frequently, with thumb

and finger injuries .next, according to State Labor Department
reports.
Eyes

Head (except eyes)
Arms

,

Trunk
40

Hands
Fingers

140,000
140,000
210;000
61.0,000
140,000

.

Legs

Feet
Toes
General

370,000
300,000
140,000
70,000
180,000

, For each body part the chart on the left shows (on top)
the percent of all injuries, (on the, bottom) the percent of all
compensation paid.

Adapted and reprinted with permission from Accident Facts 1978
(Chicago: National Safety Council, 1978), p. 26.

.Figure 36

Personal Protective Equipment

Pelmets are of two types, either full brimMed or brimless with
peak. A brim provides the most complete protection for head,
face and back of neck. The cap type is used where a brim may be
in the way.
There are four classes of hard hats:

Classes of Hard Hats

.

1. 'Class A, affording limited voltage resistance, for general
service

.

2. Class B, high voltage resistance

.

.

'3. Class C, no voltage protection (metallic helmets)
4. Class D, limited voltage protection, fire fighters' service
""

All helmets,must meet the requirements and specifications in the

American National Standards Institute Z89.1, Safety Requirements for Indust01 Head Protections. Helmets' are identified on
the inside of the shell with the frianufacturer's name, and ANSI
designation and the class.

Helmets (hard hats) are designed to transmit a maximum average
.force of not more than 850 pounds (385 kilograms) when tested

in accordance with ANSI 289.1. 'Hard hats which meet ANSI
standards are designed with two major components, a shell and a
suspension:
Shell

I

E

The shell should be cf one piece, seamless construction
and designed to resist impact.
. ,

The suspension gives the hard hat its impact-distributing

Suspension

abilities. The suspension must be adjusted to fit the
wearer, and a clearance of not less than 1-1/4" (3.19 cm.)
must be maintained between the shell and the skull of the
'wearen
Chinstrap, Nape Strap

A chinstrap will keep a hat from coming off. It affords full protection. A nape strap, provided with most helmets, helps to keep
the headgearIrcm falling off during normal use. Some headgear
comes with removable type attachn$nts for face shields, welding
helmets and g) forth.

\ 14-8
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To care for and maintain helmets effectively, the following recommendations should be followed:

Care of Hard Hats

1. Before' each use, hard hats should be inspected for cracks

Inspect Hard Hats

2. Suspension systems should be inspected. frequently to
detect loose or torn cradle straps, broken sewing lines,

Inspect Suspensions

and signs of impact. Once dainaged, a protectilfe. helmet
should be discarded. Alteration- of any kind weaken the
performance of the helmet.

loose rivets,..defective lugs, etc. Once found, deterioiated
systems should be replaced.
3. Chemicals, oils and petroleum products must Lie" removed
from the shdil as soon as possible. These agents will soften

Remove Agents from Shell

the shell materials and reduce its impact and dielectric
protection. The manufacturer should' be consulted as to
-

what .solvents can be used to remove such chemicals

without themselves causing damage. If a hard hat needs
painting, the manufacturer should be consulted so that a
coating can be seledfed which will not harm the helmet.
4. Hard hats niust be scrubbed and disinfected before being

reissued to others. At least every thirty days the hat,

Clean Hard Hats Regularly

sweat bands and cradles should be washed in warm soapy
water or an approved detergent solution recommended by
the manufacturer. Thorough rinsing should follow washing.

5. While iii

storage, hard hats should not be exposed to
-bright sunlight..Heat and light may reduce the degree of
protection that they provide.

The protection of eyes from damage by physical and chemical
agents long has been an important part of a hazard control program. Some 140,000 disabling injuries occur annually, injuries

EYE PROTECTION

that result in total or partial blindness.

In the industkyvocational education shop the eyes are exposed
to a variety of hazards: flying objects, splashes of corrosive liquids
or molten metals, dust and harmful radiation. OSHA requires that

eye and face protection be designed to meet the performance
requirements set forth in ANSI 287.1, Practice for Occupational"
and Educational Eye and Face Protection.

"s
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Before selection is made, consideration must be given to:

Selecting P.ye Protective

Equipment

,

the extent of the hazard to be guarded against

the ability of the eye-protective -materials to afford this
protection

the type of eye protection devices that fit the work
objective.

Figure 37 illustrates recommended eye and face protectors for
use in industry, schools and colleges, and indicates which type is
recommended for particular operations.

Conditions' requiring protection from flying particles caused by
chipping, ,drilling, grinding and so forth require the selection of
one of three types of impact-protection equipment.

Protection Against Flying
Particles

1. spectacles with impact-resistant lenses

2:flexible or cushion-fitting goggles
3. chipping goggrei:----

Spectacles with ImpactResistant Lenses

#,

Spectacles without side shields are na'tecQmmended because of

the limited protection they provide. Normallyside as well as
frontal protection is required. Full-cup side shields restrict flying

parts from entering the wearer's eyes from the side. Semi- or

fold-flat side shields may be used where only lateral protection is-required.

Goggles

Both flexible and cushion goggles usually have a single lens. These
goggles give both frontal and side protection from flying particles.

Chipping Goggles

Chipping goggles give maximum protection from flying particles.

Flexible and Cushion-Fitting

4.

They, come in two styles, either for use without other eyewear
or for fitting over corrective lenses. Both types have coutourshaped rigid plastic eyecups.

Protection Against Fumes and
Liquids

Students exposed to chemical fumes and liquids on such jobs as
handling volatile and corrosive chemicals, dipping in plating and
pickling tanks, and' so forth require ,chemical splash goggles or a
face shield for adequate protection.
Chemical goggles have soft vinyl or rubber frames and lenses made
14-10

Selection Chart for Eye and Face Protectors for Use in Industry, Schools, and Colleges
This Selection Chart offers general recommendations only. Final selection of eye ar.d face protective devices is the responsibility of
management and safety specialists. (Fos lases protection, tetet to American National Standard for Safe Use of Lasers, ANSI Z136.11976.)

Style A

Style B

Style C

4

5

S

I

7

8

9

GOGGLES, Flexible Fitting Regular 1.,,mt,lation
2. GOGGLES, Flexible Fitting, Hooded Ventilation
3 GOGGLES, Cushioned Fitting, Rigid Body
'4 SPECTACLES, without Sideshields
5 SPECTACLF.S, Eyecup Type Sideshields
6 SPECTACLES, Senu /FlatFold Sideshields
WELDING GOGGLES. Eyecup Type, Tinted
Lenses (Illustrated)
1

11

7k CHIPPING GOGGLES, Eyecup Type, Clear Safety Lenses
(Not Illustrated)
8.
WELDING GOGGLES, Coverspec Type, Tinted Lenses (Illustrated)
8A. CHIPPING GOGGLES, Coverspec Type, Clear Safety Lenses
(Not Illustrated)
'9. WELDING GOGGLES, Coverspec Type. Tinted Plate Lens
10. FACE SHIELD. Plastic or Mesh Window (see caution note)

11. WELDING HELMET

*Non-sideshteldsPectacles are available for limited hazard use requiring only frontal protection.
See Table Al, "Selection of Shade Numbers for Welding Filters." in Section A2 of the Appendix.

APPLICATIONS
OPERATION

HAZARDS

PROTECTORS

ACETYLENE-BURNING
ACETYLENE-CUTTING
ACETYLENE-WELDING

SPARKS, HARMFUL RAYS,
MOLTEN METAL,
FLYING PARTICLES

7, 8, 9

CHEMICAL HANDLING

SPLASH, ACID BURNS, FUMES

2 (For severe exposure add 10)

CHIPPING

FLYING^PARTICLES

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7A, 8A

El..ECTRIC (ARC) WELDING

SPARKS, INTENSE RAYS,
MOLTEN METAL

11 (In combination with 4, 5, 6, in tinted lenses, advisable)

FURNACE OPERATIONS

GLARE, HEAT, MOLTEN METAL

7, 8, 9 (For severe exposure add 10)

GRINDING-LIGHT

FLYING PARTICLES

1, 3, 5, 6 (For severe exposure add 10)

GRINDING-HEAVY

FLYING PARTICLES

1, 3, 7A, 8A (For severe exposure add 10)

LABORATORY

CHEMICAL _SPLASH,
GLAS
REAKAGE

2 (10 when in combination with 5, 6)

MACHINING

FLYING PARTICLES

1, 3, 5, 6 (For severe exposure add 101

HEAT, GLARE, SPARKS, SPLASH

7, 8 (10 in combination with 5, 6, in tinted lenses)

FLYING PARTICLES, SPARKS

1, 3, 4, 5, 6 (14dlenses advisable, for severe exposure add 10)

MOLTEN METALS

t--,,
SPOT WELDING

1.

.

CAUTION
Face shields alone do not ptovide adequate protection,
Plastic lenses are advised for protection against molten metal splash.
Contact lenses. of themselves. do not provide eye protection in the industrial sense and shall not be worn in a hazardous environ
ment without appropriate covering safety eyewear.

Figure 37
This material is reproduced with permission from American National Standard Practice for Occupationa and Educational Eye
and Face Protec
ton, ANSI Z87 I 1979. copyright 1979 by the American National Standards
Institute, copies of which.may be purchased from the American
National Standards Institute at 1430 Broadway. New York, New York 10018,
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of heat-treated glass or acid-resistance plastic. FOr exposures
involving chemical splashes, the goggles are equipped with baffled
ventilators on the side.

.,

Where students may come into contact with hot splashing metals.
(in casting, tinning, pouring lead joints and so forth), cup goggles
with impact-resistant lenses, metal pscreen face shields or heavy
plastic shields with" impact-resistant spectacles beneath are re-

Protection Against Hot
Splashing Metals

quired.

Injurious rays are encountered in torch brazing, gas welding and

Protection Against Light Rays

cutting, arc welding and so foith. Eye protection for welding

'

operations should be chosen carefully to cope with the particular
hazard as well as chemical and physical agents.

.1

.."

To exclude injurious flashes, hot metal and sparks and to save the
welding lenses from pitting, the student who is flame welding,
brazing or cutting should wear goggles with impact-resistant filter
lenses. The goggles may have clear or colored glass depending upon
the amount of exposure from adjacent welding operations.
6

According to federal statute, go.ggles or other suitable eye protection must be used during all gas welding or oxygen cutting operations. Spectacles with suitable filter lenses are permitted during

gas welding operations on light work, for .torch brazing or for.
inspection.

For electric arc welding involving exposure to ultraviolet rays, it

is important that the filter lenses protect the.student from the
ultraviolet rays as well as from the glare. Table 18 illustrates the
proper shade number for eye 'protection in various welding oper-

.

ations.

Protectors must meet the following minimum requirements mandated in OSHA Safety and Health Standards (29 CFR 1910.133):

Requirements for Eye
Protectors

1. They must provid adequate protection against the par ticular hdzards for ihich they are designed.

'`

2. They must be reasonably comfortable when worn under
the designated conditions.

.

4. They must fit snugly and must not interfere unduly with
I the movements of the wearer. Instructors should be
trained in the fitting of goggles to assure proper fit.
-.

14-12
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TABLE 18.
ALTER LENS SHADE NUMBER FOR EYE PROTECTION
Welding 0?eration

Shade Number

Shielded metalarc weld ing 1/16-, 3/32-, 5/32-inch diameter el6trodes

'10

Gas-shielded arc welding (nonferrous) 1/16-, 3/32-, 1/8 -, 5/32inch diameter electrodes

11

Gas-shielded arc welding (ferrous) 1/16-, 3/32-, 1/8, 5/32-inch diameter electrodes

12

Shielded metal-arc welding 3/16-, 7/32-, 1/4-inch electrodes

IS

5/16-, 3/8-inch diameter electrodes

12

14

Atmoic hydrogen we lding

10.14

Carbon-arc welding

14

Soldering

2

Torch brazing

3 or 4

Light cutting, up to 1 inch

3 or 4

Medium cutting, 1 inch to 6 inches

4 or 5

Heavy cutting, over 6 inches

5 or 6

Gas welding (lightt, 43 to 1/8 -Inch

4 or 5

Gas welding (medium), 1/8 inche to 1/2 inch

5 or 6

Gas welding (heavy), over 1/2-inch

6 or 8'

Reprinted from General Industry OSHA Safety and Health Standards (29 CFR 1910.252e), U.S. Department of Labor,
November 1978. p. 448.

4. They must be durable.

5. They must be capable of being disinfected. However, it
is important that sterilizing solutio.:s be removed so that
skin irritation will not result.

6. They must be easily cleaned.
Under conditions where goggles are apt to fog up, care must be
given to the selection of eye wear with ventilation. In extreme
cases, antifog compounds should be used inside lenses.

14-13
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Corrective Lenses

According to OSHA regulations, students wearing corrective
lenses must wear one of the following:
1.

spectacles with protective lenses which provide optical,
correction

c

2. goggles that can be worn over corrective spectacles with-

out disturbing the adjustment of the spectacles

3. .goggles which incorporate corrective lews mounted behind the protective lenses.

Prescription eyeglasses or contact lenses worn in eye hazard areas
require approved eye protection. 6
Contact Lenses

Both the National Society for the Prevention of Blindnessand the'
American Optometric .Asiociation advise the use of contact lenses
in industry only in conjunction with proper safety shields, goggles
or other protection. Two special precautions apply to wearers of
contact lenses:
1.
4.-

If caustic, chemical or other solutions are accidentally
splashed in the eye, the cornea may be burned. In the
event of such an accident, first flush out the. eye, then

remove the lens,'then flush the eye again. ° ,
2. If a foreign body (dust, for example) gets under a contact

lens, it may scratch the cornea. .,In .the event of such an
accident, remove the lens immediately. It. may be need:
nary to consult a physician to makesure the foreign body
is no longerxresent.

4

FACE PROTECTION

Several types of PPE shield the face (and sometimes the head and
neck as well) from flying particles, chemical or hot metal splashes
and heat radiation. These include:
1. face shields of clear plastic, to protect the eyes and face of

Clear Plastic Face Shields

a person who is sawing or buffing metal, sanding or light
grinding or handling cho.mic4Ls

face shields with metal screens; to deflect heat. from a

Face Shields with Metal
Screens

2.

Babbitting Helmets

3. babbitting helmets consisting of

person working near furnaces

a. .a window made of extremely fine wire screen

14-14
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b. a tilting support

c. an adjustable headgear

d. a' cr wn protector-and used to protect the heed and
fac against splashes of hot metal;

4. weld g helmets, shields and goggles, to protect the 'eyes
an ace against both the splashes of molten metal and the
radiation produced by arc welding

5. acid-proof hoods, with a window of glass or plastic, to
protect the head, face and neck of persons exposed- to

Welding Helmets, Shields
and Goggles

Acid Proof Roods

possible splashes from corrosive chemicals

6. air- supplied hoods, for work around toxic fumes, dusts,

Air-Supplied Hoods

,gases or mists. These will be discussed when 'we examine
respiratory protection devices.

6

As a general rule; face shields should be worn over suitable eye
protection.
The need for personal hearing protection arises-when source control andtor path control are not present, when source and/or path
control do not lower noises to safe levels or when a person in the
industrial /vocational education shop cannot avoid direct exposure

HEARING PROTECTION
.EQUIPMENT

to noisy 'equipment and tools. There are three basic types of
personal hearing protection devices.

1. Disposable pliable material, such as fins glass wool, mineral
fibers and wax-impregnated cotton, may be inserted in the
ear. It must be fresh each day.

Pliable Insert Material

2. Ear plugs may be inserted into the ear. They must be

Ear Plugs

individually fitted to the wearer.

3. Cup-type protectorslike ear muffsmay be `worn. with
.

Cup-Type Protectors

the band over the head or around the back of the neck or
may be incorporated into safety helmets:

To a great extent, selection' of a protective device is governed by
individual preference. Factors to consider are effectiveness, comfort (which is often a problem) and cost.

Selecting Hearing Protective
Devices

While cotton, alone is a poor choice, when paraffin wax is mixed
into_the_cotton_thematerial_becomes mu,ch-more-efficient. Glass
14-15
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dawn, also called "Swedish wool," is another pliable material.
Rubber and plastic types are popular because they are inexpensive,

easy to clean and.give good performance. Wax tends to lose its
effectilieness because jay.; movement (talking, chewing or yawning)

changes the shape of the ear Canal; this breaks the acoustic seal
between ear and insert.

25-30 dB

Ear plugs specially molded to the individual's ear canal offer
.excellent protection, generally reducing the noise. reaching the

ear by 25 to 30 decibels. However, they must be fitted by a
trained, qualified person, and they should become the property of

the individual for whom they areelded.
Neither of these types-should cause skin irritation or injured ear
drums if they are prtiperly designed, well fitted and hygienically
maintained:.
Additional 10-15 dB

Cup- or muff-type devices cover the external ear to provide an
acoustic barrier. They can reduce noise an additional ten to fifteen
decibels. .Their effectiveness. if influenced by size, shape, seal
material, shell mass and type of suspension, as well as by individual head size and shape. Glasses or long hair can break the seal
over the ear.

Additional 325 dB

Combinations of ear plugs and ear muffs give three to five more
decibels of protection.

Cup-type protectors cost more than other devices. However:this
is a one-time cost; over a period of time, the cost of 'pliable insert
material will exceed the cost of the 'cup-type protector.
Under dusty. or dirty working conditions, cup-type protectors may

be more hygienic than devices inserted in the ear. Under hot
working conditions, pliable insert material or ear plugs may be
more comfortable than cup-type derees.

It is imperative that anyone exposed to potentially dangerous
noise levels have some kind of: hearing protection.

RESPIRATORY,
PROTECTION

During our discussion of health hazards in the previous unit, we

examined the three modes of entry for hazardous materials:.
ingestion, skin absorption and inhalation. We saw that the human
respiratory system presents.the quickest and most, direct avenue
of entry because it is intimately and inextricably connected with
the circulatory _system and the need to oxygenate tissue cells to
sustain life processes.

Personal.Protective.Equipmeht
c

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and
states working under an approved OSHA State Plan have established 'permissible exposure limits (PELs) for many, airborne

When Respirators are Needed

toxic materials. OSHA Standards (29 CFR 1910.134) state:
In the control of those occupational diseses caused by
breathing air contaminated with harmful dusts, fogs,

fumes, miss, gases, smokes, sprays, or vapors; the'
primary objective shall be to prevenraTmospheric
contamination.. This shall be accomplished as far as
feasible by accepted engineering control measures
(for example, enclosure or confinement of the operation, general and local 'ventilation, and substitution of
less toxic materials). When .effective engineering controls are not feasible, or while they are being instituted, appropriate respirators shall be used.

Respiratory protection is ...also required on several special occasions:

1. in oxygen-deficient atmospheres where the oxygen content
in the breathable air is insufficient
2. for routine but infrequent operations
3.,

for non-routine operations in which persons are exposed

briefly to hip concentrations of a hazardous substance
during maintenance, repair or emergency conditions.

Those conducting a health hazard assessment will concentrate an
locating four major categories of respiratory hazards:

Identifying and Evaluating
Hazards

1. oxygen-deficient atmospheres

2. gas and vapor contaminant
3. particulate contaminants (includipg dust, fog, fume, mist,
smoke and spray)

.

4. combinations of gas, vapor and particulate contaminants.

It is important to determine what type or types of contaminants
exist in the industrial/vocational education shop in order to select
intelligently the most effective respiratory equipment. Because
each respirator is designed to provide protection for a certain
144 7
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contaminant or group of contaminants, an.arbitrary choice on the

part of school administrators could place their personnel and
students in a dLngerous situation:

I
O

Before a respirator is selected, the following questionfshould be
asked:
1.

What is the estimated' contaminant concentration where
'
the respiratowill be used?

2. What is the permissible/ exposure limit .(4L) to the con taminant?
3.

Is the contaminant a gas, vapor, mist, dust or fume?
.

.

0

.

4. Could the contaminant concentration be termed immedi-

ately hazardous to life or health?
5.

If -the contaminant is flammable, does the estimated concentratio&approach the lower explosive limit? .

6. Does the contaminant have adequate warning properties?
7.

Will the contaminant irritate the eyes at the estimated.
concentration?

8. If the contaminant is a gas or vapor. is there an available

2

.

Sorbent that traps it efficiently? \

.

9: Can the coutaniinant be absorbed through the skin as a
vapor or liquid? If so, will it cause serious.injury?i
Selecting Respirators

The perion given the responsibility for selecting respirators for the

industrial/vocational education shop wil1l be guided by ANSI.
Z88.2 American 'National Standard Practices for Respiratory
Protection. Of particular importance is the MSHA/NIOSH approval on the respirator (see Figure 38).
Selection should be based on:.,
1.

the natureof the hazardous process or operation

' 2. the type of respiratory hazard
0

a.

402
er>

physical and chemical properties
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b. warning properties
c.

physiological and psychological effects on the body

d. concentration of the material

V
PERMISSIBLE
RESPIRATOR
FOR

'DUSTS, FUMES, MISTS, AND RADON DAUGHTERS

rreSa
, O.... M.
V... t....... 66. M

........

4.

,.

lie 1 Ono**. do.... 1 ea yew ro
.

NIOSH
Ur..

MINING ENFORCEMENT AND SAFETY ADMINISTRfrTION
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR OCCUPATION/
SAFETY AKD i'F.ALTH

APPROVAL NO.

21G-114
.
ISSUED TO

,(Name and Address of Manufacturer goes here)

The opprocod ossembiy consists of tho fo'llowing pons
86442 focepiece
459321 filter cartridges
459029 receptacle s

459035 gaskets

a

LIMITATIONS

ApprO.ed for rest:hi:tort' protection ogoIntl dosts, fumes, and mists
hawing o Threshold Limit Value (TLV) not Is: than 0.05 monogram per
cubic meter or 2 million porticks per cubic fo it, radon daughters ottoched
to dusts. fumet and mists described above. ,1d osliestoscontoining dusts
and mists.
Not for use in atmospheres containing less than 19 S percent oxygen or

in atmospheres containing logic gates or vapors.
CAUTION

In molting renewals or repairs, pans idenlicol with thnse furnished by
tilt monufocturer under the pertinent approval shall be maintained.
Follow the monufocturer s instructions for fitting the esPII010, to the
foce, for changing filters, for cleaning the respirator. and for coring for it
while not sn use.

Shown here is the typical approval label which appears on a
MESA/NIOSH approved respifateryprotection device. The
user should make certain that he understands the limitations
of the device. MESA is now called MSHA, the Mine Safety
and Health Administration.

40.

0

Reprinted with permission of Mine Safety Appliances
Company.

Figure 38
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3. the period of time for which respiratory protection must

be provided
4. the location of the hazard area in relation to the nearest

source of uncontaminated respirable air
5.

the function and physical characteristics of respiratory
protective devices.2

Table 19, outlines a procedure for selecting respiratory protective
devices.

The three major classes of respirators are:,

Classes of Respirators

1. air-purifying respirators
2. supplied-air respirators
0

3. self- ontained breathing devices.

The a

ndix to this unit examines the characteristics, advantages,

limitations and subcategories of each of these classes. It also
details the procedures for cleaning, disinfecting, storing and
inspecting respirators.
FITTING THE RESPIRATOR
TO THE WEARER

It is essential that respiratory protective equipment be properly
fitted to the user. All the care that went into the design and manufacture of a respirator to maximize protection will be lost if there
is an impioper match between facepiece and wearer. Fitting tests
should- be repeated at appropriate intervals, particularly when
there is a change in the wearer's physical stAte, such as growth of
facial hair or change in face contours.

Facial Hair

-

Facial hair lyhig between the sealing surface of a respirator face:
piece and the wearer's skin will prevent satisfactory sealing. -The
sealing problem is especially critical when non-powered air -

e

purifying respirators 2.1e used. The negative pressure developed in

the facepiece of these respirators during Inhalation can lead to
leakage of contaminant into the facepiece wlien there is a poOr
seal. Some supplied -air respirators Of the air line type, because of

their mode of operation, alsb can lead to leakage at the sealing
surface. Therefore, individuals who have stubble (even a few day's

growth), a moustache, sideburns or a beard that passes between
skin and the sealing surface should not wear a respirator.
the
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Table 19

ft

8

OXYGEN

TOXIC
CONTAMINANT

ocrecumcy
1

COMBINATION

SELF-COISTAIN(13
APPARATUS

AIR LINE AND

113)tf

AND

PARTICULATE

ARTICULATE

. NOT
IMMEDIATELY

NAMEDIATELY
DANGEROUS
TO LIFE

0-4

GASEOUS

GASEOUS

AUX. SCSA

OUST. MIST
OR FUME
RESPIRATOR
(2111K/

DANGEROUS

TO LIFE

ABRASIVE
"'LASTING

AIR UNE
RESPIRATOR
(191 U)

RESPIRATOR

UI

tV
POST PAESI
SELF-CONTAINED
APPARATUS..
(1311F1

GAS MASK
(141 01
ESCAPE ONLY

POST PRESS

AIR UNE
AP40 SCSA

AIR LINE
RESPIRATOR*
(.11

HOSE MASK
WITHOUT
BLOWER
(191 UI

-CHEMICAL
CARTRIDGE
RESPIRATOR'

I.

(23) IL)

IMMEDIATELY

I

DANGEROUS
TO LIFE

POSI PRESS

SELF CONTAiNET.
APPARATUS

113/ In

POSITIVE

NOT

11,EDIATELY
DANG ROUS
TO LIFE

AIR LINE AND

GAS MASK WITH
SPECIAL FILTER

SELF-CONTAINED
APPARATUS

114)111

ESCAPE ONLY

AIR LINE
RESPIRATOR
119) U)

1

HOSE MASK
WITHOUT
BLOWER
(191 U)

t-

CHEMICAL
CARTRIDGE RESPIRATOR
WITH SPECIAL FILTER
(231 IL L1)

A

Based on)Bureau of Clines Information amt.( 7792. Numbers In parentheses refer to Bureau of Mines Schedules; let tars In pssenthestra refer to Subpart of NIOSH/MESA 30 CFR Part 11.

Reprinted with perthission from Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene,
2nd ed. (Chicago, National Safety Council, 1979), p. 715.
t741t.
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Corrective Lenses ./

Corrective lenses that have temple bars . r straps should not be
used when a full-facepiece respirator is worn since the bars or
straps could' pass through the facepiece -to -face seal. Manufacturers
of respiratory equipment can provide kits for installing eyeglasses

in their respiratory facepieces. These glasses or lenses must be
mounted by a qualified individual to ensure proper fit.
Contact Lenses

According to OSHA regulations (29 CFR 1910.134), the "wearing
of contact lenses in contaminated atmospheres with a respirator

shall not be allowed." A properly fitted respirator (primarily a
full-facepiece respirator) may stretch the skin around the eyes,
thus increasing the possibility that the contact !ens will fall out.
Furthermore, contaminants that do penetrate the respirator may
go underneath the contact lens and cause severe disconifort. The
user's

first reactionto remove the facepiece to remedy the

situationcould be fatal in a lethal environments.
Miscellaneous Sealing
Problems

,

Scars, hollow temples, very prominent 'cheekbones, deep skin
creases and lack of teeth or dentures may cause respiratory face-.
piece sealing problems. Dentures or missing teeth may cause prob-

lems when sealing a mouthpiece in a person's mouth. Full dentures should be retained when _wearing a respirator, but partial
dentures may or may not have to be removed, depending upon the
possibility of swallowing them. With full lower dentures,hoblems
in fitting quarter-masks can be expected, as the lower Oft of the
mask tends to unseat the denture.
TRAINING AND
EDUCATION IN THE
RESPIRATOR PROGRAM

Selecting the respirator appropriate to a given hazard is impoitant,
but equally important is its proper use. To ensure proper use and

maintenance of respirators, a training program is needed for
supervisors and students alike.

The content of the training program can vary widely, depending
upon circumstances. However, OSHA 1910.134 requires that
training programs for both users and supervisors include the
following, regardless of circumstances:
.,

,

an opportunity to handle the respirator
proper fitting
test of facepiece-to-face-seal

a long familiarizing period of wear in normal air.

1422
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Furthermore, OSHA requires that the wearer receive fitting
instructions, including demonstrations and practice in wearing,
adjusting and determining the fit of the respirator. These requirements originated in ANSI Z88.2.
i

Training of instructors and students also should include:

discrussion of the engineering and administrative controls
in use and the need for respirators

explanation of the nature of the respiratory hazard and
the consequences of improper use

.

explanation of respirator selection criteria

discussion of how to recognize and handle emergencies.

Statistics indicate that injuries to the arms, hands and fingers
account for more than a quarter of all disabling industrial mishaps.
The hazards in the industrial/vocational education shop are similar

ARM AND HAND
PROTECTION

tO those encountered in industry: molten metal, heat, sharp
objects, chemical and corrosives, etc.
,

Most of the more than 720,000 hand injuries which occur each
year are the result of accidents suffered when operating machinery, using tools or handling materials. Personal protective
equipment can do little to prevent accidents in the first of these

Relationship of Hand
Protection to Hazard Control

areas. If protective gloves were worn to shield the hands from cuts
and slivers when operating drills, lathes and other machine tools,
the gloves themselves would become a hazard. They could snag in
the revolving parts and pull the hand into the machinery. Other
means must be found for protecting the hands of machine operators; guarding devices and safe, correct work procedures are the
best lines of defense.

Gloves, mitts and hand pads supplement good work practices to
prevent hand injuries during the handling of materials and the
using of tools. There is a glove suitable for protection against
many }lizards that can be named: abrasions, cuts, slivers, pinch
points,..oils, chemicals, radiationielectricity, cold, heat and flames.
Table 20 oilers a,convenient summary.
Especially suitable to the industrial/vocational education shop are:

Types of Materials

1. metal mesh gloves, to protect against cuts and blows from

sharp or rough objects and tools
14-23
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TYPE OF NAZAR°

Table LA

TYPE Of HAND °TEMA
KNIT COTTON
Mem lenech or Gauntlet/

V.

LEATHER GLOVES. mAno PADS

V

V

V

ASBESTOS OR ALUMINIZE°
GLOVES, MITTENS, PADS

V

VARIOUS PLASTICS
Moo Reied)

V

RINSER - NATURAL OR
SYNTHETIC [Job Root/
OISPOSASLE PLASTIC

Mob Petrel
PLASTIC COATED GLASS FIRER
COMBINATION

I

r

ELECTRICAL LINEMAN'S GLOVE
I Le.rit be worn vntli
P101fting leithwe lis**)

V

V
.

MAIL OR WOVEN METAL GLOVES

V

CUFF. FOREARM GUAROS
If ow. meta. emele. etc 1

1/1/1/

THUMB GUARDS. FINGER COTS,
PROTECTIVE *RAPPING TAPES

PROTECTIVE BARRIERS

V

V
.V

L E API( R WITH REINFORCED
METAL PALM

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

....1 .1,

V

vAMOuerLALTit Melee R,ApetrINVOLett Rue/1 OMNI MUST II P34 AMID FOR WORAMG wart
Seibert ALKALIS SAVES. ADDS OILS GREASES ANOSOLVENU

"FOR IngLIAR 4A0rAToCOI wAZARD$An0114Ael, HMO( ARE AVAILMILI LIMPID RUM DlinDI IT PLAID&
AND LEADE D AAA A EA PJWAAEL

Reprinted with permission from "Work Gloves" National Safety News
(July 1978), p. 78.

2. rubber gloves, to protect against electrical bawds (see
ANSI J6.6, Rubber Insulating Gloves)
3.

rubber, neoprene and vinyl gloves, to pltect against
chemicals and corrosives

4. leathei- gloves (including the chrome-tanned cowhide or
horsehide leather gloves used by welders), to resist :Tories,
moderate heat, chips and rough objects
5. knit cotes glo.ves, to protect against dirt, slivers, chafing

or abrasion6. disposable plastic gloves, to protect against liquids, greases,
oils, solvents and dusts
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7. aluminized gloves, to protect against barns aWdiscomfort

wwhen the hand;, are exposed to sustained.condvetive heat.

I

Aluminized gloves should be substitutad for .asbestos gloves in,
the school shop.

When choosing hand protectors for a certain job, the style of cuff
is as important as the glove:material. Gloves which.have no cuff
<

St/le of Cuff

offer ne wrist ,protection. They can be used only for materials
handling operations and general work where there is little danger
of sparks, molten metal or irritating chemicals (either dry or
liquid) getting int

he glove:

A knit-wrist cuff ffers only inciddilit wrist protection but keeps
dust, dirt and dry irritantsfrom getting in the gloves.

The gauntlet cuff protects the wrist and forearm and for special
situations can extend all the way to the elbow. According to the
capability of the glove material, it shields the lower arm against
bhemical, liquids, .sparks, heat, flame, electricity,, radiation or
sharp edges.

Because they, can be heavier and less flexible than gloves, hand
leathers or hand pads may be more satisfactory than gloves for.

Hand Leathers and Pads

protection against heat, abrasion and splinters.
The purchasing of protective gloves -must be done wisely. Because
protective gloves are usually purchased in quantity, a purchasing
agent can assume too easily that the shop can get' along with just
one or two kinds. Of' course it is not economical to specify a 'different glove for every job, but there is a sensible and safe middle
ground which involves

Selecting the Right Glove

a shop operations hazard analysis

a thorough knowledge ofithe types And uses of.protective
devices
+WI

information about the budget,combined with knowledge
of how gloves can be recycled.

Glove suppliers and their agents can offer useful recommendations to control specific problems.

In the industrial/vocational education shop, the trunk and legs of

BODY AND LEG
PROTECTION

41.
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student' and instructor require Protection* from the hazaids of
.molten metal, sparks, splashing liquids, heat and cutting.

Apons for Flame and Heat

Welders need aluminized aprons or aprons of fire-resistant fabric
or leather. Because pf the carcinogenic properties of asbestos, it
is recommended that asbestos aprons be banished from the industrial/vocational education shop.

Hazards

The -bib type covers the chest, waist and knees or ankles, while the

waist type lacks the chest:covering bib. Some welders prefer to
combine cape sleeves (full sleeves attached to a bib or short jacket
which covers the chest) with leggings or split-leg aprons.

Aprons for Impact and Cut
. Hazards

Kickback aprons and aprons made of metal mesh or leather rein,forced with metal studs offerpanother kind of body protection.
'The kickback apron shields $e midsection against severe blows

.

as in the kickback of-stock during sawing operations.oMetal mesh
aprons prevent cuts from sharp tools or materials. Aprons made of

leather studded with metal staples provide general 'protection
against cuts, impact and abrasion.
Clothing for Chemicals and
Liquid Hazards

Whenever there is the danger of splashing chemicals, all parts of
the body that might be exposed must be protected. In addition to
protecting the eyes, hands and arms, the student needs to protect
his body with a coverall, overall, coat or apron. These garments
are made_ofsuch materials as oiled fabric, natural
synthetic
rubber, plastic; plaitic-toated-fiber, and so forth.

FOOT,PROTECTION

Personal protective footwear can protect feet against, such injuries
as might result from falling objects, 'rolling objects (e.g.-, barrels,

wheels, heavy pipe) or accidental contact with edged tools or
sharp sheet metal. Protective footwear falls into two main classes
safety shoes or foot guards.
Safety Shoes

The Office Of 'Technical Services of the Division of Safety, U.S.
Department Of Labor, has dekgnated five principal types of safety
shoes:

1. safety-toe shoA
2. conductive shoes
3. electrical hazard shoes

4. explosivesoperations (nonsparking) shoes
14-26
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foundry (molders) shoes.

'5.

Because it is unlikely that the lastitivo types would be used in tffe
industrial/vocational education shpg, we will eliminate them from
our discussion.

Safety-toe shoes. provide protection to the toes by-incorporating
into the construction of the shoe a steel toe box or its equivalent.
The toe box adds little to the weight or cost .of the shoe,'and a
well Made and properly fitted safety shoe is as comfortable as
any other.

Safety-Toe Shoes

Safety toes are incorporated in leather and rubber boots, oxfords
and leather shoes. Soles may be of leather, rubber, cord or wood.
Plastic instep guards,may be part of the shoe.
The ANSI label and class will be marked in the shoe. ANSI 241.1,
Men's Safety -Toe Footwear, divides footwear into three classes
based on its alSility to meet the minimum requirements for both
compression and impact.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
OF AMERICAN STANDARD Z41
Classi-

fication
75.

50
30

Compression
(pounds)

2500
1750
1000

Impact Clearance
(pounds) (inches)
75
50
30

,

16/32
16/32
16/32

2500 lbs. = 113 4 kg.
1750 lbs. = 794 kg.
1000 lbs. = 454 kg.
75 lbs. =
34 kb.
50 lbs. =
23 kg.
30 lbs. =
14 kg.

16"-32" = 41-81 cm.
As with other types of protective devices, it is important that

Selection Criteria

the extent of hazaids be carefully assessed. Suppose that a supervisor makes an incorrect appraisal of the potential impact of a

falling object which is 70 ft./lbs. and purchases class 30 foot
protection. What will happen? Under the stress of impact, the toe
box may provide insufficient protection and the victim will be
injured. For general industrial/vocational education sWop use, a

class 75 box toe capable of supporting a static load of 2,500
pounds with an impact strength of 75-foot pounds is recommended.

Conductive soles and heels drain off static charges so as to avoid

14-27
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the creation of static electricity in locations with a fire or explosion hazard.
Electrical Hazards Shoes

Electrical hazard shoes are made of leather. No metal is used in
their construction except in the toe box, which is insulated from
the shoe.

Foot Guards

Some basic types of fdot guards are plastic, aluminum alloy or
galvanized- steel coverings which attach to the shoes temporarily
by means of a heel strap. Foot guards protect both the toe and
instep against falling or rolling objects.

Foot and Shin Guards

A combination foot and shin guard protects both foot and shin
against flying particle hazards. The shin guard is made of the same

material as the foot guard, is hinged to it and held in place by
straps around the leg.
SUMMARY

Personal protective equipment is no substitute for engineering
controls. As a supplement to safe work practices, however, PPE
provides safeguards against hazards common- in the industrial/
vocational education shop: flying particles, molten metal, chemical exposure, splashing liquids, excessive noise, sharp objects, etc.

If shop operations and processes are to take place in an environment where hazards have been evaluated r 1 are being controlled,
equipment must be selected wisely; maintained properly and used
d'refully.
NOTES

1. A- Guide to Industrial Respiratory .Protection (Cincinnati:
NIOSH, 1976) p. 51.

2.. Adapted from °Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene, 2nd ed.
(ChiCago:National safety Council, 1979), p. 717.

is adapted from Respiratory Protection:- An
Employer's Manual (Cincinnati: NIQSH, 1978), pp. 20-22.

3. This section

Persbnal Protective Equipment

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. What is the major shortcoming of personal protective equipment?

Personal protective equipment does nothing to reduce or
eliminate the hazard.

2. What are the six major factors tole.considered in-the purchase of protective equipment?
a.

What is the extent of the hazard?

b.

Is theileiree of protection in proportion to the seriousness
of the hazard?

c.

To what extent does the equipment interfere with the
student's performance?

d. Is the equipment approved by the appropriate agencies?
e. What is the equipment's quality?
f.

What is the equipment's cost?

3. Name three kinds ofprotection offered by eye protectors.
Any.three from among the following:
a.

protection against flying particles
.4.

b. protection against fumes and liquids
c.

protection against hot splashing metals

d. Protection against light rays.

.14-29
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4. What are the three basic types of personal hearing devices?
4.

N..

.

a.. disposable pliable material

t.

b. ear plugs

41,
c.

cuptype protectors

5. Name three factors to be considered in selecting respiratory protection.

.

t

Any three from among the following:

c

a.

the nature of the hazardous process or operation

b.

the type of respiratory hazard
..

c.

,

.o

the period of time for which respiratory protection must
be provided

d. the 'location of the hazard area in relation to the nearest

source of uncontaminated respirable air

,

e: the functiOns and physical characteristics of respiratory
protedtive devices.

v

4 -7.
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r

6. .Why cannot hand protection devices shield against cuts and slivers when machinery is
being operated?

The gloves themselves would become a hazard. They could,
snag in the revolving parts and pill' the hand into the machinery.

A
'T.

Name three hazards for which body protection is available.
,a. flaine and heat
b. impact and cutting

P

c.

chemicals and splashing liquids

8. What is a safety-toe shoe?
C

A safety-toe shoe incorporates -into its construction a metal
toe box to protect the toes.

t.

a
e
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The three mLjor classes of respirators are:

CLASSES OF RESPIRATORS

4
1.

air-purifying respirators

2. supplied-air respirators
3. self-Contained breathing devices.

Each class has various characteristics; advantages, limitations and
subcategories. Federal regulations applying to respiratory protective devices are contained in 30 CFR 11 and 29 CFR 1910.134.
The latter, OSHA Standard on Respiratory .Protective Equipment,
is reprinted in its entirety in Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene,
2nd ed. (Chicago: National Safety Council, 1979), which is an
important source for much of the following information. Another
valuable source is ANSI Z88.2, American National Standard
Practices for Respiratory Protection.

Sometimes called dust, mist or furhe respirators, air-purifying AIR-PURIFYING
respirators by their filtering action retnove contaminants from the RESPIRATORS
atmosphere before they can. be inhaled. Various chemicals can
remove specific gases and vapors, and mechanical filters remove
particulate matter.

There are four basic types of air-purifying devices:
1.

mechanical filter respirators

2. chemical cartridge respirators
3. combinations of chemical cartridge and mechanical filter

respirators

4. gas masks.

-3

Air- purifying devices are small, relatively inexpensive and easily Advantages
-maintained. Because of the various combinations of facepieces,
mouthpieces, filters, cartridges and canisters available, the devices
can be tailored to the particular shop,sitaations.

Air-purifying respirators. cannot be used in oxygen-deficient at- Limitations
mospheres or whtre the air contaminant level exceeds the speci- fied concentration limitation of the device. Seals on quarter-mask,
1.
half-mask and mouthpiece respirators are not always reliable, nor
' do these respirators protect the eyes or skin.
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1. , Mechanical (Particulate)

Filter Respirators

Mechanical filter respirators offer protection against particulate
matter, including dusts, mists, metal fumes and smokes, but they
do not provide protection against gases, vapors or oxygen deficien-

cy. They consist essentially of a facepiece (quarter mask, half
mask or full-face) with a mechanical filter attached. Many kinds
of mechanical respirators have filters specifically designed for the
various classes of particulate matter.
Items to be considered in selecting mechanical respirators are:
1.

the resistance to breathing offered by the filtering element

2.

the adaptation of the facepiece to faces of various sizes
and shapes

3.

the efficiency in removing particulates of 'specific size
ranges

4. the time required to clog the filter.

Single-Use Dust

The single-use respirator is a respirator which is disposed al' after

use. Either the air purifier is permanently attached to the facepiece or the entire facepiece is made of filter material. At present,

these respirators are-approved only for pneumoconiosis- or fibrosis-producing dusts such as coal dust, silica dust and asbestos.

Single-Use Respirator
from Respiratory Protection:
An Employer's Manual (Cincinnati: NIOSH,
1978), p. 59.
Reprinted
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The quarter-mask covers the mouth and nose, while the halfmask fits over the nose and under the chin. The half-mask produces a better facepiece-to-face seal than does the quarter mask
and is therefore preferred for use against more toxic materials.

Quarter-Mask Dust and Mist
and Half-Mask Dust and Mist

Dust and mist respirators are designed for protection against dusts
and mists whose TLV is greater than .05 mg/M3* or 2 mppcf.

FACEPIECE

INHALATION ,,
,
VALVE
2:1---t_s
PURIFYING
ELEMENT
v

\

1

HEADBANDS

..1k i
t

EXHALATION
VALVE

Typical quarter.mnsk reNprator
t

Reprinted from A Guide to Industrial
Respiratory Protection (Cincinnati: NIOSH,
1976), p. 29.

Quarter- and half-mask fume masks, similar to the qUarter- and
half-mask dust and mist masks, utilize a filter eleinent which can

Quarter-Mask Fume and
Half-Mask Fume

remove metal fumes in addition to dusts and mists from the
inhaled air. The filters are approved for metal fumes having a
TLV above .05 mg/M3 or 2 mppcf.

G

Half-mask high efficiency masks are the same as the respirators
mentioned above but use a high efficiency filter. Because of this

Hal(414 High Efficiency

filter, they can be used against dusts, mists, fumes and combinations of those whose TLV is less than .05 mg/M3 or 2 mppcf.

4,

Full facepiece respirators cover the face from the hairline to below

the chin. In addition to providing more protection to the face,
the full facepiece respirators give a better seal than do the halfor quarter-mask respirators. Depending upon the type of filter
used(these respirators provide protection against dusts, mists,

Full Facepiece
p

c,

fumes or any combinatiqn of these contaminants.

Air-purifying mechankal filter respirators offer no protection Limitations of Mechanical
against atmospheres containing contaminant gases or vapors. They Filter Respirators
should not be used for abrasive blasting operations or in oxygen14-37
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FACEPIECE

HEADBANDS

kaniAT ION
AIR
PURIFYING
ELEMENT

EXHALATION
VALVE

.

T+vpu al half-mask respirator.
Reprinted from A Guide to Industrial
Respiratory Protection (Cincinnati: NIOSH,

1976), p. 29.

1'
FACEPIECE.

EYEPIECE

AIR DIRECTING INLET
INHALATION VALVE

IR_ PRIf YING

'ELEMENT

EXHALATION
VALVE

fulllocepwre reNptrator
Reprinted from A Guide to Industrial Respiratory
9tection (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1976), p. 30.
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deficient atmospheres. Another limitation is that the air flow

resistance of a mechanical respirator filter element increases as the
quantity of particles it retains increases, thus increasing breathing

resistance

Chemical cartridge respirators use various chemical filters to protect against certain gases and vapors. They differ from mechanical
filter respirators in that they use cartridges containing chemicals
to remove ,harmful gases and vapors. Consisting of a facepiece
connected directly to on or two small canisters of chemicals,
they offer protection agahtst intermittent exposure to light
concentrations (3.0 ppm to 1000 ppm by volume, depending upon
the contaminant) of gases and vapors.

2. Chemical Cartridge
Respirators

'A.

The cartridge, a chemical filtering element which attaches directly
to the facepiece, is constructed like this:.
4,

.

9'

4' ,

0 1,2:.
.r...::

'

-

'"";-. :

.

01/;.C. r

RETAINING SCREEN
COARSE FILTER PAD
GAS AND VAPOR REMOVING
SORBENT MATERIAL

CARTRIDGE CAN OR SHELL
COARSE FILTER PAD
, "r--.........- RETAINING SCREEN
CARTRIDGE HOLDER

. - -:-. 7 7,-

I

GASKET
f.CEPIECE

INHALATION VALVE

1% pi, al elionu al cartridgi
Reprinted from A Guide to Industrial
Respiratory Protection (Cincinnati: NIOSH,
1976), p. 34.

Many gases and vapors in extremely low concentrations may
cause nausea and headache. Sometimes they may produce chronic
disorders which eventually may be fatal. Chemical cartridge

Uses

respirators are particularly useful for guarding against

organic vapors (e.g., acetone, alcohol, berzene, carbon
tetrachloride, gasolire)

acid gases (e.g., chlorine, sulfur dioxide)

other gaseous materials. (e.g., ammonia gases, mercury
vapor).

423
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Chemical cartridge respirators have their limitations. They should
not be used against gaseous material which:
1. is extremely toxic in very small
,

concentrations

,...._

Limitations

is

2. 'cannot be detected clearly by odor. Odor is necessary to
alert the student to the fact that the sorbent is saturated
and that contaminated air is passing through tie cartridge.
Cartridges should be changed when the wearer smells the
vapor.
. ,
,.
3. is in concentrations which are highly irritating to the eyes,
.

unless supplementary eye protection is used

4. is not stopped effectively by the chemical fills utilized

(e.g., carbon monoxide).

The third category of air-purifying devices belongs to combination mechanical filter/chemical filter respirators, which utilize
dust, mist or fume filters with a chemical cartridge for dual or
multiple exposure. Respirators with independently replaceable
mechanical filters are sometimes used forlhis type of unit because
the dust filter normally plugs before the chemical cartridge is
exhausted.

3. Combination Mechanical

Filter/Cliemical Filter
Respirator

One type of unit has a back-mounted filter element. It is especially
well suited for spray painting and welding operations, where the
air contaminant is concentrated in front of the student.
.
Gas masks consist of a facemece connected by a flexible tube to
a canister. Contaminated air is purified by chemicals in the canister (see Figure 39). Gas masks offer respiratory protection against
specific gases, vapors and particulate matter. They are compact,
economical, easy to operate and easy to maintain. They are suitable for ventilating areas not subject to rapid change in air contam-

4. Gas Masks

inant levels.
4

Various gas masks have been tasted and approved by the U.S.
.Bureau of Mines for respiratory protection against specific gases
and vapors specified on the label. OSHA regulations require that
each gas mask canister be labeled and Color coded to indicate the
type of protection afforded (see Table 21).
Chin-type canisters, because of their smaller size, should be limited

to concentrations not in excess of .5 percent by volume. They
14-40
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CROSS SECTION. OF M-S-A° MODEL "SW" TYPE N WINDOW-CATOe OVAL CANISTER
BUREAU OF MINES APPROVAL NO. 141-66A
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Table 21
COLORS OR COMBINATION OF COLORS USED FOR GAS MASK CANISTERS

Atmospheric contaminants to be
protected against

Colors assigned'

Add gases

White

Hydrocyanic add gas

White with '/r -inch green stripe completely
around the canister near the bottom

Chlorine gas

White with 'h -Inch yellow stripe completely around the canister near the bottom

Organic vapors

Black

Ammonia gas

Green

Add gases and ammonia gas

Green wIttWt-ineh white stripe completely
around the canister hear the bottom

Carbon monoxide

Blue

Add gases and organic vapors

Yellow

Hydrocianicacid gas`and chloropicrin

Yellow with r/: -Inch blue stripe completely
around the canister near the bottom
Acid gases. organic vapors. and ammonia - Brown
vapor

gases

Radioactive materials,except tritium and
noble gases
Particulates (dusts, fumes, mists, fogs, or
smokes) In combination with any of the
above gases or...vapors.

All of the above atmospheric contaminants

Purple (magenta)

.

Canister color for contaminant. as designated
above, with k/: -Inch gray stripe completely
around the canister near the top

Red with k it-inch gray stripe completely
around the canister near the top

Gray shall not be assigned as the maln.color for a.canister Besignod to remove acids or
vapors.

NOTE Orange shall be used as a complete body, or stripe color to represent gases not
Included In this table. The user will need to refer to the canister label to determine the degree of protection the canister will afford.

Note that additional requirements for respiratory protection are now being Included by

OSHA In Individual standards as, 'for example, In 1910.1001(d), Asbestos: 1910.1017(9).
Vint Chloride: 1910.1028(g). Benzene Emergency Temporary .Standard: and
1910.1029(g). Coal Tar Pitch Emissions.

Reprinted from-General Industry OSHA Safety and Health Standards
(29 CFR 1910.134), U.S. Department of Labor, November 1978.

may also be used against dusts and mists having a time-weighted
average threshold limit value of not less than .05 mg/M3 or two
million particles per cubic foot.

The length of time that a gas mask provides protection depends
upon

the type of canister
the concentration of contaminants in the air
the breathing rate of the user
the humidity.

49
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Gas masks are subject to the following limitations:

Limitations

1. Their use must be restricted to atmospheres winch contain
sufficient oxygen to support life.

1

2. Exposure concentrations must not exceed the specific
limitations.

3. They should not be used against a gas or vapor with poor
Warning properties unless they have an indicator or timer
that shows when the canister should be changed.
Thesecond class of respirators delivers' uncontaminated air through
an
-...

If

a supply those connected to the wearer's facepiece. There aro
essentially two major groups of supplied-air respirators: the air

SUPPLIED-AIR
RESPIRATORS

line respirator and the hose mask with or without a blower.

*.

Air' line respirators use a stationary source of compreised air delivered thiough a high-pressure hose. A trap and filter are installed
in the compressed air line ahead of the masks to separate Gil,
water, grit' or other matter from the airstream. Air line devices
can be equipped with half- or full-face masks, helmets or hoods,
or the devices can come as a complete suit. Air line respirators
can be used for protection against particulates, gases or vapors.

1. Air Line Devices

.4)

A great advantage of air line respirators is
i that they can be used
for long continuous periods. They provide a high degree of.protecdon against contaminants.
'
There are three basic classes of air line respirators:

Classes

1. constant flow, which has a regulated amount of air fed to
the facepiece and is normally used where there is an ample
air supply (such as that provided by an air compress6r)

2. demand flow, which delivers air only during inhalation and
is used where air supply is restricted to, high-pressure
compressed air cylinders
3. positive pressure flow, which provides a positive pressure

during both inhalation and exhalation, avoiding both the
possible inward leakage caused by the negative pressure "
during inhalation which is part of the demand system and
the relatively high air Consumption of the constant flow

' system.

1443
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Limitations

used intatmospheres immediately

respirz,o

danrous
.kne

beca
Iscannot buse

pendent on the Integrity of thWair supply hose and the air source.

If something happens to either the hose or air supply, the user
cannot escape from the contaminated area without endangering
his life. Extreme care must be taken to ensure that the-source of
air is free of hazardous substances such as carbon monoxide and
oil mist.

Compressors or similar devices must be situated to avoid entry of

contaminated air into the system. Alarms must be installed on
compressors to indicate compressor failure and overheating, as
well as excessive levels of carbon monoxide:

300' = 91 m.

Air line hose never may exceed 300 feet-in length, This requirement limits the wearer to a fixed' distance from the air supply
source. The hose must be protected from objects which could
cut or puncture it daring use. Connections on the air line must be
airtight.
'-

2 Hose Masks

Hose masks supply outside airto the wearer through a length of
hose. They are available either without a blower or with a powerdrivenor hand-operated blower.

Masks with Blowers

NIOSH/MSHA have approved hose masks with blowers for respira-

tory protection An any atmosphereregardless of the degree of
contamination or oxygen deficiencyif clean, breathable ' air

300' = 91 m.

can be reached within the distance of the permissible hose length
(up to 309 feet), and if there is a person standing by with suitable
rescue equipment.
O

1" = 2.6Acm.

The air hose must have a large inside diameter (approximately one

inch) so that, in case of blower failure, the wearer can breathe
through the hose while escaping from the contaminated area.
The hose must be able to withstand crushing weight and be highly
resistant to petroleum vapors.

Hose Masks without Blowers
75' =' 23 m.

Hose masks without blowers are used when uncontaminated air
can be reached within 75 feet. Such units carry only limited
approval and cannot be used in atmospheres immediately dangerous to life and health.

SELF-CONTAINED
BREATHING APPARATUS
(SCBA)

Self - contained breathing apparatus (SCBA), the third dui of
respirator, provides complete respiratory protection against tolcic
gases and oxygen deficiency. The SCBA allows the user to parry a
14-44
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respirable breathing supply and eliminates the need for a stationary air source to provide breathable air..The wearer is independent

of the surrounding atmosphere because he is breathing with a
system admitting no outside air. This allows comparatively free
movement over an unlimited area.

In an environment that contains a substance that is dangerously
irritant or corrosive to the skin, a self-contained breathing apparatus must be supplemented by impervious clothing.
There are four basic types of SCBAs:

Types

1. oxygen cylinder rebreathing

A.

2. self-generating

3. demand
4. positive pressure.

The first two are closed circuit; the second two are open circuit
systems.

In the closed circuit devices, air is rebreathed after the exhaled
carbon dioxide has been removed and the oxygen content restored. These devices are designed primarily for fsne- to four,
hour use.

This type consists of a relatively small cylinder of compressed
oxygen, reducing and regulating valves, a breathing bag, facepiece
or mouthpiece plus nofeclip and a chemical container to remove
carbon dioxide from the exhaled breath.

Closed Circuit

Oxygen Cylinder Rebreathing

The self-generating type uses the principle of rebreathing, but it
has no mechanical operating components. It has a chemical canister that evolves oxygen and removes the exhaled carbon dioxide.
The wearer, using the canister, makes his own oxygen instead'of
drawing it from a compressed gas cylinder or liquid oxygen source:

Self-Generating

Open circuit devices have an air supply which lasts from three to
thirty minutes, depending on the respirator. When compared with

Open Circuit

4

rebreathing types, they are relatively inefficient because the
exhaled air, which is still lich in oxygen, is released into the atmosphere instead of being used again.
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All the -different models of demand type apparatus designed for
specific applications consist of a high-pressure air cylinder, a demand regulator connected either directly. or by a high-pressure
tube to the cylinder, :a.facepiece. and tube assembly with exhalation valve or valves and a method of mounting the apparatus oir

Demand

the body. After putting in the facepiece, the wearer opens the
cylinder valve. The airflow if automatically regulated to the desired level to accommodate '-,r varying kreathing needs. The

O

exhaled air passes through a N., ie in the facepiece tuthe surrounding atmosphere. .

1

.

,

Positive Pressure

Positive pressure apparatus uses the same principle as positive
pressure air line respirators. They arP used in the same circumstances, namely ivhere the toxicity is such that the potential
facepiece leplcage of demand apparatus presents an intolerali
hazard.

.

\

a

35 lbs. = 16 kg.

The use of any type of respirator may impose some physiological
stress on the user. Air-purifying respirators, for example, make
inhaling more difficult because the filter or cartridge impedes the
flow of air; exhaling is more difficult because the expireair must
force open a valve. The special exhalation valve on an open circuit
pressure-demand respirator requires the wearer to exhale against
ignificant resistance. The bulk and. weight of a.SCBAup to 35

300' = 91 m.

poundscan bP a burden. Someone using an air line respirator
or hose mask may have to drag around up to 300 feet of hose.-

MEDICAL ASPECTS OF
USING RES ?IRATORY
EQUIFMENT

All of the above factors can increase significantly the user's workload. Those requiringrespiratory equipment should have a medical

examination to determine whether they have sufficient cardiovascular and pulmonary fitness to accommodate the additional
physiological stress.

,

r-

In large programs; where respiratory protective equipment is used
routinely, respiratOrs should be cleaned and disinfected daily In
smajl programs where respirators are used occasionally, weekly or

MAINTAINING
RESPIRATORS

monthly cleaning and disinfecting are appropriate. Individual
ts

Methods of Cleaning

users who maintain their own respirators should be trained in the
cleaning of respirators. The following suggestions are adapted from
A Cuide to Iridustrial Respiratory Protection (Cincinnati: NIOSH,
1976).

Two methods of gleaning can be adapted to the industrial/vocational education shop:
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1. The respiratory protection equipment may be washed with
detergent in warm water, using a brush, thoroughly rinsed
in clean water and then air-dried in a clean place. Care
should be taken to prevent damage from rough handling.
This method is an accepted procedure for a Small respirator program or a_ptogram where each user cleans.his own
respirator_
_-_

I

Se,

2. A standard domestic-type clothes washer may be used if a
rack is installed to hold the facepieces in a fixed position.
(If loose facepieces are placed in a watider, the agitator
may damage' them.) This method is especially useful in
large programs where respirator usage is extensive.

If possible, detergents containing a .bactericide should be used. Detergents and Disinfectants
Organic solvents should not be used because they can deteriorate
the rubber facepiece. If a detergent containing a bactericide is not
available, a regular detergent may be used, followed by a disinfecting rinse. Reliable disinfectants may be made from some
available household solutions.

.

Hypochlorite solution (50 ppm of chlorine) made by
adding approximately two tablespoonsof chlorine bleach
per gallon of water:A two-minute immersion disinfects the
respirators.

Aqueous solution of iodine (50 ppm) made by adding
approximately one teaspoon of tincture of iodine per
gallon,

water. 'A two-minute immersion

sufficient and

will nol damage the rubber and plastic in the respirator
tacepiece.

Check with the manufacturer to find' out the proper temperature
for the solution.

If the respirators are washed by ,hand, a separate disinfectinga
rinse may be provided. If 'a washing machine is Used, the disin-

fectant must be added to Lee rinse cycle, and the amount of
water in the machine at that time will have to be measured to
determine;the correct amount of disinfectant to be added.
The cleaned and disinfected respirators should be rinsed thorough- Rinsing
ly in clean water (140°F maximum) to remove all traces of deter- 140°F = 60°C
gent,. cleaner, sanitizer and disinfectant. This is very important to
prevent dermatitis.
14-47'
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Drying

The respirators may be allowed to dry by themselves on a clean
surface. They also may be hung from a horizontal wire, like drying

clothes, but care must be taken not tg damag,eAthe facepieces.
-

Storage

All the care that has gone'into cleaning and maintaining a respira
for can be negated by improper'storage. Respiratory protective
equipment_niustJ3e_storedso4s-to_protect itlrom-dusty_sunlight,_
heat, extreme cold,excesswe moisture' and damaging chemicals.

Leaving a respirator unprotectedon, a workbench or in. .a fool
cabin-et or tool box among heavy wrenchescq lead to damage of

the working parts or permanent distortion of the facepiece,
making the respirator ineffective.

After the respirators are cleaned and disinfected, they should be
placed individually in heat-sealed or reusable plastic bags until
reissue. They should be stored in a single layer with the facepiece
and exhalation valve in a more or less normal position to prevent
the rubber or plastic from taking a permanently distorted "set."
INSPECTION

An important pat of a respirator maintenance program is the
inspection of the devices. If carefully performed, inspections will
identify dam'ed or malfunctioning respirators. 'AIL respiratory
protective equipment must be inspected
before and after each use
during'cleaning.

Equipment designated for emergency use must be inspected
after each use: .
during cleaning

at least monthly.
Self-contained breathing apparatus must be inspected

at least monthly.
Record Keeping

A record must be kept of inspection dates and findings for respirators maintained for emergency use.

CORRECTING DEFECTS3

The following section itemizes some primary defects to look for
when inspecting respirators. Information within the parentheses
14-48
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.,
suggests appropriate action to be taken whey} defects are dis-

/-

covered:
.

1. Air-Purifying Respirators ((mechanical filter, chemical
cartridge, combination mechanical filter /chemical cartridge, gas mask)

t

Air-Purifying Respirators
.....--

.

_
.

a. rubber facepiececheck for:
.
excessive dirt (clean all dirt from facepiece)
cracks, tears or holes (obtain new facepiece)

I

11 distortion (allow facepiece to "sit ". free from any
constraints and see if distortion disappears;,if not,
obtain new facepiece)
inflexibility (stretch and massage to restore flexibility)
.
cracked, scratched or loose fitting lenses ?contact

respirator manufacturer to see if replacement is
possible; otherwise, obtaimnew facepiece).

b. headstrafoscheck for:
breaks or tars (replace head-straps)
loss or elasticity (replace head-straps)
broken or malfunctioning buckles or attachments
(obtain new buckles).
..

excessively worn serrations on the head harness
which might allow the facepiece to slip (replace
headstrap).

.

c. inhalation and exhalation valvescheck for:

". detergent -residue, .dust particles, human hair or
dirt on valve or valve seat (clean residue with soap
and water)
improper 'insertion of the valve body in the facepiece or improper installation of the valve in the

valve body (correct insertion and installation)
cracks, tears or distortion in the valve material or
valve body (contact manufacturer for instructions)
missing or defective valve cover (obtain valve cover
from manufacturer).

1. filter element(s)check for:
proper filter for the hazard
approval designation
missing or worn gaskets (conta
replacement)

manufacturer for
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/
worn threads, both filter thread's and facepiece
threads (replace filter or facepiece, whichever is
applicable)

cracks or dents in filter housing (replace filter)
deterioration of gas mask canister harness (replace
harness)
service life indicator or end of.service date; or, in
the case of a gas mask, expiration (contact manufacturer to find out if your filter element has one;
if not, ask what will indicate the "end of service").
e.

corrugated breathing tube (gas masklcheck for:
cracks or holes (replace tube)
missing or loose hose clamps (obtain new clamps)

broken or missing end connectors (obtain new
connectors).
Supplied-Air Respirators

2. Supplied-Air Respirators
a.

check facepiece, headstraps, valves and breathing tube
as for air-purifying respirators (1.a --c and e above).

b. hood helmet, blouse or full suitcheck for:

rips and torn seams (if unable to repair the tear
adequately, replace)
headgear suspension (adjust for individual fit)
cracks or breaks in faceshield (replace faceshield)
intact protective screen, which fits correctly Aver
the faceshield of abrasive blasting hoods and
blouses (obtain new screen).
c.

air supply systemscheck for:
breathing air quality
breaks or kinks in air supply hoses and end-fitting
attachments (replace hose and/or fitting)
tightness of-Ponnections

proper setting of regulators and valves (consult
manufacturer's recommendations)

correct operation of air-purifying elements and
carbon monoxide or high-temperature alarms.
Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus

3. Self-Contained

Breathing Apparatusconsult manufac

turer's literature.
s

o
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UNIT 15
MACHINE GUARDING

METHODS

Lecture and Demonstration

LENGTH: 60 Minutes

co

PURPOSE

To show how machine
guarding contributes to the total hazard control pro.gram in the industrial/vocational education shop.

OBJECTIVES

To introduce the participant to:
1. The hazardous mechanisms which need to be safeguarded
2. The places on machinery where guarding is requiredThe Vasic types of guards
4 Characteristics of good guards
5. Specific guarding requirements associated with equipment commonly

encountered in the industrial/vocational education shop.
SPECIAL TERMS

1. Rotary Motion

2.
3.
4.
5,

INORUCTOR
MATERIALS

TRAINEE
MATERIALS

Reciprocating Motion
Inrwining Nip Point

Point of Operkion
Fixed Enclosure Guard

6. Interlocking Guard
7. Ripping

8. Crosscutting
9. Flanges

Lesson Plan
35 mm Slides, Projector and Screen
Chalk Board/Chalk

Participant Outlines and Supplementary Materials

UNIT 15
MACHINE GUARDING
(

The National Safety Council estimates that nearly 1/5 of all

INTRODUCTION

permanent partial disabilities result from injuries associated with
machinery. Poorly designed, improperly guarded or unguarded'
machinery are deterrents to (he educational process and wellbeing of students, instructors and,other school personnel.

Machine guarding is of the utmost importance in protecting
students in the industrial/vocational education shop from the
hazards associated with operating machinery. In fact, it could be
said that the degree to which machines are' guarded in the shop is
a reflection of the administration's interest in providing a safe
workplace. Machine guarding is not optional but required. OSHA

regulations clearly state that points of operation and power
transmission shall be guarded.

.

People cannot always be relied upon to act sJely enough around
machinery in motion to avoid accidents. Even the well coordinated and highly trained person may commit an error which could
lead to injury and death. Ad effective guard will allow students to
be more comfortable around machinery because he will know that
he is protected from hazards. On the other hand, a poorly designed or inadequate guard can be more dangerous than no guard
at all because students will trust it for protection it Cannot provide.

The National Safety Council 'efines guarding as "any means of Definition of Guarding
effectively preventing personn4. from coming in contact with the
moving parts of machinery or equipment which could cause physical harm to the personnel."' Machine guarding protects against Sources to be Guarded Against
and prevents injury from the following sources:

1. direct contact with the moving parts of a machine

2. work in process making contact with personnel (e.g.,
kickbacks on a circular ripsaw, metal chips from a machine
tool operation, splashing of chemicals or hot metal)

,
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3. mechanical failure

4. electrical failure

5. human failure from any of various causes (e.g.: curiosity,
distraction, fatigue, worry, anger, illness, zeal, laziness,
deliberate risk-taking).2
MECHANICAL MOTIONS

.

Before we ask what mechanisms need safe-guarding, we first must
determine what is meant by machinery motion.
1.

All machinery movement employs one of -three kinds of motion:
rotary motion, reciprocating (back-and-forth) motion or a combination of these two. Each of these motions can produce crushing and shearing actions.

Rotary Motion

,

Rotary motion is found in simple rotating mechanisms, rotary
cutting and shearing mechanisms, rotating mechanisms with inrunning nip points and screw or worm mechanisms. Rotary action
is hazardous regardless of the speed, size or surface finish of the

shaft. Even smooth, slowly rotating shafts can grip clothing or
hair or force an arm or hand into a dangerous position.
Reciprocating Motion

Where reciprocating motion is used, the hazardous point comes
when the moving part approaches or crosses a fixed part of the
machine. (A back-and-forth motion could also be called transverse, depending on the _position of the worker in relation to the
machine.)

MECHANISMS REQUIRING
GUARDS

Mechanisms using these motions always need guarding if they are
exposed. They can be divided into the following groups:
1.

rotating mechanisms

2.

cutting or shearing mechanisms

3.

inrunning nip points

4. screw or worm mechanisms
5. forming or bending mechanisms.3

A piece of equipment may employ more than one type of hazardous motion. For example, a belt and pulley drive is a hazardous
rotating mechanism and also has hazardous inrunning nip points.

4s
c
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I rotating part is dangerous unless it is guarded. Common hazard-

Rotating Mechanisms

ous rotating machine parts include vertical or horizontal transmission shafts, pulleys, belts, rod or bar stock projecting from
lathes, set screws, flywheels and their cross members, drills,
coup ngs and clutches (see Figure 40). The danger increases when
such items as bolts, projecting keys or screw threads are exposed
. whe rotating.
-

A

C

i

1

Rotating mechanisms that can seize and wind up loose clothing, belts,

hair, and the like, should be provided with guards: aprojecting key

and setscrew; Bspokes and burns; Ccoupling bolts; Dbit and
chuck; Eturning bar stock; and Frotating shaft.
Reprinted with permission form Supervisors Safety Manual, 5th ed.
(Chicago: National Safety Council, 1978), p. 298.

Figure 40

The hazards of cutting and shearing mechanisms, lie at the points
where.a rotary cutting action is used or where the moving parts of
a reciprocating mechanism approach or 'cross the fixed parts of the
piece or machine (see Figure 41). Examples of machines using

Cutting or Shearing
Mechanisms

tutting and shearing mechanisms are band and circular saws,
milling machines, lathes, grinding machines, abrasive wheels,
shapers and drills and boring machines.

An inrunning nip point is formed:
1.

Inrunning Nip Points

when two parts that are in contact with or close to one
another rotate in opposite directions

2.

when a part rotates over, under or near a stationary object.

/
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4

Common cutting or shearing mechanisms. Protection should be provided for all
variations of such hazards..,,

Protection against all variations of these common cutting and shearing
mechanisms should be provided.
Reprinted with. permission from Supervisors Safety Manual, 5th ed.
(Chicago: National Safety Council, 1978), P. 301.

Figure 41

A nip point draws in objects or parts of the body and crushes,
mangles or flattens them. Once an object is drawn in; it is difficult .if not impossible to withdraw it. Examples of nip points are
the points of contact between a belt and pulley, chain and sprocket, gear and rack and the squeeze spaces between shafts or rolls
which are rotating close together hnd in opposite directipns (see
Figure 42).
The hazards of screw or worm mechanisms are

Screw or Worm Mechanism

1. the shearing'action set up' between the moving screw and

the fixed parts of the machine
2. the mangling or battering action created if a part is caught

in the mechanism.

Screw or worm mechanisms are used for conveying, mixing or
grinding materials.

Forming and Bending

The hazard of all forming and bending; mechanisms lies at the
point where the punch or upper die approaches the lower die. In
other words, the danger lies at the point of operation where stock
.
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o

Worm mechanism employed in screw 'conveyor.
Reprinted with permission from Guards Illustrated,
3rd ed. (Chicago: National Safety Council, 1973), p. xv.

...

Typical inrunning nip points. Protection against
such hazards is of prime importance to prevent
accidents.

Reprinted with permission from Guards Illustrated, 3rd ed. (Chicago:ational Safety Council,
1973), p. xv.

Figure 42

is inserted, maintained and withdrawn. Examples of such mech-

anisms are power, foot and hand presses, press brakes, metal
shears and forging machines.

-11j
,,
e

Lf---
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Reprinted with permission from Guards Illustrated,
(Chicago: National Safety Council, 1973),

3rd ed.
p. xv.
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WHERE GUARDING IS
NECESSARY

Point of Operation
Definition

Guarding should take place at two points:
1.

the point of operation

2.

the point where power is delivered to the machine.

,,

The point of operation is that area on a machine where material
is positioned for prbcessing or change by the machine. It is the
place where work is actually performed upon thhriaterial. OSHA
defines it as "that point at which cutting, shaping, boring or forming is accomplished.upon the stock."

OSHA Requirements

OSHA regulations (in 29 CFR 1910.212) mandate:

The point of operation of machines whose operation
exposes an employee to injury shall be guarded. The
guarding devices shall be in conformity with any appropriate standards therefore, or, in the absence of 'applicable specific standards, shall be so designed and .constructed as to prevent the operator from having any part
of his body in the danger zone during the operating cycle.

OSHA also has established requirements for the design, construction, application and adjustment of point of operation guards
(29 CFR 1910.212). In general, point of operations guards must:
1

1.

prevent entry into the point of operation by hands or
fingers reaching through, over, under or around the guard

2. conform to the maximum permissible openings (see Table

22)

3.- create no pinch point between the guard and moving
machine parts
4. minimize the possibility of misuse or removal of essential

parts by utilizing fasteners which the operator cannot
remove readily.
5. facilitate inspection

6. offer maximum visibility of the point of operation.

Point-of-operation guards must be constructed with a feed opening

that is limited in size so that stoe; or material can be admitted
15-8
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TABLE 22
MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE OPENINGS

DISTANCE OF OPENING
FROM POINT OF OPERATION HAZARD
(in inches)
(in centimeters)

% to 1%"

1.3 to 3.8 cm.

1% to 2%"

MAXIMUM
WIDTH OF OPENING
(in inches)
(in millimeters)

1/4"

6 mm.

3.8 to 6.4 cm.

3/8"

10 mm.

2% to 3%"

6.4 to 8.9 cm.

1/2"

13 mm.

3% to 5%"

8.9 to 14.0 cm.

5/8"

16 mm.

5% to

61/2"

6

,

14.0 to 16.5 cm.

3/4"
,

19 mm.
II

6% to 7% "

16.5 to 19.0 cm.

7% to 12%"

19.0 to 31.8 cm.

'1 1/4"

32 mm.

12% to 151/2"

31.8 to 39.4 cm.

1 1/2"

38 mm.

15% to 171/4"

39.4 to 44.5 cm.

1 7/8"

48 mm.

17% to 313/4"

44.5 to 80.0 cm.

2 1/8"

54 mm.

7/8"

/
Adapated from General Industry OSHA Lifglyind Health Standards (29 CFR 1910.217), November

22 mm.

.

into the danger zone but hands and fingers cannot, Guard open-

1978.

Guard Openings

ings are necessary for:
1.

materialentrance, removal, scrap removal

2. visioncutting, line, inspection, selection
o

3. lubricationgreasing, oiling, cleaning
4. adjustinents=repairs, alterations, changes.

Maximum safe openings are placed so that they do not permit the
operator's fingers to reach the point of operation (see Table 22),

MaXimum Safe Openings

Suppose it is necessary to provide a 3/4-inch opening between
the bottom of the guard and the top of the feed table or between

3/4" = 19 mm.

P
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3/4" = 19 mm.
54/2" = 140 mm.

3/8" = 10 mm. 1/4" = 6 mm.
1-1/2" = 38 mm.

Point Where Power is
Delivered

vo

openings in a guard for the feeding of material. In this case the
diagram shows that a 3/4 -inch opening is permissible to within
5-1/2 inches of the point of operation.
The average woman's finger (glove size 6-1/2) will go through a
3/8-inch- opening. Therefore, for openings in any guard, use 1/4
inch as the allowable opening within 1-1/2 inches of the hazards.
When installing guards with openings over 1/4 inch, tests should
be carefully made by students, 'particularly girls, to make certain
that the guard is effective before the machine is operated.
Distinct from point-of-operation guarding but complementary to

it is guarding at the point where power is delivered to the machinery. This includes the entire power, transmission apparatus.
Because power transmissions are far more standardized and
because it is not necessary to consider feeding material into the
machine as with the point of operation situation, they are easier
to guard effectively. The American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) has established, in its Standard B15.1, a Safety Code for
Malianical Power Transmission Apparatus.

TYPES OF GUARDING

There are four basic types of guards which protect the worker
from the motion of a machine:
1. fixed enclosure

2. interlocking

3. automatic
4. remote control, placement, feeding and ejecting.

Fixed Enclosure Guard

The fixed enclosure guard is preferable to all other types and
should be used in every practicable case. It prevents access to
dangerous parts at all times by encloSing the hazardous operation completely. It also confines flying objects.

Fixed guards may adjust to different sets of tools and dies and to
various kinds of work. Once adjusted, they should not be moved
or detached.
4

o"

Fixed guards may be installed at the point where material is being
processed and at other places where there may be a hazard when
inserting or manipulating stock. They also may be used to prevent
contact with rotating or reciprobating motions of machine mem=
15-10
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bers. Fixed enclosure guards are found on such machines as power
presses, drills and milling machines.

When a fixed enclosure guard cannot be used, an interlocking
guard should be fitted onto the machine as the first alternative.
The interlocking guard prevents operation of the control that

Interlocking Guard

sets the machine in motion until the guard is moved into position
so that the operator is unable to reach the pOint of danger. When
the guard is open and dangerous parts are accessible, the starting
mechanism is locked. A looking pin or some other safety device

le

I

prevents the main shaft from turn* or other basic mechanisms
froth operating. When the machine is in motion, the guard Cannot
be opened. It stays closed until the machine has come to rest or
has reached a fixed point in its travel.

An interlo'cked press barrier guard is required on mechanical

Example

power presses. It must be interlocked with a press clutch cc.ntrol

so that the clutch cannot be activated unless the guard, (or the
hinged or movable sections of the guard) is in the proper position.
An interlocking enclosure guard must do four things:
1. guard the dangerous point before the machine can be

-

Requirements for Interlocking
Gtfards

operated
2. stay closed until-the dangerous part is at rest
3. prevent operation of a machine if the interlocking device
:ails

4. require the activation of a reset device to restart.

When gate guards or hinged enclosure guards are used with interlocks, they should be so designed that they enclose completely
the point of operation before the'operating clutch can be engaged.

When neither a fixed barrier nor an interlocking guard is practicable, an automatic protection device may be used. Such a device

Automatic Guard

is less desirable than the two previously discussed.

An automatic guard acts independently of the operator, repeating its cycle as long as the machine is in motion. The device is
usually operated by the machine itself through a system of linkage, through levers or by electronic means. Such a device must
prevent the operator from coming in contact with the dangerous
15-11
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part of a moving machine or must be able to stop the Machine
quickly in case of danger.

'.:

Sweep devices are no longer approved by OSHA for safeguarding
at the point of operation. Pull-away or hand-restraint types
remove the operator's hands or fingers from the danger zone as the
ram, plunger or slide closes' on the piece upon which the work is
being
done. These types are being phased out and replaced with
.$
automatic electrical devices.

All electrical and electronic devices perform the same end function when energized. They interrupt the electric current just as
if the "stop" button had been pushed.
Example

A jointer must have an automatic guard to cover the .s'ntion of the
head on the working side of the fence 'or gauge.`This. guard automatically adjusts itself to cover the unused portion of the head.

Application of Guards

All three of these devicesfixed enclosure, interlocking and automaticcan be used to guard points of operation. Only the fixed
guard can guard power transmission components.

,

.

Remote Control, Placement,
Feeding, Ejecting

Although they are not guards in the technical sense, certain
methods can be used to accomplish the same effect; that is, to
protect the operator from the hazardous point of operation. These
methods may complement one of the other types of guards.

.00

One example is a ttrip or control system which requires two hands
to activate the machine. Such devices require simultaneous action
of both the operator's hands on an electrical switch button, an air

control valve or i mechanical lever. Because the operator must
use both hands to give concurrent pressure, during the most hazardous part of the machine's operation, he cannot move his hands
froth the controls to the danger zone until the sycle has been
completed. Removal of a hand from the control causes the machine to stop.

Stock may be fed automatically or semi-automatically by rolls,
plungers, chutes, slide and dial feeds and revolving and progressive

dies in conjunction with ram enclosures. This method will not
admit any part of the body to the danger zone.
Special jigs or feeding and holding devices (e.g., pickers, grab bars,
push sticks, long-handled tongs, hand die holders) may be used to

manipulate stock at the point of opration and yet keep hands
15-12
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safe. Such hand tools for placing or removing material are to be
used in conjunction' with fixed enclosure,- interlocking or automatic guards.

Mechanical or .air-operated ejecting mechanisms may be used to
remove parts, eliminating the need to place hands in the danger
zone.

The theory behind these methods is that, if it is impossible to
completely enclose or isolate the hazard, the next most effective
device or combination of devices should be used to keep exposure
to a minimum.

Important considerations in select

a method of machine guard-

ing include:

t
Selecting a Method of
Guarding

the type of operation
the size or shape of stock

the method of handling
the physical layout

the type of material
the job requirements or limitations.

Some machines require specific methods of guarding. These
machines and methods will be discussed later in this unit. But all
machines are regulated by the general requirement that points of

Machine Parts Which Require
Guarding

operation and power transmission must be guarded. Federal
regulations further mandate (29 CFR 1910.212):

" One or more methods of machine guarding shall be
provided to protect the operator and other employees
in the machine area from hazards such as those created
by point of operation, ingoing nip points, rotating parts,
flying chips and sparks.

Chain drives, shafting, coupling, keys, collars and clutches located

seven feet or less above the ground, floor or working platform
must 'be guarded to prevent accidental contact. V-belts and chain
drives must be enclosed completely.

15-13
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SOME GUARD
REQUIREMENTS

Gdad engineering principles should be applied to the design and
construction of each machine in order to eliminate hazards and to

permit safe and efficient operatioh. When it is not possible to
design hazards out of machinery, then suitable safeguards should
ti
be provided.
What are the requirements for an acceptable guard?

Prote^t Operator

1.

Protect Others

2. It should protect others working close to or passing by the

It should give maximum protection to the operator.

machine from coming in contact with moving parts.

Be a Permanent Part of
the Machine-

3.

It should be considered a permanent part of the machine
or equiknIontrOSHA: regulations (29 CFR 1910.212)

requrif that guards be affixed to the machine where
possible. The guard should resist tampering or easy removal. It should be designed for the specific job and the
specific. machine, and its purpose aril' use should be
evident, even to an uninformed student.
Be Convenient

4.

It should be convenient. It should not iaterfere with the
efficient operatior of the machine, nor should it require
Continual adjustment or removal to accomplish certain
work tasks. It should cause the operata- no discomfort but
should enable him to work with less tension.

It should prevent veess to the danger zone d.iring opera-

Prevent Access to Danger
.Zone

5.

Allow Access for Servicing

6. It should allow access to the machine for servicing. Pro-

tion.

gr

visions should be made for inspecting, .adjusting aAnd mak-

ing repairs on machine parts enclosed by guards without
exposing the worker to moving parts. Lubrication of. the
machine should ndt require removal of the guard. Whenever possible, oil reservoirs should be located outside the
guard, with the oil line leading to the point of lubrication.
Be Durable

7.

It should be durable. It should be constructed of material at least as durable as those used in any other part of

the machine and should serve over a long period with_
minimum maintenance. It should resist normal wear and
shock. The guard should be secured so that a blow to or
vibration of the machine will not cause it to work loose,

15-14
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break or fall into or off the area being guarded. It Should
resist fire and corrosion,
8. It should be easy to repair.

Be Easy to Repair

9. It 'must "not offer an accident hazard in itself" (OSHA

Not Create a Hazard

29 CFR 1910.212). All edges should he rolled and bolted

to eliminate sharp or rough edges and corners. There'
should be no shear or pinch points, splinters, exposed bolts or other possible sources of injuiy.
10. It must confdrm to the requirements of OSHA and/or the

state inspection department having jurisdiction. Purchasing
agents 'should be adv.ised against "pre-OSHA" bargains,
which eventually will cost more to rectify than the savings
realized at the time of purchase. Where American National
Standards apply, the guard should 'conform to or exceed
these requirements.

Conform to Appropriate
Standards

There may be special situations in the industrial/vocational education shop where guards need to be mada locally. It is essential that
such guards meet the preceding requirements.

GUARDS FOR SPECIAL
SITUATIONS

Many schools, particularly older ones, may be using an olcilr

Making Guards to Fit Older
Machinery

machine which, though still serviceable, is not adequately guarded

and fcr which guards cannot be purchased because of the machine's age. Often the cast of newer, more modern, guard-equipped
machines is prohibitive. It then becomes necessary for guards to
be designed and built locally.

Spme machine's are of a standard type that has been converted or
equipped to perform a special function. At the time of purchase,

Making Guards to Fit
Non-Standard Machines

the machine may or may not have been equipped with guards.
However, 'because of its specialized nature, the machine cannot
carry a standard guard. Therefore, guards must be designed and
built locally to provide adequate protection for the 'machine
operators.

.

,

Thus far in this unit we have examined what mechanical motions
need to be *guardro, where guarding is necessary and types and
characteristics of good guards. Now we will examine the guarding
requirements of specific machinery found in industrial/vocational
education shops.

COMMON MACHINERY
TO BE GUARDED

Throughout our discussion we will refer to the relevant OSHA OSHA Standards
15-15
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standards. OSHA has granted many states the right to develop and
enforce their own occupational safety and health standards under
their own state plans. The"basic criterion for approving such plans

is that they be "at least as effective as" the federal program.
Because all approved state plans equal or surpass OSHA regulations in stringency, these regulations are cited as minimal stand-

ards. School districts and corporations must comply with the
.safety and health regulations of their own state plans. In states
which have not adopted plans or their own, federal OSHA regula-

tions provide guidance for the industrial/vocational education
.supervisor or instructor who wants to create a safe shop environment for himself and his students.
Woodworking Standards

We will begin our examination of guarding requirements with the
equipment found in woodworking shops. A useful source for the
instructor and supervisor is ANSI 01.1-1971, American National
Standard Safety Requirements for Wo !working Machinery.

SAWS

Saws can be divided into many different categories, and terminology may vary from one shop to another. For our discussion, we
will divide saws into two broad classes, circular and bandsaws.

Circular Saws

The circular, or table, saw is one of the most versatile machines
in the industrial/vocational education shop. It uses many special
types of bladesfor its operations. The most common are:

1.. the ripsaw blade with teeth filed straight across, used to
cut with 'the grain of the wood
2. the crosscut or cut-off saw blade, used to cut across the

grain. The teeth are beveled and set, or bent, alternately
right and left; that is, one tooth is bent to the right, the
next to the left and so on.
3.

the combination saw blade, used to crosscut, rip and miter.
The smaller crosscut teeth are filed and set as they are on

the crosscut saw; the largertlrake or rip teeth are filed
straight across.

C!'tOSSCUT
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In our discussion we will look first at hand-fed saws and self-feed
saws. Then we will examine special kinds of circular saws, swing
cutoff and radial saws. We will examine first the hand-fed saws:
what they are, what hazards they present, what OSHA guarding
regulations are required and what other guarding measures will
ensure their safe use.

The circular hand-f,cd saw can be either a ripsaw, a crosscut saw
or a combination saw (see Figure 43, which illustrates a ripsaw
being used for a crosscut operation). With this kind of power, table

HAND-FED SAWS

saw, the opet :tor first adjusts the blade height, then holds the
stock and pushes it into the blade. A guide is used to maintain a
straight cut. At the end of the cutting stroke, the operator must
push the stock past the blade, or he must change, positions at the
saw so that he can poll the stock.
POINT OF OPERATION

OTATING BLADE
STOCK GUIDE

FEED`

ROwER TRANSMISSION
HOUSED IN BASE

-BLADE HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT

BLADE ANGLE
ADJUSTMENT

START

TOP PUSH BUTTON

CONTROLS

Unguarded circular saw.

Reprinted from Machine Guarding--Assessment of Need (Cincinnati
NIOSH, 1975), p. 23.

Figure 43

General hazards are inherent in the following: power transmission,
point of operation, kickbacks and flying particles.

Mechanical and Operational
Hazards

The saw may be driven by an individual motor or from a line
shaft, comprising belts, gears and pulleys. Though the power
transmission is usually housed beneath the blade and enclosed,
there are open units which expose the bottom portion of the

Power Transmission

blade.

Accidental contact with the saw blade by the operator or others
is possible, particularly because the operator is working very close
to the point of operation.

15-17
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Kickbacks

Kickbacks occur when the saw blade seizes the stock being cut and

hurls it back toward the operator. Serious injuries may result.
Kickbacks can be caused by unsafe operating methods (e.g.,
height not properly adjusted), improperly maintained equipment
(e.g., blade not properly sharpened) or by lack of proper physical
safeguards. Ripping operations are more hazardous than crosscutting because of the greater likelihood of kickbacks.

Flying Particles

Sawdust, splinters and chips are thrown off as a result of the
cutting action of the blade and can come in contact with the
operator onothers.

Hazard Control Point of
Operation Guard

OSHA regulations (29 CFR 1910J213) mandate the machine
guarding requirements. They state\ that each circular hand-fed
ripsaw ar.d each circular table saw

-

shall be guarded by a hood which shall completely
enclose that portion of the saw above, the table and that
. . .

portion of the saw above the material being cut. The
hood and mounting shall be arranged so that the hood
will automatically adjust itself to the thickness of, and
remain in contact with, the material being cut . . . The
hood shall be of adequate strength to resist blows and
strains incidental to reasonable operation, adjusting and

handling and shall be so designed as to protect the
operator from flying splinters and broken saw teeth. .. .
The hood shall bb po mounted as to insure that its operation will be positive, reliable and in true alignment

with the saw; and the mounting shall be adequate in
strength to resist any reasonable side thrust or other
force tending to throw it out of line.
Filler Piece

In order to use the hood guard effectively when cutting narrow
strips on circular ripsaws, a filler piece should be used. This piece

Rip saw guard

---:-.

Reprinted from Occupational Safety and Health in
Vocational
p. 122.

Education
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should be made of wood about two inches wide and should be
about 3/4 inch thick, or slightly thinner than the thickness of the
material being cut. It should be provided with cleats or brackets
at the ends, so that it either will fit down over the front and back
ends of the table or can be quickly attached to the fence or gauge.

2" = 50 mm.
3/4" = 19 mm.

The same statute mentioned earlier deals with the hazards of

flying particles by requiring a spreader.

i

The statute requires that each circular hand-fed-ripsaw and each

circular crosscut table saw
. . .

shall be furnished with a spreader to prevent material

from squeezing the saw or being thrown back on the
operator. The spreader shall be made of hard-tempered
steel, or its equivalent, and shall be thinner than the saw
kerf. It shall be of sufficient width to provide adequate
stiffness or rigidity to resist any reasonable side thrust

or blow tending to bend or throw it out of position.
The spreader shall be so attached that it will remain in
true alignment with the saw, even when either the saw
or the table is tilted, and should be placed so that there
is not more than 1/2-inch space between the spreader and
the back of the saw when the largest saw is mounted in
the machine.

1!2" = 13 mm.

Kickbacks on ripsaws are usually caused by one of the following;
1.

failure to provide the required spreader

2.

an improperly conditioned saw which allows material to
pinch on the saw and rise from the table

Kickbacks

3. improperly aligned gauge or rip fence
4.

improperly conditioned or twisted grain lumber

5.

improperly designed or mounted antikickback devices.4

OSHA regulations require guards on ripsaws to protect against
both kickbacks and flying material. They require:

Nonkickback Fingers

Each hand-fed circular ripsaw shall be pro% ided with
nonkickback fingers so located as to oppose the thrust

or tendency of the saw to pick up the material or to
15-19
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kick it back toward the operator. They shall be designed
to provide adequate holding power for all the thicknesses
of materials being cut.
Personal Protective Equipment

Operators should be required to use proper protective equipment,
such as goggles and/or face shield each time the saw is operated.

Where there is a danger of kickback from any operation, antikickback aprons must be provided and worn.

Long sleeves or other loose clothing should not be worn, nor
should rings, bracelets or other jewelry. Long hair should be confined by hair nets or caps.

e
Power Transmission Guards

If saw parts are driven by belts that are exposed, belts and pulleys

should be completely enclosed by sheet metal or heavy mesh
guards, even though the saw may be partially fenced off or partially removed from other machines.

Operating controls should be recessed or shrouded; in addition,
an emergency stop button is recommended. A main power elec-

()Orating Controls
ci

Push Sticks

trical disconnect switch is required.

A push stick must be provided so that the operator will not use
his hand to feed stock past the blade. This is especially important
when cutting short or narrow stock.

Other Operating Methods

For safety reasons, a crosscut saw should not be used for ripprig
nor a ripsaw for crosscutting. Using the wrong saw makes the work
harder and requires additional force to feed the stock. Work that
can be done on self-feed machines should not be done on hand-fed
machines.

Long stock should not be crosscut. If the stock extends beyond
one or both ends of the table, it may interfere with other operations or strike persons in the shop. A swing or pull saw should
be used on such stock.
SELF-FEED SAWS

The self-feed (or power-feed) saw is equipped with rolle's or a
conveyor system to hold the lumber and force-feed it into the
saw blade (see Figure 44).

Mechanical and Operational
Hazards

The hazards are identical with those of hand-fed saws, There is an

additional point of operation hazard. Not only can the operator
accidentally come in contact with the saw blade, but'also there is

15-20
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the danger of being pinched between the stock and the in-running
rolls.

RIP SAW

Reprinted from Basic Principles of Machinery Safeguard-

ing, U.S. Department of Labor, Bulletin 276 (1965),
p. 18

Figure 44

OSHA requires a hood or guard to protect against this hazard:

Feed rolls and saws shall be protected by a hood or

Hazard Control Point of
Operation Guard

guard to prevent the hands of the operator from coming
in contact with the in-running rolls at any point. The
guard shall be constructed of heavy material, preferably
metal, and the bottom of the guard shall come down to

within 3/8 inch of the plane formed by the bottom or
working surfaces of the feed rolls. This distance (3/8 inch)

may be increased to 3/4 inch, provided the lead edge of
the hood is extended to be not less than E 1/2 inches in

front of the nip point between the front roll and the

3/8" = 10 mm.

3/4" = 19 mm.
5-1/2 = 14 cm.

work.

Feed rolls should be adjusted to the thickness of the stock being
ripped. Insufficient pressure on the stock can contribute to
kickbacks. The antikickback fingers required by OSHA should be

checked regularly to make sure that they are sharp and that
none of the fingers is bent. OSHA requires:

Each self-feed circular ripsaw shall be provided with
15-21
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sectional kickback fingers for the full width of the feed
rolls. They shall be located in front of the saw and so

arranged as to be in continual contact with the wood
being fed.

Personal Protective Equipment

The personal protective equipment requirements are the same as
for hand-fed saws.

Because lont stock is often ripped on self-feed ripsaws, the clearance at each working end of the saw table should be at least three
feet longer than the longest material handled.

Clearance

3' = 91 cm.
I

Emergency stop buttons should be provided, one for the operator
and one for the offbearer.

Emergency Stops

SWING AND SLIDING
CUTOFF SAWS

Swing and sliding Cutoff saws are used for crosscutting operations.

The swing saw, which is more common, is suspended from the
roof or overhead. The operator pulls it forward like a pendulum
(see Figure 45).

A

Reprinted from Occupational Safety and Health in
Vocational
p. 126.

Education

(Cincinnati:

N 10SH,

1979),

Figure 45

Mechanical and Operational
Hazards

Hazards may be inherent in the power transmission and in the
point of operation.

Po,wer Transmission

This type of saw generally is driven by an individual motor with
the saw attached directly to the motor shaft. It also may be driven
with an individual motor by belt and pulleys.
4 .5.11.22
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Accidents occur at the point of operation when:

Point of Operation
a

1.

the operator, while pulling the saw forward, accidentally
comes in contact with the saw blade

2. the operator reaches for sawed stock while the machine

coasts or idles,/ before the saw returns to normal "rest"
position

3.

4.

an improperly adjusted saw swings beyond its safe limits
into the body of the operator

the operator may be struck by the saw as it bounces
forward from the.. idle position or as it swings or drifts
forward when the spring or counterweight fails.

OSHA regulations for swing cutoff saws apply also to sliding
cutoff saws mounted above the table. Hoods are required in
29 CFR 1910.213:

..

Hazard Control
Point of Operation Guard

Each sv'
_atoff saw shall be provided with a hood that
will completely enclose the upper half of the saw, the
arbor end and the point of operation at all positions of
the saw. The I.Jod shall be constructed in such a manner

and of such material that it will protect the operator
from flying splinters and broken saw teeth. Its hood
shall be so designed that it will automatically cover the

lower portion of the blade, so 'hat when the saw is returned to the back of the table; the hood will rise on top
of the fence, and when the saw is moved forward, the
hood will drop on top of and remain in contact with the
table or material being cut.

At the end of the cut, the lip of the hood should be in contact
with the table surface.
Special regulations apply to inverted swing cutoff saws:

Inverted swing cutoff saws shall be provided with a hood
that will cover the part of the 'saw that protrudes above
the top of the table or above the material being cut.
It shall automatically adjust itself to the thickness of and
remain in contact with the material being cut.

OSHA also requires an automatic device to return the saw to the Counterweight
15-23
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back of the table:

Each swing cutoff saw shall be provided with an effective device to return the saw automatically to the back of
the table when released at any point of its travel. Such a
device shall not depend for its proper functioning upon

any rope, cord or spring. If there is a counterweight,
the bolts supporting the bar and counterweight shall be
provided with cotter -pins; and the counterweight shall

be prevented from dropping by either a bolt passing
through both the bar and counterweight, or a bolt put
through the extreme end of the bar, or, where the counterweight does not encircle the bar, a*safety chain attached to it.
OSHA further requires:

Limit Chains

Limit chains or other equally effective devices shall be
provided to prevent the saw from swinging beyond the

front or back edges of the table or beyond a forward
position where the gullets of the lowest saw teeth will

i

rise above the table top.

A latch should be provided to catch and retain the saw at the
rear of the table and to prevent it from rebOunding. In some

Latch

cases a nonrecoiling spring or bumper is adequate.

Each swing and sliding cutoff saw table can be provided with a
wood bumper or a pipe guard to prevent bodily contact with the
saw blade when it is extended the full length of the support arm.

Saw Table

Safe Operation

While operating the saw, it is important that the operator stand to
the side of the saw or which the handle is located. The operator
should use the hand nearest the handle. This keeps the operator's
body cat of line with the saw and makes it unnecessary to bring
the hands near the saw whilc it is cutting.

Personal Protective Equipment

Proper personal protective equipment, such as goggles or a face
shield, shall be worn by the operator.

If an overhead drive is used, the entire drive line should be en-

Overhead Drives

closed.

Operating Controls
C

Operating controls should be recessed or shrouded, and an emergency stop switch is highly recommended. A main power electrical disconnect is necessary.
15-24
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An exhaust system is desirable.

Exhaust System

Radial saws, developed from the old type of swing saw, are both
versatile and dangerous. They cut downward and pull the wood

RADIAL SAWS

away from thc operator and against a fence (see Figure 46).
Many adjustments are required to permit its full use, and these
adjustments can create additional hazards.
POWL

TAAMSYMSSIOM

DIRECT MOT OR DRIVE

START/STOP
PUSHOUT TON

CONTROL

CUT -OFF SAW

Sketch does , not show floating guard.

Adapted and reprinted from Machine
GuardingAssessment of Need (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1975, p. 21.

Figure 46

The principal hazards are those common to other power-driven
saws: cutting injuries caused by the saw blade and the injuries

Mechanical and Operational
Hazards

from flying materials and kickbacks.

OSHA requires that the upper half of the saw be guarded and that
the lower half have a floating guard:

The upper hood shall completely enclose the upper por-

tion of the blade down to a point that will include the
end of the saw arbor. The upper hood shall be constructed in such a man .er and of such rpaterial that it will
protect the operator from flying Winters, broken saw
teeth, etc., and will deflect sawdust away from the
15-25
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operator. The sides of the lower exposed portion of the
blade shall be guarded to the full diameter of the blade
by a device that will automatically adjust itself to the
thickness of the stock and remain in contact with stock
being cut to give maximum .protection possible for the
operation being performed.
Return Device

Adjustable Stop

Safe Operation

OSHA regulations further mandate that the unit be installed so
that the front end of the unit is slightly higher than the rear. This
will "cause the cutting head to return gently to the starting position' when released by the operator" and prevent the cutting head
from creeping toward the operator during crosscut operations.
Furthermore,
An adjustable stop shall be provided to prevent the forward travel of the blade beyond the position necessary
to complete the cut in repetitive operations.
,,-

When the radial saw is used for croxcutting, the saw is pulled
across the cutting area by a handle located on one side of the saw.
For safe operations, the same stance should be assumed as was
described in handling the swing cutoff saw.

When the radial saw is used for ripping, special precautions are
necessary. A spreader must be provided, and OSHA requires:
Nonkickback Fingers

Each radial saw used for ripping shall be provided with
nonkickback fingers or dogs located on both sides of the
saw so as to cdpose the thrust or tendency of the saw to

pick up the material or to throw it back toward the
operator. They shalt be designed to provide adequate
holding power for all the thicknesses o material being
cut.

Direction of Feed

1-1/2" = 38 mm.
3/4" = 19 mm. y

Furthermore, the direction of the saw blade' rotation must be upward toward the operator:

Ripping and ploughing shall be against the direction in
which the saw turns. The direction of the saw rotation
shall be conspicuously marked on the hood. In addition,
a permanent label not less than 1-1/2 inches by 3/4 inch
shall be affixed to the rear of the guard at approximately
the level of the arbor, reading as follows: 'Danger: Do
Not Rip or Plough from This End.' Such a label should be
colored standard danger red.
15-261 L ( )
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When using a radial saw, students should wear safety glasses or

Personal Protective Equipment

face shields. As with other power saws, they should not wear
gloves, rings, chains or loose clothing.

Guarding for portable circular saws is required by OSHA (29

PORTABLE CIRCULAR

CFR 1910.243):

SAWS

All portable, power-dr:ven zircular saws having a blade
diameter greater than two .nches shall be equipped with

guards above and beicw the base !plate or shoe. The
upper guard shall cover the saw to
depth of the teeth,
except for the minimum arc required to permit the base
to be tilted for bevel cuts. The lower guard shall cover
the saw to the depth of the teeth, except for the minimum arc required to allow proper retraction and contact
with the work. When the tool is withdrawn from the
work, the lower guard shall automatically and instantly
return to covering position.

OSHA also requires that hand-held powered circular saws be
equipped "with a constant pressure switch or control that will
shut off the power when the pressure is released."

Up to this point we have been disdussing kinds of circular saws.
Now we come to the ,econd category, the bandsaw. This is a
machine which can be used for straight sawing as well as for
cutting curved pieces. It uses a thin, flexible, continuous steel

BANDSAWS

strip with cutting teeth on one edge. The blade runs on two pulleys through a work table, where stock is fed into it (see Figure 47).

OSHA regulations require the following safety devices for bandsaws and band resaws:
1.

Machin6 Guarding

an enclosure or guard for all portions of the saw blade
except for the working portion between the bottom of the
guide rolls and the table

2. enclosure for wheels

3. effective brakes to stop the wheel in case of blade breakage (not required, but highly reccmmended)
..,

4. a tension control device to indicate the proper tension for
the standard saws used on.the machine
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BANDSAW

Blade

Guard front and
sides with box
or angle.

Band or band resaw wheels MUST be
completely enclosed and all portions of
the blade MUST be guarded, except that
portion between the guide rolls and
tho table.
i

Reprinted from Occupational Safety and Health in Vocational Education (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1979), p. 125.

Figure 47
5.

a guard on the feed rolls of band resaws, to prevent the
hands of the operator from coming in contact with the
in-running rolls at any point.

Safe Operating Requirements

The American National Standards Safety Requirements for
Woodworking Machinery (ANSI 01.1-1971),.stress the importance

of proper tension for the blade. Improper tensk.n results in saw
breakage. Other operating practices which this standard requires
or recommends include:

Adjust Back Thrust

1.

Back thrust shall be adjusted to the normal position of the
saw blade.

Prevent Dust Accumulation

.

2. To secure satisfactory operation, means should be prodded for preventing the accumulation of dust on the rim
of the bandwheels.

Use a Proper Sized Blade

3. It is poor practice to use a small saw for large work or to

force a wide saw to cut on a small radius. The saw blade
15-28
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should in all cases be as large as the nature of the work will
permit.
4. Saws should not be stopped too quickly, or by thrusting

Do Not Stop Saw Quickly

a piece of wood against the cutting edge of the teeth when
the power is off.

5. To avoid vibration, brazed joints shall be the same thick6.

ness as the saw blade.

Avoid Vibration by Proper
Thickness of Brazed Joints

Band saw blades shall be periodically examined to avoid
use of cracked blades or blades which indicate probability

Examine Males Regularly

of breakage.6

Other safe work practices include:

.setting the guard to just clear the stock to be cut

if the stock being cut binds the blade, shutting off the
machine and letting it stop before backing the work off
the blade
making release cuts before doing curves

keeping the work area clean and clear of scraps

using a brush to clean the saw table

shutting off the machine and getting clear of it until it
stops in the event of a blade breaking

making all cuts when the power is on, never while the
machine is coasting after power has been turned off.

A jointer is an electric-power machine used for facing or flattening wood by passing the stock over a cylindrical multiple-kr...1'e
cutter head. It does the work of a hand plane, and, when operated
by an experienced person, it can do many other jobs.

JOINTERS

There are separate OSHA regulatins for hand-fed jointers with
horizontal cutting head and for wood jointers with vertical head.

For the first category, the following guarding requirements apply.

Each hand-fed planer and jointer with horizontal head
15-29
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Point of Operation Guards

Jointer guards MUST automatically adjust themselves to
cover all sections of the head on the working side of the

fence or gauge and should remain in contact with the
material at all times. The section of the cutting head back
of the fence or gauge MUST also be guarded.

Reprinted from Occupational Safety and Health in Voce.
tional Education (Cincinnati: NICSH, 1979), p. 127.

1/8" = 3 mm.

shall be equipped with -a cylindrical cutting head, the
knife projection of which shall not exceed one-eighth
inch beyond the cylindrical body of the head.

2-1/2" = 64 mm.

The opening in the table shall be kept as small as possible. The clearance between the edge of the rear table and
the cutter head shall be not more than one-eighth inch.
The table throat opening shall be not more than 2-1/2
inches when tables are set or aligned with each other for
zero cut.

The opening between the table and the head should be just Inge
enough to clear the knife. Deeper cuts should be avoided. Not
only do they require a larger table opening, but such cuts also
create kickback hazards.
The regulatiori-continues:

Each hand-fed jointer with a horizontal cutting head
shall have an automatic guard which will cover all the
section of the head on the working side of the 'fence or
gauge. The guard shall effectively keep the operator's
15-30
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hand from coming in contact with the revolving knives.
The guard shall automatically adjust itself to cover the
unused portion of the head and shall remain in contact
with the material at all times.

Each hand-fed jointer with horizontal cutting head shall
have a guard which will cover the section of the head
back of the gauge or fence.
Wood jointers with vertical heads must have

Wood Jointers with Vertical
Heads

either an exhaust hood or °ther guard so arranged as
to enclose completely the revolving head, except for a
slot of such width as may be necessary and convenient
for the application of the material to be jointed.
. . .

Jointers are second only to circular saws as the most dangerous
woodworking machines. Since jointers are used primarily L the
jointing of small pieces of material, many serious accidents are
frequently caused when jigs or similar holding devices are not

Safe Operation

used when working with small size blades. The minimum length of

the piece jointed should be not less than four times the width of
the bed opening.

Push sticks or blocks must be provided in the sizes and types
suitable to the work being done. Use of push sticks prevents

Push Sticks

stock from tipping and also gtiards operators' fingers from coming
in contact with knives.

Knives on jointers should be checked often for proper setting or
adjustment, but knives or fence guards should never be adjusted
unless the machine has come to a complete stop and the power
has been turned off. Knives must be kept sharp.

Knives

Since a considerable amount of dust and chips is generated during

Personal Protective Equipment

the operation, the worker should be provided with proper and
adequate personal protective equipment. A brush should be used
to remove chips and dust from around knives or the area of the
cutting head. Floors and the area around jointers should be kept

Housekeeping

free of debris which could cause stumbling or slipping.

An automatic feed device can be mounted above the stock,
eliminating the need for the operator's hands to be near the cutter
head.

15-31
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Operating Controls

Operating controls should be recessed or shrouded. An emergency
stop switch and a main power electrical disconnect are essential.

Exhaust System

An exhaust system is desirable.

Appropriate Clothing

Neither gloves n r lo se clothing should be worn by the operator
or others working a oui d jointers.

Guard Inspection

Guards should be inspected frequently. Operators must never
make a guard inoperative for any purpose.

SHAPERS

The shaper (see Figure 48) is a woodworking machine with a
variety of uses. Its most common use is shaping the edges of
stock by placing the material in contact with a vertical cutter
mounted on a spindle. The spindle rotates at high speed, from
7,000 to 10,000 RPM. There are also double-spindle machines.

WAAL FEED

Reprinted from Machine GuardingAssessment
of Need (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1975), p. 25.

Figure 48

Point of Operation Hazard

The shaper is one of the most difficult of all woodworking machines to guard effectively. Because of the designed use of this
machine, guarding at the point of operation is difficult. Guards
can be designed to be used when the machine is not being operated, but they are psually removed during operation to allow full
manipulation of the stock. A self-adjusting guard that will minimize cutter exposure is necessary.

Point of Operation Guards

For each wood shaper which is not automatically fed, OSI-LA
requires that the cutting head
.

.

shall be enclosed with a cage or adjustable guard so
15-32
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designed as to keep the operator's hands away from the
cutting edge. The diameter of circular shaper guards shall
be not less than the greatest diameter of the cutter. In no

case shall a warning device made of leather or other
material attached to the spindle be acceptable.

The following illustration show; ring guards which cover the top

of the spindle and knives and which surround the knives just
enough to clear the stock.

WOOD SIMPER

DETAIL OF KNIFE

}

Reprinted from Basic Principles of Machinery
U.S. Department of Labor,
Bulletin 276 (1965), p. 30.

Safeguarding,

Knives on shapers should be made from the best shaper steel

Knife Construction

available. Knives should be sharpened and kept in adjustment by

qualified personnel. Both knife blades and collars for shaper
heads should be precision ground so as to give uniform pressure on
?5-33
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all knife blades and keep them from flying out while the machine
is in motion. Knives should be balanced and should fit properly.
The operator should be alert for chatter, which indicates that the

knives are out of balance. Materials sLould always be fed into
knives gradually, and at no time should cuts be heavy.

The American National Standard Safety Requirements for Woodworking Machinery (ANSI 01.14971) recommends that collars
be provided with "stop-pins" and that knife blades have a recess
cut in thpm for the pin. (Serrated collars and knives are an acceptThis added precaution keeps blades from flying
able
out.

Severe accidents are caused when broken knives are thrown by
the machine. When a shaper knife breaks or is thrown from the
collar, the other knife is usually thrown too, with the result that
four or five heavy pieces of steel are thrown about the shop with
sufficient speed to cause serious injury and even death.

Solid cutters which fit over the spindle are preferred to knives,
which can be broken or thrown. The initial- cost is greater for
cutters than for knives, but in the long,thn cutters are less expensive. In all cases they are safer.
Power Transmission Guards

All belts, pulleys and drives should be completely enclosed by
metal or mesh guards.

Exhaust System

Exhausts with adjustable hoods are considered a necessity. They
help keep chips and dust from accumulating near cutter heads,
reducing the need for manual cleaning of heads and surrounding
floor area.

Personal Protective Equipment

The operator should be provided with proper and adequate
personal protective equipment. Safety goggles are important,
as are aprons made of metal mesh or leather reinforced with metal
.studs.

A brush instead of the hands should be used to clean chips and
dust from around knives and cutting areas.
Safe Operation

Templates, jigs and fixtures which will remove the operators'
hands from the point of operation should be used wherever possible. All clamping devices must be in good condition. The stock
side of the devices should be abrasive-lined for better grip.
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OSHA recommends that cylindrical heads be used wherever the
nature of the work permits.
There should be some type of braking device to stop the spindle
after the power is shut off. OSHA requires that "all double-spindle
shapers shall be provided with a spindle starting and stooping
device or each spindle."
Spindle tops should be detachable, self-centering and interchangeable. The spindle adjustment mechanisms should be kept in good
operating condition. The hand wheel' for spindle control should
have a graduated setting, operate easily and be within _onvenient
reach of the operator.
:

When feeding the shaper, the operator must remember that the
direlction of the .cut must be made in the direction opposite to the
rotation of the cutting head.
A wood planer, also called a thickness-planer or sufacer, is a wood- WOOD PLANERS
working machine designed to dress and size rough sawed lumber

on one or more sides. It planes boards to an even thickness.
Stock passes under or between cylindrical, multiple-knifed cutter
heads (see Figure 49).

WOOD PLANER

/

Reprinted from\Basic Principles of Machinery
U.S. Department of Labor,
Bulletin 276 (1965), p. 22.

Safeguarding,

Figure 49
sir
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These surfacing machines are less hazardous than jointers and
shapers because they are powerfed and the operator's hands need
not come close to the cutting head. The planer operator simply
has to adjust for cut and then feed the stock into the.infeed side
of the machine. He then retrieves the surfaced board from the
outrunning end.
't.
c

Mechanical and Operational
Hazards and Controls

Hazards may be inherent in point of operation, kickbacks, flying

Power Transmission

Planers are often driven from a line shaft comprised of belts and
pulleys running on the back side of the planer. Planer parts driven
by belts and pulleys, even though they may be on the back' side' of

particles, vibration or clearanc.?s.

the planer, should be completely enclosed by sheet metal or
heavy mesh guards. Guards sli uld always be used regardless of the
planer's location.

Point of Operation Hazard

1 Accidents at 'the point of operation arise from:
1.

contact with blades while sharpening or adjusting

2.

pinching fingers and hands between materials and inrunning rolls which are inadequately guarded.

Point of Operation Guards

OSHA requires that planing machines "shall have all cutting heads,
and saws if used covered by metal guard." This guard should be

kept' closed when the planer is running. Specific requirements
apply to the material from which the guard is constructed:

...

/16" = 2 mm.
3/16" = 5 mm.

If such guard is constructed of sheet metal, the material
used shall be not less than 1/16 inch in thickness, and if

cast iron is used, it shall be not less than 3/16 inch in
thickness.

Where an exhaust system is used, the guards shall form
parts or all of the exhaust hood.
Feed Roll Guards

OSHA regulations require feed roll guards:

Feed rolls shall be guarded by a hood or a suitable guard
to prevent the hands of the operator from coming in con-

tact with the in-running rolls at any point. The guard
shall be fastened to the frame carrying the rolls so as to
remain in adjustment for any thickness of Stock.
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The student must be sure that feed rolls, cutter heads amt-cylinders are stopped before reaching into the bed plate to reMove
wood fragments or to make adjustments. Sleeves must beztuaked
in or rolled up, and loose clothing should not be worn. Although
gloves should not be worn while operating a planer, hand pads for
handling rough wood may be necessary.

Kickbacks or throwing material toward the operator through

I

Kickbacks

action of the blade can be caused by:
1.

unsafe operating methods

2.

improper equipment maintenance or adjustment

3.

lack of physical safeguards.

Kickbacks cannot be prevented entirely by mechanical means.
Therefore, the operator should always stand out of line of board

Kickback Protection

travel. OSHA regulations require:

Surfacers or planers used in thicknessing multiple pieces
of material simultaneously shall be provided with sectional infeed rolls having sufficient yield in the construction af the sections to provide feeding contact pressure

on he stock, over the permissible range of variation in
stoc, thickness specified or for which the material is
designed. In lieu of such yielding sectional rolls, suitable
section. kickback finger devices shall be provided at the
infeed end.

Operators should never feed boards of different thickness at the
same time because the thinner board will not be held by the feed

rolls and can be kicked back from the cutter heads. Feed roll
corrugations should be kept clean and free from dust, pitch, or
any other impediments. They should be kept sharp by filing as
needed so that they grip the Material as tightly as possible.

Chips, splinters, etc., are thrown off as a result of the rapid cutting

action of the blade. The operator should wear a face shield or
goggles as protection against slivers and chips thrown back by the

cutter heads. He should not bend over to watch the board being
planed but should stand aside once the board starts through. A
dust collection system is desirable to reduce the hazard of flying
particles.
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Vibration

A planer is powerful, fast running and tends to vibrate excessively.

Vibration also may be caused by cull Gr improperly sharpened
blades. Vibration can be reduced by anchoring the planer on a

solid foundation and, if necessary, by insulating it from the
foundation with materials that absorb vibration.

The planer is a noisy machine. Therefore, it should be isolatekl or
enclosed in a soundproof area. If neither of these alternatives is

possible, those working the the immediate area will need ear
protection.
Since materials passing ti.cough the planer are generally long and
fast-moving, workers can be caughtlbetween stock emerging from

the planeg and stationary objects 'or structural elements of the
building. The space at the outrunning end should be fenced or
marked off to keep workers out of the area. Insofar as possible,
aisles should be located where students will not need to pass in
front of or to. the rear of the planer.
SANDING MACHINES

Three major types of machines are commonly used to sand surfaces:
1. drum sanders

2.

disk sanders

3.

belt sanders (see Figure 50).
Disciandar

Belt sander

Reprinted

from Ocovational Safety and
Health in Vocational Education (Cincinnati:
NIOSH, 1979), p. 132.

Figure 50
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Accidents at the point of operation may occur when operators'
hands or fingers become caught between the work rest and the IPoint of Operation Hr. ,ard
belt on a manually fed machine, between the feed rolls and the and Control
material on a self-feed machine or by accidental contact with the
moving abrasive belt.

Because of the dangers presented to hands- and fingers at the

Self-Feed

point of operation, OSHA requires machine guarding:

Feed rolls of self-feed sanding machines shall be protected with a semicylindrical guard to prevent the hands
of the operator from coming in contact with the inrunning rolls at any point. The guard shall be constructed
of heavy material, preferably metal, and firmly secured to
the frame carrying the rolls so as to remain in adjustment

for any thickness of stock. The bottom of the guard
should come down to within 3/8 inch of a plane formed
by the bottom or contact face of the feed roll where it
touches the stock.
All manually-fed sanders should be equipped with a work rest and
be properly adjusted:
1,

3/8" = 10 mm.

Hand-Fed

to provide minimum clearance between the belt and the
rest

2. to secure support for the work being sanded.

Pieces too small to allow the hands to be kept a safe distance from
the work should be held in ajig or similar holding device.

The regulations for drum and di:

sanders require an exhaust
hood or, if no exhaust system is required, another guard arranged

Drum and Disk

to enclose the revolving drum or disk, except for the portion
above the table designed for the work feed. The distance between
disk or drum and the table must be kept to a minimum.

Belt sanding machines require more guards because of the additional hazard created by nip points:
Belt sanding machines shall be provided with guards at

each nip point where the sanding belt runs on to a
pulley. These guards shall effectively prevent the hands or

fingers of the operator from coming in contact with the
nip points. The unused run of the sanding belt shall be
guarded againsti accidental contact.
15-39
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Dust and Flying Particles

Considerable dust and bits of wood are thrown off in the sanding
process. Eye protection is highly recommended.

Exhaust Systems

Sanders should be provided with an exhaust sy.-.;:em. The exhaust

hoed should cover all the sanding surface except the operating
area. Exhaust intakes should be designed and placd so that the
natural throw of the abrasive belt is directly into the exhaust
hood. Intakes should be placed as near as possible to the point of
contact of the wood with the abrasive belt. Personnel operating
sanders should wear goggleS and dust-type respirators during sanding operation and while c1( ting up afterwards.
Loose Belts

Loose or improperly tens'on-A

cause undue wear and fraying

and can tear or break, causing material on the jam or belt to fly
toward -the operator.
Belt Main'tenance

Abrasive belts used on sanders should be the same width as the
pulley-drum, and drums should be adjusted to keep the abrasive
belt :taut enough to turn at the same speed as the pulley-drum,
yet not slip on the drum when material is brought into contact
with the moving abrasive belt. Abrasive belts should be inspected
before use, and -those found to be cracked, frayed or excessively
worn in spots should be replaced, even though the remainder of
the belt appears to be in good condition.

Operating Controls

The operating controls, while not a severe source of injury, should
include an emergency 'stop button. A main power electrical disconnect is required.

MAINTAINING
WOODWORKING
MACHINERY

In the section on machinery and machine guarding, OSHA established nine inspection and maintenance requirements for woodworking machinery:
1.

badly set, improperly filled or improperly
tensioned saws shall be immediately removed from
service, before they begin to cause the material to
stick, jam or kick back when it is fed to the saw at
normal speed. Saws to which gum has adhered on
Dull,

the sides shall be immediately cleaned.
2.

All knives and cutting heads of woodworking machines shall be kept sharp, properly adjusted and
firmly secured. Where two or more knives are used in
one head, they shall be properly balanced.
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3.

Bearings shall be kept free from lost motion and shall
be well lubricated.

4. Arbors of all circular saws shall be free from play.
5.

Sharpening or tensioning of saw blades or cutters
shall be done only by, persons of demonstrated skill
in this kind of work.

6. Emphasis is placed, upon the impt,rtance of main-

taining cleanliness around woodworking machinery,

particularly as regards the effective functioning of
guards and the prevention of fire hazards in switch
enclosures, bearings and motors.
7. All cracked saws shall be removed frcim service.

8. The practice of inserting wedges between the saw
disk and the collar to form what is commonly known
as a "wobble saw" shall not be permitted.
9. Push sticks or push blocks shall be provided at the

work place in the several sizes and types suitable for
the work to be done.
The common characteristic of lathes is that a piece rotates about a
horizontal axis and is shaped by a tool. Metal lathes are used for
cutting or shaping metal by removing chips from the workpiece.
As the piece revolves, the tool feeds into it or across it. Boring is
sometimes done on a lathe; however, the holes are usually larger
than those made on a regular boring or drilling machine.

METAL LATHES

The metal lathe is the tool in the machine shop which the beginner
usually learns to operate first. There are two main types:
1.

the engine lathe (which includes the ordinary bench Engine Lathe
lathe), the regular revolving or turning lathe found in most
machine shops

Adaptea from Occupational Safety and Health

in Vocational Education (Cincinnati. NIOSH,
1979), e: 133.

d -/ :
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Turret Lathe

2.

the turret lathe, where a number of tools are fixed in a

monitor or turret, pivoted so as to revolve and present any
of the various tools to the work. In many automatic lathes

and screw-machines, the motions of the work and the
turret are directed by a cam wheel. The finished pieces are

dropped out continuously at one end, while a bar from
which the pieces are formed is fed at the other end.
Mechanical and Operationai
Hazards and Control

Lathes may be driven by individual motors or from a. line shaft,
comprised of belts and pulleys, or by exposed gears in the headstock. All belts, pulleys, shafting, gears, etc., should be guarded.

Power Transmission
Push Sticks

Where power transmission belt drives are exposed to allow speed
changes, a push stick or similar device must be available and used.
Where the power transmission is enclosed, the access doors should
be adequately latched so that they cannotjar open.

Moving Parts

Accidents occur in the moving parts through:
1.

contact with projection on stock, faceplates and chucks

2. contacting lathe dogs (especially those with projecting set

screws)
3.

filing with the right hand, especially near dog or ;.buck,
or using the hand instead of a stick to hold emery cloth
against the work

4.

catching loose clothing or rags on rotating parts.

A guard should be provided for the faceplate and chuck to protect
the operator from accidental eontact with them. Enclosure guards
over the chuck confine hot metal chips and oil splashes and also
act as exhaust hoods for removal of fumes.

If possible, faceplates and chucks should be without projections.
Safety lathe dogs should be' substituted for those with projecting
setscrevrs. All filing should be done with the left hand, and the file
should le kept away from the chuck and lathe dog.
Safe Clothing

1 Lathe operators should Alat \year gloves, neckties, loose clothing,

6
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long sleeves, or wrist watches, chains, rings, etc., while operating
the lathe. Gloves worn because of the hazards of burrs or sharp
edges should be taken off before starting the lathe.
Accidents occur at the point of operation through:
1.

Point of Operation

calipering or gauging the job while the machine is in

I

operation
2.

accidental contact with the tool

3.

attempting to clean chips while machine is in operation

4.

contacting projections on work or stock

5.

hand braking of the machine.

..,

Care should be taken to remove chuck keys from the chuck
sockets before the lathe is started.

Center holes of taper work should be clean and true, and lathe
centers true and sharp. The work should be well countersunk at
the tailstock end to eliminate any danger of its being torn loose.

Automatic machines should have point-of-operation enclosures
interlocked with the control circuit. These enclosures should open
easily for access to the work and tooling.

Operating controls, where possible, should be protected against
accidental starting by shrouding push buttons and by identifying
levers and hand controls with bright colors. Every lathe should

Operating Controls

have r.n emergency disconnect switch in the 'proximity of the
operator.

On some types of metals, a continuous spiral is produced which
frequently causes injuries to the hands, arms or face. Small particles are also thrown off, which create a hazard to the eyes of the
operator and to others in the vicinity.

A small mesh screen or plastic chip guard should he provided
which will protect the operator from flying chips. Such a guard
confines the chips and does not interfere with visibility.
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Always wear goggles or face shields for protection against flying
chips and oil spatters.

Continuous spiral chips should be removed with a hooked 'rod;
never with the hand. Small chips should be removed with a'brush:
Remove chips only after the lathe has completely stopped.

*

Chip breakers provide protection from the hand and arm injuries
caused by continuous spirals of such materials as steel. Chip
breakers may be ,ground into the tip of the tool, or they rhay be
clamped or brazed onto the tool. ' ,
Housekeeping

The floor and aisle area should be kept clear. 411 tools, extra work,
stock and so forth should be placed in a suitable rack. A lifting
de-ice should,: be proxided for changing chucks, faceplates, etc.

Operators should wash thoioughly and wear clothes free of oil.
Operators should wear a hat or cap while working.
&

Safe Operation
...

Other safe operating requirements include the following. Before
turning on power:
,

1. .Properly clamp tool holder, tailstock and work.

vi

2. If a magnetic chuck is used, turn on current before starting
machine.
. ..

3. Be sure that automatic feeds are not overly tight.
...,

4. Be sure that the compound rat or carriage cannot strike
the chuck jaws.
.

.

-

5. Be sure that the jaws of a chuck do not extend beyond its '
circumference. Reverse or change jaws if necessary.
tI

6. Set tool at proper height.

i

7. Enclose projecting material.

While operating the machine:
1.

Avoid taking too heavy a cut.
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2. Do not bend over themachine.

s.

3. Do not shift gears.

4. Do not attempt to use a wrench.
,

5. Use only files equipped with handles. -

Milling is the process by which a piece of metal is machined by MILLING MACHINES
bringing it into contact with erotating multiple-edged cutter.
L

The horizontal milling Machine has the. spindle torizontalto the
table; the work is fed into the cutter (see Figure 51). The vertical
POINT OF OPERATIO--,

POWER TRANSMISSION
ENCLOSED

FEED

0

CONTROLa

BASE

Sketch does not show guard.

Reprinted from Machine GuardingAs kssrhent
of Need (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1975), p. 54.

Figure 51

milling, machine has the spindle vertical to 'the table; stock can be

fed to the tool o1 the tool can be fed to the stock (see Figure
52). Mb plain machine is used with tables that cannot swivel; the

universal machine is used with tables that can swivel up to 90
degrees of a horizontal position.

.
6

Milling machines may be driven by individual motors or from a
line.shaft, comprised of a, belt and pulleys. Power transmission
components Should be totally enclosed. On those machines Using
adjustable belt drives, ablaterlock arrangement is required.
15-45
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VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE
Sketch does not show guard.
Reprinted from Machine Guarding Assessment?
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of Need (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1975), p. 55.

Figure 52
-)i

Po Int of Operation

About two out of every three milling machine accidents occur at

the point of operation when operators unload or make adjustments. There should be a fixed hood over the cutter or cutters
clamped firmly to, the, overhead arm and adjustable to the work
being done. A self-closing guard encloses Sher cutter completely
when the table is withdrawn and opensAmtomatieally as the table

Moves forward.. This should effectively protect the operator
against accidental contact with the cutters and,against flying chips
and fragments.
Operating Controls

Operating "controls should be shiouded, operating levels brightly

identified, and an emergency safety switch installed. A main
power disconnect
is essential.
,,,,,
Auxiliary Devices

Auxiliary devices should have a proper storage place near the
machine. These devices (index heads, stock vises, extra tooling)
must be handled carefully.

J

t

.,
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Other point-of-operation controls include:
1.

drawing the job back to a safe distance when loading and
'unloading
.

2:

making sure that the jig or vise does not 'prevent close
adjtistment of the guard

3.

being certain that the jig or vise-locking arrangement is

not so placed that force must be exerted toward the
cutter
.4. clamping the work securely before starting the machine
5. .using cutters which' are dressed correctly
6. being certain that cutters are not exposed after the job has

been withdrawn.

The horizontal. milling machine should have a splash guard and Safe Operating Practices
pans for catching thrown cutting lubricant and lubricant running
from the tools. Excess oil should not be cleaned from. the table
while the cutter if. turning.

A coolant should be applied to the part of the tool which is turning away from the work. The coolant flow should be adjusted only
when the cutters are not turning.
should be removed with 'a brush:never with the hand, and
rt
then only when the milling machine is stopped.
Snug clothing should. be worn when operating milling machines.
The wearing of loose clothing, long sleeves, wrist watches, rings,
etc., should be prohibited.

Milling machine operators, should wail' thoroughly to prevent
possible dermatitis and infectioni froM lubricants.
All guards should be in place while the Machine is running. Opera-

tors 'should wear face shields or safety goggles to protect their
eyes from chips and flying objects.

The machine should be stopped before measuring or calipering the
work.

1547
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Planers machine 'a metal surface with .the cutting tool ield stationary while the -work rhoveS.back an forth unElerneani it (see
Figure 53). Shapers are also general considered planing machines, However, they reverse the prpcess: the work is held stationary while the cutting tool is moved.back and forth.

METAL PLANERS AND
SHAPERS
..

\

,

PLANERS-

ti

(mETAo

----,.

Reprinted from Basic Principles of Machinery iP
Safeguarding, U.S. Department di Labor.
Bulletin 276 (1965): p. 37.
,

'

Fi)ure 53
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Like many other machine shop power .1bOls, the metal planer is
t dangerous to operate if certain' safeguards are stalled and ifs
operator is experienced and careful to 'follow c osely safety
rules and operating procedures. Most planer accidents are the result of unsafe practices.

k

'

'Nzk

Mechanical and Operational
Hazards and Controls
Power Transmission

,

Planers may be driven by individual motors. or from a lineshaft,
comprised of a belt and pulleys. Accidents occur through: contact
with the counterweight an4i exposed power gears or through contact with reversing dogs.

All belts, pulleys, shafting, gears, etc., should be/guarded. Counter-

.

weights should be guarded from the floor, extending upward
throughout the travel of the counterweight: The reversing dogs on
planers dnd shapers should be covered.
An emergency stop button and a main power electrical disconnect
are required.
15-48
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Accidents ocbur A the point of operation through contact with

Point of Operation

the-tool and through the' breaking of a tool or gouging of the work
caused by the shifting of the cutting tool which cuts into the work.

The tool should be set so that, if it shifts, it will raise away. from
the cut and will not dig into the work.

All work should be clamped properly and/securely before the
planer is. started. When magnetic chucks are used, the work should

40,

-'be set in its proper position and the current turned on before the
planer is stayed. It:chip guard of heavy close-mesh wire screen o:
of heavy clear plastic material should be placed over the tool to

prevent chips from. flying aid striking the operator or other
workers.

All openings
the bed of planers should 'be covered with a
permanent covering of solid heavy sheet metal to prevent a person
from being caught between the bed and the planer table and, to
prevent the space from being used for the storage of tools and
other articles.

Moving Parts Guards

If the planer table itself or materials being processed °nit travels
to within 18' inches df a post, wall or other obstruction, the space

between the end of the travel and the obstruction should be

9

protected by a standard railing on either side of the planer. Safety
dogs should be placed at each end of the planer table to prevent
it from running off the gear rack.

Several additional requirements for t1

safe operation of Milling

inachines are .-

Safe Operation

1. Before starting a planer or shaper, check the condition of

the machine and its setup: Be sure 'all guards are .in pace.
2. If 9.y adjustments,. repairs or measurements are necessary, stop the machine 'to make them.
3. Use a 'brush to remove chips.
go'

4. Keeg floor area 'clear..

5. Do not leave 'tools under the "bed."
6.

Wear goggles to jirotect the eyes from flying chips and
1

particles.'
15-49
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7. Wear snugly fitted clothes, short sleeves and no jewelry.

8: Do not leave the planei running unattended.

9. Do not place hands or fingers between the tool and the
work.

.

u

The drill press is a metalcutting machine which uses a multiplecutting-edge rotating tool to remove metal and produce a hole in
the stock. It also can be used for countersinking, reaming, -boring,
tapping, facing and routing. The most, commonly used drilling
machine is a single-speed, floor-mouhted, belt-driven machine for

DRILL PRESSES

rT

non-production drilling (see Figure 54).
,

DRILLS PRUS

ER TRANSMISSION
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Drill press adapted from Machine Guarding

of Need (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 4k,
1975), p. 51. Safety mechanism reprinted from
with permission. from Guards Illustrated,
3rd' ed. (Chicago: National Safety . Councils

Assessment

1973), p. 32.

Figu're 54

There are three main types of drill presses:
.

1.

upright (vertical spindle)

.

a

G
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le

multible spindle
e

IP

3. radial, with a long arm whiCh can be swung into any, posi-

tion arolnd the column.

brill presses may be driven by individual motors or from a line- . Mechanical and Operational
shaft, comprised, of belts and pulley's. There are also thelazardS of Hazards and Controls
gears, Spindles and counterweights. Power transmission components should be entirely enclosed on those. machines that,have
adjustable belt drives. The enclosure should hive an interlocked
access door to facilitate speed changes.

Counterireights should be enclOsed with guards, preferably iron
pipe or sheet metal and' angle iron, from the floor to the,op of the
weight. when in extreme upw'ard position: Counterweight chains
should be maintained in 'good condition.

Counterweights

Sy

An emergency stopping device shOuld be. provided within easy

reach -of the operat6r. (On motor-driven drills, stop-and-start
buttons, are acceptable.) A main powei disconnect is necessary.
\
Hazards at the point of operation include:

.

/

Emergency Stop

Point of Operation

1. -feoming in contact with the spindle or tool

s

2. work slipping or turning because it was not properly
clamped
3. attempting to clean chips while drill is turn
.4. being hit by flying pieces from metal. chis or a broken

drilr

Where practical, a` telekope guard should be installed over the
drill and spindle to protect against accidental contact. Figure 54
shows a spring safety guard which compresses as the drill cuts in
order to contain metal slivers and chips.

All work should be firmly and securely clamped goo (the table
°before starting the drill press. Do not touch the tool while using a
quick-change clutch.

SafrOperation

A brush or _stick should be used to remove chips f ,m ,a drill.
Buiis. should be filed or scraped from drill holes, but this should
be done only when the'drill is stopped.
15-51
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Weep holes are being drilled beyond the flutes of the drill,
e drill should ,be removed frequently and the chips cleaned out \
with a brush. or stick. If chips are allowed' to pile up in such an
operation, the tool may jam, causing the drill to break and insecurely clamped work to spin.

The drill should not be operated at excessive speed or feed; it may
break or shatter. Do pot use a dull

Chuck wrenches, keys or drifts should not be left in chucks or on
the table. All tools and loose material should be removed from tile
table before starting the machine.

When starting the dill, the operator should use p center punch.
mark. So that he does not drill into the table, he should position
the work over an opening in the table, or use a bottom piece under

the work. To remove a drill bit from the chuck, the operator
should lower the spindle so/ that the point of the drill is Close to
the table before loosening the socket.
The machine must be shut off before work is set up or taken off.
Operators should shut off power and be certain the machine has
stopped before leaving.

1

Co,ntrol of Operational
Hazards

f3oggles should be worn when operating drill presses. Operators
of the drill press should wear snugly fitted clothing, short sleeves,
and no jewelry. Long hair should be confined in a proper hair net,
hood or cap.

POWER PRESSES

Power presses are used to cold form A sheet of metal. A powered
slide or ram moves in a reciprocating motion at right angles to a

stationary bed. Mated dies are attached to the slide and the
sa

stationary bed. The slide applie, tremendous pressure to close the
dies, which cut peform the material placed between them.

The action of closing the dies creates particular hazards for the
operator.
As a source of accidents, particularly those accidents which 'result

in permanent-partial injuries, piesses present possibly the most
serious problem of any stationary machine in industry.

The safeguarding of presses has been complibt.,ed by the wide
variety of operations and operating conditions, owing to the
variations in size, speed, andtht. type of press; size, thickness and
I
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kind of pieces to, be worked; design and construction of dies;
required accuracy of.,the finished work; skill of opetators; and
length of the run.

The four most common types of power presses are:

1. mechanical power press.
2. hydraulic power press

3. power brake press
4. shear.

power presses have Counterparts which are powered by hand or
foot. Such-presses are easy to guard inexpensively.
A ll

The mechanical power press shears, punches, forms or assembles

metal or other material by means of tools or dies attached to

MECHANICAL POWER
PRESSES

slides (see Figure 55).'Most mechanical power presses are activated
POWER TRANSMISSION
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Reprinted from Machine GuardingAssessment
of Need (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1975), p. 40.

Figure 55
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by a clutch and brake arrangement which engages the crankshaft;

to the heavy flywheel and thus, cycies the press. If the clutch
cannot be disengaged during the cycle, it is known as a full revolution clutch. If it can be disengaged at any point during the cycle, it

is known as a part revolution clutch./Hydraulic and pneumaticpowered presses have the same operating characteristics as the part
revolution clutch press.
.

The mechanica l :ower press presents more hazards tIari any other
piece Of equipment because of its use In High production manufacturing. the .nature of its metal working stroke and the need for
integral operatOr involvement.

Mechanical and Operational
Hazards

.

- Applicable Standards

.

The American National Standards Institute has, addressed itself to
the safety prOblem in its ANSI B11.1-1971, Safety Requirements
for Construc,tion, Care and Use of Me6hanical Power Presses.
The policies included n this standard were made part of OSHA
regulations (1910.217) in 1972.

.

I

The following discussion focuses on the hazards, involved in total

'manual operation.3utoination of. any portion of the operation
will reduce the hazard level.

Hazardous Point of Operation

I

The operator must 'wo rk in cloie proximity to the top die'/ram to

allow proper placement of stock in the work zone. Often he is
Working at an accelerated pace, placing his hands between the
dies on the up stroke and pullfng them out on the down stroke.
Slipping Hazards
Sharp Edges
Machine Repeat
Broken.Machine Parts
-Operator Fatigue
Insufficient Training
Power Transmission

Often the workplace is slippery, creating,a slipping hazard. Heavy
niaterial-moving equipment is in the immediate vicinity to deliver
and take away stock. The material being handled may have sharp

edges and Avated_ temperatures. The 'machine can repeat unintentially, creating a very dangerous hazard. Broken machine
parts can come loose and fall on the 'operator. Operator fatigue
can be present as well as insufficient training.

The power transmission devicels generally high enough above the
operator to eliminate a hazard. However, on smaller presses, open

gears, belt drives and clutch mechanisms create hazards. There
may be oll and grease leakage fro the transmission units, resulting in slippery walking surfaces. .0 belts, pulleys, gears, flywheels,

etc., must bebguarded; any counterweights and cables, must be
enclosed .with a guard extending tort least seven feet from the
floor.

Operating Controls

Operating controls are usually mounted near the work area. OSHA
15-54
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re quires that the motor sta button be protected against accidental operation. An emerg ncy stop button and a main ,power
disconnect switch ae required with every power press control
system. This discomSect switch must be capable of being locked
only in the "off" position.

The operating controls mug be shrouded and require two handed
,operation or a foot switch. If a foot switch is used, OSHA requires
that it "shall be protected to prevent unintended operation
from falling or moving objects or by accidental ster))ing onto the
pedal:"
-/

OSHA also requires that two-hand controls incorporate an anti-

repeat feature and that clutch/brake controls "incorporate an
automatic means to prevent initiation or continued activation of
the Single Stroke or Continuous functions unless the press drive

t

Antirepeat: '

motor is energized and in the forward directiop."
Effective braking is required:

Braking

Friction Brakes provided _for-stopping or holding a slide
movement shall be inherently self-engaging by requiring
power or force- from an external source to cause disengagement. Brake- capacity shall be sufficient to stop
the motion of the slide quickly and =capable of holding
the slide and its attachments at any point in its travel.

Because of the danger presented by broken machine parts, OSHA
requires:

Broken Parts

Machine components, shall be &Signed, secured or
Covered to minimize hazards caused by breakage, or
loosening- and falling or release of mechanical energy
(i.e., broken springs).

.

A careful study should be made of the specific operating hazards
on a particular job on a specific press. The safest guards should be
installed to eliminate the hazard, and they should be maintained
on a regular schedule.

Guards must be so designed and constructed that they completely
protect the operator at the'poini of operation.
OSHA regulations state;

shall be the responsibility of the employer to provide

1-55 7
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and insure the usage .of 'point of operation guards' of

.

properly applied and adjusted point of operation devices

on every operation performed on a mechanical power
pfess.

Inspe:tion

OSHA filither requires periodic and regular inspections of power
presses to ensure that "all' their parts, auxiliary equipment and

safeguards are ih a safe operating condition." The regulation
continues:

Each press shall be inspected and tested no less than
weekly to determine the condition of the clutch/brake
mechanism, antirepeat feature and single stroke mechanism. Necessary maintenance or repair or both shall be:
performed and completed, before the press is operated.
The employer shall maintain records of these inspections
and maintenance work performed.
Modification

Any modification made in the power press must be accompanied,
according to OSHA, by instructions "to establish new or changed

guidelines foruse and ,care of the power press so modified."
.Repairs and Adjustments

All repairs and adjustments mu
ized person. According to OSHA:

made by a competent, author-

It shall be the responsibility of the employer to insure the
ctriginal and continuing competence of personnel caring
foi, inspecting and maintaining power presses.
Instruction and Supervision

Before the student begins work on the power press, he must be
properly trained and instructed. OSHA requiraments are:

The employer shall train and instruct the operator in the
safe method of work before starting work on any operation covered in this section. The employer shall insure

by adequate supervision that correct operating procedures are being followed.

"No Hands in Dies" Policy

OSHA regulations enforce the "no hands in %lies" policy which

long has been advocated by the National Safety Council. The
regulations require the employer to:
1. use dies and operating methods designed to control
or eliminate hazards to operating personnel

15-56
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2. furnish, and enforce the use of hand tools for freeing

and removing stuck work or scrap pieces from the
die, so that no employee need reach into the point
of operation for such purposes.

Furthermore, the employer must "provide and enforce the use of
safety blocks for use whenever dies are being adjusted or-repaired
in the press.' "Brushes, swabs, lubricating rolls and automatic

or manual pressure guns" must be provided so that operators
"shall not be required' to reach into the point of operation or

other hazard areas to lubricate material, punches or dies."

All mechanical power presses use sk.Ine type of die in their points

of operation. The die, which rhay weigh from a few pounds to
several tons, must be changed, adjusted or repaired periodically.
Many dies have razor-sharp edges both inside and out. If they are
dropped, not only may.they be damaged but any part of the body
they contact will suffer.

When dies require mechanical handling, jail ndling equipment
attach points must be provided. Safety blocks are required "when-

ever dies are being adjusted or repaired in the press" and die
stops must be provided "to prevent losing control of the die
while setting or removing dies in presses which are inclined."

The brake press is also called 'the "press brake," bending brake,"
"power brake" and "bending press' (see Figure 56). Its primary
function is forming (cold) channels, angles, etc., in metal plates,
strips and in sheet Metal. It is used less frequently for punching,
corrugating, notching, trimming, embossing and other operations
usually performed on other types of presses.
POWER TRANSMISSION
STROKE

OPERATIN
CONTROLS
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Reprinted from Machine GuardingAssessment of Need (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1975), P. 53.

Figure 56
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Like mechanical and hydraulic power presses, the brake press has
a bed and a descending slide, called the ram. Its distinguishing
feature is the die space. The bed. and ram are long left-to-right,
with narrow front-to-back standard die-attachment-surfaces. The
press brake can be powered either mechanically or hydraulically.
Both types utilize the part revolution clutch type of drive awl thus
can tie started and stopped at will.

Most of the safety requirements for mechanical power presses can

be applied to brake presses as well. ANSI B11.3-1973 is the

American National Standard which contains safety requirements
for the construction, care and use of power brake presses.
Mechanical and:Operational
Hazards and Controls
Power Transmission

Point of Operation

Hazards occur at the -power transmission point through contact
with power pulleys, gears, chains, cranks, couplings and other
moving parts exposed to contact: All such moving parts should be
guarded with either complete enclosures of sheet metal or standard
guards to a, height of at least 'seven feet from the floor or working
platform.
0

Hazards at the point of operation include fingers or hands being
crushed between the punch and the die or between the work and
the ram, and cuts from contact with work being processed.
When narrow stock is being worked, the hands of the operator are
very near the path followed by the ram. To reduce this hazard, the
machine should be equipped with mechanical safeguards which arc
maintained in good working order.

The press should be provider with starting devices which will
nger zone. These may
keep the hands of the operator out of t
eadle
bars, foot pedals
inclVe, two-hand switches or levers and
and foot switches.

Foot Controls

Press brakes should be provided with foot controls for use on
those jobs where the size 9f the stock being processed requires an
operatoi0Lo hold- it in position. Before the ram is driven home, the

tiro -hand buttons or levers should the used to bring the die into
position, allowing minimum clearance. The stock is then centered
and formed by the further action of the ram; which isactuated by
the operator depressing the foot controls.

Foot controls -must have a pad large enough to allow even distribution of the actuating pressure applied by the operator's foot.
The pad must be firmly attached to the pedal and have a non-slip

*-
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contact area. The foot pedal itself must be removable andicapable
of being adjusted to left or right so that the operator can activate
it at a lociatiori to suit his work. A means must be provided to 'prevent anyaccidental activation of the foot controls.

I

' Thekopera.tor .:thould know the capacity of the machine and the
three factors hick dtermine the brake presture required to form
the material t be worked to a 90 degree bend:
7

length of work
thickness of 'work

sharpness of the bend.

Before the press action is started, i
uld be positively determined that there is adequate clearance
changing the shape of
the stock being worked and that work stops or back gates are at
the proper height. All Arts of the control mechanisms should be
inspected at regular, intervals. The functioning of friction Clutch
and brake needs to be checked; the clutch must dimge itself
when the external engaging force has been remover

00

Safe Operation
1..

All replacement prttshouldshe purchased from the manufacturer,
and his recommendations for the operation and maintenance of
the machine should be followed.

The fourth of the cold forming metal presses is the power s ars
(see Figure 57). Shearing metal is its sole purpose. It is available
with either full or part revolution clutch/brake drives as a mechanical shear; it may also have. hydraulic or pheumatic drive. The
operator feeds the stock between the blades, sees that it is proper.
ly positioned, activates the cutting cycle with hand/foot controls

POWER SHEARS

ANSI B11.4-1973 gives the American National Standard Safety
Requirements for the Construction, Cafe and Use of Shears.

Applicable Standard

Power shears may be driven by individual motors or from a lineshaft, comprised of belts and pulleys. All belts, pulleys, gears and
motor couplings should he enclosed in standard guards of angle
iron with a filler of wire mesh, or expanded, perforated sheet
metal. Belt-driven shears should be equipped with positive acting
and locking belt shifters.

Mechanical and Operational
Hazards and Controls
Power Transmission
(...,1

and removes the completed part.
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Reprinted from Basic Principles of Machinery Safeguarding,
U.S. Department of Labor, Bulletin 276 (1965), p. 48.

Figure 57

Start and stop buttons on motor-driven Shears should be located
within easy reach of the operator, preferably where they cannot
be accidentally struck. An emergency stop button and a main
/
power disconnect are required.
a
Point of Operatio

Hazards at the point of operation include contact with the blade
or knife on the feed side and at the rear of the machine and
accidental tripping of the po\ver shear.

The shear may be guarded With a fixed barrier guard whiCh
extends the length of the table and conforms to the maximum safe
openings listed in Table '22,parlier in this unit. The fixed barrier,

which admits the thicknesS of the metal but not the operatoi's
fingers, is especially appropriate if the operator is working with
stock 9f no more than 018 gauge.

,

Any slots, perforations or other openings in the guard should not
exceed 1/4 inch'between the knife or blade and the guard at all
points. On loot and power operated shears, this guard should be

e
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located in front of the hold-down, whiCh can be guarded separately, or as part of the knife guard.

,

The back of the knife should be so guarded that a person cannot
get his fingers under the knife. Before putting the shears in operation, the operator should always be sure that everyone is in the
clear.

e

Gauges larger-than 3/8 should utilize semi-adjustable "awareness
barriers," which admit heavier stock but curtain the areas to each

side of the stock. being sheared. The operator is thus warned
against further movement into the danger zone..

A hold-down device at the infeed side should be provided. It
should be capable a restraining the material from being forced

A

upward during the shearing stroke.

The foot treadle should be equipped with a guard; running the full

Foot Treadle Guard

length of the treadle, so arranged that the treadle cannot be
accidentally' tripped.

Reprirned from Occup anal Safety and Health
in Vocational Educdtion (Cincinnati: NIOSH,
1979), p. 134.

Boxes, bins of other containers should be prOvided and used to

/1 keep scrap off the floor.
Because cutting hardened steel probably would damage the
machine and injure/the operator, a warning sign reading "Do not
cut hardened steel" should be placed on every shear. A plate showing the cutting capacity also shouldbe displayed.
Only experienced operators should be allowed to operate shears.
Operators should wear snugly fitted clothes and safety shoes.
While not power shears in the truest sense, alligator shears deserve
mention. because they cause far more injuries than their inherent
hazards andt3frequency of use warrant. Alligator shears chop rather

Alligator Shears

15-61
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than cut. They are used for cutting heavy bar or rod stock to more
convenient length.

Because the alligatOr shear operates continuously, the operator
must, time his movements to coincide with the opening and closing of the cutter. Ap adjustable guard placed at the point of operation can prevent most finger and hand injuries:

.

.

.

.

Reprinted from occupational, Safety and Health
in Vocational Education (Cincinnati: NIOSH.
1979), p. 134.

If possible, a long bench should be built to the right or left of the
shear and thematerial.slid alond and through the cutter.
GRINDING MACHINES
Ax

Grinding machines shape material by bringing it into contact with
a rotating abrasive wheel or disk. Polishing, buffing, honing and
wire brushing are also classed -as grinding operations. The most
common grinding machines are:
1. .stand and bench grinders (see Figure 58)
2. surface grinders (see Figure 59)
3. cylindrical grinders (see Figure 60).

Applicable Standards

LThe major hazards with all grinding machines are related to the
tating abrasive wheel. ANSI B7.1-1970 forms the American
National Standard Safety Code for the Use, Care and Protection of
15-62
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Abrasive Wheels. Parts of this standard have been adopted in the
General Industry OSHA Safety, and Health Standards (29 CFR
1910.215, Abrasive Wheel Machinery).

Point of Operation Hazards

Hazards at the point of opeiation include:
1.

work getting caught between tool rest (or guard) and
wheel

2.

hands coming into contact with the

3. clothing getting caught by wheel or spindle ends.
ti

Abrasive WheeViazards

Injuries involvilfg the abrasive wbeel and disks arise from:
v

1.

failure to use eye:PrOtection hi addition to the eye shield
mounted on the grinder

2.

holding the work incorrectly

3.

incorrectly adjusting the work rest or using the machine
without a work rest
-

4. grinding on the side of the wheel
5.

taking too heavy-a cut

6. applying work too quickly to a cold wheel or disk
7. grinding too high above the center of a wheel
8, failing touse:wheel washers (blotters)

9. using hearing.boxes with insufficient bearing surface,..
10. using a spindlewith incorrect diameter

11. using a spindle with the threads cut so that the out loosens
as the spindle revolves
12. dressing the wheel incorrectly
13. using an abrasive saw blade instead of a grinder disk.?

15-64
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The hazard of flying fragments because of the disintegration or

Wheel Explosion

"explosion"of the abrasive wheel results from:
1.
.

improper mounting of the wheel

2. cracks or flaws in the wheel
c

3. incorrect wheel for the work

4.

wheel being run too fast,

5.'flanges (lack of flanges, unequa: size,erc.)
6.

\

ibration caused by the .wheel's being out of balance,
rn bearings, etc.
szNir

ti

'

7. side pressure on wheels not designed for that work

8. work being caught- between tool rest or guard and the

wheel

9. particles from the material being ground as well as wheel

particles.

If the wheel start's' vibrating or 'chatpering, it must be stopped.
Usually such vibration. means that the wheel is not securely
attached or is out of balance.
Power transmission (shafting, belts, pulleys, etc.) must be guarded
in accordance with ANSI standards.
Abrasive wheels, must be guarded in accordance with ANSI stan-

dards which have been adopted by' OSHA. The guard should

a
Power Transmission.

Guarding Abrasive Wheels

enclose the wheel as completely as the nature of the work permits.

It should be. adjustable so that, as the diameter of the wheel
constantly decreases, the protection will not be lessened. The

O

maximum angular exposure varies with the type of grinder (see
Figure 61).
OSHA regulations state:

Bench and floor stands. The angular exposure of the
grinding'wheel periphery and sides for safety guards user'
on machines known as bench and floor stands should not

exceed 90 degrees cg one-fourth of the periphery.

. . .
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125 MAX
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-

SORGE GRINDERS AND
CUTTING -OFF MACHINES

Reprinted from Accident Prevention Manual for Industrial
Operations, 7th ed. (Chicago: National Safety Council, 19741,
p. 849.

Figure 61

Wherevei the nature of the work requires, contact with
the wheel below "the horizontal plane of the spindle, the
exposure shall not exceed 125 degrees.
)1.

Cylindrical grinders. The maximum angular exposure of

the...grinding wheel periphery and sides for safety guards

used on cylindrical girding machines shall not exceed
180 degrees. This exposure shall begin at a point not
more than 65 degrees above the horizontal plane of the
wheel spindle.
Suttface grinders and cutting-off machines. The maximum arigula1 exposure for safety guards used on ciffting-

off machines and on surface grinding 'niachines which
employ the wheel periphery shall not exceed 150 degrees.

This exposure shall begin at 'a point not less than 15
degrees below the horizontal plane of the wheel spindle.
Swing frame grinders. The maximum angular exposure of

the grinding wheel periphery and sides for safety guards
used on machines known as swing frame grinding machines shall not exceed 180 degrees, and the top half of
the wheel shall be enclosed at all times.

166
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There are cabs of grinding where only . the top of the wheel is
used. OSHA regulations state:

Where the work is applied to the wheel above the horizontal centerline,. the exposure of the grinding wheel
periphery shall be as small as possible and shalltnot exceed 60 degrees.

Suitable racks, bins or drawers should be provided to store the

Storage

various types of wheels used. Stored wheels should not be subject
to extremes of temperature and humidity. Wheels can be damaged
by high humidity and/or freezing temperatures.

A method of inspecting abrasive wheels has been mandated 'by
OSHA. The requirenients" describe in some detail the ring test to
be used:

f.

.

Inspection

..

,,

t

Immediately before mounting, all wheels shall be carefully inspected and sounded by the user (ring test) to
make sure they have not been,damaged in transit, storage
Aor otherwise. The spindle speed of the machine shall be
checked before mounting of the wheel to be certain that
it does not exceed the maximum operating speed marked

on the wheel. Wheels should be tapped gently with a
light nonmetallic implement, such as the handle of a
screwdriver for light wheels, or a wooden mallet for
heavier wheels. If they sound cracked (dead), they shall
not be used. I
Wheels must be dry and free fr,_rn sawdust w hen applying the ring test; otherwise the sound will be deadened.

It should also be noted that organic bonded wheels do
nottemit the same clear metallic ring .as do vitrified
and state wheels.
Tap wheels abou t 45 degrees each side of the vertical
centerline and about 1 or 2 inches from the periphery
(see Figure 62). Then rotate the wheels 45 degrees and
repeat the, test. A sound and undamaged wheel will give
a clear metallic tone. If cracked, there will be a dead
sound and not a clear ring. This is known as the "ring"
test.

Because most defective wheels break when first started, new
wheels should be run at, full .operating speed for at least one
15-67
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INSPECTION
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4

-Reprinted from Basic Principles of Machinery Safe-

guarding, U,S. Department of Labor, Bulletin 276
(1965), p. 54.

Figure 62

minute before work is applied. During this test period, the operator should stand well away from the machine.
Adjusting Spindle Speed

As the wheel wears down, the spindle speed is sometimes increased to maintain the surface speed. Therefore, when the worn
wheel is replaced, the spindle speed must be adjusted. Otherwise
the new wheel may break because it is operating at a surface speed
that exceeds the manufacturer's recommendations.

Limiting Wheel Diameter

Grinding machines should be provided with a means of limiting

the diameter of the wheel which can be mounted. The safety
guard is generally satisfactory for this purpose on single speed
machines.

15-68
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On variable speed machines, the speed shifting device should be
connected with.lan adjustable guard or another diameter limiting

device to prevent the mounting of a wheel which might run at
higher than the recommended surface speed.

When operating grinding wheels on equipment especially designed
for high speed, it should be the responsibility of the user to maintaro this equipment in safe operating condition at all times. Rules
for the safe operation of this equipment submitted by the Builder
should be observed.

Maintaining Grinding
Equipment

If an existing machine is altered by the user to operate at special

Altered Machinery

speeds, the user must assume all of the responsibility of the
machine builder.

The use. r should fully inform all operating personnel that only
wheels identified for operation at special speed should be used and

Inform All Operating
Personnel

that at no tide-should the maximum speed marked on the wheel
be exceeded. Protection to operating personnel, as well as adjacent
areas, should be maintained at all times.

Grinding machines should be supplied with sufficient power to
Maintain the rated spindle speed under all co ditions of normal

Power

operation.

Stationary machines used for dry grinding should have provision
made for connection to an exhaust system.

Exhaust Provisions

Flanges are collars, dis
later between which wheels are
mounted. Grinding machines mus e equipped with flanges in

Flanges

accordance with OSHA requirements:

All abrasive wheels shall be mounted between flanges

which shall not be less than 1/3 the diameter of the
wheel. Exceptions:
1. mounted wheels

2. portable wheels with threaded inserts or projecting

studs
3. abrasive disks (inserted nut, inserted washer and stud

type)
4. plate mounted wheels
15-69
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5. cylinders, cup or segmental wheels that are mounted
in chucks

6. types 27 and 28 wheels
7. certain internal wheels

8. modified types 6 and 11 wheels (terrazzo).

Because the major stresses produced in an operating grinding
wheel tend to combine and become greatest at the hole, stresses .
due to mounting and driving should act as far from the hole as

c$

practicable. This is best accomplished by using flanges at least as
large as one-third the diameter of the wheel.
OSHA recognizes three types of flanges: straight relieved flanges,
straight unrelieved flanges and adaptor flanges.

1/16" -- 1.6 mm.

---.4,/---1/8" = 3.2 mm.

Straight relieved flanges "shall be recessed at least 1/16 inch on
the side next to the wheel" at a distance which is specified in the
dimensions for these flanges. Straight flanges of the adaptor or
sleeve type "shall be undercut so that there will be no bearing on
the sides of the wheel within 1/8 inch of the arbor hole."

OSHA further requires that flanges "be dimensionally accurate
and in good balance. There shall. be no rough surfaces or sharp
'edges." Although exceptions are made for Type 27 and 28 wheels
and modified Types 6 and 11 wheels, OSHA requires that both
flanges between which a wheel is mounted "shall be of the same
diameter and have equal bearing surface."

All flanges must be maintained in good condition. "When the
bearing surfaces become worn, warped, sprung or damaged, they
should be trued or refaced."

Blotters are used for several reasons. They tend to cushion the

Blotters

pressure of the flanges against high points -or uneven surfaces and

distribute the pressure evenly. They prevent damage to the surfaces of the flanges from the abrasive surface of the wheel. They
provide better transmission of the driving power to the wheel.
.

.

OSHA requires that "blotters (compressible washers) shall al4ays
be used between flanges and abrasive wheel surfaces to insures
uniform distribution of flange pressure." Exceptions are made for
those kinds of wheels which do not.require flanges.
15-70
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OSHA requires:

Work Rests

On offhand grinding machines, work rests shall be used to
support the work. They shall be of rigid construction and
designed to be adjustable to compensate for wheel wear.

The rest never should be adjusted while the wheel is in motion.
The rest may slip, strike the wheel and break it; or the operator
may catch his finger between the wheel and the rest.

The industrial/vocational education teacher or supervisor who
wants to promote shop safety will take some additional steps

Safe Operation

when grinding machines are used.

He will make sure that the students are trained in the hazards

Proper Trairiing

presented by grinding machines.

He will be certain that, when a wheel has been mounted, the
safety guard is properly positioned before the wheel is started.

Replacing Safety Guard

He will be certain that the grinding machine is run at operating
speed with the safety guard in place for at least one minute before
any work is applied. During this test period he will make sure that

Starting the Wheel

no one stands near the machine.

When a grinding wheel is broken in service, the instructor must
initiate an investigation immediately to find out why the wheel
broke. In this way, not only will he be certain that the shop is in
compliance with all state and federal regulations but also he will
take steps to prevent breakage in the future.

Investigation After Breakage

We have examined in this unit the fundamental issues involved in
machine guarding. The hazardous mechanisms which need to be
safeguarded have been described. OSHA requirements for guarding at the point of operation and at the power source have been

SUMMARY

detailed along with suggestions for safe operation of machines
commonly found in the industrial/vocational education shop.
The basic types of guards have been described, and the characteristics of good guards have been discussed.

_

As part_ _of_the- safetyandheAltrprogram in the school shop,
machine guarding is not optional but mandatory. With the information derived from this unit, the industrial/vocational education instructor and supervisor can evaluate whether the machines
in their shops are guarded adequately and can take the necessary
15-71
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A

steps to cofnpl with regulations devised for their well-being and
the welfare of ffe stJdents who work in their shops.

NOfiS.
1. Accident Prevention Manial for Industrial Operations, 7th ed.
(Chicago: Natibnal Safety Council, 1974); p. 795.
2. Guards Illustrated, 3rd ed. (Chicago: National Safety Council,

73), p.

3.: Adapt# ro Supervisors Safety Manual, 5th ed. (Chicago:
Natio

Safety Council, 1978), p.:297.

4. Adapted from ANSI 6.1.1, AmeriCait National Standard,
Safety Requirement for Woodworking %Machinery, 1971,
p. 22.
.

O

American National Standard Safety Requirements for Woodworking Machinery, pp. 18-19.

6. American National Standard' Safety Requirements for Wood,'
working Machinery, p. 19.
.

Adapta froM Accident Prevention Manual, pp. 841-842.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

. ,What is guarding?

Guarding is a means of effectively preventing workers from
elming into contact with thOse moving parts of machinery or
eqL.-iment which could cause physical harm.

2. Name three sources of injury that guarding can protect against.
b

Any three from among the following:
a.
4

direct contact with tlle moving parts of a machine

b. contact with work in progress
c. mechanical'failure

d. electrical failure

"Cl

e. human failure (error).

3. ,What are three of the five hazardous mechanisms which need to be safeguarded?

Any three-from among the following:
a.

rotating mechanisms

b. cutting and Shearing mechanisms
c.

inrunning nip points

d. screw or worm mechanisms
e.

forming or bending mechanisms.

15-73
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4. What hazard is presented by an inrunning nip point?

Pi

A nip point draws in objects, including parts of the body, and
crushes, mangles- or flattens them.

5.

What are the two points at which guarding is required?

a.

pint of operation

. b. power transmission

6. What is a point of operation?

The point of operation is the area on a machine where the work
is actually performed upon the material.

7. Name the four basic types of guards and indicate which is the preferred type.

a.

fix: T1 enclosure

b. interlocking
c.

automatic
.

.

d. remote control, placement, feeding and ejecting

The fixed enclosure guard is the preferred type.

-pi()
15-74
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8. In this unit we have outlined ten requirements for an acceptable guard. Naive six.

Any
0,

a.

f...:om'among the following:

It should protect the operator.

b. It should protect others nearby.
c.

It should be a permanent part of the machine.

d. It should be convenient.
e.

It should prevent access to the danger zone.

f.

It should allow access for servicing.

g.

It should be durable.

h. It should be easy to repair.
i.

It should not create an accident hazard in itself.

j.

It-should conform to appropriate standards.
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SAFETY AND HEALTH CONSIDERATIONS IN WELDLNG AND CUTFIN6 OPERATIONS
.

METHODS

Lecture and Demonstration

PURPOSE

To teach the participant to recognize and control safety and health hazards in

LENGTH: 60 Minutes

welding and cutting operations.
,

OBJECTIVES

TO inform the participant of the:
1. Safe handling and storage of Compressed gas cylinders
2. Safe use of wel ing equipment components
3. Steps in sett' up the appgratus, lighting th torch and shutting down alb

apparatus

Q

4. Hazards p rented by arc welding
5. Locatin where welding and cutting are prohibited

6. Specific responsibilities of instructors and/or supervisors in cleating a safe
working environment.

O

SPECIAL TERMS

1..

INSTRUCTOR
MATERIALS

Lesson Plan
35 mm Slides, Projector and Screen
Chalk Board/Chalk

TRAINEE
MATERIALS

Participant Outlines and Supplementary Materials

Valve Protection Cap
2. Creeping
3. Reverse-Flow Check Valve
4. Backfire
5. Flashback
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UNIT 16
SAFETY AND HEALTH CONSIDERATIONS IN WELDING AND CUTTING OPERATIONS

.

is
In oux discussion of health hazards in Unity 13, the dangers of some INTRODUCTION

common processes and operations in the industrial /vocational
education shop were listed. For welding and cutting, the hazards
4

arise from toxic gases and ,fumes,. radiation, electrical circuits and

flammable and combustible materials. This unit will describe
safe operating procedures in welding and cutfing, procedureswhich remove or at least minimize hazards while improving the
quality of the work doize. We first will examin3 gas welding and
oxygen cutting and then proceed to arc welding. Finally we will

nh.

see in what locations welding and cutting are prohibited and what
are the specific retponSibilities of the industrial/vocational education instructor and supervisor.

A. gas-welding process unites metals by heating them with the DEFINITIONS
flame from the combustion of a fuel gas or gases. Sometimes the Gas Welding
process includes the use of pressure and a filler metal.
O

An oXygerkutting process Sever or removes mall by the chem- Oxygen Cutt'ng
ical reaction of the metal. with oxygen at an elevated temperature
maintained with het from the combustion of fuel gases.'

a

The presence of oxygen is required to.support any burning pro- WELDING AND CM-TING
cess. Oxygen must'be combined with a "fuel" gas to produce the GASES
desired operating flame. Oxygen itself is not flammable or explo- Oxygen
sive; however, the presence of -pure oxygen 'drastically increases
the speed and force with which burning takes.place. Its presence
can turn a small spark into -a roaring flame. Combustible materials

burn much more rapidly in oxygen than in air. Oxygen also
'arms' explosive mixtures. in certain proportions with acetylene
and other combustible gases.

>

Oxygen is ordinarily supplied in standard drawn steel cylinders. Oxygen Cylinders

The 244-cubiC foohylinder is the most commonly used, but
smaller and larger sizes are available. Full oxygen cylinders are
pressurized from 2000 to 2600 pounds per square inch. Oxygen

cylinder contents can lie determined by reading the cylinder
16-3
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pressure gauge on the regulator when in use. Half the full cylinder
pressure rating indicates that half the volume (cubic feet) of, oxygen remains. The maximum charging pressure is always stamped
on the cylinder.

7.

Labeling Oxygen Cylinders

.

.

.

Oxygen always must be labeled with its proper name "oxygen.'!
It must never bb labeled "air." Serious injury easily may result if
oxygen is used as a substitute for compressed air. Oxygen should
never be .used in pneumatic tools, in oil preheating burners, to
start internal combustion engines, to blow out pipe lineg, to dust
clothing or work,, to create pressure or for ventilation.

In cylinders of oxygen, there is as much as 2600 'psig pressure:

Keeping Oxygen Away from
Grease and Oil'

When the pressure is released from the -cylinder through the "
regulator, the speed at.which the oxygen travels exceeds the speed
of sound, and heat and friction are generated. Oil and grease become highly explosive in the presence of oxygen under pressure.

ll.

Every gauge made to t* used with oxygen ha's this information
printed on the side 6f it. OSHA requires (in 1910.252):
.

Cylindeis, cylinder valves, couplings, regulators, hOse and

apparatus shall be kept free from oily or ,greasy substances. Oxygen cylinders or apparatus shall not be
handled with oily hands or gloves. A jet of oxygen must

never be permitted to strike an oily surface or greasy
clotfies or to enter a fuel oil or other storage tank.

Acetylene

Acetylene is a combination of carbon and hydrogen (C2 H2). It
is produced when- calcium carbide is submerged in water. The
escaping gas from the acetylene generator is then trapped in a
gas chamber to be conipressed into cylinders or fed into piping
systems.
.

.

6000°F = 3316°C

.

Acetylene burned with oxygen can produce a highe,K name temper3ture (approximately 6000°F) than any other gas used com-

mercially. It ignites readily and in certain proportions forms a
flammable mixture with air or oxygen. Its range of flammable
from 2.5 to 81 percent acetylene in air; a range greater
limits
than that of other commonly used gases.
Acetylene is an unstable gas when compressed in its gaseous state
above 15 psig. Under no condition, states OSHA, "shall acetylene
be generated, piped or utilized at a pressure in excess of 15 psig."

This requirement does not apply to the storage of acetylene
dissolved in a suitable solvent in cylincidri approved by .the 'U.S:

Safety and Health Considerations in Welding and Cutting Operations

Department of Transportation. Unlike oxygen, acetylene, because
of its unstable character, cannot be storgd in a ,hollow cylinder
under high .pressure. Therefore, acetylene cylinders are filled with
a porous material, creating in effect a solid as opIxtsed to a hbllow
cylinder. The porous filling is then saturated with liquid acetone.
When acetylene is pumped into the cylinder, it becomes dissolved
jn the liquid acetone throughout the porous filling and is held in
a sable condition. Since acetylene is highly soluble in acetone at

cylinder filling pressure, large quantities of acetylene can be
storedncomparatively small cylinders at relatively low pressure.
ti
Acetylene for welding and cutting is usually supplied in cylinders having a capacity up, to about 300 cubic feet of dissolved acetylene under pressure of 250 psi at 70°F.
70°F = 21°C

Other fuel .gases (e.g., propane, butane and their mixtures) are
used with oxygen in torches, primarily for oxygen cutting. These
are supplied in. cylinders in liquid form, generally under various

Other Fuel Gases

trade names.

Serious accidents can result from the misuse and mishandling of
compressed gas cylinders. ANSI Z49.1-1967, Safety in Welding
and Cutting, establishes standards for the marking, handling and
storage of cylinders.' This standard forms the basis for OSHA 29
CFR 1910.252, the federal regulations applying to welding,

HANDLING CYLINDERS
Applicable Standards

cutting and lirazing.
OSHA states:

Marking Cylinders

t
Compressed gas cylindersshall be legibly marked, for the

purpose of identifying the gas content, with either the
chemical or the trade name of the gas. Such marking shall
be by means of stenciling, stamping or labeling, and shall
not be readily removable. Wheneyer practical, the marking shall be located on the shoulder of the cylinder.
It is illegal to tamper with the numbers aid markings stamped into
cylinders.

Only cylinders which carry the approval of the U.S. Department
of Transportation should be accepted. OSHA requires:

DOT Approval

-

All portable cylinders used for the storage and shipment
of compressed gas shall be constructed and maintained in
accordance with t4 regulations of the U.S. Department
of Transportation.
16-5%
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Cylinders meeting these specifications are manufactured under
close supervision, subjected to severe testing and provided with
proper safety devices.
Moving Cylinders

Cylinders should be moved by tilting and rolling them on their
bottom edges. Dragging and sliding cylinders across a surface
should be avoided; such a practice exposes the cylinders to unnecessary wear. It is preferable to move cylinders in a suitable
cradle or cart. When cylinders are transported by vehicle, they
should be secured in position. According to OSHA, cylinders
"shall no't be dropped" or struck, nor should they be permitted to
strike each other violently because "rough handling, knocks or
falls are liable to damage the cylinder, valve or safety devices and
cause leakage."

Valve Protection Caps

OSHA requirements state:

All cylinders ,with a water weight capacity of over thirty
.

pounds shall be equipped with means of connecting a
valve protection cap or with a collar or recess to protect
the valve.

Valve protection caps arR, designed to protect valves frOm damage.

states that `_`valve protection caps shall not be used for
lifting. cylinders from one vertical position to another." Before
raising -oxygen cylinders from a horizontal to a vertical position,
the cap should be properly in place and turned clockwise to be
OSHA

suie it is hand-tight.
Steadying Device

A suitable cylinder truck, chain or steadying device should be used
tsikeep cylinders from being knocked over while in use.

Cylinder Truck

If a cylinder truck is used, care must be taken to ensure its safe

condition. Worn or befit wheels should be replaced; support
chains must be piesent and in good condition; and, if the truck
is equipped. with a braking device, such a device must be kept in
working condition:
Uked Only for Containing Gas

Cylinders must "never be used as rollers or sup,j orts, whether full
or empty." Their only purpose is to contain gas';
,

Used in Rotations

Full cylinders of oxygen and fuel gas show be used in rotation as
received from the supplier. Cylinders alw s should be considered
full and handled as such unless otherwise marked. Accidents have
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occurred when containers under partial pressure were thought to
be empty.

Empty cylinders should be marked "empty" or "MT" and segregated from full cylinders to avoid confusion. They should be
returned to the supplier as soon as possible. All valves must be

Empty Cylinders

closed, and valve protection caps must be in place.

According to OSHA, "acetylene cylinders shall be stored valve
end up." If acetylene cylinders are stored in a horizontal position,
the acetone in which the acetylene is dissolved has a tendency to
settle out to the end of the cylinder. An explosion may occur
when the cylinder is opened and the oxygen and acetone are
ignited. Storing cylinders in an upright position also minimizes

Storing Valve End Up

external corrosion of the cylinder walls.

OSHA further requires that "fuel gas cylinders shall be placed with
valve end up whenever they are in use. Liquefied gases shall be
stored and shipped with the valve end up."
When cylinders are stored inside a building, the storage area must

be well protected, well ventilated, dry and at least twenty feet

Storing Inside Buildings

away from highly combustible materials such as oil. Indoor storage

of fuel gas is limited to a total of 2,000 cubic feet or 300 pounds
of LP gas.

Cylinders must Iv,: kept away from stoves, radiators, furnaces or
other hot places. They !must not be placed where they might become part of an electric circuit.

Kept Away from Hot Places

Oxygen cylinders must be separated from fuel gas cylinders and
combustible materials. OSHA requites "a minimum distance of
twenty feet" or "a noncombustible barrier at least five feet high

Mixed Storage

having a fire-resistance rating of at least one-half hour."

20' = 6 m.

5' = 1.5 m.
.:.

Storage areas must be located where cylinders will not be knocked
over or damaged by passing or falling objects and where ni one
can tamper with them. Cylinders should be secured by such means
as chains or. partitions. .

Assigned Stdrage Space

Where cylinders are stored outside, they should be protected Outside Storage
from accAmulations of ice, snow and the direct rays of the sun in
localities where extremely high temperatures prevail.
.1
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Prying Loose Cylinders

According to OSHA:

Bars and similar devices shall not be used under valves

or valve protection caps to pry cylinders loose when
frozen to the ground or otherwise fixed; the use of warm
(not boiling) water is recomnimided.
'4

A special T-wrench or key for opening or closing the cylinder
valve on fuel gas cylinders must always be in position for use, so

Use of T-Wrench

4

that the gas can be turned off quickly in case of emergency.
Filling Cylinders

.

Filling cylinders is a delicate process requiring special equipment
and training. Therefore, OSHA states that only the gas supplier is

allowed to mix gases in a cylinder and that "no one, except the
owner of a cylindei or person aL:horized by him, shall refill a
cylinder."

r
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT,
REGULATORS AND HOSES
Protective Equipment

Fuel gas piping must have approved protective equipment installed in it to prevent:
1.

backflow of oxygen into the fuel gas supply system

2. passage of a flashback into the fuel gas supply system
3.

excessive back pressure of oxygen in the system.

Back-pressure protection requires an approved pressure-relief de-

A

vice set at a pressure not greater than the pressure rating of the
backflow and flashback protection devices.
Regulators

Regulato'rs or reducing valves must e tisid on both oxygen and
fuel gas cylinders to maintain a uniform as supply to the torches
at a correct pressure. Uncontrolled pressure is dangerous in itself.
A properly adjusted regulator also acts as a safety device, tending
to stop-any flashback from entering the cylinder where it might
cause serious damage.

1

4

Each regulator, whether oxygen or fuel gas, should be equipped
with both a high pressure (contents) gauge and a low pressure
(working) gauge. According to OSHA, "pressure-reducing regulators shall be used only for the gas and pressures for which they
are intended."
Pressure gauges should be tested periodically for accuracy. If the
gauges have been strained so that the hands do not register prop1.6-8
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erly, the regulator must be replaced or repaired before it is used
again.

When regulators are connected but not in use, the pressureadjusting device should be released: Cylinder valves would never
be opened until the regulator is drained of gas and the pressureadjustingslevice fully released.

Care of Regulators

The regulator is a delicate_ piece of equipment and must be handled carefully at .all times. Hammers or wrenches must not be
used to open or close cylinder valves. According to OSHA, "the
supplier shall be notified" if valves cannot be opened by hand.

If a regulator "creeps," the cylinder should be closed and the
regulator removed for repaid. "Creeping" is indicated on the low
nressure (delivery) gauge by a gradual increase in pressure after
the,torch valves are closed.

,

A reverse-flow check valve on the regulator and torch handle
reduces the possibility of mixing gases in the hoses and regulators.
Once the torch is lit, mixed gases will burn rapidly and can explode in the hoses, regulatoT or cylinders. Such an explosion can
result in injury to the welder and serious damage to the equipment.

Reverse-Flow Check Valve

Reverse-flow check valves are screwed onto the regulator's
outlet connection. They should be tightened securely with the
proper.wrench.

Oxygen and acetylene hoses should be color coded to prevent
confusion. According to ANSI, the generally recognized colors

Hose and Hose Connections

are: .

red for acetylene and other fuel gas hbse
'green for oxygen hose
black for inert gas and air hose.

Hose connections must be checked for proper threading. Standard
hose connections are threaded right-hand for oxygen and lefthand for acetylene or other fuel gas. Tl is helps prevent an accidental switch of oxygen and fuel gas ho s.
..

,

4,
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RIGHT HAND

THREAD

GREEN FOR OXYGEN
HOSE

LEFT HAND.

THREAD
P

RED ACETYLENE HOSE

Reprinted from Safety and Health in Arc Welding and Gas
Welding and Cutting (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1978), p. 11.

Single Hose Not to be Used

Oxygen and fuel gas hoses are not to be 'iced interchangeably. A
single hose having more than one gas passage should not be used.

Taping Hose

OSHA requirements state:

44 out of 12" = 10 cm.
out of 30 cm.

When parallel sections of oxygen and fuel gas hose are
taped together for convenience and to prevent tangling,
not more than four inches out of twelve inches shall be
covered by tape.

Hose Couplings

Hose couplings must be of the type that cannot be unlocked or
disconnected by means of a straight pull without rotary motion.

Testing for Leaks

The hose should be tested for leaks by immersing it, under normal
working pressure, in water or by using soapy water (nonfat soap)
or approved leaktest solution.

Test connections for leaks by

covering with a leaktest
solution of SOAPY WATER.

Reprinted from Safety and Health in Arc Welding and
Gas Welding and Cutting (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1978),
p. 12.
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Leaks and worn places in the hose must be repaired at once by
cutting the hose and remaking the joint with standard fittings.
Leaks iistge. hose at the nipple connection should be repaired by
cuttin
the hose a few inches from the end and remaking
the connection.

All leaks must be repaired at once. Escaping fuel gas may become

ignited and start a serious fire. The OSHA standard requires,
"Hose showing leaks, burns, worn places or other defects rendering
it .unfit for service shall be replaced or repaired.'"Splices are the
only acceptable way of making repairs; taping is not satisfactory.
After repairing, hose connections should be tested. OSHA 1910.252
states:

Testing Hose Connections

Hose connections shall. be clamped or otherwise securely

fastened in a manner that will withstand, without leakage,

twice the pressure to which they are normally

subjected in service, but in no case less than a pressure of
300 psi. Oil-free air or an, oil-free inert gas shall be used
for the test.

Hoses must be protected from flying sparks, hot slag or other hot
objects and grease and oil. They should be stored in a cool place.

Caring for Hose

Unnecessarily long lengths of hose are to be avoided. They 'are

hard to purge properly, and they tend to become kinked ')r
tangled.

Torches are constructed of metal castings, Yorgings and tubing.
Usually they are made of brass or bronze; stainless steel also may

be used. Torches should be designed to withstand the rough
handling they sometimes receive. Either they should be listed by
Underwriters Laboratories, or they' should be approved by an
agency such as the Factory Mutual System.

Torches should not be used as hammers or to knock slag from
Work. Such misuse can deform the torch or tips. Slag hammers
and wire brushes should be available.

Gases enter the torch by separate inlets. They go through the
valves to the imixing chamber and then to the outlet orifice, which
is located in: the torch tip. Several interchangeable tips are provided with each torch. Their orifices are of various sizes to accommodate the work which needs to be done.

520
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thike the weldihg torch, the cutting torch uses a separate jet of
oxygen in addition to the jet(s) of mixed oxygen and fuel gas. The
jets of mixed gases preheat the metal, and the jet of pure oxygen is

used for cutting. The flow of oxygen to the cutting jet is controlled by a separate valve.
STEPS IN SETTING UP
THE APPARATUS

Let us examine carefully each of the steps in setting up a gas
welding at@ cutting operation. If the procedure outlined is followed, studns= in the industrial/vocational education shop can
minimize the hazards to which they are exposed.

1. Inspect Valve Threads

2.

Crack Cylinder Valve

First, inspect the cylinder valve threads. Remove dirt or dust with
a clean cloth. If oil or grease is detected, do not use the cylinder.
Then "crack" each cylinder valve to dislodge any dirt, dust or rust
that may be present. To "crack" the valve, momentarily open it

slightly and then close it immediately: On a fuel gas cylinder,
first make sure that no source of ignition is near. Otherwise the
gas may ignite at the valve.

When "cracking" the valve, stand behind or to one side, not
directly in front of the valve.
3.

Inspect Regulators

Inspect the regulators. Remove dirt or dust with a clean cloth.
If oil or grease is detected, the regulator must be cleaned by an
authorized §ervice representative. If threads are damaged, they
must be repaired.

4. Attach Regulators
to Valvei

Connect the oxygen regulator to the oxygen cylinder valve.
Tighten securely (clockwise) with a regulator wench. Attach the
fuel gas regulator to the fuel gas cylinder. Tighten it securely.
Do not use a pipe wrench or pliers. Be sure that the connections
between the regulators and the cylinder valves are gas-tight.

5.

Release Tension on
Adjusting Screws

Release tension on the pressure-adjusting screws on the regulatoi
by turning them counterclockwise until they are loose. This step

keeps the regulator and gauges from being damaged when the
cylincrer valve is opened.
6.

Open Cylinder Valves

Being careful not to: stand in front or in back of the regulator,
open the cylinder valve slightly. Never open a cylinder valve
suddenly; the rush of gas might strain the cylinder pressure gauge

mechanism. Let the hand on the high pressure gauge move up
slowly until maximum pressure is registered.

16-12
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On an oxygen cylinder or any fuel gas cylinder other than acetylene, gradually open the valve to its full limit to completely seal
the valve packing. On an acetylene cylinder, it .is best to open the

valve no more than 3/4 of a turn of the spindle; the valve must
never be opened more than 1-1/2 turns.

s

Before attaching hoses to welding torch handle or regulator,
examine them carefully. If cuts, burns, worn areas or damaged
fittings are found, repair or replace the hose. If oil or grease is

7. Examine Hoses

detected, do not use.

If the hose is new, blow it out. with oxygen to remove preservative talc. For a fuel gas hose, cup one hose end against the outlet
connection of the oxygen pressure- reducing regulator. Open the
regulator to about five psi pressure to blow out the hose. Then
blow through the hosefrom the mouth to purge it of concentrated
oxygen.

Connect the oxygen hose to the outlet of the oxygen regulator. 8. Connect Oxygen Hose to
Adjust the oxygen regulator to allow three to five psig to escape
Oxygen Regulator
through the hose. Allow oxygen to flow five to ten seconds to
clear the hose of dust, dirt or preservative. Then shut off oxygen '
flow.

Attach and clear the fuel hose in the same manner.

9. Connect Fuel Hose to

Inspect torch handle head, valves and hose connections. Remove
dirt or dust with clean cloth. Do not use the torch handle if oil or

Fuel Regulator
10. Inspect Torch

grease is detected or if parts are 'damaged.

Attach the oxygen welding hose to the oxygen inlet valve on the
torch. Attach the fuel hose to the fuel inlet on the torch. Fuel
reverse-flow check valves should be used on the torch handle.

11. Attach Hoses to Torch

Tighten securely with a wrench.

Check for leaks with an approved leak-detector solution. Bubbles
will appear if the connection is leaking. Test the following points
for leakage: cylinder valve stem, regulator inlet connection at the
cylinder valve, all hose connections and the torch valve.

12. Check for Leaks

If fuel ;as leaks around the valve stem when the valve is opened,
close the valve and tighten the gland nut. This compresses the
packing around the spindle. If this does not stop the leak, close'
the valve and move the cylinder outdoors. Attach a tag to the
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cylinder stating that it should not be used. Notify the cylinder
supplier immediately.

If fuel gas leaks from the cylinder valve and cannot be shut off
with the valve stem or if rough handling should-cause any of the
fusible safety plugs to leak, the cylinder must be moved to an
open place well away from any possible source of ignition and be
plainly tagged as having an unserviceable valve or fusible plug. The

cylinder should then have its valve- opened slightly to let the
acetylene escape slowly.

.

-r..,

.

While the fuel gas is escaping from the cylinder, a sign must be
placed close by to warn everyone against coming near the cylinder
with a lighted cigarette or other source of ignition. To make sure

that no fire occurs, a responsible person should stay in the area
until the cylinder is depressured. The supplier should be notified prOmptly and his instructions followed as to the return of the
cylinder.

Testing for hose leaks should be dope in the manner described
earlier in this unit.

13, Attach Proper Head,
Tip or Nozzle to Torch

Always inspect cone end, coupling nut, welding tip and torch head

before connecting. If damage, oil or grease is detected, do not
use.

Connect the welding tip to the welding torch handle, and tighten
the coupling nut. Some welding and cutting heads require only
hand pressure when tightening; others require the use of a wrench.
Follow the manufacturer's recommendation.
Always use the proper sized tip.

14. Adjust the Working
Pressure and Purge Lines

With all torch valves closed, slowly open the oxygen cylinder
valve. Open the torch oxygen valve. Turn in the pressure-adjusting screw on the oxygen regulator to the desired pressure. Close
the torch oxygen valve.

Open the fuel gas cylinder valve. (a maximum of 1-1/2 turns).
With the torch fuel gas valve closed, turn in the pressure-adjusting
screw to produce the desired pressure.
.

-

Purge each line separately. Open the oxygen torch valve and release oxygen to the atmosphere for a few seconds. Then close the
valve. Do the same for the fuel gas, first making sure, that there
A
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.

0

are no ignition sources nearby and that the area is well ventilated.
Use the proper gas pressures for the size of the head, tip or nozzle
selected.
,
..
In lighting the torch and adjusting the flame, always follow the

.

LIGHTING THE TORCH``

manufacturer's directions for the particular model torch being
used.

The following precautions are necessary:

Precautions

sireaZt_

1. Always wear safety goggles when working with a lighted
torch.

2. Neier use matches for lighting torches. Hand burns rey
result from this practice. Use friction lighters, stationary

II

pilot flames or a,similar ignition source.

Jo

ii

,

3. Never use acetylene at pressures above 15 psig. To do so is
unsafe and violates OSHA standards, insurance regulations
and, in many cases, municipal and /or state laws.

4. Always check the area to make certain that no ignition
sources (flame, sparks, hot slag or metal, etc.) are present.

5. Never use equipment that has cone in contact with oil or
grease or that needs repairs.
In general, four steps are followed in lighting the torch.

Procedure

,-

. Open the torch oxygen valve to produce a small to moderate flow
of gas (about 1/4 turn).
,L

.

1.

Open Torch Oxygen Valve

Open the torch fuel gas valve to prqduce a flow soinewhat greater
than the oxygen flow (about 1/2 turn).

2. Open Torch Fuel Gas

Immediatel' light the mixture at the tip, using a friction lighter

3. Light Tip

or stationary pilot flame. Point the flame away from persons and

Valve

-cylinders.

Adjust the flame by opening the torch oxygen valve until a bright 4. Adjust Flame
neutral flame is reached.

A backfire is a loud popping or snapping noise associated with the
momentary extinguishment of the flame at the torch tip. It may

BACKFIRES AND
FLASHBACKS

16-15
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Backfires

.

be caused by tou -thing the tip. against the work, by overheating
the tit* by operating the tip at pressures other than those recommended, by a loose tip or heacLor by dirt on the seat. If the work
is hot enough, the torch can be relighted at once.

If it cannot be relighted instantly; a torch lightei must be used.
Before relighting the torch, .the cause of the backfire should be
determined.
Flashbacks

A flashback occurs when the flame burns back inside the torch
or, if an explosive mixture is present in one of the lines, into hoses
or regulators. Usually a flashback is accompanied by a shrill hissing
or squealing. Sometimes there is a smoky or sharp pointed flame.

Causes of Flashback:.

A flashback indicates that something is very wrong, either with the

torch itself or with the "way it is being used. Flashbacks can be
caused by failure to purge, improper pressures, distorted or loose
tips or Mixer seats, kinked hose, clogged tip or torch orifices or
overheating the tip or torch.
Procedure

....;.f 1

To stop the flashback at on*, it is necessary to close the torch
oxygen valve. Then the fuel gas valve should be closed and the
torch allowed to cool off before relighting.. Oxygen should be
blown through the tip for a few. seconds to clear out any soot
which may have accumulated. In a cutting torch, oxygen should
be blown through both, the preheating and the cutting orifices.
It a flashback burns the hose, the burned section must be discarded and any new hose purged before connecting it to the torch
and regulator.

SHUTTING DOWN THE
,
APPARATUS .
.

1.

Shut Off Torch Valves

When the welding J)peration is completed, certain steps must be
taken to shut down the apparatus safely. This procedure prevents
leaks which could cause a serious fire and reduces the likelihood of
a regulatot fire when the oxygen cylinder valve is opened 'again.
Shut off the fuel gas and oxygen valves in the order recommended

by the torch, manufacturer. If the oxygen valve is shut first, the
fuel gas flame enlarges appreciably and the welder can be burned.
Unburned fuel gas also escapes into the work area, sometimes in
the form. of 'carbon "feathers." However, if the fuel gas valve is
shut first, a pop or band may occur. This noise can distract nearby
workers, increasing the likelihood of accidents. It also throws
carbon soot back into the torch, eventually partly clogging gas
passages.

,16-16
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Close both cylinder valves.

2. Close Cylinder Valves,

Both the oxygen and fuel valves need^ to be drained in order to
release all pressure from the hose and regulator. Pressures should

3. Open TorchValves, Turn

not be relieved simultaneously.

Let the oxygen in the system drain out. Then close the oxygen

-Out Pressure-Adjusting
Screw and Close Torch
Valves

a

valve. After the regulator gauge reading has reached zero, release
the pressure-adjusting screw.

Follow the same procedure for the fuel valve. When releasing the
fuel 'pressure, care must be taken that a fire hazard is not created
by the release of fuel gas.
to,

Uncouple the regulator. When regulators are to be out of service

for several weeks or longer, it is good practice to turn in the

4. Uncouple'Regulator

pressure-adjusting screw just enough to move the regulator valve
off its seat.

The regulaiors mugt be removed before moving the cylinders.
Replace the cap over the cylinder valve when empty and mark the
cylinder "MT."
When shutting dovin the apparatus for a brief interval (less than an
hour), close only the torch valves. Le e the hose and torch in an
orderly fwhion so that they will not be amaged.

5. Remove Regulators.Before
Moving Cylinders

Precautions

Never hang a torch or hose on a regulat or cylinder valve unless
the cylinder and, torch valves are closed a d the hose is drained of
gas.

Never crimp hose to halt temporarily the flow of gases (for example, when changing a torch or tip).
When shutting down for an extended period, all apparatus should
be disconnected and stored.

Arc welding is a process of joining metals by means of the heat
created by an electric arc. The pieces to be welded are placed in
position, and the intense heat of -the electric arc applied to the
joint melts the metal. Pressure may be applied, and filler metal
may *be used. When the joint cools, it becomes one solid piece.

4

ARC WELDING AND
CUTTING
Arc Welding

Shielded welding uses gas and flux to blanket the welding. It is Gas-Shielded Arc Welding
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used for joining metals which oxidize readily at high ,temperatures (e.g., copper, aluminum, stainle'ss steel):

Arc cutting has been replaced for the most part with arc-oxygen
cutting (especially useful for metals, that;do not oxidize readily);
plasma arc cutting (for quality cuts), and carbon arc-air cutting
(for smooth huts).

Arc Cutting

)Welding Leads

Arc welding and cutting requir, cwo welding leads, the electrode
lead and the work lead, from the source of current. Usually one
lead is connected to the electrode holder; the other cable, connected to the work, is the most satisfa;tory means of providing the
grounding circuit to the welding machine.
The rrincipal hazards presented by arc. welding are:

Hazards

L intense ultraviolet, visible ancinfrared radiation
2. production of ozone and nitrogen oxides
3.

action of ultraviolet rays on chlorirpted hydrocarbon
vapors

4. production of toxic fumes from melting..toxic metals or

metal alley
5. production of carbon monoxide

6. splatt,.:r of molten metal
S

7.

handling high pressure gas in cylinders and manifolds

8. electrical sliOck.2,

The first five hazards were discussed in Unit 13, Health Hazards
(ses especially Appendix B, Toxic and Corrosive Agents). In Unit

14, Personal' Protective Equipment, the hazards presented by
molten metal were examined. Earlier in this unit we outlined the
requirements for handling compressed gas cylinders. The following discussion, while reviewing some of the other dangers, will
emphasize the hazard of electrical shock.
RADIATION HAZARDS
Ultraviolet Radiation

Production of ultraviolet radiation is high in gas-shielded arc
welding. For example, a shield of argon gas around the arc doubles
the intensity of the ultraviolet radiation. With the greater current

Safety and Health Considerations in Iteldingand Cutting Operations

densities required (particularly ivith a consumable electrode), the
intensity may be five to thirty times as great as, with non-shielded
welding.
.0

Infrared heats the tissue with which it comes in contact. Unless

Infrared Radiation

the heat causes an ordinary thermal burd; there is no harm.

Wheiever possible, arc welding .operations shou ld be isolated so
that other students will not be expofpd to either direct or re-

Isolation of Welding
Operations

fleeted rays. Walls, ceilings and other, exposed inner surfaces
should be painted with a,, finish of low, reflectivity, suvb as zinc
oxide and lampblack.
-f

Arc welding stations for'regular production work can be enclosed
in booths if the size of the work permits. The inside of the booth
should be painted with a knish, of low refleCtivity and provided
with "portable noncombustible or flameproof screens similarly
painted or with.curtains. Booths and screens should be designed to
permit circulation of air at the floor level.
Welding should not be done near vapor -degreasing operation's or
spray booths. Such degreasing solvents' as trichloroe%hylene can

decompose under ultraviolet radiation and become dangerous.
OSHA requires (1910.252):

Face and Eye Protection'

Helmets or hand shields shall be used during all arc
welding or arc cutting operations, excluding submerged
arc welding. Goggles also should be worn to provide protection from injurious rays from adjacent work, and from
flying objects. '. Helpers of attendants shall be provided with proper eye protection.
"Goggles or other suitabfeeye protection" are also required during
all gas welding or oxygen cutting operatiods.
OSHA requires that these helmets and hand shields "be made of a

material which is an insulator tor heat and electricity" and that
they are not readily flammable.

Specifically,'Ielmets and hand shields must be arranged "to protect the face, neck and ears from direct radiant energy from the
arc."
If cracks occur in helmets or hand shields, they must be discarded
4
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/

immediately. The arc rays against which they no longer offer

4

protection can cause serious burns.
_

2" = 5 cm.
. 4-1/8" = 10-1/2'cm.

Protective shields are provided with a glace window;` the standard
size being 2 inches by 4-1/8 inches. This glass protects the eyes
from molten metal splatter. The glass must be composed so as to
absorb the infrared rays, the ultraviblet rays and most visible rays
.emanating from the arc.

41
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In selecting welding lenses and goggles, it is important to consider

the manufacthrer's reputation and his experience in the production of welding equipment, as well as the results of scientific tests
of the lenses.

Unit 14 contains a discussion of eye and face protection. See
especially Figure 37 (page 14-11), which illustrates various. pro tectbrs and indicates which are recommended for specific operations, including welding: See also Table 18 (page 14-13), which
gives the filter lens shade numbers, to protect the eyes. against
particular welding operations.

In cases of irritation or flash burn, a physician should be con-

f

sulted immediately.

Clothing must not only keep off the splatter and molten particles
but also must obstruct the rays of the arc. An arc-burn on the skin
resembles a sunburn except that it is usually more intense. Darkcolored shirts are preferred to light ones because arc rays readily

Protective Clothing

penetrate light-colored fabrics.

.

,

Gloves should be worn at all times to protect the hands and
wrists. When extensive welding operations are to be performed
in the vertical and overhead positions, leather sleevelets, aprons
and, in some cases, leggings should be employed to prevent severe
burns from splatter and molten metal. ,.
-,.
Handling Hot Metal

Student's should be cautioned against picking up, either itrith bare

e

or gloved hands, pieces of metal which have been welded or
heated. The stub ends of discarded electrodes also can cause burns.

CONTAMINANTS

Another major hazard created by welding operations is the production of contaminants, either as byproducts or as the result of
the operation itself. OSHA requires (1910.252):

Local exhaust or general ventilating systems shall be
16-20
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provided and arranged to keep the amount of toxic
fumes, gases or' dusts below the maxinjum allowable
concentrations
--

For many welding and cutting operations, control by dilution

Dilution Ventilation

ventilation is sufficient. That is, enough fresh air can be added to

the contaminated air so that hazardous concentrations do not
develop. However, the effectiveness of dilution ventilation depends on several factors:

the size of the space in which welding or cutting is done,
especially the height of the ceilings'
the total number of welders working within the space

the hazardous chemical or physical agents produced by
the welding or cutting.
OSHA requires mechanical ventilation when welding or cutting is
done

in a work space of less than 10,000 cubic feet per welder
in a room less than sixteen feet high

16' = 5 m.

in confined spaces or where the welding space contains
partitions, balconies or ather structural barriers that obstruct cross ventilation.

Otherwise, natural ventilatir.T. should be sufficient for most
welding and cutting actiiities.

When dilution ventilation is used, it must move at least 2,000
cubic feet of air per minute per welder, unless local exhaust hoods
and booths are used to control fumes where they are produced.

In Unit 13 several methods of local exhaust ventilation were

Local Exhaust Ventilation

described: fixed enclosures, freely movable hoods and down-draft
benches.

A new development in local exhaust ventilation is the extractor
nozzle. In this system, a slotted exhaust chambz,, is installed as
part of the welding equipment itself. The slotted exhaust chamber
is positioned to allow the welder a clear view of the electrode.
The contaminated air from the welding operation is drawn
through the chamber to an exhaust system.
16-21
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SHIELDING GAS

SHIELDING GAS

NOZZLE
ELECTRODE
WiRE GUIDE TUBE

c..

EXHAUST
NOZZLE
ELECTRODE
WIRE

----v

PIN

.--:AIR CUSHION

WELDING ARC

-.

WORKPIEC

Du,gn corectpt for wtldirg gun.

Reprinted from Safety and Health in Arc Weld
ing and Gas Welding and Cutting (Cincinnati:
NIOSH, 1978), p. 34.
el,

F

If gasolinedriven welding machines are operated indoors, exhaust
gases must be piped outside in order to avoid carbon monoxide

Exhaust Gases

poisoning.
ELECTRICAL HAZARDS

Arc welding processes depend on the intense localized heat from
applied electrical energy, not from a chemical reaction. Electrical

hazards are many, but careful operation car: prevent most ac
cidents.

4

The polarity switch changes the flow of electric current from one
terminal to another; that is either from positive (reverse polarity)
to negative (straight polarity) or the reverse. The range switch or
tap switch helps. the operator of a DC welding generator equipped

Open Circuits

th a systerh of tapping into the welding circuit to obtain the
d sired current setting. Tligs- switches should be operated only
w en the machine is idling and the welding circuit is open.
,

Open Circuits at High Current
r

Arcing is apt to occur if the circuit is open at high crent, resuiting in burns to
1.

the person throwing the switch

2.

the contact surfaces of the switch.
16-22
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Every . power circuit should be grounded to prevent accidental
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erations

Grounding

shock. OSHA requires that the "grounding or the welding machine
frame shall be checked. Special attention shall be given to safety

ground connections of portable machines." Otherwise a stray
current may give a severe shock if one hand is placed on the motor
and the ,other on the switch box or other grounded equipment. -

Conduits containing electrical conductors and pipelines mist not
be used to complete a work-lead circuit.
Arc welding is done with either a metallic or a carbon electrode.
For gas-shielded metal arc welding, the electrode is a solid or
flux-cored 1,,Are. For shielded metal arc welding, the electrode is
a covered wire.

The electrode holder consists of a heat-resistant handle and a
clamping device for holding the electrode. It is so designed that
the electrode can be gripped firmly at any angle and held in that
positilm. A fully insulated electrode holder reduces the likelihood of accidentally striking an arc.

Electrode holders will become hot during welding operations if
-hOlders designed for light work are used on heavy welding or if
connections between 'le cable and the holder are loose.
The jaws of the electrode holder should be maintained tight and
the gripping surfaces in good condition to provide close contact
with the electibdes. Defective jaws will permit the electrode to
wobble and render control of the welding operations difficult.
The connection of the electrode lead to the holder should preferably be brazed. If the older type mechanical connection is used,
it should be maintained tight at all times.
The voltage between the electrode holder and the ground, during
the "off" arc period, is the open circuit voltage. Unless the r elder
uses the, equipment provided for his protection, he can become
exposed to this voltage while changing electrodes, setting up work
or changing working position. This danger is particularly great during hot weather when he is perspiring.

The welder ssiould keep his body insulated from both the-work
and the metal electrode and holder. He should never permit the
bare metal part of an electrode, the electrode insulation or any
metal part of the electrode holder to touch his skin or damp clothing. He never should change electrodes with wet gloves or bare
16-23
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.
hands of when standing on wet floors or grounded surfaces.

Whe welding is to be interrupted for more than an hour, OSHA
re (tires that the machine Ise disconnected from the power source,

that all electrodes be removed from the holders and that the

olders be "carefully located so that accidental contact cannot
occur."
OSHA regulations state:
<,

Electrode holders when not in use shall be so placed that
they cannot make electrical contact with persons, conducting obiects, fuel or compressed gas tanks.
When not in use the electrode holder must never be left in contact
with the table top or other metallic surface in direct contact with
the welding ground. An insulated hook or holder should be pro-

vided for the electrode holder when not in use . The holder in
contact with the ground circuit causes a dead short circuit on the
welding generator. Should the machine be started up, this short
circuit would cause an- excessive load or the motor and could
damage the insulation and fuses.

Great care must be taken to prevent accidental contact of the
electrodes, electrode holders or other live parts with compressed
gas cylinders. Very serious explosions or fire may occur from such
contact.
N,____

Cables

Welding cables must not be subjected to currents in excess of their
rating capacity. Otherwise overheating and rapid deterioration of
the insulation would occur.
OSHA requirements state:

Work and electrode lead cables should be frequently
inspected for wear and damage. Cables with damaged in-

sulation or exposed bare conductors shall be replaced.
Joining lengths of work and electrode cables shall be
done by the use of connecting means. specifically intended for the purpose. The connecting means shall
have insulation adequate for the service conditions.

If exposed sections of cable come in contact with metallic objects
grounded in the welding circuit, an arc may result. If flammable
material (e.g., oil or grease) happens to be in the vicinity, a fire
may result.
16-24
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All cable Connections should be tight. OSHA requires that coiled
welding cables "be spread out before use to avoid serious overheating and damage to insulation." OSHA also forbids the use of
cables "with splices within ten feet" of the electrode holder.

10' = 3 m.

A welder should not coil or loop welding electrode cable around
parts of his body.

/

OSHA regulations require that welding cable and other equipment
be placed "clear of passageways, ladders and stairways."

All wiring must be in compliance with the NFPA Code and local
requirements.

Wiring

The voltage across the welding arc varies from fifteen to forty
volts, depending on the type and size of electrode used. To strike

Voltage

the arc, the welding circuit must supply somewhat higher voltage.
This is called the open circuit or "no load" voltage.

OSHA requires that open circuit voltages be as low as possible
consistent with satisfactory welding or cutting. The following
chart summarizes the OSHA regulations:
Operation

Automatic
Type

Alternating
current
Direct, current

Manual

(mechanized

80 volts

100 volts

100 volts

100 volts

Reprinted from Safety and Health in Arc Welding and Gas
Welding and Cutting (Cincinnati: NIOSH, 1978), p. 9.

Proper switching equipment for shutting down the equipment Switches
must be provided.

Equipment used for welding should be approved either by the
National Electrical Manufacturing Association (NEMA) or by the
Underwriters Laboratories.

The equipment must be installed by a qualified electrician, who is
following the appropriate requirements of the National Electrical
Code.

Students who are to do welding must be properly instructed in
16-25
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hazards of the operation and the safe .practices which must be
followed.
LOCAT ONS WHERE
WELD G AND CUTTING
ARE P OHIBITED

Because of the hazards created by welding and cutting operations,
great care must be taken in locating work sites where they do not
create fire hazards or endanger students worldng,nearby.-.

Because of the potential for fire and explosion, OSHA lists four
locations where cutting or welding must not be permitted:
1.

in the presence of explosive atmospheres (mixtures
of flammable gases, vapors, liquids or dusts with air),
or explosive atmospheres that may develop inside un-

cleaned or improperly prepared tanks or equipment
which have previously contained such materials, or
that may dgvelop in areas with an accumulation of
combustible dusts.
1.

in areas near the storage of large quantities of exposed, readily ignitible materials.

3.

in sprinklered buildings while sueh protection is
is impaired.

4. in areas not authorized by management.
1.

In the Presence of
Combustible and
Flammable Vapors,
Liquids, Gases or Dusts

Welding and cutting operations should not be permitted in or near
rooms containing flammable or combustible vapors, liquids, gases
or dusts. They must also be prohibited on or inside tanks or other
containers which previously held such materials unless these are
first properly purged.
JI

When fire and explosion hazards have been eliminated from areas
formerly containing these flammable or combustible materials,
thorough ventilation is necessary. Local exhaust equipment ,
should be provided for removing the hazardous gases, vapors and
fumes that ventilation fails to dispel.
OSHA requirements state:

No welding, cutting or other hot work shall be performed

on used drums, barrels, tanks or other containers until
they have been cleaned so thoroughly as to make absolutely certain that there are no flammable materials
present or any substances such as greases, tars, acids
16-26
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or other materials which; when subjected to heat, might
produce flammable or toxic vapors.
JO

A cleansing agent should be used which is appropriate for the gas
or liquid which was in the container. Then the container Must be
cleaned again, using either water or steam.

In cooperation w4h the American Welding Society, ANSI
A6.0-1965 details Safe Practices for Welding and Cutting Containers That Have Held Combustibles.

Welding and cutting operations should not take place near large
quantities of exposed, readily ignitible materials. Such materials
should be moved at least 35 feet away from the work site.
If neither the work nos the material can bednoved, then combusti-

2. Near Large Quantities of

Exposed, Readily
Ignitible Materials

35' = 11 m.

bles must be protected with flameproof covers or sheets metal.
According to OSHA, "edges of covers at the floor should be tight
to prevent sparks from going under them."
Floors must be swept clean for a radius of 35 feet of such Combustible materials as paper scraps, wood shavings and sawdust. It is
best to cover floors with metal or other noncombustible material.
Covering the floor with damp sand or wetting it down is a less

desirable solution. The moisture increases the electrical shock
hazard for arc welders and necessitates special protection.
OSHA requires:

Where cutting or welding is done near walls, partitions,
ceilings or roofs of combustible construction, fire-re-

sistant shields or guards shall be provided to prevent
ignition.
r
When welding is to be done on metal walls, partitions, ceilings or
roofs, combustibles on the other side should be relocated. If combustibles cannot be relocated, OSHA requires that a "fire watch
on the opposite side from the work" be provided.
,
When it is not, possible to move materials that will burn to a safe

distance from the cutting or welding work, suitable protection
must be used, to keep back sparks. Areas should be inspected for
floor openings or cracks through which sparks could fall or in
which they could lodge. Guards must be large enough and tight
enough so that they do not permit sparks to roll underneath or
..
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slide through openings. Curtains should .be weighted down against
the floor or ground so that sparks cannot possibly get underneath.

Recommended weights are such objects as angle irons, pipes,
bricks or sand. Only fire-resistant guards should be used for shield -'

ing sparks. Tarpaulins should not be used since they may catch
fire.

Ducts and conveyor systems that might carry sparks to distant
combustibles must be protected or shut down during welding or
cutting. Because cutting produces more sparks and hot slag than
does welding, safeguards against sparks are particularly important
.during cutting.
.

Fire Watchers

When welding'or cutting`is done near ignitible materials, a student
should be aaiigned to see that- sparks do not lodge in floor cracks.

OSHA regulations require fire watchers "whenever welding or
cutting .is performed in locations where other than a minor fire
might develop" and in the following specific situations:
1.

35' = 11 m.

where there is "appreciable combustible material" (either
in materials or structural elements) closer than 35 feet to
the welding or cutting operation

2. where "appreciable combustibles" are more than 35 feet

away but are easily ignited by sparks
3.

where wall or floor openings within a 35-foot radius
expose combustible material in adjacent areas

4. where combustible materials "are adjacent to the opposite

side of metal partitionsialls, ceilings or roofs and are
likely to be ignited by conduction or radiation."

Fire watchers must have some specific training, according to
OSHA:

Fire watchers shall have fire extinguiShing equipment
readily available and be trained in its use. They shall be
familiar with facilities for sounding an alarm in the event
of a fire. They shall . . . try to extinguish (fires) only
when obviously within the capacity of the equipment
available, or otherwise sound the alarm. A fire watch
shall be maintained for at least a half hour after completion of welding or cutting operations to detect and ex16 -28
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tinguish possible smoldering fires.
.

It is not realistic to expect the welder or cutter to be the fire
watcher. His attention should be on his work, and his goggles will
obscure his peripheral vision.

It is good practice to provide each welding booth with a Class B Fire Extinguishing Equipment
and C fire extinguisher of a dry chemical, multipurpose or carbon
dioxide type. Pails of water and buckets of sand may be useful,
particularly to catch the dripping slag from any cutting that isbeing done.

If a sprinkler system needs to be shut down for a time, this should 3. In Sprinklered Buildings
be done when no welding or cutting is in progress. OSHA prohibits
While Protection is
cutting or welding "in sprinklered buildings while such protection
Impaired
is impaired."
,

According to OSHA standards, "cutting or welding shall be per- 4. In Areas Not Authorized
mitted only in areas that are or have been made fire safe." Such
by Management
areas should be:
1. of noncombustible or fire-resistive construction
N

2. essentially free of combustible and flammable contents
3. suitably segregated from adjacent areas.

OSHA requirements assign specific responsibilities to supervisors,
responsibilities equally applicable to instructors and,supervisors in
the industrial/vocational education shop. These include:
1.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF
INSTRUCTOR AND/OR
SUPERVISOR

responsibility for "the safe handling of the cutting or
welding equipment and the safe use of the cutting or
welding process"

2. determining what combustibles and hazards are.present in

the work location
3. protecting combustibles from ignition by

a.

-

relocation of work

b. relocation or shielding of combustibles
c.

careful scheduling of operations
16-29
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4. giving the cutter or welder assurance that conditions are
safe before work is begun

"that fire protection and
equipment are properly located"

5. determining

extinguishing

6. seeing to it that fire watchers are on the site when condi-

tions require their presence.

The hazards presented by welding and cutting operations in'the
industrial/vocational education shop are considerable, but they

SUMMARY

,

can be controlled by allowing the operations only in fire safe locations, providing adequate ventilation, using the proper protective
equipmentlind following the correct work procedure.

NOTES
1.

Adapted from Accident Prevention ' Manual for Industrial
Operations, 7th ed. (Chicago: National Safety Council, 1974),
p. 948.

2.. Adapted from Gas-Shielded "Arcs and Plasma-Jet Torches,
NSC Data Sheet 552 (Chicago: National Safety Council,
1965), p. 2.

Q

c.

L

..
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
.

1.

N

Why is it important to keep oil and grease, from contact with oxygen under pressure?
In the iiresence of oxygen under pressure, oilimd grease become
highly explosive. .9.

,

2.

What provisions for hoses and hose connections prevent confusipn of oxygen and fuel
gas?
"

The hoses are different colors: red for fuel gas and green for
oxygen. Hose connections are threaded right-hand for oxygen
and left-hand f* fuel gas.

3. To what degree should cylinder valves be opened?

.,

Oxyge n valves should be opened gradually to their full limit;
acetylene valves must never be opened more than 1-1/2 turns
(3/4 of a turn is recommended).

4.

State four safety precautions to observe when lighting the torch.

Any four from among the following:
a.

to

Always wear safety goggles.

b, Never use matches for lighting the torch.
.1

c.

Never use acetylene at pressures above 15 psig.

d. Make sure that no ignition sources are present.

16-31
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e.

Never use equipment that has come in contact with oil or
grease or that needs repairs.

5. What are the first steps to take to stop a flashback?
...

Close the torch oxygen and fuel gas valves.
..

.

.Zt,

..

..

6. In this unit we listed eight hazards presented by arc welding. Name four.

Any four from among the following:
a.

radiation

,

b. production of ozone and nitrogen oxides
c.

action of ultraviolet rays on chlo- rinated hydrocarbon vapors

d. production of toxic fumes from melting

\

e.

prOduction of carbon monoxide

f.

splatter of molten metal

g.

handling high pressure gases in cylinders or manifolds

,

h. electrical shock.

7. OSHA forbids cutting or welding in four locations. What arethey?

a.

in

the presence of combustible and flammable vapors,

liquids, gases or dusts
,-.

b.

near large quantities of exposed, readily ignitible materials

c.

in sprinklered buildings whilv, such protection is impaired

d. in areas not authorized by management.
16-32
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UNIT 17
ELECTRICAL SAFETY

METHODS

Lecture and Demonstration

LENGTH: 60:Minutes

..

s
PURPOSE

.

To provide a general unchrstanding of electrical hazards in the industrial/
vocational education shop and to show how they can be controlled.

'i
OBJECTIVES

To introduce the industrial/vocational education supervisor and'instructor to:
1. The characteristics of electrical circuits
2. Factors affecting severity of electrical shock
3.

Specific ways to protect the human body from becoming part of the
conductive path

.

4. The requirements of the National Electrical Code which pertain to isola
tion, insulation, grounding and overcurrent protection

5. Ways to preient damage to the electrical components of shop equipment.
..0

;

SPECIAL TERMS 1. Current

8. DeadFront Construction

2. Ampere

9. Pigtail Connector

3. Voltage

10. Ground Fault

4. Watt
5. Resistance

11. Reversed 'Polarity
12. Overcurrent Devices

6. Ohm

13. Ground Fault Circuit interrupter

7. Grounding

INSTRUCTOR
MATERIALS

Lesson Plan
35 mm Slides, Projector and Screen
Chalk Board/Chalk

TRAINEE
MATERIALS

Participant Outlines and Supplementary Materials

,

(

r

.
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'ELECTRICAL SAFETY

Jst people have ambiguous4eelings about electricity. On the one INTRODUCTION
hand, they. depend on it for everyday conveniences -which they
take for granted. On the other hand,- they fear "electricity. One
reason is that electricity is the cause of many publicized deaths
throughout the nation. Another reason is that piople are unable to,
detect electrical' signals through their sensesigAirit is too late.

,

In
.

\tional education shops the hazards associated

with electricity (burns; shtSck, falls, electrocution, fire) are greatly
increased by the numbers of power tools and equipment used by

students involved in a variety of shop operations. When these
students are unfamiliar with the safe practices necessary to ensure
electrical safety, the dangers become even greater.

Why is an entire unit devoted to electrical safety? In the first
place, as we saw in the unit on fire protection, almost one-fourth
of industrial fires are caused by electrical malfunctions.

Secondly, in any given year over a thousand deaths result from

direct contact with electriCal current.' This figure does not
include deaths in fires caused by electrical malfunctions, nor does

it reflect injuries Which are not fatal (e.g., burn injuries from
electrical flashes).

Finally, electric& code violations are cited by OSHA five times
more frequently than the next most common class of violations.2
OSHA standards are those of the National Electrical Code, the
universally accepted minimal requirements published mutually by
the National Fire Protection Association and the American National Standards Institute. Since all electrical installations are

'supposed to comply with the requirements of the code, the
number of violations is particularly noteworthy.

The purpose of this unit is to enable instructors and supervisors Purpose of Unit
to recooize and correct any electrical hazards existing in shop!
17-3
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facilities. In this way fires can be prevented, electrical shock

avoided and safe operations maintained.,
DEFINITIONS

Before, we examine electrical hazards further, it is important to
define several key terms:
1.

current, measured in amperes

2.

voltage, measured in volts,

3.

power measured in watts

4

4. resistance, measured in ohms.

Current is the rate at which electricity flows through a circuit. It

Current

is measured in amperes. Because an ampere is a very large quantity

in relation to its effect on the body, the milliampere (.001 amp)
is used to measure electrical shock.

Alternating current (AC) is a current (measured in amperes) which

alternates in frequencies meaired in cycles per second (hertz,
abbreviated Hz).

Voltage is the pressure which causes electricity to flow through a
i
circuit. Every electrical circuit requires an electrical path from one
terminal of the power source to the load (the device that uses the
power) and a return path from the load to the Other terminal of
the power source or to the ground. The voltage is the difference
between the two power source terminals. The ground is literally
the earth and is always at 0 voltage.

Voltage

O

Voltage is equal to the product of current (amperage) and resistance (ohmage) and is measured in volts.

,/

Power is. the amount of electricity that flows through the circuit. It is equal to the product of the voltage and the current
(amperage) and is measured in watts.

P.eistance

Resistance is anything that impedes or retards the flow of elect
tricity. It is measured in ohms. Sometimes the term "resistance"
is used to apply to direct current (DC), while the term "impedance" is applied to alternating current (AC).

FACTORS AFFECTING
SEVERITY OF
ELECTRICAL SHOCK

The severity of electrical shock is determined by the amount of
current flow. The amount of current flow at which an individual
17-4
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can still let go of an object held by the hand (before "freezing")

varies from 10 to 16 milliamperes. Respiratory paralysis can occur
with 30 milliamperes, and values greater than 75 milliamperes
cause ventricular fibrillation, discoordinated heart action which
usually results in death.3

Sometimes a lower voltage is more, dangerous than a higher one.
Higher voltages cause such violent muscular contractions that the
victim is thrown away from 'the circuit. Lower voltages may
"freeze" the victim to the circuit. Since he is unable to let go, he
is exposed to a longer current flow.

Current Flow

Low Voltage vs. High .Voltage

The mild shocks caused by even lower voltages can cause accidents: Because of muscular contractions, a person may lose his
balance and fall.

What is frightening in these figures is the small quantity of electrical energy required to cause death. One researcher observes-that
the current drawn by a 7.5-watt, 120-volt lamp, passed from hand
to hand or foot, is enough to cause fatal electrocution.4 This
amount of current is readily obtained on contact with low-voltage
sources of the ordinary lighting or power circuit.

Current flow depends on voltage and resistance. Resistance to
current flow is mainly to be found in the skin surface. When the
skin is moist, resistance decreases dramatically. Once skin resistance is overcome, current flows unimpeded through body tissues
and blood. The chart below illustrates the findings of Charles F.
Dalziel, who conducted pioneer studies in the field of electric

shock.

HUMAN RESISTANCE TO ELECTRICAL
CURRENT
Body Area

Dry skin
Wet skin

Internal body hand to foot
Ear to ear

Resistance
(ohms)

100,000 to 600,000

t000.
400 to 600
(about) 100

17-5
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The protection offered by skin resistance decreases as voltage
increases.
Variables

The severity of shock is determined by amperage, wnich depends
on several variables:

voltage, how much electricity is involved

resistance, how many ohms impede the flow of voltage
dur..tion of current flow
frequency of electrical waves (in an alternating current)
part, of the body exposed.

.

Static Electricity

Static electricity is stationary; it does not involve a current. The
hazards of static electricity were discussed in Unit 12, Fire Protection.

ACCIDENT CIRCUIT
The Electrical Circuit,

This unit is concerned with the hazards of electrical circuits. The
term "circuit" suggests the continuous flow of electricity in the
electrical system. The typical system consists of two conductors
or wires which_ transmit the electrical energy. The electricity in
one wire is under pressure and is trying flow to the other wire.
any conductive object which
An electric current will flow through any
becomes connected between the two wires of the power system.
The object of electrical safety is to prevent the human body from
becoming part of the conductive path.

Neutral Conductor

In the conventional power system one of the conductors is physically connected to the earth. That portion of the power system

is commonly referred to as the neutral conductor. Contact between the human body and the neutral side of the power system is usually established by touching or being connected to a
grounded object. Students and school personnel easily can come in

contact with the neutral side of the power cvstem by touching
such grounded objects as metal machinery, equipment or pipes.
Giounded objects in direct contact with the human body provide
an attraction or "drain" for stray currents from other pie(3s of
equipment.

Hot Conductor

The hot side of he power system is the conductor which is not
connected to the earth. In cases where the human body becomes
part of the electrical circuit, the hot side is usually a piece of
17-6
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energized equipment or a wiring ,device. When an electrical current flows between the power circuit and any part of the equipment in contact with the body, then the human body which is in
contact with some other grounded object becomes the path for
the current. The body itself is grounded.

What kinds of protection are possible to prevent current from
flowing through the human body? Several types come to mind:

MEANS OF PROTECTION

1. isolation

2. insulation
3. grounding
4. overcurrent protection.

If the power system and the human body do not come in contact,
there can be no accident circuit. Barriers and enclosures can prevent accidental contact with electrical equipment. Live parts
should be enclosed whenever possible. Adequate machine guarding
is an important part of an electrical safety program.

Isolation

Electrical equipment contains insulation between the power
circuitry and other parts of the equipment. Currents cannot flow
through the nonconductive materials used for insulation. If this

Insulation

insulating material deteriorates, very high
dangerous currents
are released by the equipment. The breakdown in the insulation
of cords and plugs is a frequent cause of electrical accidents. We
will discuss electrical cords and fittings later in this unit.

Double insulated tools are accepted in the National Electrical
Code as an alternative to grounding in certain areas. Such equipment has two complete and independent systuns of insulation.
Each system would have to break down in the same spot for shock
danger to exist.

But there are limitations to double insulation.
1.

Students may develop bad habits. For example, if students
are being trained to look for the grounding pin on all
attachment plugs, this "exception to the rule" will contradict rather than reinforce the practice which the instructor is advocating.
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2. Few types of devices are available in double-insulated
form.
3. Double insulation protects the user only from faults within

the device itself. It doe not protect the user from faulty
cords or plugs.
Groundin g

Equipment grounding directs possibly' unsafe amounts of electricity to ground. Both equipment and electrical,/ systems are
grounded (see NEC 250-1).

Equipment grounding connects exposed noncurrent carrying metal
parts of electrical equipment to ground. This grounding prevents
a voltage above ground on these parts.

Electrical systems are grounded to limit excessive voltage from .
lightning, line surges or unintentional contact with higher voltage
lines.

Both circuits and enclosures are grounded to cause overcurrent
devices to operate in case of insulation failure or ground faults.,
Overcurrent Devices

Overcurrent protection devices such,as fuses and circuit breakers
curopen the electrical circuit automatically in case of excessive
.
rent flow from ground, short circuit or overload.
We will now examine in more detail the subjects of the guarding of
live parts, the use of flexible cords and plugs, grounding and overcurrent protection.

GUARDING OF LIVE
PARTS
Description of Hazard

Parts connected to any conductor of electrical circuits should be
considered "live." Current will flow over all possible paths between live parts or from a live part to ground.
This hazard can result from:
insulation being damaged

equipment being installed without enclosure
enclosures or covers being removed.

There is always the danger of persons or objects coming into contact with live parts which are not completely enclosed. Persons
becoming part of the path will be shocked. When metallic objects
17-8
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come into contact with live parts, the resulting short circuit can

cause arcing (including blinding sparks) or molten metal splatter,
either of which can in turn cause fires.

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration in its Safety
and Health Standards (1910.309) specifies that the requirements
in the National Electrical Code shall apply to the guarding of live
parts. What are these requirements?
According to the NEC (110-17):

Except as elsewhere required or permitted by this Code,
live .parts of electrical equipment operating at 5G volts or
more 'hall be guarded against accidental contact by approved cabinets or other forms of approved enclosures,
or any of the following means:

1: by location in a room, vault or similar enclosure that
is accessible only to qualified persons
2.

by suitable permanent, substantial pirtitions or
screens so arranged that only qualified persons will

have access to the space within reach of the live
parts. Any openings in such partitions or screens
shall be so sized and located that persons are not
likely to come into accidental contact with the live
parts or to bring conducting objects into contact

with them

3. by location on a suitable balcony, gallery or platform so elevated and arranged as to exclude unqualified persons
17.9
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4. by elevation of 8 feet or more above the floor or
other working surface.

8' = 2.4 m.

In locations where electrical equipment would- be exposed to physical damage, enclosures or guards shall be

so arranged and of such strength as to prevent such
damage.

Entrances to rooms and other guarded locations containing exposed live parts shall be marl:ad with conspicuous warning signs forbidding unqualified persons
to enter.

The intent of the code is to protect any person who is in the
vicinity of electrical equipment from accidental contact. Provisions are made for arranging and locating equipment so that it is
accessible only to qualified persons.

Prevention of Hazard
-..

f

Several specific precautions can prevent contact with live paits and
the resulting injuries:
1.

Use covers, screens or partitions which require tools to
remove them.
1

2. Make sure that, if covers are removed from such equipment as panels, motor covers or fuse boxes, they are
replaced.
3.

8' = 2.4 m.

Provide guards-or barriers if live parts cannot be enclosed
completely.

4. Even when live parts are elevated the required eight feet,
caution students about using in the vicinity objects such

as long metal rods w'''ith can come into contact with
these parts.
5. Instruct students who see exposed live parts to report the

condition immediately so that it can be corrected. Unless
it is simply a matter of closing a door, instruct students
never to attempt to correct the condition themselves.
6. Close unused conduit openings in boxes so that pencils,

metal chips and the like cannot enter.
Working Clearances

Until now we have been concerned about preventing accidental
17-10
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contact with live parts. But the NEC has requirements to protect
the person, presumably a trained electrician, who is qualified to
work on the equipment. The NEC (110-16) requires: "Sufficient
access and working space shall be provided and maintained about

all electric equipment to permit ready and safe operation and
maintenance of such equipment."
Briefly summarized, the code requires:

a work space at least thirty inches wide in front of the

30" = 76 cm.

electrical equipment

adequate illumination
sufficient access area to the working space

minimum headroom of 6-1/4 feet.

6-1/4" = 1.9 m.

The code forbids storage of materials in the work space.' Because
masonry surfaces canNae more or less conductive under various
circumstances, the code requires that concrete, brick or tile walls
be considered as grounded. The NEC should be consulted for the
minimum clear distances required for specific conditions involving
exposed live parts on such equipment as switches, panelboards,
circuit breakers and motor starters.

Because it can be designed for the particular type of service and
location, fixed wiring is preferable to flexible cords, which can be
misused and are more vulnerable to damage. Among wiring methods which can be used in certain circumstances are armored cable,
rigid metal conduit, flexible metal conduit, raceways, nonmetallic
sheathed cable and concealed knob-and-tube work. Which type is

FLEXIBLE CORDS
Fixed Wiring Preferred

used will depend on several factors, including:
the building materials themselves

the size and distribution of the electrical load
exposure to dampness

exposure to corrosives (oil, grease, vapors, gases, fumes,
liquids)
is

exposure to temperature extremes
the location of equipment.
17-11
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Limitations of Permanent

Permanent wiring by itself cannot satisfy all the needs of the

Wiring

industrial/vocational education shop. Electrical cords and fittings
provide the flexibility required for:
maintenance

portability
isolation from vibration
temporary power needs.

Therefore, the NEC recognizes electrical cords and fittings as a
supplement to permanent installations. However, their selection,
use and maintenance must be supervised carefully, and students

must be warned that each use of a cord creates an additional
hazard.

Classifications of Portable
Cords

There are two general classifications of portable cords:
1. electrical cord sets with fittings used as extension cords.

These have an attachment, plug at one end and a cord
connection with from one to six outlets at the other end.
2. power supply cords, either
14

a.

ncn-detachablea flexible cord terminating at one end
in an attachment plug cap an
r nently attached at
the other end to some util zation equipment (e.g., a
hand-held power saw)

b.

detachablea length of flexible cord with an attachnient plug cap at one end and an appliance coupler at
the other end (e.g., some portable drills).

Permitted Uses of Flexible
Cord

NEC 400-7 specifies the situations in which flexible cord can be
used. Those which might occur in the industrial/vocational education shop are:
1. electrical fixtures suspended from the ceiling

2. wiring of fixtures

3. connection of portable lamps and appliances

4. wiring of hoists and cranes
17-12
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5.

connection of stationary equipment to facilitate frequent
interchange

6. facilitating the reruoval or disconnection of fixed or
stationary appliances for maintenance or repair (e.g.,
water coolers, exhaust fans)
7.

prevention of the transmissioof noise or vibration.

i.

In the last instance, it should be pointed \out that vibration can so
strain fixed wiring that a situation more hazardous than the use of
flexible cord is created.
The NEC (400-8) prohibits the use of flexible cords:

Prohibited Uses of Flexible
Cord

1.

as a substitute f r the fixed wiring of a structure

2. where run thr ugh holes in walls, ceilings or floors

//

3.

where run through doorways, windows or similar openings

4.

where attached to building surfaces

5.

where concealed behind building walls, ceilings or floors.

The temptation in using temporary wiring is to allow it to become

Hazards of Temporary Wiring

a permanent solution. Cord should not be extended to some
distant outlet simply to avoid providing a needed fixed outlet.
When new electrical needs are anticipated, time should be allowed
for the proper installation of fixed wiring. When temporary wiring
is

necessary, a schedule for its removal

,ould be established.

In all cases, both the number and length of extension cord.. should
ue kept to the minimum which is practical. Permanent receptacle

outlets should be installed at convenient locations in order to
limit the length of cord required for the job.

Extension cords should be listed by the Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. Receptacles and attachment plugs, which provide a
connection for the equipment grounding conductor of the cord,
should be listed for equipment grounding service by Underwriters
Laboratories.

Cord that is used in ways prohibited by the code is likely to be
damaged by abrasion from adjacentcmaterials, edges or clamps.
17.13
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Cord that is not visible for its entire length cannot be inspected for
damage or deterioration. Over a period of time damaged cord will
partially expose conductors, w;th the resulting dangers of shock,
burns or fire.

Where cord use is permitted, the tripping an falling hazard it
creates can be minimized by keeping the cord off the floor. An
arrangement should be used that suspends the cord without
abusing the cord materials. Special fittings for this purpose are
available. Such an arrangement must be high enough to allow
clearance beneath it.

When it is not practical to string cords overhead, a rubber treadle
can be snapped over the cord. Molded in a light yellow color, the
treadle protects the cord and minimizes the tripping hazard.
A cord should not be pulled or dragged over nails, honks, tools or
other sharp objects that can cut the insulation.
The NEC permits flexible cord only in continuous lengths without
splice or tap. If the cord is damaged, the defective portion can be

cut out and the remaining cord joined with the use of an additional attachment plug and conductor.
Special Hazards of Portable
Hand Lamps

1

NEC regulations require that portable lamps be equipped with
"a substantial guard attached to the iampholder or the handle"
(410-42). Plastic or rubber insulated guards should be used:
1.

where the guard might come in/contact with an electrical
circuit

2. where deteriorating agents such as oil and grease may he

present in the w,TIc area.

Uninsulated guards should be electrically continuous with the
equipment grounding conductor. Metallic guards must be ground-

ed by means of "an equipmeiit grounding conductor run with
circuit conductors within the power supply cord" (410-42).
The NEC requires that portaul.e lamps "be equipped with a handle

of melded composition or other material approved for the purpose" (410-42). Handles should be made of a high-grade rubber
compound or a similar material that gives maximum insulation and

durability and resistance to oil and to softening at high tempera.
Itures. At the end where the cord enters the handle, there should
17-14
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be a dust seal. Where the flexible stem enters the base or stern of
a portable lamp, a bushing or its equivalent must be provided.
"The buihing shall be of insulating material unless a jacketed-type
of cord is used" (410-44).
1

Metal shell, paper-lined lampholderr, are specifically prohibited by
the NEC (414.42).

Portable lamps used in locations similar to the auto shop are Portable Lamps in Auto Shops
subject to special regulation. The NEC states that such lamps must
be equipped with handle, lampholder, hood and substantial guard
attached to the lampholder or handle. The regulation continues:

All exterior surfaces which might come in Contact with
battery terminals, wiring terminal or other objects shall

be of nonconducting material or shall be effectively
protected with insulation. Lampholders shall be of
unswjtched type and shall not provide means for plug-in
of attachment plugs. Outer shell shall be of molded com-

CP

,>.

position or other material approved for the purpose.
(511-2)

The various types of- cords apt to be used in an industrial /voca-

tional education shop are listed in Table 23. The letter J in

Choosing the Proper Cord5

a

TABLE 23
TYPES OF FLEXIBLE CORD
Number

of
Trade
Name

Type
Letter

Junior

SJ

Hard

SJO

dice

SJT

i

SJJO

Size

AWG.
..

18

to
14 .

Hard

S

18

Service

SO

to

Cord

ST

2

STO

Coriduc.
tors

Insulation
on Each
Conductor

Outer Covering
Rut,I)er
Oil.Resistant Compound

Rubber

2, 3,
or 4

Pendant

Damp

Hard

or

Places

Usage

Damp

Extra
Hard

Portable

Thermoplastic
or Rubber

Thermoplastic
Oil Resistant
Thermoplastic
Rubber

Rubber

OilResistant Compound

2 or

yore

Use

Thermoplastic
or Rubber

Pendant
or
Portable

Places

Usage

Thermoplastic
OilResistant
Thermoplastic

NOTE Flexible cords and cables shall be marked by means of a printed tag attached to the coil reel or carton. The
tag shat; contain the inforrvation required in Section 310.11 (a) of the Code.
Reprinted with permission from "National Safety Council Data Sheet 1 385 79," National Safety News, May 1979, p. 76.
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designation stands for Junior. Residential-type cords are not de-

signed to withstand the hard usage encountered in the shop;
they should not be used.

Types S, SO, ST and STO cords are rated for extra hard usage.

They have conductors that range in size from 18

2 AWG
(American Wire Gauge) and are insulated with a material suitable

fir voltages up to 600 volts. Types SJ, SJO, SJT and SJJO are
made only in conductor sizes 14, 16 and 18 AWG. They are rated
for 300-volt insulation and are smaller than the extra hard usage
types.

Both types depend upon the chemical composition of the jacket
for the protection they provide against abrasion, water, oil, chemicals and temperature extremes.

The type of cord anc' plug required is related to the type and use
of the equipment. A card and plug adequate for a piece of equipment which is never moved may not meet the greater wear demands of a cord and plug used for portable tools.

The voltage impressed between the conductors or between conductor and ground should not exceed, the voltage rating of the

cord itself. Before the cord is put into use, the power supply
voltage should be determined and checked against the rating of
the,Cord.

The amperage required by the equipment that is to be connected
to the cord can' be determined from its nameplate. The voltage,
frequency, current and phase characteristics of the circuit should
match the nameplate characteristics of the fittings. The proper
cord set can be selected by matching the nameplate information
against the rating information on the cord set label or package.
Units that draw large initial starting currents require cords of
sufficient wire size to minimize the voltage drop which will be
produced.

Unless the tool is double-insulated, extension cords must contain

a separate equipment grounding conductor. Because the metal
frames of portable electric equipment should be grounded, cord
With a green-covered ground conductor should be used with
a polarized plug and receptacle.

Sockets should be covered with porcelain, composition or rubber.
Extension cords with brass shell sockets should not be used. The
17-16
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socket may become energized through contact with loose wires
inside the socket, through abrasion of the insulation where the
cord enters the socket or through moNtmre in the socket insulation.
Before inspecting, repairing and servicing portable equipment and
fittings, cords should be removed from the electrical power source.

Cord Maintenance and Storage

Electric cords and fittings should be inspected regularly. Cords
should be wiped clean with a dilute detergent and examined for
small breaks, abrasions and defects in the jacket. Fittings should
be inspected for wear, looseness, arcing conditions or other
mechanical defects.

Cord reels are recommended in locations where a power source or
portable light is needed frequently. Reels pull the cord out of the

way' when not in use while still keeping it readily available for
service.

Where reels are not used, cords should be coiled or hanked for
storage. Care should be taken to avoid kinking or abrading the
cord. Power supply cords should not be wound tightly around
portable tools or hand lamps. This practice can damage the insula-

tion and break conductor strands at the point where the cord is
bent sharply.

Plug and connector housings should be made of a material that

PLUGS AND
ATTACHMENTS

will protect internal parts and connections from mechanical
damage (see Table 24). For cords size 14 AWG or larger, heavyTABLE 24

Chemical Resistance of Materials Commonly Used in Writing Devices
Nylon

Chemical

Melamine

Phenolic

Urea

Acids

C

B

B

B

Alcohol

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A

A

A

B

B

B

A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A

C

Caustic bases
Gasoline
Grease
Kerosene

Oil
Solvents
Water

'

A
A

Polyvinyl
Chloride

Polycar
bonate

Rubber

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A

B

A
A
A
A
A

B

C

C

A
A
A
A

B

A
A,

C

C

C

A

A

B

B

ACompletely resistant. Goo;, to excellent for general use.
BResistant. Fair to good, limited service.
CSlow attack. Not recommended for use
Reprinted with permission from -Better Wiring Devices Improve Safety," by Norman C. Johnson, National Safety News, May 1974,

P 73.
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duty attachment plugs are reCarnnended.

Nylon is the material recom. ended for standard use in the industrial/vocational education shcsp.6 It is durable, an excellent insula-

Nylon Housing Recommended

tor, and highly resistant to attack by chemicals.- It is resilient
enough to resist shattering when dropped or struck, yet hard
enough to retain its shape even under great pressure. In the unlikely event that a nylon device is damaged, visual inspection
easily reveals the damage. This is not true of rubber and neoprene
devices, where the housing springs back into shape and conceals
internal damage.

Cord 1.,erminations are far more vulnezable than those in fixed-

Preventing Tension on
Terminal Connections

Applicable Standard

wiring because such cord is exposed, flexible and in some cases not
secured. The finely stranded wiring inside the cords is necessary
for continuous flexing, but strands can escape from under terminal
screws, creating a hazard.

'

According to NEC 400-10:

Flexible cards shall be so connected to devices and to
fittings that tension will not be transmitted to joints or
terminal screws. This shall be accomplished by a knot in
the cord, winding with tape, by a special fitting designed
for that purpose, or by other approved means which will

prevent a pull on the cord from being directly transmitted to joints or terminal screws.
I

Safe Practices

All plugs that are attached to cords must have the terminal screw
.
connections covered by suitable insulation.

Students should be taught to disconnect a connection by pulling
on the plug, not on the cord. A non-metallic cord gripper incorporated in plugs and connectors can prevent strain on the ground
and power connections when someone trills the plug out by the
cord.

Locking-type attachment plugs, receptacles and connectors provide additional protection against accidental disengagement.
Before an attachment plug is inserted or W i thdr awn from a receptacle, the control switch on electrical equipment should be in the
"off" position. This precaution prevents arcing at the plug.

Dead-Front Construction

Some plugs contain no screw heads on the front of the male plugs.
17-18
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IsolLted poCkets are provided inside the body of the plug for each
wire and its terminal.

This dead-front construction

is

preferable to merely securing

mechanically the front covers for wire terminals. It eliminates the
possibility of the common fiber disk cover coming off or allowing

wire strands to protrude. It prevents the conductors from contacting a metal wall plate. It keeps out metal chips or other foreign substances which can enter when the disk is loose or improperly fitted.
Curd- and plug-connected equipment is subject to more abuse than
equipment Supplied by fixed wiring. If cord- and plug-connected

equipment is not properly grounded, the voltage between the

GROUNDING OF CORDAND PLUG-CONNECTED
EQUIPMENT

metallic parts and other surfaces in the vicinity may be sufficient
to cause harmful or lethal shock. If a piece of conductive material
becomes part of a ground-fault path, sparking and burning may
result. Therefore, the grounding of such equipment, whether sta-

tionary' or portable, is required by law for the safety of those
exposed to it.

A current leakage might be defined as an electrical current (generally less than one ampere) that has deviated from its normal

path to ground (i.e., the neutral conductor) and is seeking an
alternate route.? Such leakages are sometimes called "low current
faults" and occur in all electrical equipment, even when it is new.
A good grounding system (e.g., the green wire, a rigid metal conduit) usually carries off this current leakage. Therefore, no shock
is perceived when the current leakage of tools is below one ampere
and the grounding current has a low resistance. Over a period of
time, however, the dielectric properties of insulation wear down,

and a greater amount of current can be measured on the metal
frame or case of the equipment. Should the grounding conductor
become inoperative (e.g., through a broken prong or increased
resistance), the user of the equipment is placed in grave danger.

This hazard is far too f_equent with portable and cord-connected

tools and equipment, where loss of ground can occur without
warning. Such equipment is sometimes used in damp or wet locations where good earth contact exists. Another hazard is created
by the fact that portable and cord-connected tools usually require
a full-hand grasp; in the event of insulation faihre in the tool or
wire, the student may not be able to release his grasp.
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Applicable Standards

The NEC (250-45) specifies that "exposed noncurrent-carrying
metal parts of cord- and plug-connec,ted equipment likely to
become energized" must be grounded in certain circumstances.
These situations include several likely to occur in the industrial/
vocational education shop. Specifically, the requirement applies
to
1.

such portable, hand-held, motor-operated tools as drills,
sanders and saws

2.

portable tools likely to be used in wet and conductive
locations

3.

equipment operated at more than 150 volts to ground
(an exception is made for guarded motors)

4. hazardous locations, which include
a.

areas where flammable liquids and gases are used

b. areas where combustible dust is present
c.

areas where materials producing easily ignitible fibers
are handled or producedXe.g., woodworking).

Double insulated tools are exempted from the grounding requirement.
Typical Grounding Sy stem

I The typical grounding system for cord- and plug-connected equip' ment consists of:
1.

a third wire contained in the power cord

2.

a three-prong plug with a grounding pin

3.

a three-wire grounding type receptacle

4. a third or grounding conductor which connects the recep-

table grounding contact to the power distribution system
ground (neutral) at the main service switchboard.
Three-Pronged Connectors

The basic safety feature on plugs is the three-pronged connection.

Two prongs conduct electricity; the third goes to the grounk;.
This system gives a continuous ground to the frame of the tool.
A failure of insulation, which energizes the frame, causes a short
17-20
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through the equipment grounding conductor. This short actuates
overcurrent protection devices such as fuses and circuit breakers.
This system provides excellent protection as long as the third-wire
prong is kept intact and the grounding system from the outlet is
unbroken. Students should be instructed never to use a plu,, with
the third prong broken off.

Some attachment plugs are manufactured of high-impact transparent plastic material. Such plugs permit inspection of terminations without the necessity of disassembly.

The purpose of the equipment grounding conductor system is to
provide a low impedance (resistance) path to ground for currents
resulting from faults or the inherent leakage of electrical apparatus. If the framework and cabinets of electrical equipment are
purposely grounded, a path to ground for stray currents is pro-

GROUNDING
Purpose of Grounding

vided before they reach and pass through a human body. The
general rule for electrical safety is to ground the equipment, but
not the human body.
The characteristics of an adequate grounding system are described
in the following section (250-51) of the National Electrical Code:

Applicable Standards

Effective Grounding Path. The path to ground from circuits, equipment, and conductor enclosures shall
a.

be permanent and continuous

b.

have capacity to conduct safely any fault current
likely to be imposed on it

c.

have sufficiently low impedance to limit the voltage

to ground and to facilitate she operation of the
circuit protective devices in the circuit.

Besides requiring the grounding of equipment connected by cord

and plug, the NEC (250-42 and 43) requires the grounding of
"exposed iloncurrent-carrying metal parts of fixed equipment
likely to become energized" under the following circumstances:
1.

2.

within eight feet vertically or five feet horizontally of

8'

ground or grounded metal objects

5' g 1.5 in.

in a wet, damp, nonisolated location
17-21
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3. in electrical contact with metal

4.
5.

in a hazardous location

where supplied by a wiring .method that is metal-clad,
metal-sheathed or a metal raceway

6. where the equipment operates with any terminal in excess

of 150 volts to ground.

The grounding of hoists and cranes is required by NEC 610-61

All exposed metal parts of cranes, . . . hoists and accessories including pendant controls shall be metallically joined together into a continuous electrical conductor so that the entire crane or hoist will be grounded.
. . . Moving part ,ther than 'removable accessories or
attachments having me! ' to-metal bearing surfaces,
shall be considered to be electrically connected to each
other through the bearing surfaces for grounding purposes. The trolley frame and bridge frame shall be considered as electrically grounded through the bridge and
trolley wheels and its respective tracks unless local conditions, such as paint or other insulating material, prevent reliable metal-to-metal contact. In this case a separate bonding conducts:7 shall be provided.

Grounding Type Receptacles

In 1975 the NEC was revised to require the installation of only
grounding type receptacles in new construction (210-7). A grounding type receptacle for 120V looks like this:

Reprinted with permission from "Electrical Safety and Grounding," by
Jack B. Scott, National Safety News,
February 1978, p. 63.
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The right-hand (short) slot is the hot lead, the terminal from
which the current flows. The left-hand (lonr ar) slot is the ground-

ed neutral connector, the terminal for the return path. The third
slot (here pictured as semicircular) is for the grounding connector.
In a 240V receptacle the grounding connector slot is shaped like
the right- and left-hand slots.

A matching male connector with a fixed grounding prong is
required for use with the receptacle. Pigtail connectors such as this
are not among the accepted grounding connections:

Reprinted with permission from "Electrical Safety and Grounding," by Jack
B. Scott, National Safety News, Febru-

,

ary 1978, p. 63.

Pigtail connectors are not allosed by NEC 410-58 because they
permit three conditions to exist:
1.

The grounding wire may be left unconnected.

2.

Even when the grounding wire is connected, it may be
attached to an object that is itself ungrounded or is highly
resistant to ground.

3.

Electrocution can result if the pigtail grounding connector
is accidentally im.:eted ir. the hot slot of the receptacle.

Non polarized standard plugs can be psed in the receptacle.

Over a period of time the ability of the grounding circuit in the
receptacle to make contact wi h the plug grounding pin can be
lost. To detect this condition requires determining the contact
force or tension bAtween the receptacle contact and the plug
grounding
Sun tests should be made by qualified persons,
who a

aware of electrical hazards and know how to avoid them.

They should be scheduled c, a regular basis. These inspections
17-23
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will enable the maintenance department to replace receptacles
before they produce an ineffective equipment grounding contact
or a fire develops in the power contacts.
PROTECTION AGAINST
GROUND FAULTS

A ground fault occurs when some electricity, seeking to maintain
continuity with the rest of the circuit, uses the grdund as a conductor. If the body becomes part of the circuit, electrical shock
can and does occur. If the ground c.-Aitact is poor, the voltage will

not be able to force a harmful current (amperage) through the
resistance. But if the resistance is lowered through contact with
grounded metal or damp concrete, floors or through perspiring
hands, the voltage will e able to force a larger current through the
body.

A ground fault is thus distinguished from a short circuit, where
two or more circuit conductors are crossed. However, this technical distinction is not always maintained in discussions of electrical safety.

Grounding protects against ground faults in equipmert. These are
usually caused by abrasion, aging or other damage which breaks
through the insulation of conductors and allows the metal of the

conductor to touch the enclosures or adjacent metal parts. An
insulation breakdown can occur in the windings or other internal
functioning parts of the equipment cr in the wiring brought to or
from the equipment.

Whenever a current-carrying conductor makes contact in this
manner, the exposed metallic surfaces become energized at the
same voltage as the conductor involved. The nature of voltage is
that it will force current to flow
1.

from one terminal of the source

2. out through the circuit conductor
3. through any available fault-current path.

4. back to the other source terminal.

If the metallic surfaces are not hDnded together and to ground by
a low-impedance equipmeL grounding conductor such as a conduit, dangerous voltage will exist
probablybetWeen electrical enclosures
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. possiblyfrom some enclosures to plumbing, building
steel and other grounded surfaces.

Because the fuse or circuit breaker will not open the circuit unless
there is a large ground-fault current flow, the dangerous voltage
may continue to exist.
With the grounding-type receptacles and the matching male plugs,

Reversed Polarity

the condition known as "reversed polarity" is unlikely to occur.
Reversed polarity means that, instead of coming into the equipment through the switch and exiting rhrough the neutral wire, the
current exits through the hot wire. This means that the internal
wiring is hot up to the switch, creating a shock hazard.

tester indicates reversed polarity, the internal hot nd
neutral connections of the outlet should be interchanged imme
ately.

Every cord set and power supply cord should be checked idr
ground continuity and correct polarity before being placed ii
service.

Overcurrent devicessuch as fuses and circuit breakersopen the
circuit automatically in case of excessive current floiv from

OVERCURRENT DEVICES

ground, short circuit or overload.

The ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) is a fast-acting circuit
breaker which senses small imbalances in the circuit caused, by
current leakage to ground and, in a fraction of-a second, shuts \off

the electricity. The GFCI continually matches the amount of
crrent going to an electrical device against the amount of current
reutrning from the device along the electrical path. Whenever the
amount going differs from the amount returning by approximately
two to five milliamperes, the GFCI interrupts the electric power
within as little as 1/40 of a second (see Figure 63).
There are two types of ground fault circuit interrupters:
1.

DifferentialCurrent carrying wires go through a differen-

tial transformer. If as little as five milliamperes do not
flow through but trickle to the ground instead, the circuit
breaker is tripped and the flow of electricity stopped.
2.

IsolationThis type combines the safety of an isolation
system with the response of an electronic sensing circuit.
Ground fault passes through the electronic sensing circuit,
17-25
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Ground Fault Circuit
Interrupter (GFCI)
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GFCI

Anderes

"Hot"
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vnthrn to trom
1101"CooduCtO, to
metallic loot case

'pang" to tool

concArctor

1 Ampere

120v
G Hz

Grounded

Electric

"returnmg"
from tool

neutral

Sup

Equipment

Leakage

crouneang
CoockAtof

CU,

1-

tat

Leakage Current

wound

GROUNDFAULT CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER

GFCI monitors the difference in current flowing into the "hot" and out
to the grounded neutral conductors. The difference (1/2 ampere in
this case) will flow back through any available path, such as the equipment grounding conductor, and through a person holding the tool, if
the person is in contact with a grounded object.
Reprinted from Ground-Fault Protection on Construction Sites, U.S.
Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration,
Bulletin 3007 (1977), p. i.

Figure 63

which has enough resistance to limit current flow to as
little as two milliamperes.

The GFCI can operate on both two-wire and three-wire (equipment grounding) systems. It protects both two-wire and threewire equipment and monitors the system continuously.

According to the National Safety Council, there has not been a
single recorded electrocution from ground fault in any installation
employing a GFCI.8 The ground fault circuit interrupter also
provides protection against fires, overheating and destruction of
insulation on wiring.

A GFCI does not protect a person from line-to-line hazards, such
as those developing when a person is holding two hot wires or a
hot and neutral wire. It is no substitute for good electrical safety
procedures.

In the industrial/vocational education shop GFCIs should be used
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1.

where water and electricity are used in close proximity
(e.g.,

where motors or other electrical apparatus are

located near sinks and basins
2. where the user of electrical equipment cannot avoid being

grounded
3.

on circuits providing power to portable tools and to
outdoor receptacles.

Portable models are available.

Electrical conductors and machinery are designed to carry a rated
load. Their safe current-carrying capacity is determined by their
size, the material of which they are made, \ the type of insulated

Fire Hazards Created by
Overloading

covering and the manner of installation. rf they are forced to
carry loads greater than their capacity, the result is overheating.

For example, if a 1/4 horsepower motor is given a load of one
horsepower, it will try to carry that load but probably will burn
itself up in the process. Because the voltage is constant, the motor
will draw more current. The excess current will heat the electrical

conductors to the point where they will break, creating a fire
hazard. Such overheating frequently causes the insulation to burn,
exposing live parts. Fires sometimes start because electrical conductors within a wall raise a combustible material to its ignition
temperature, causing it to burn.
Overcurrent devices open the circuit automatically when triggered
by
1.

2.

excessive current flow from
a.

overload

b.

accidental ground

c.

short circuits

circuit interrupter causing a circuit breaker to open.

Overcurrent devices are basically passive. They operate only when

something goes wrong. They do not substitute for ground fault
circuit interruptors but supplement them.

Fuses and circuit breakers operate on a time-versus-current
17-27
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principle. Dv: larger the amount of current, the shorter the Lime
required to break the circuit. Sc' that large amounts of current can
flow quickly, activating overement devices and protecting the
circuit from damage, it is important for the grounding conductor
to:

L be continuous
2. have low impedance

3. have sufficient ampae,y.
Fuses

A fuse is a part of a conductor in a circuit. When too much current
flows through, the fuse heats up within a fraction of a second. The
fusible metal melts and interrupts the circuit.
There are three kinds of fuses:

\v:

1.

link fusea fusible metal forms a strip between the two
terminals of a fuse block

2.

plug fuseused on circuits which do not exceed 30 amperes at not more than 150 volts to ground, the fusible
metal is completely enclosed

3.

cartridge fusesthe fusible metal strip is enclosed in a
tube.

Maintaining Fuses

Each type should be used only in the circuit for which it was
designed. Fuses of the wrong type or size can injure personnel and
dampue equipment.

Fuses never should be inserted in a live circuit. When it is necessary to remove a fuse, the circuit should be locked out. The fuse
should be extracted with an insulated fuse puller. If the fuse is not
protected by a switch, the supply end should be pulled out first.
When the fuse is replaced, the supply end should be put in first.

A copper wire or other conductor must never be substituted for
a fuse. A larger fuse never should be used to replace a blown fuse.
Overfusing can cause overheated wiring and equipment, creating
the very fire hazard that fuses are designed to prevent.
Circuit Breakers

A circuit breaker is a switch so placed in a circuit that it opens
automatically if a certain temperature is reached or if too much
current flows through the switch. A circuit breaker may operate
17-28
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instantly or be equipped with a timing device.
There are two general types:
1.

thermal, operating only on the basis of temperature rise

2. magnetic, operating only on the basis of the amount of

current passing through the circuit.
The NEC (430-32) requires that all circuits be equipped with fuses

Applicable Standards

or circuit breakers that will open if the actual 'current flow a
circuit exceeds the expected flow by 25 percent. For example, i a
circuit is normally expected ,to ,!arry a load of sixteen amperes., tl-^
fuse or circuit breaker must be rated at twenty amperes. The NEC

further requires that the conductors in the circuit be able to carry
the 25 percent excess load without overheating.

For welders, the NEC (630-12, 630-22, 630-32) requires over-

current protection set at not more than 200 percent (for are
welders) or 300 percent (for resistance welders) of the rated primary current, of the welder.

According to NEC 240-24, overcurrent devices must be located

Locating Overcurrent Devices

where they are:
1.

readily accessible; which is defined in NEC 100 as "capable
of being reached quickly for operation, renewal or inspec-

tions, without requiring those to whom ready access is
requisite to climb over or remove obstacles or to resort to
portable ladders,,chairs, etc."
2.

not exposed to physical damage

3. not in the vicinity of easily ignitible material.

Overcurrent devices frequently serve as disconnecting means.
Therefore, they must be readily accessible when troubles occur.
Furthermore, devices which are difficult to reach are apt to be
neglected. In the case or overcurrent devices, neglect can lead to
overheating and fires.

Supervisors and instructors in school shops must make certain
that circuits are not overloaded. Even if overcurrent protection
devices function properly and prevent fire or heat hazards, there is
17-29
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still the inconvenience of resetting the breaker or replacing the
fuse.

Signs of Overloading.

What are som,:: signs of overloading?
1.

The fuse or circuit breaker frequently opens the circuit.

If this happens, try to determine if a certain machine
when it is energized is causing the interruption.

2. A ground fault circuit interrupter interrupts the circuit
frequently.
3.

An electrical machine feels abnormally hot.

4. An extension cord becomes warm.

5. A cable bank, fuse box or junction box feels abnormally
warm.

6. The insulation of conductor is worn or frayed.
If any of these conditions exist, a maintenance electric;an should
be called.

Investigating Overloads

Before fuses are replaced or circuit breakers reset, an investigation should be made for the cause of the short circuit or overload.

To ignore the warning signals which have been built into the
system is foolish and shortsighted.
MAINTAINING
PROTECTIVE DEVICES

According to one researcher, the cost of the electrical system in
any facility is only 7-1/2 percent of the total cost even though
the facility is useless without electric power.9 Saving a few cents
by cutting corners on maintenance is false economy. It undercuts
the sound investment that has been made in designing and installing a safe system.

We have seen how electrical protective devices are the safety valves
of the system. Overcurrent protective equipment must be checked

periodically to be certain that it works properly when troubles
occur. The maintenance needs involve fi e steps:
1.

clean

2.

tighten

3. lubricate
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4.

inspect

5.

test.

Fuses, relays and circuit breakers must be cleaned periodically to Clean
eliminate dirt, dust, moisture and contaminants which can make
A
the system ineffective.

All electrical connections must be tight. A loose connection gen- I Tighten
erates excess heat, which can orode metal.

Lubrication is necessary to keep the mechanical joints or sliding
parts in circuit breakers from becoming rusty over a period of
time. Such lubrication must be done carefully so that improper
lubricants are kept away from electrical contacts.

Lubricate

All electrical, protective devices need to be checked to be certain

Inspect

that their interrupting rating and their setting is in accordance
with the design. Such inspection will detect instances where the
capacity of the device has been increased to keep the circuit from
tripping. For example, if a 15-ampere circuit breaker or fuse has

been replaced by a 20- or 25ampere device, an accident is just
waiting to happen.

If it has a built-in test feature, the circuit breaker, fuse or relay Test
can be subjected to simulated fault conditions to make sure
that it operates in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications for the device being tested.

Such a maintenance program as the one described will ensure that
devices have not been impaired by
dusty, oily, smoky or corrosive atmospheres
mechanical vibration

excessive temperature
tampering.

The electrical system for an industrial/vocational education shop
originates at a service entrance, from which feeders carry current
to branch circuits. These in turn carry current to the outlets for

lighting, machinery and equipment. It is Important to identify
the switches and circuit breakers which control the power to each
particular circuit.
17-31
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Applicable Standard

I According to the NEC (110-22):

Each disconnecting means required by this Code for
motors and appliances, and each service, feeder or branch

circuit at the point where it originates shall be legibly
marked to indicate its purpose unless located, and arranged so the purpose evident. The marking shall be of
sufficient durability to withstand the environment involved.
4

When Disconnection is
Necessary

During the life of any electrical installation, there will be times
when it is necessary to disconnect a branch circuit, a feeder or an
entire service. The reason may be:
1.

normal maintenance procedures, whether scheduled or
unscheduled

2.

changes or additions to the system

3.

emergencies requiring quick action to disconnect power
from a particular piece of equipment or portion of the
system

4.

major emergencies such as fire or explosion, which requife
that all power in the building be turned off quickly:

If the appropriate disconnecting means is not obvious, mistakes
may be made or vital time may be lost in tracing circuits to their
source. If the circuit conductors, or the raceway containing them,
are visible from the disconnecting means to the cquipin'mt involved, the purpose may be evident. However, a sign, label, tag or
nameplate on the disconnect is necessary in most cases to ..teet the
needs of quick identification.

Instructor Involvement

In many schools there is one person who knows the electrical
system like the back of his hand. Usually this is the person respon-

sible for maintaining electrical circuits and equipment. It is easy,
for the industrial/vocational education instructor to assume that
this key person always will be available to ident!fy disconnecting.
means.

But emergencies can and do occur when there is no time to consult the specialist. Harmful shocks and even electrocutions can
result from the wrong switch being opened or closed in a panic
situation. Fires can start if a faulted circuit is not disconnected
17-32
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quickly enough. Therefore, the instructor must insist that switchboards and control panels are adequately identified.

Where thre is inadequate identification, not only is the school
violating. the National Electrical Code but also a known hazard is
being allowed to-exist. The instructor will want to urge that the
following steps be taken immediately, with the supervision of the
Safety and Health Committee:
1.

Steps in Identifying
Disconnecting Means

Trace out all existing circuits, from service entrance to
utilization equipment, and clearly mark each disConnecting

device to indicate what circuit or, what equipment it disconnects.

2. Make sure that exceptions to,the above are permitted only
where the circuit conductors .or their raceway areclearly
visible from the disconnecting means to the load.

3. Use labels or nameplates which are pernianently legible.

4. Do not depend ontirely on anyone's memory to identify
circuits fo:, proper labeling.

5. When numbers or letters are used to identify circuits and
equipment, be sure that the system layout or key diagram
is posted so that the key can be interpreted and tihe circuit

S.

located.
./
Figure, 64 illustrates some forms of proper identification, which

can save both lives and equipment.
LABELING DISCONNECTING MEANS
LEGEND IN
DOOR POCKET

1

SERVICE ENTRANCE
AND FEEDERS

SINGLE
0 SCONNECT
SWITCH

BRAN0H:C18CUIT
PANEL

Reprinted from "Electrical Hazards, OSHA and The Nation.
al

A

Electrical Code," Part IV, by William S. Watkins and

Associates, Inc., Willoughby, Ohio. No cl6te given.

Figure 64
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MARKING ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT

Besides identifying the purpose of a disconnecting means, the
NEC requires that equipment be marked with its appropriate
ratings so that it can perform its fupction as intended. Observing
the limiting conditions. will prevent the operator from subjecting.
the equipment to conditions which will damage it and pdssibly
cause injuries.

Applicable Standards

I

.

-

..

According to NEC 110 -21:

The maQufacturer's name, trademark or other descriptive

marking by which the organization responsible for the
product may 'be identified shall'be placed on all electric
equipment. Other markings shall be provided giving
voltage, current, wattage or other ratings. . . The mark-

f

ing shall be of sufficient durability to withstand the
environment involved.

A metalworking machine must have attached either to the control equipment enclosure or to the machine itself where plainly
visible after installation ."a permanent nameplate listing supply
voltage, phase, frequency, full-load currents, ampere rating of
largest motor, shoEt-circuit interrupting capacity of the machine
overcurrent protective device if furnished, and diagram number"
(670-3): Whenthe machine tool nameplate is marked "overcurrent
protection provided at machine supply terminals," each set of
supply conductors terminates in a single circuit breaker or set of
fuses.

-

For AC transformer and DC rectifier arc welders, the nameplate

must include "name of manufacturer; frequency; number of
phases; primary voltage; rated primary current; maximum opencircuit voltage; rated secondary current; basis of rating, such as
the duty-cycle or time rating" (630-14).

If equipment is connected to a voltage higher than its rating,
violent failure may result. 'If the voltage is below its rating, the
0

Use of.the Nameplate

equipment may overheat and eventually fail. If alternating Current
equipment is energize'd with the wrong frequency or with direct
current, violent failure may result. Any of these abuses can lead to
burns and fires.

The instructor and supervisor must be certain that the nameplate
on a machine or tool is not removed, covered by some part of the
installation or obliterated by painting or other abuse.
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When a nameplate gives an alternate or a maximum rating for the
equipment, a specific marking should be added 63 the machine to

indicate what voltage. is actually being applied. For example,
some machines can operate on either 115 or 230 volts, depending
on 'internal conditions. The nameplate will not indicate which of
these is the applied voltage so a supplementary marking (stencil,
decal, etc.) is necessary_
-

The manufacturer's name on the. nameplate is useful if information needs to be sought or if replacement parts need to be ordered.
The symbol or notice of testing or listing (e.g., "U.L.") is useful
for an inspector.
The industrial/vocational education instructor and supervisor will
want to be certain that the proper electrical characteristics for the
particular shop will be specified when new equipment is bought.
Figure 65 indickes examples of proper equipment marking.
MARKING OF EQUIPMENT
NAMEPLATE SHOWING
MFR, RATINGS:ETC

MFR.

HP -5

NAMEPLATE SHOWS MAX
VOLTAGE (SAY'600 V )

BRAND-X

VOLTS - 460V

EL A -76A.
SWITCH, CIRCUIT

BREAKER, PANEL,
CONTROLLER, ETC
MUST BE MARKED

n

PHASE - 3
CYCLES -60 HZ

TEMP RISE - 40C
AMBIENT TEMP - 30C MAX

SHOWS
y VOLTAGE AC APTUAPL

ILYO

TYPICAL NAMEPLATE FOR MOTOI(

Reprinted from "Electrical Hazards, OSHA and the Nation-

al Electrical Code," Part IV,, by William S. Watkins and
Associates, Inc., Willoughby, Ohio. No date given.

Figure 65

In this unit specific wiring requirements have not been dealt with
in detail. When the school wasconstructed, inspectors would have
checked to see that wiring was installed in accordance with the
National Electrical Code.

SPECIAL NEC PROVISIONS

However, other requirements of the 'code relate more to operation than to installation. They have been cited throughout .the
unit. In this sectioniwe will examine specific regulations for hazardous areas, especially the auto shop.

,

The industrial/vocational education shop contains hazardous
areas, places where flammable liquids and gases are stored and
used (e.g., auto shop, paincspraying). The NEC requires (511-6,
17-35
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516-7)' that equipment which can produce "arcs, sparks or battides of hot metal" be either totally enclosed or so constructed
that, sparks and hot metal particles cannot escape. Included in
this description are cutouts, swjtches, receptacles, charging panels,
generators, !motors or "other. equipment ha g make-and-break,
or sliding contacts."
sk.
Auto Shop

Special wiring is required in the auto shop because It is a lin;
V

ardous location, containing vehicles which use volatile' flammable,

liquids and gases for power and fuel. NEC 511 gives specific,
information.
0

The flexible cord by which electrical fixtures are suspended from
the ceiling must be suitable for the type of service and approved
for hard 'usage. Only flexible cord and cgnnectors approved for
extra-hard usage may be used for charging.

6" --; 15 cm.

Connecfors used for charging must be so "designed and installed
that they will discorinect readily at any position of the charging
cable" (511-8). WhO a cord is suspended from overhead in order
to connect a plug directly .to the vehicle, it must be so arranged
that the lowest point of sag is at least six inches. above the floor.

Racks used for supporting battery cells and trays should bee
of metal and treated to resist deteriorating action by the elekrolyte They must be "provided with nonconducting members
0

WHAT THE STUDENT
NEEDS TO KNOW

directly supporting the cells or with suitable insulating material
other than paint or conducting members'! (480-7). Trays may be
of wood or other nonconductive material treated to resist' deterioration.
In this unit we have discussed electrical safety in the shop, what
aspects need to be considered in installing and maintaining the
electrical system and what, practices need to be part of the dayto-day operation. Throughout the unit, the.emphases have been on
acquainting the: instructor with existing or probable electrical
hazards. and giving him the information he-needs-to-ensure electrical safety in the school shop.

At this point, the instructor may ask, "But what do,my students
need, to know about electrical safety?" The following. are points
which the instructor will want to transmit to his students. This
list is not exhaustive and may be modified to suit the needs of the
particular shop situation.
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.
.
1. Keep tools and- cords away from teat, oil and sharp edges
that can damage electrical insulation.
'.
.

lksulation

1

c.

i)

2. Disconnect tools and extension cords by holding the plug,

Plugs

not by pulling on.the cord. Be sure that the. control switch

on electrical *equipnient is in the "off" position before

1,

,

putting in a plug or pulling it out.
3.

Never use a three-prong grounded plug with the 'third

Three-Prondlugs

prong broken off. Always plug in three -prong plug into a
properly installed three-prong socket.
.

,r..1

.

-/
.

4. Do ndt use electrical equipint in damp or wet areas.

.

Damp or Wet Areas

.62.,

5. Do not use electrical equipment on or near metal loaders,
which conduct alectlicity.
,-

.Metal Ladders

`1

6.. It tools or cord's run very hot, report the condition to the
instrtictor. The insulation could be deteriorating. Never
wrap a cloth around a tool too hat to hold. Sparks can

.,..

Tools Running Hot

,

.00

g.

ignite the cloth.

Damaged Tools or Equipiment-

7. Report immediately any damaged tool or equipment or
one that gives off minor shocks. Report any exposed live
parts immediately. Do not attempt to make repairs yourself.

1

8. .Avoid using extension cords. When an extension cord, mist

be used, choose one with the same 'ampere rating as the
.tool. Make sure that the insulation is intact and that all
connections are tight. Make sure that the cord does not
1

Extension Cords
I
.

create a tripping hazard.

9. Use....a. Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter' when using porte
able tools.

GFCIs

.

i

10. Do not overload circuits.

Overloaded Circuits

)

Electricity is essential t tv tiyilaty shop 'operations: When safety is

viewed as an important component of the total shop program,
then the benefits of electricity can be enjoyed while its dangers
can be recognized and controlled.

CONCLUSION
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1. Accident Facts 1978 (Chicago: NeatiCial Safety Council,
1978), p. 12.
2. C. C. Kleronomos, "Electriad Hazard 'Detection and OSH Act

\..

Compliance," National Safety News.(Septelber 1976); p; 68.
3.

See ,.Ralph H. Lee, "Elecirical Safety in Industriat Plants,"
ASSE Joirrnal (September 1973), p. 36.

4. Ibid.
5. Material in thisseltion is adapted from " Electrical Cord and

Fittings," National Safety*, Council Data Sheet, I-385-79,-as
published in the National Safety News (May 1979), pp.

75-80.

,
4

6. See Norman C. Johnson, :13etter Wiring Devices' Improve

Safety," National Safety Newsi(Nilay 1974), pp. 72-75.
7. This is the definition used by Kleronoinos inrthiParticle cited

in Note 2 (p. 70).
8. See "Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters for Personnel Protectio>n,"

National Safety Caryl Data Sheet 636, National

Safety News (February 1973),p.'81.

9. Henry S. Orth, "Are-You Protected?" National Safety News
(May.1974),
.
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68. Material in this section is adapted from this
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

.P

1.

What is the NEC, arid why is it important?
r

r

. 2.

t

TIT National Electrical Code contains the universally accepted
minimal requirements published mutually by the National Fire
Protection Assuciation and the American National Standards
Institute. All electrical stallations are supposed to comply'
with the requirements the code.

Define electrical current, and state in what units it is measuted.
,

.

.

..

.
44
=Current is the. rate at which electricity
through
a circuit.
. flowi
,
It is'measured in amperes.
,

....

;

,

3, Give two reasons why lower Voltages are dangerpus.

/

.

a.

.

The victim May be "frozen" to' the circuit, unable to let
goof an object held in the hand.

r- .0

.

b. The victim may lose his balance and f

becaide .o mild

shocks.

'l

11

a

4. Name three variables which- determine the severity of shock.

7

A

Any three front among the following:
a.

voltage, how much electpcity is involved

b. resistance, how many ohms impede the flow of voltage
c.

duration of current flow

5 SO
17.39
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(e.

d. frequency df electrical wairespn ah alivrnating)urrent)
e.

the part of the body .4posed.
.0

5./ Briefly state the object of electrical s fety.

The object,, of electrical safety is to prevent the human body
from becoming part of the conductive path.
-'

-

4s

1

'

b

*

5/

el
6: 'What are four kinds 6f protection to Aeventi current from flowing through the human

body? ."

.z../
.

a: isolation.
b. insulation
c.

grodnding

d: overcurrerit protection

r

7. Why is fixed wiring preferable to flexible cords?

Flexible cords are more likely to be damaged or misused.

8.. How can students prevent tension on the terminal connections of a cord?
C

Stddents can disconnect)ie cord by pulling the plug, not on
the cord. ,
4

.

r
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9. Why should stuants never use (pltig with the third prong broken off?
The grounding.system is no longer operating.
1

10. Trueor False

If a three-prong plug is not available Tor use in a grounding receptacle,
a pigtail connector should be used.

f'salse. Pigtail connectors are not allowed by the revised, National
Electrical Code.

11. What is a 9FCI? Name two places in the shop where it should be Used.

A ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) is ala,st-acting circuit
breaker which senses small imbalances in the tircuit caused by
current leakage to ground and, in a fraction of a second, shuts
off the electricity. In the shop,'it should :be used (any two of
the followhig):
Alr

a.

where water and electricity are used in close proximity
(e.g., where motors or other electrical apparatus are .located
near sinks and basins)

.b. where the user of electriCal equipment cannot avoid being
grounded
c.

on circuit's providing power to portable tools

d.

on circuits providing power ro outdoor receptacles.

cJ

,
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